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Accounts

Using the Topology Window
Overview of the Topology Window
The Topology window shows a high-level view of the sites for the account, and the VPN users that are
currently connected to the Cato Cloud. It also contains options to let you easily control commonly used
settings and shows some real-time analytics and data.

You can use the Remote Socket WebUI feature for centralized access to the Socket WebUI for a
specific site. For more information, see Using the Socket WebUI.

Using the Topology Window
The Topology window provides several shortcuts for VPN users and sites that take you directly to the
configuration or analytics window for specific sites or users, or the entire account.

The following screenshot shows the sections of the Topology window.

Item Description

1 Topology of the account for sites and active VPN users

• A - sites with Alt. WAN links
• X - sites that currently don't have connectivity to the Cato Cloud
• The site icon is according to the Type setting (Configuration > Sites > <site> > General)
• The VPN user icon is according to the Client OS

The Topology window doesn't show individual VPN users that are connected to the network with office mode.

2 The Users shortcut menu lets you perform these actions:

• Show VPN users analytics - shortcut to Analytics > VPN Users
• Edit VPN users - shortcut to Configuration > VPN Users
• Add a new user - pop-up window opens and lets you create a new VPN user
• Drop-down option to search for a VPN user, and edit or show the analytics for the specific user
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Item Description

3 The Sites shortcut menu lets you perform these actions:

• Show site analytics - shortcut to Analytics > Sites
• Edit sites - shortcut to Configuration > Sites
• Add a new site - pop-up window opens and lets you create a new site
• Drop-down option to search for a site, and edit or show the analytics for the specific site

4 The Security Services shortcut menu lets you enable or disable these Cato security engines for your account:

• WAN firewall
• Internet firewall
• Anti-malware
• Next Gen anti-malware
• IPS

5 When you select a site or VPN user, the shortcut menu lets you perform the following actions and shows real-time
analytics for the selected site or user. If you don't select a site or user, then the shortcuts and analytics are for the entire
account.

• Analytics contains these shortcuts:
◦ Analytics - shortcut to Analytics > Sites or Analytics > VPN users
◦ Events - shortcut to Analytics > Event Discovery with filter applied for the site or the VPN user
◦ Audit Trail - shortcut to System > Audit Trail for the account

• Operations contains these shortcuts:
◦ Disable - Disable the site or VPN user (with confirmation window)
◦ Change Password - (for VPN users) Opens a window to changes the VPN user password
◦ Remote Socket WebUI - For Socket and vSocket site, opens the Socket WebUI in a new browser tab and

automatically logs in
◦ Delete - Delete the site or VPN user (with confirmation window)

• Configuration - shortcut to Configuration > Sites > <site> or Configuration > VPN Users > <user>

6 Overview summary and analytics for entire account or individual sites and VPN users

Customizing the Internet Redirect Page
Overview of WAN and Internet Redirect Page
When users try to go to a URL that matches a WAN or Internet firewall rule with the Block or Prompt
action, they are instead redirected to a webpage. This page explains why they cannot proceed directly
to the webpage. The default redirect webpage uses the Cato logo, branding, and wording.

Reporting the Wrong Category
Customers can provide feedback that an Internet page for a website is in the wrong category. For
example, they can report that a News website is incorrectly classified as Social.

When the user clicks the link to report that a website or application has the wrong category, the Cato
Management Application generates a reference ID that is shown to the user. In addition, event is
generated for the admins in your account and the Cato Security team. Admins can use Event Discovery
to review and analyze these events with the reference IDs. The Cato Security team automatically
analyzes these reports and validates that the content for the category is correct. When websites
or applications belong to the wrong category, the Cato Security team updates the definition of the
category. To follow up on the category for a website, please contact Support with the reference ID for
the relevant event.

After a few minutes, the wrong category link is no longer active. Users are able to click the link again
after they refresh the webpage.

Known Limitation for Existing Accounts
For accounts with a customized Block or Warning page (for example, changing the logo), the Redirect
Page Customization section shows the Click here to report a wrong category link. However, you
must edit the customized page and save the change to show the link to end users. For example, you
can add a space at the end of the subtitle and then save the change.
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Configuring the Internet Redirect Page
You can customize the look and feel and wording of the redirect page for your account.

There is a Warning page for the Prompt action and a Block page for the Block action.

The redirect pages contain these fields which you cannot customize:

• URL - Shows the URL of the website the user is trying to connect to
• Error Reason - Shows the reason why this website is problematic or blocked

Adding a Custom Logo
The Redirect Page Customization window lets you add your corporate logo to the redirect pages for the
endusers. These are the guidelines for the logo file:

• The maximum file size is 200 KB
• Supported file types are JPG and PNG
• Recommended dimension for the logo is 500 x 700 pixels

Customizing the Warning Page
The same logo and colors are used for the Warning and Block pages. You can customize the messages
at the top and the bottom of each page. These are the specifications for each message:

• Top of page message - maximum 100 characters, 1 line of text
• Bottom of page message - maximum 200 characters, 3 lines of text

You can add a URL or email link to the customized message at the bottom of the page. For example,
a link to the page that explains the corporate Internet policy or an email for a incorrectly blocked page.
You can use a link with or without a description:

• [link]<url>[/link], for example: [link]https://www.sample.com[/link]
• [link]<description>|<url>[/link], for example: [link]Internet policy|https://www.sample.com[/link]
• [link]<description>|mailto:helpdesk@sample.com?subject=Unblock%20Request[/link]
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To customize the WAN or Internet firewall Warning page for the Prompt action:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Global Settings and select Redirect Page
Customization.

2. From the drop-down menu at the top of the window, select Warning Page.
3. (Optional) At the top and bottom of the page, enter a custom message that explains why users are

warned about this website.
You can also a link to your corporate policy in the bottom message.

4. To the left of the Proceed button, use the color pickers to configure the look and feel of the warning
page:
a. Click the top color picker, and select the background color for the Proceed button.
b. Click the bottom color picker, and select the background color for the warning page.

5. Select a custom logo:
a. In the lower-left corner, click the logo.
b. In the Open window, select the file with the custom logo.
c. Click Open. The custom logo is added to both redirect pages.

6. Click Save.

Customizing the Block Page
The same logo and colors are used for the Warning and Block pages. You can customize the messages
at the top and the bottom of each page. These are the specifications for each message:

• Top of page message - maximum 100 characters, 1 line of text
• Bottom of page message - maximum 200 characters, 3 lines of text
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You can add a URL or email link to the customized message at the bottom of the page. For example,
a link to the page that explains the corporate Internet policy or an email for a incorrectly blocked page.
You can use a link with or without a description:

• [link]<url>[/link], for example: [link]https://www.sample.com[/link]
• [link]<description>|<url>[/link], for example: [link]Internet policy|https://www.sample.com[/link]
• [link]<description>|mailto:helpdesk@sample.com?subject=Unblock%20Request[/link]

To customize the WAN or Internet redirect Block page for the Block action:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Global Settings and select Redirect Page
Customization.

2. From the drop-down menu at the top of the window, select Block Page.
3. (Optional) At the top and bottom of the page, enter a custom message that explains why users are

warned about this website.
You can also a link to your corporate policy in the bottom message.

4. Above the logo, use the color picker to select the background color for the block page.
5. Select a custom logo:

a. In the lower-left corner, click the logo.
b. In the Open window, select the file with the custom logo.
c. Click Open. The custom logo is added to both redirect pages.

6. Click Save.

Restoring the Default Settings
You can restore both the customized Warning and Block pages to the original default settings.

To restore both redirect pages to the default settings:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Global Settings and select Redirect Page
Customization.

2. Click Restore Default.
3. Click Save. The Warning and Block pages are restored to the original default settings.

Working with Health Rules
Overview of Health Rules
Use the Health Rules to let you configure the Cato Management Application to send email notifications
when there are events related to link connectivity or quality during the configured amount of time. For
connectivity rules, you can define the scope for objects that trigger an event for connectivity issues. For
quality rules, define the objects that are monitored for link quality threshold on one or more interfaces.
In addition, you can select which types of quality categories trigger events. Health Rules help you easily
monitor the health of the links that connect your network to the Cato Cloud.

Managing Health Rules
The following sections explain how to create, enable, and manage health rules.

Configuring a Connectivity Health Rule
You can set conditions for the rules (such as only send an alert if the issue persists for a specific
duration or if the issue occurs repeatedly), as well as set different rules for one or more connectivity
event (such as failover, passive disconnect, disconnect).

To configure a connectivity Health Rule:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration and click Alerts.
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2. In the Configuration - Alerts panel, under Health Rule, click  (Add) > Quality.
A new Health Rule with the rule type Quality is added to the top of the rules.

3. Click Add Description and type a descriptive name for the rule.
4. Under From, click  (Add).

5. In the Group, Sites and Users tabs, select the check boxes of those network objects that trigger
the rule.

Notes:

• Select the Any check box to include all entities (Group, Sites and Users) in the
rule.

• The main purpose of a connectivity rule is to alert when sites experience
connectivity issues. We recommend that you do not use the Any option,
because it generates many alerts as users and groups regularly disconnect and
connect.

6. Click OK.
7. Under On, click  (Add).

8. Select the connectivity events that trigger the rule:
• Any - Any type of connectivity event
• Failover - Failover between primary and secondary links, or vice-versa.
• Primary Disconnect - Link(s) in active state disconnected.
• Secondary Disconnect - Link(s) in passive state disconnected.
• Socket Failover - Failover between sockets in HA configuration.
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9. Click OK.
10. To define additional constraints when this rule is active, click  (Limit To).

The Edit Constraints window opens.
11. Define the Duration and number of Occurrences for the time frame and click OK.

Note: Constraint conditions are evaluated as an OR relation.

12. To configure emails that are sent for an alert triggered by this rule, click  (Track).
13. In the Health Rules table, click Save.

Creating and Editing Mailing Lists
For each health rule use the Track window to configure the mailing list to define which users receive
email alerts for the health rule. Users can be admins defined in the Cato Management Application or
email addresses that you manually enter.

To create or edit a mailing list for a health rule:

1. In the health rule, click  (Track).
The Track window opens.

2. Click  (Add).
3. Type a name for the new mailing list.
4. Type the email addresses for non-admins to receive alerts.
5. Select the admins to receive the alerts.
6. Click NEW MAILING LIST.

The mailing list is added to the system and is also available for other alerts.

Enabling and Disabling a Health Rule
This section explains how to enable and disable health rules. In addition, it also explains how to stop
sending email alerts for a rule.

To enable or disable rules with the slider:

1. For each rule, click the slider  to enable (green) or disable (gray).
2. Click Save.

To bulk enable or disable rules:

1. Select the check box next to one or multiple rules.
2. In the Health Rules table, click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Disable) to disable or  (Enable) to enable the selected rules.

3. In the Health Rules section, click Save.

To stop sending email alerts for a health rule:

1. In the row of the required rule, click  (Track).
2. Clear the Alert check box.
3. In the Health Rules section, click Save.
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Deleting Health Rules

Important! You cannot undo a health rule deletion!

To delete one or more health rules:

1. Select the check box next to one or multiple rules.
2. In the Health Rules section, click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click Save.

Monitoring Link Quality with Health Rules
Quality Health Rules let you monitor the link quality between the site and the Cato Cloud. When the
quality does not meet a threshold during the configured time frame, the Cato Management Application
sends an email notification. A second email is sent after the link quality returns to comply with the
threshold for a specific time period.

You can define the scope of a rule for specific sites or groups. In addition, define which links are
monitored for interfaces on sites with sockets and IPsec connections. You must configure at least one
quality threshold to trigger an email alert according to these categories:

• Packet Loss (percentage of transmitted packets)
• Distance (milliseconds that it takes a packet to travel between the socket and the PoP)
• Jitter (delay in milliseconds between packets)
• Congestion
• Traffic that is upstream, downstream, or both

When you select more than one quality threshold, they are evaluated with OR relationship.

Configuring a Health Rule for Link Quality
Configure a quality health rule to monitor the quality of the links between sites and objects in your
account and the Cato Cloud.

To configure a Health Rule to monitor the link quality:

1. Click Configuration > Alerts.
2. In the Health Rule section, click  (Add) > Quality.

A new Health Rule with the rule type Quality is added to the top of the rules.
3. Click Add Description and enter a description of the rule.
4. Define the groups and sites that the rule monitors, in the From cell, click  (Add).

5. In the Add Items window, configure the Groups, andSites that generate alerts for this quality rule.
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6. To select all the groups and sites for this account, select Any.
7. Click OK to close the Add Items window.
8. Define the socket interfaces that this quality rule applies to, in the Interface cell, click Edit .
9. The Add Interfaces window opens.
10. Select one or more interfaces for the rule. To apply the rule to all the interfaces, select Any.

Important! For connections that use IPsec, you must select Any. Otherwise the
quality rule does not monitor the link quality.

11. Click OK to close the Add Interfaces window.
a. Configure the quality thresholds that trigger alerts, click Trigger for any of the below

thresholds.
b. Select one or more thresholds, and configure the quality value for each threshold.
c. Select the traffic Direction that the rule monitors.

12. Define the constraints based on a time frame for the rule, click  (Limit To).
The Edit Constraints window opens.

13. Define the Duration settings for how long the quality issue for the link continues.
14. In All Clear, set how long to wait before sending the All Clear email notification.
15. Click OK to close the Edit Constraints window.
16. To define the mailing list for an alert triggered by this rule, click  (Track).

The Track window opens.

Note: Quality Health Rules always send alerts with Priority Critical.

17. Select the Mailing List and click OK to close the Track window.
18. Click Save.

The Health Rule monitors the link quality and sends email notifications.

Setting Alerts and Limits
Setting Limits
Use the  (Limit To) option to define when the time frame when the specific rule is applied.

To create a limit:

1. To set the time frame to the working hours for the account, click Limit to Working Hours.
2. To define a custom time frame, click Custom.

• For a single occurrence, click Once and set the duration (From, Until) and the specific Date.
• For a repeating time constraint, click Recurring and set the duration (From, Until) and the

day(s) of the week when the rule will be enforced.
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3. Click OK to close the Edit Constraints window.
4. Click Save.

Note: To cancel any time constraints you defined, click Clear or select No time
constraint.

Setting Alerts
The Track column lets you create alerts that are triggered by different rules, such as firewall rules and
health alerts. For some rules, such as firewall rules, you can choose to generate events when the rule is
matched.

To receive email alerts for every time the rule is matched, set Frequency to Immediate.

To set an alert:

1. Click  (Track).
The Track window opens.
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2. (Optional) Select Event to generate events in Analytics > Event Discovery for this rule.
3. Select Alert.
4. From the Priority drop-down menu, select one of these options:

• Immediate - an email is sent to the recipients for every occurrence.
• Hourly - an email is sent to the recipients with the first occurrence, and the next email follows

after 1 hour (including all additional occurrences).
• Daily - an email is sent to the recipients with the first occurrence, and the next email follows after

24 hours (including all additional occurrences).
• Weekly - an email is sent to the recipients with the first occurrence, and the next email follows

after 1 week (including all additional occurrences).
5. Select a Mailing List whose members receive the alerts.
6. Click OK to close the Track window.
7. Click Save.

Configuring System Alerts for the Account
Overview of System Alerts
System alerts are a set of alerts predefined by Cato Networks. You can enable the system alerts you
require, and define a distribution list for each one. By default, all system alerts are enabled and are
configured to send alerts to the "All Admins" mailing list.

For alerts based on system events, additional details about certain types of events can be viewed in
Analytics > Events.

There are several groups system alerts:

• User Locked/Unlocked - sends an alert when a VPN User is locked/unlocked. Cato Socket follows
PCI guidelines and best practices, meaning that following six consecutive authentication failures
when accessing the network via the VPN client, the VPN user is locked for 30 minutes or until an
administrator re-enables the account.

• Admin Locked/Unlocked - sends an alert when an admin is locked/unlocked. Cato Socket follows
PCI guidelines and best practices, meaning that following six consecutive authentication failures
when accessing the Cato Management Application, the admin is locked for 30 minutes or until an
administrator re-enables the account.
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• Activate New Socket - sends an alert when a new socket is ready to be activated (see the Cato
Socket Deployment Guide).

• Socket Upgrade - sends an alert when there is an upcoming maintenance window for the socket.
• General Notification - sends an alert when a new notification is sent by Cato Networks.
• Directory Services Sync - sends an alert when an Directory Services sync event occurs. You can

limit the alert to be sent for only certain types of Directory Services Sync events and statuses. The
default settings is to only send alerts when a scheduled Directory Services Sync failed.

• DC Connectivity Failure - sends an alert if the WMI Controller used for syncing directory services for
User Awareness failed.

Note: Cato generates a DC connectivity failure alert once an hour. So it's possible
that a single failure alert can indicate many DC connectivity failure events.

• License Updated - sends an alert when a license for the account is updated or modified.
• Expired Signing Certificate - sends an alert when a signing certificate in your account is expired.

These certificates are used for Device Authentication.
• SCIM Provisioning -Each hour, the Cato Management Application sends email alerts that

summarize the SCIM provisioning actions (success or failure).

Configuring System Alerts

To configure system alerts:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Configuration) > Alerts.
2. In the System Alerts section, select alerts that you are enabling.

An alert is enabled when it has a green check mark.
3. For a Directory Services Sync alert, define any constraints as follows:

a. In the Limit To column, click  (Limit To).
The Edit Constraints window opens.
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b. From the Sync Type drop-down menu, select click the sync event that triggers an alert.

Note: If you select the Scheduled sync type, verify that in Directory
Services > Connection Settings, the Daily sync Directory Service Groups
and Users (User Awareness) and/or Daily synchronize VPN users options
are enabled. By default, these options are enabled in the Cato Management
Application.

If you select the On-demand sync type, the event will be triggered when, in
Directory Services> Connection Settings, you click SYNC NOW.

c. From the Action drop-down menu, select the Action that triggers an alert.
The Succeeded with warning action is sent when the directory services partially synced (for
example, if there are issues with the first or last name of a VPN user).

d. Click OK.
4. To change the mailing list for an alert, click  (Edit) for the required alert and click the required

mailing list.
5. Click OK to close the Edit Constraints window.
6. Click Save.

Configuring Authentication Settings for Administrators
This article discusses how to configure different authentication settings for Cato Management
Application administrators.

Overview of Authenticating Administrators
To best fit the requirements of your organization, you can define the authentication methods for the
Cato Management Application. These are the different methods:

• SSO provider - Authenticate with the Single-Sign On (SSO) provider that is configured for the account
in Access > Single-Sign On

• Cato user credentials - Log in with the username (admin email) and password that you configure in
the Cato Management Application
◦ 2FA - Admins are also required to use Two Factor Authentication (2FA) with an application app

when they log in to the Cato Management Application
◦ 2FA is only supported for Cato user credentials
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Configuring the Cato Management Application Authentication Methods
Use the System > Login Settings window to configure what are the allowed authentication methods
for admins to log in to the Cato Management Application. You must enable at least one of the
authentication methods, and you can choose to enable all of them.

The same SSO provider (Access > Single Sign-On) is used for clientless SDP and for admin
authentication. The admin authentication settings are defined for all admins in the account.

This window also shows the subdomain URL that is configured for the account.

To configure the authentication methods for Cato Management Application
admins:

1. From the navigation pane, select System > Login Settings.

2. In the Login Authentication Method section, enable  one or more methods that admins can
use to authenticate to the Cato Management Application:
• Allow login with SSO Provider - admins can log in to the Cato Management Application with

the SSO provider
• Allow login with Cato user credentials - admins can log in to the Cato Management

Application with the Cato username and password
3. Click Save. The Cato Management Application Login Authentication Methods are configured for

the account.

Using Two Factor Authentication for Administrators
To provide additional security, you can configure admins to use Two Factor Authentication (2FA) when
they log in to the Cato Management Application. 2FA uses an authentication app (such as Google
Authenticator) to generate secure One-Time-Passwords (OTP) that the admin enters as part of the
login process. Otherwise, the admin can't authenticate and log in to the Cato Management Application.

Note: 2FA is only supported for Cato user credentials. Admins don't need to enter a
2FA code when they log in with an SSO provider.

Enabling Two Factor Authentication for an Administrator
After you create an admin, you can enable 2FA for that admin. If 2FA is enabled, the next time that the
admin logs in to the Cato Management Application, he is redirected to a web page with a QR code. The
admin uses the authentication app to scan the QR code and the Cato Management Application 2FA is
added to the authentication app.
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To enable 2 Factor Authentication for an admin:

1. From the navigation menu, select System > Administrators.
2. Select the administrator.

3. In the General section, select 2 Factor Authentication.
4. Click Save.

Resetting Two Factor Authentication
You can reset the 2FA permissions for an admin. After you reset the 2FA permissions, the admin can
no longer use the current authenticator app to log in to the Cato Management Application. The next
time that the admin logs in to the Cato Management Application, he is redirected to a web page with
a QR code. The admin uses the authentication app to scan the QR code and the Cato Management
Application 2FA is added to the authentication app.

To reset the 2FA permissions for an admin:

1. From navigation pane, select System > Administrators.
2. Select one or more administrators.
3. Click More  > Reset 2 Factor Authentication.
4. In the confirmation window, click OK. An email notification is sent to the admin.

Configuring DHCP Settings

Overview of DHCP in Cato Networks
Cato is the default DHCP server for accounts. After you define the DHCP IP ranges in the Cato
Management Application, the Cato DHCP server assigns IP addresses to clients. There is no limit on
the number of DHCP IP addresses per account for the DHCP IP ranges. You can also choose to use
Cato as the DHCP relay agent for a local DHCP server in your organization.
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Configure the DHCP IP ranges for each site, and you can also define specific ranges for the different
network segments in a site. For example, a specific DHCP IP range for a Guest WiFi VLAN in the
corporate HQ.

Working with the DHCP Lease Time in Cato
The Cato DHCP server reserves assigned IP addresses for six - eight hours beyond the DHCP lease
time. Within that time, if the original host requests an IP it receives the same IP address. After six
hours the Cato Cloud updates the expired DHCP leases and makes the IP address available for other
requests. However, the DCHP leases are updated once per hour, based on the time that the tunnel
initially connected to the Cato Cloud. This means that it’s possible that the Cato DHCP lease time can
be up to eight hours before you include any configured DHCP lease time.

Note: Setting DHCP option 51 (lease time) doesn’t reduce the DHCP lease in the Cato
Cloud which can be up to eight hours (eight hours grace time and up to two hours to
update the DHCP leases).

Configuring Cato as the DHCP Server
When you configure Cato as the DHCP server for your account, each PoP assigns IP addresses and
network parameters to the clients and hosts that use it to connect to the Cato Cloud.

The Cato DHCP server synchronizes the lease across all PoPs in the Cato Cloud. By default, the
DHCP lease expires after 72 hours.

For each site, define the DHCP IP address range for the network segments in that site. The hosts
behind the site, receive their IP addresses from the DHCP IP range for the network segment in that site.
Make sure that the Gateway IP address isn’t included in the DHCP range.

For hosts that require a static IP address, such as a network printer, make sure that this host isn't within
the DHCP range for the network segment.

You can define one of the following DHCP server settings for each Native Range and VLAN Range
within a site:

• Account Default - the network uses the settings for the account that are configured in the DHCP
Relay section. If this section isn't configured, then the network does NOT receive DHCP settings.

• DHCP Range - enter an IP range that is assigned by the Cato DHCP server. Use this option when
you want to use Cato as the DHCP server.

• DHCP Relay - select the DHCP relay group that you previously defined.
The DHCP Relay option is only available for X1500, X1700 Sockets, and ESX vSockets with Socket
version 10.0 or higher.

Note: If you don't configure the DHCP range for a site, then the Cato DHCP server
can't assign IP addresses for hosts and endpoints to have network connectivity.

To define the DHCP range for a network segment:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites.
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2. Select the site, and expand the Networks section.

3. Configure the DHCP range for each network segment:
a. In the DHCP Settings column, from the drop-down menu select DHCP Range.
b. Enter the range of IP addresses that the Cato DHCP server can assign.

You can either use CIDR or the first and last IP address of the range with a dash. For example,
10.11.1.0/28 or 10.11.1.5-10.11.1.10

Note: You cannot use /32 CIDR blocks.

4. Click Save. The DHCP IP range for the account is configured.

Configuring DHCP Options for the Account and Groups
DHCP options let you define specific DHCP host configuration parameters for your account. Since
Cato is the DHCP server for your account, it applies the DHCP options to the network traffic. You can
configure DHCP options for groups (highest precedence) or for the entire account (lowest precedence).
The options are applied according RFC 2132 and other relevant RFCs.

Notes:

• If you use Cato as a DHCP relay instead of the DHCP server for your account, then
the DHCP options in the Cato Management Application are disabled for groups and
the account.

• The DHCP options aren't applied to Cato Clients.

To configure the DHCP options:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration.
• For groups, click Group and select the group.
• For the entire account, click Global Settings > DHCP.

2. Click DHCP and expand the DHCP Options section.
3. Click the Add button.

A new row is added to the DHCP Options section.
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4. Enter a Description, and the Option Number based on the RFC.
5. Configure the specific settings for the DHCP option:

a. Select the Type of data for the option: ASCII, HEX, or IP address.
b. Enter the Data value.

For IP addresses, you can enter several IP addresses separated by commas.
6. Click Save. The DHCP option is applied to the group or the account.

Working with Hierarchy for DHCP Options
You can configure the DHCP options on different objects in the Cato Management Application, for
example: Global Settings for the account, and for groups. When there is a conflict between these
objects, the precedence is for the most specific object:

1. Groups - most specific and highest precedence
2. Account - less specific and lowest precedence

In other words, if there are different DHCP settings for a group and the account, the DHCP settings for
the group are used because the group is higher precedence than the account.

Configuring Cato as the DHCP Relay
This article explains how to configure DHCP relay settings for network ranges in your account.

Overview of Using Cato as a DHCP Relay
If your organization uses centralized DHCP servers (for example Microsoft DHCP servers), then you
can configure Cato to relay DHCP messages to these servers. The DHCP relay configuration can be
applied to the entire account, or to individual network ranges within a site.

Cato lets you define different groups of DHCP servers and then assign the appropriate DHCP server
group to a network range.

DHCP Relay Group Prerequisites
These are the requirements for using DHCP relay groups in your account:

• X1500, X1700 Sockets and ESX vSockets that are using Socket version 10.0 or higher
• For high availability configurations, both Sockets must use Socket version 10.0 or higher

Defining the DHCP Relay Groups
Use the DHCP Relay Groups section to define destination DHCP servers. Each server must belong
to a DHCP Relay group, and you can create multiple groups based on the requirements for your
environment. For example, one group for a production environment and another one for a guest WiFi.

The same DHCP server can belong to multiple groups. You can define up to three separate servers for
each DHCP Relay group.

For groups with multiple DHCP servers, the Cato Socket relays the DHCP request to all the configured
servers within the group. All the DHCP responses from the servers are sent back to the originating
client.

To define DHCP relay groups:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Global Settings.
2. Click DHCP and expand the DHCP Relay Group section.
3. Click Add .
4. In the new row, configure the DHCP servers for the group:

a. Enter the Group Name.
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b. Enter the IP address for the DHCP Relay Servers.
For groups with multiple servers, use a comma to separate the IP addresses. For example,
10.20.20.10, 10.20.20.26.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each DHCP relay group.
6. Click Save.

Configuring the DHCP Servers for Network Segments
You can define one of the following DHCP server settings for each Native Range and VLAN Range
within a site:

• Account Default - the network uses the settings for the account that are configured in the DHCP
Relay section (see below, Configuring the DHCP Relay Settings for the Account) .

• DHCP Range - enter an IP range that is assigned by the Cato DHCP server. Use this option when
you want to use Cato as the DHCP server.

• DHCP Relay - select the DHCP relay group that you previously defined.
The DHCP Relay option is only available for X1500, X1700 Sockets, and ESX vSockets that meet the
minimum Socket version.

Note: When you select the DHCP Range or Relay settings for a network segment, this
overrides the DHCP Relay settings for the account.

The following screenshot is an example of a network configured to use the DHCP relay group, DHCP-
Group1.

Assigning the Account Default DHCP Settings to a Network Range
When you select the Account Default option for the DHCP Setting for the network range in a site, then
it uses the account level DHCP Relay settings.

• When you enable DHCP Relay for the account, the default DHCP Relay group settings are applied to
the network range

• When DHCP relay is disabled for the account, then no DHCP settings are applied to that network
range

For more about configuring the account level DHCP settings, see below, Configuring the DHCP Relay
Settings for the Account.

To assign the Account Default DHCP settings to a network segment:

1. In the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites.
2. Select the site, and expand the Networks section.
3. Expand the network segment.
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4. In the DHCP Settings column, from the drop-down menu select Account Default.
5. Click Save.

Assigning a DHCP Relay Group for a Network Range
When you select a DHCP Relay option for the DHCP Setting for the network segment in a site, select
the DHCP Relay group for this network range. Cato relays the DHCP requests to servers within the
configured group. For groups with multiple DHCP servers, the Cato Socket relays the DHCP request to
all the configured servers within the group. All the DHCP responses from the servers are sent back to
the originating client.

To assign a DHCP Relay group to a network segment:

1. In the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites.
2. Select the site, and expand the Networks section.
3. Expand the network segment.
4. In the DHCP Settings column, from the drop-down menu select DHCP Relay.
5. In the Select Group drop-down menu, select the DHCP Relay group for this network.
6. Click Save.

Using Cato as the DHCP Server for a Network Range
When you select a DHCP Range for the DHCP Setting, the Cato DHCP server assigns DHCP settings
to this network based on the IP range that you enter. The DHCP Relay settings aren't relevant for this
option.

To assign a DHCP range to a network segment:

1. In the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites.
2. Select the site, and expand the Networks section.
3. Expand the network segment.
4. In the DHCP Settings column, from the drop-down menu select DHCP Range.
5. Enter the range of IP addresses that the Cato DHCP server can assign.

You can either use CIDR or the first and last IP address of the range with a dash. For example,
10.11.1.0/28 or 10.11.1.5-10.11.1.10

Note: You cannot use /32 CIDR blocks.

6. Click Save.

Configuring the DHCP Relay Settings for the Account
You can use the Account Default Setting to configure the global DHCP Relay settings for the account.
Select the DHCP Relay group that is used for the Account Default option. You can also configure the
Relay Wait Time, which is how long Cato waits before relaying the DHCP requests to the servers in the
group.

When you disable the DHCP Relay for the account, network ranges that are configured with the
Account Default option don't receive DHCP services.

Note: When you select the DHCP Range or Relay settings for a network segment, this
overrides the DHCP Relay settings for the account.
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To configure DHCP relay settings for the account:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Global Settings.
2. Click DHCP and expand the DHCP Relay section.
3. Select Enable DHCP Relay.
4. In DHCP Relay Group, select the group of DHCP servers that are used for the Account Default

option.
5. Configure the Relay Wait Time for this DHCP relay group.

• To immediately send the DHCP requests enter 0.
• To configure the number of seconds that Cato waits to send the DHCP requests, enter between

1-90 seconds.
6. Click Save. In the warning window click OK.

Configuring DNS Settings for the Account

Overview of Global DNS Settings
Use the Global Settings menu to configure these DNS settings for the entire account:

• DNS suffixes
• DNS Forwarding
• Reverse DNS Lookup

Note: You can replace Cato Cloud's default servers with custom DNS servers. In this
case, the following DNS records need to be added to your DNS servers to maintain
service functionality:

• vpn.catonetworks.net --> 10.254.254.5 (or the customized reserve service range
x.y.z.2 IP address)

• tunnel-api.catonetworks.com --> 10.254.254.3 (or the customized reserve service
range x.y.z.7 IP address)

Defining DNS Servers and Suffixes for an Account
You can also define DNS servers and suffixes for the following entities:

• VPN users - see Defining DNS Servers and Suffixes for VPN Users
• Sites - see Defining DNS Servers and Suffixes for Sites
• Groups - see Configuring DNS Servers for Groups

Defining DNS Servers for an Account
Cato Cloud provides Domain Name Services (DNS). The Cato Cloud DNS attempts to resolve every
DNS query sent over Cato’s network. If the DNS query was not resolved, Cato Cloud will reach an
authoritative DNS and relay the answer to the host.

Hosts that get their IP address from Cato are configured by default with the following DNS servers:

• Primary DNS: 10.254.254.1
• Secondary DNS: 8.8.8.8

You can set DNS servers for your entire account, groups, specific sites and specific VPN users. When
DNS settings between entities conflict, the entity closest to the host (from host → site → group →
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account) takes precedence. For example, site settings take precedence over group settings, and group
settings take precedence over account settings.

To define specific DNS servers for all hosts in your account:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > DNS.
2. In the Configuration panel, click DNS Settings and Suffix.
3. Type the IP addresses for the primary and secondary DNS servers.
4. Click SAVE.

Defining DNS Suffixes for an Account
LAN hosts and Cato’s VPN clients connected to Cato Cloud can have DNS suffixes added to their DNS
queries.

LAN hosts will have the DNS suffixes configured via DHCP (where used), and VPN clients will configure
the local operating system's DNS suffixes.

For example: two DNS suffixes “myorganization.local” and “myorganization.com” are configured in
this order. When a user attempts to access a server named “storage”, the operating system initially
sends a DNS query for the name "storage.myorganization.local". If this name represents an existing
server, a connection is made to that server. Otherwise, the operating system proceeds to query for
"storage.myorganization.com", and then tries "storage".

You can set DNS suffixes for your entire account, groups, specific sites and specific hosts or VPN
users. When DNS suffixes between entities conflict, the entity closest to the host (from host → site
(where applicable) → group → account) takes precedence. For example, site suffixes take precedence
over group suffixes, and group suffixes take precedence over account suffixes.

To append DNS suffixes to all queries in your account:

a. Click Add.
b. Type the suffix to append.

• Click Save.

Defining DNS Forwarding Rules
If your organization uses internal DNS servers, you can configure DNS Forwarding rules to forward any
DNS queries with the specified domain names for resolving by a defined DNS server (instead of by
Cato Cloud's DNS server).
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To add a DNS forwarding rule:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > DNS.
2. In the Configuration panel, click DNS Forwarding.

3. Click Add.
4. In the Domains column, type the names of domains (separated by commas) that will be forwarded

for resolving by a specific DNS server.
5. In the IPs column, type the target DNS server's IP address. A single rule supports up to four DNS

servers.
6. Click SAVE.

To delete a DNS forwarding rule:

You cannot undo a rule deletion.

To delete a DNS forwarding rule:

1. Select the check box next to the required DNS Forwarding rule.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click SAVE.

Adding a Reverse DNS Lookup Host
The Cato Cloud uses several methods to help User Awareness accurately match a user with their IP
address. These include DHCP, NetBIOS on your LAN, and reverse DNS lookup. To enable reverse
DNS lookup for the DC (Domain Controller), add the associated DNS server in the Reverse DNS
Lookup Hosts section.

Note: The reverse DNS lookup feature is applicable only for DNS servers that can
reply with PTR records. Also this feature is designed to work with accounts that have
User Awareness enabled.

To add a reverse DNS lookup host:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > DNS.
2. In the Configuration panel, expand Reverse DNS Lookup Hosts.
3. Click Add.
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4. Enter the IP addresses for the DNS server for the DC.
5. Click Add for additional DNS servers.
6. Click SAVE.

Creating Floating Ranges for an Account
Floating ranges are global IP ranges that are not connected to a specific site, but can be learned from
any site with a BGP neighbor.

To define a Floating Range:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > Floating Ranges.
2. Click Add.
3. Type a Name that identifies the Floating Range global object in the Cato Management Application.

4. Define the IP Range.
5. Click SAVE.

To delete a Floating Range object:

1. Select the check box next to the required entry.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click SAVE.

Allocating IP Addresses for the Account
Obtaining IP Addresses for Specific Requirements
In some cases, you need to obtain IP addresses from Cato Networks for use as part of network
configurations (for example, NAT and Routing). These IP addresses are only associated to your
account and aren't shared with any other Cato Networks customers.

Using IP Allocation, you can specify from which Cato Networks location to receive IP(s).

• If you require more than one IP address per location, select that location as many
times as required. A different IP address is allocated for each selection.

• The number of unique IP addresses that you can obtain is determined by your
license. For additional IPs, contact your reseller or sales@catonetworks.com.
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To obtain unique IPs:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Configuration), click Global Settings, and click IP Allocation.
2. For each location that you select, a unique IP is allocated by Cato Networks.

3. Click SAVE.

To remove an allocated IP address:

1. For the specific IP address, from the drop-down menu select the location which is blank.
2. Click Save. The allocated IP address is removed from the account.

Using NAT to Assign the Allocated IP as a Fixed IP
When you define a network rule to egress traffic to an allocated IP address, by default the Internet
traffic undergoes NAT with the egress (public) IP addresses of the connected PoP in the Cato Cloud.
These egress IP addresses can change from time to time. If you want your Internet traffic to use a fixed
public IP address to egress from the PoP, use the IP Allocation window to allocate a fixed public IP
address to your account. Once allocated, you can bind that IP address to one of the network rules NAT
settings (Networking > Network Rules).

Configuring the Connection SLA Settings (Socket v12.0)

Note: This feature is supported from Socket v12.0 and higher.

Overview of the Connection SLA Settings
The Cato Socket continuously monitors the connectivity SLA to the PoP in the Cato Cloud and always
chooses the best link out of all the active links. It chooses the best link based on a variety of factors
measured in real-time, including packet loss, latency, link congestion, and others.

What happens when all the active links experience connectivity issues (high packet loss or
latency)?

The Socket has the following options to help fix the connectivity issues:
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1. Activate the passive link (precedence 2) or the last-resort link (precedence 3) if available. Once
the passive link is activated, the Socket chooses the best link for each traffic flow based on the
real-time connectivity metrics. The Socket deactivates the passive link when one of the active links
meets the SLA for a continuous time period of 10 minutes.

2. Connect to a different PoP in the Cato Cloud. If the Socket can't fix the connectivity issues with the
existing links to the currently connected PoP, then it connects to the next best PoP.

How does Cato define a connectivity issue?

A connectivity issue is when there is a continuous condition of packet loss or latency over the defined
time period for either the upstream or downstream traffic. For more information, see below Customizing
the SLA Thresholds Settings.

Working with Connection SLA Thresholds

Using the Cato Smart SLA Threshold Settings
By default, Cato defines the optimal SLA thresholds for Sockets in the account to provide the best
experience for your end users. We recommend that you use the Cato Smart option to define the
Connection SLA for your account.

Customizing the SLA Thresholds Settings
The SLA Thresholds section lets you define the following custom SLA thresholds for the link between
the Socket and the PoP:

• Packet loss (%)
• Latency (ms)
• Time interval (seconds)

If either the packet loss or latency exceeds the threshold for the entire time interval, then the Socket
activates the passive link and moves traffic to it. For example, for the default settings, if the latency to
the PoP on the active link is 350 ms for more than 120 seconds, then the Socket activates the passive
link.

However, if the latency is 350 ms for 100 seconds, and then drops to 250 ms, because the threshold is
no long exceeded the Socket doesn't activate the passive link.

You can define the Connection SLA setting as a Global Setting for the entire account, and different Link
SLA settings for specific sites. The Link SLA for a specific site overrides the account settings.

Customizing the SLA Thresholds for the Account
Customize the global SLA Thresholds settings for the active links for Socket sites in the account.

To customize the SLA Thresholds settings for the entire account:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Global Settings.
2. Expand the SLA Thresholds section.
3. Click Use custom SLA thresholds for Packet Loss and Latency.
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4. Enter the number of seconds that A link is considered as an unacceptable SLA if any of the
following thresholds is exceeded for. This is the default setting for the account.

5. Configure the SLA threshold settings for the Packet Loss and Latency.
6. Click Save.

Customizing the Link SLA for a Site
You can customize a different Link SLA setting for the active links for specific Socket sites. The setting
for a specific site overrides the account setting.

To customize the Link SLA settings for a specific site:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites, and select the site.
2. Expand the Connection SLA section.
3. Expand the Link SLA section.

4. Select Override account settings.
5. Enter the number of seconds that A link is considered as an unacceptable SLA if any of the

following thresholds is exceeded for.
6. Configure the SLA threshold settings for the Packet Loss and Latency.
7. Click Save.
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Configuring a Last-Resort Link (Socket v12.0)

Note: This feature is supported from Socket v12.0 and higher.

This article explains how to configure a backup cellular link (such as 4G/LTE) as a Last-resort link.

Overview of Last-Resort Links
For Sockets that are connected to multiple WAN links, you can designate one or more backup links as
passive or Last-resort. Cato has two options for backup links, precedence 2 (passive) and precedence
3 (Last-resort links). Precedence 2 links are primarily used for wired links, whereas precedence 3 links
are designed primarily for wireless (4G/LTE) links.

When does a Socket activate a Last-resort link?

The Socket activates the passive/Last-resort links in the following scenarios:

1. All active and passive links are down.
2. All active and passive links fail to meet the connectivity SLA thresholds.

What are the special characteristics of a Last-resort link?

• Bandwidth utilization - The Socket only sends a minimal amount of Cato system traffic over the
Last-resort links to reduce usage and expense of the 4G/LTE links

• Grace Timer (Optional) - The Socket waits a set period of time to allow its self-healing mechanisms to
fix connectivity issues on active (precedence 1) links, before it activates the Last-resort link

How does the Grace Timer Work?

When a link is set as a Last-resort link (precedence 3), you have the option to customize the Grace
Timer for this link. The default value for the Grace Timer is 0 seconds, which means that the Socket
doesn't wait any time before activating the Last-resort link.

If you customize the Grace Timer, the Socket waits to repair connectivity on the active links. During
this waiting time, the site may experience connectivity issues (or no connectivity) before the Socket
activates the Last-resort link.

Once the Last-resort link is activated, it starts to send and receive traffic for the site.

How long does the Last-resort link remain active?

The Socket deactivates the Last-resort link when a precedence 1 or precedence 2 link meets the
connectivity SLA thresholds for a continuous time period of 10 minutes. If during this 10 minute time
period, the higher precedence link experiences connectivity SLA issues again, then the deactivation
timer of 10 minutes is reset.

Customizing WAN Keep-alive Frequency for Last-Resort Link
You can also configure a different WAN keep-alive frequency for the Last-resort links. A larger keep-
alive frequency can also help to reduce traffic on these links. For more about configuring the Keep-alive
settings, see Customizing the WAN Keep-Alive Frequency (Socket v12.0).
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Configuring a Last-Resort (Cellular) Link
For each site with a cellular backup link, you can define it as a Last-resort link. You can also configure
the Grace Timer setting to create a waiting period before the Socket activates the Last-resort link for a
site.

Defining the Last-Resort Link for a Site
In the General section for the site, define the cellular (4G/LTE) backup link as the Last-resort link with
precedence 3.

The following screenshot shows port 3 defined as the Last-resort link for an X1700 Socket:

To define the Last-resort link for a site:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites, and select the site.
2. Expand the SocketConfiguration section.
3. In the port with the cellular link, in Precedence select 3 (Last-resort).
4. Click Save.

Customizing the Grace Timer
The Connection SLA Grace Timer setting lets you define a waiting period before the Socket activates
the Last-resort link.
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Note: When you configure a Grace Timer that is greater than the default value of 0
seconds, the site can lose connectivity during the waiting period.

You can define the Grace Timer setting as a Global Setting for the entire account, and a different Grace
Timer setting for specific sites. The Grace Timer for a specific site overrides the account settings.

Configuring the Grace Timer for the Account
Configure the Grace Timer setting that is applied to the Last-resort links for each site in the account.

To configure the account setting for the Grace Timer for the Last-resort link:

1. From the navigation pane, select Global Settings > Connection SLA.
2. Expand the Last Resort Link section.
3. In the Grace Timer section, enter the number of seconds that the Socket waits before activating

the Last-resort link. This is the default setting for the account.
The following screenshot shows a Grace Timer that is set to 120 seconds.

4. Click Save.

Configuring the Grace Timer for a Site
You can configure a different Grace Timer setting for specific sites. The setting for a specific site
overrides the account setting.

To define the Grace Timer settings for a specific site:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites, and select the site.
2. Expand the Connection SLA section.
3. Expand the Last-Resort Link section.
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4. Select Override account settings.
5. In the Grace Timer section, enter the number of seconds that the Socket (for this site) waits before

it activates the Last-resort link.
6. Click Save.

Customizing the WAN Keep-Alive Frequency (Socket v12.0)

Note: This feature is supported from Socket v12.0 and higher.

Overview of WAN Keep-Alive Frequency in Cato
The Socket and the PoP continuously exchange keep-alive messages to maintain the tunnel. You can
set the frequency of the keep-alive messages for each WAN link precedence. For example, if there
are two precedence 1 WAN links, the same keep-alive frequency is applied to both links. The valid
frequency values are 1 - 60 seconds between each message. The default value is 3 seconds. A larger
keep-alive frequency can help to reduce traffic on cellular LTE/4G links.

After three consecutive unanswered keep-alive messages, the Socket considers the link as down.

Note: If you set a large keep-alive frequency value, it can cause a slow reaction due to
underlaying connectivity issues for a site.

Configuring the WAN Keep-Alive Frequency
Use the Keep-Alive setting to customize how often the Socket sends keep-alive packets to maintain
the DTLS tunnel to the PoP. You can set a different keep-alive frequency for each link according to the
precedence. For example, you can customize only the Last-resort links (precedence 3) to 45 second
interval between keep-alive messages, and the other links use the default value of 3 second intervals.

You can define this setting as a Global Setting for the entire account, and different Keep-alive settings
for specific sites. The Keep-alive for a specific site overrides the account settings.

Customizing the Keep-Alive Frequency for the Account
You can customize the keep-alive setting that is applied to each site in the account.

To customize the WAN Keep-Alive frequency for the account:

1. From the navigation pane, select Global Settings > Connection SLA.
2. Expand the Keep-alive section.
3. For the Active, Passive, or Last-resort link, from the drop-down menu select Custom.
4. Enter the number of seconds in between each keep-alive packet.
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5. Click Save.

Customizing the Keep-Alive Frequency for a Site
You can customize different keep-alive settings for specific sites. The setting for a specific site overrides
the account setting.

To customize the WAN Keep-alive frequency for a specific site:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites, and select the site.
2. Expand the Connection SLA section.
3. Expand the Keep-alive section.

4. Select Override account settings.
5. For the Active, Passive, or Last-resort link, from the drop-down menu select Custom.
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6. Enter the number of seconds in between each keep-alive packet.
7. Click Save.

Creating Mailing Lists
In the Mailing Lists section, you can build mailing lists for sending alerts. One predefined list is
intended to send emails to all Administrators. However, you can assemble other lists with a selection of
administrators or other users.

To show the Mailing Lists section:

Click  (Configuration) > Global Settings > Mailing Lists.

Adding a Mailing List
Mailing lists can also be added at any time when you configure alerts when adding or editing security
rules.

To add a mailing list:

1. Click Add above the Mailing Lists table.
2. Type a name for the mailing list and click OK.
3. Click Edit Members to define the members of this mailing list.
4. In the Edit Members window, in the Admins tab select the Cato Management Application Admins

you are adding to this mailing list.
5. In the E-Mails tab, enter the e-mail addresses for other users that you are adding to this mailing list

(separate multiple email addresses with commas).
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6. Click OK to close the Edit Members window.
7. Click Save.

Deleting a Mailing List

You cannot undo a mailing list deletion!

Deletion removes the mailing list completely from the Cato Management Application.

To delete a mailing list:

1. Select one or more mailing lists.
2. At the top of the Mailing Lists section, click Delete.
3. Click Save.

Configuring Remote Port Forwarding for the Account
Remote Port Forwarding (RPF) allows a an inbound connection from the Internet to be directed to an
internal host within the organization, while passing through a Cato Networks PoP. The connection then
benefits from Cato security services.

Note: RPF isn't supported for PoPs that are located in China. You can't choose an
Allocated IP for these Chinese PoPs.
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Anti-Spoofing Protections in the Cato Firewall
One of the basic functionalities of an NGFW is to protect against anti-spoofing attacks. The security
engines in the Cato Cloud implicitly drop any connection where the source IP is outside the scope of the
configured entity (such as site, network range, device, or user). This blocks anti-spoofing attacks and
prevents violations of the configured logical topology.

Enabling Remote Port Forwarding

To enable Remote Port Forwarding:

1. In the navigation panel, select Configuration > Global Settings > Remote Port Forwarding.
2. In the Configuration panel, select Enable Remote Port Forwarding.

3. Click Save.

Defining Remote Port Forwarding Rules
When you define an RPF rule, you have different options for the Allowed Remote IPs setting:

• Enter an IP range or specific IP address. IP ranges are in the format of CIDR, x.x.x.x/<CIDR>.
• You can enter multiple IP ranges or addresses and use commas to separate each one. For example:

192.168.10.5,192.168.200.20,203.0.113.16

Best Practice: We recommend that you configure a range of external ports by
mapping them to an identical range range of internal ports. You can configure a range
of external ports (xxx-xxy) and a compatible range of internal ports (yyy-yyz). However,
if your network requires mapping from multiple external ports to a single internal port, it
is possible to configure this by creating multiple RPF rules.
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Note: For accounts with IPsec sites, if the external IPs of an RPF rule overlaps with
the IP addresses of an IPsec site, make sure that the rule excludes the IPsec tunnel
ports UDP/500 and UDP/4500.

To define a Remote Port Forwarding rule:

1. In the Remote Port Forwarding section, click  (Add).

2. In the Select Allocated IP list, select the IP address.
3. Define the routing information as follows:

Field Description

Name The domain server name.

External Port The external port or range of ports monitored by the PoP.

Internal IP The internal IP address to which the traffic should be forwarded.

Forward ICMP Enable/disable the forwarding of ICMP messages

Internal Port The internal port or range of ports to which the traffic should be forwarded.

Allowed Remote IPs Enter one or more IP ranges or IP addresses that are allowed to perform remote port forwarding to
the account.

4. To define time constraints when this rule is active, click  (Limit To) and configure the settings.
5. To define alerts that are generated by this rule click Select and configure the settings.
6. Click Save.

Deleting a Remote Port Forwarding Rule

You cannot undo a remote port forwarding rule deletion.

To delete a Remote Port Forwarding rule:

1. Select the check box next to one or more rules.
2. At the top of the IP address row, click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click Save.

Configuring the TLS Inspection Policy for the Account
Overview of the Cato TLS Inspection
Today most network traffic is encrypted (TLS, HTTPS), which often minimizes the benefit of scanning
traffic with IPS and Anti-Malware engines. When you enable TLS Inspection for your account, Cato
securely decrypts traffic that passes through a PoP and the Threat Protection engine and inspects it for
malware. If the content of the traffic is confirmed as safe, Cato then re-encrypts the traffic and forwards
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it to the destination. However, if the content contains actual or suspected malware, then the connection
is blocked.

You can choose to use the default Cato policy that inspects all traffic. You can also create specific TLS
Inspection rules that define which traffic is inspected and which traffic bypasses TLS Inspection.

Note: TLS Inspection isn't supported for these Client operating systems:

• Android (due to issues related to certificate pinning)
• Linux

Cato Implicit Bypass Rule for Applications
Cato includes several applications in an implicit bypass rule that are automatically excluded from TLS
Inspection. For a list of these applications, see Implicitly Bypassed Applications.

Working with an Ordered TLS Inspection Rule Base
The TLS Inspection engine inspects connections sequentially, and checks to see if the connection
matches a rule. The final rule in the rule base is an implicit ANY - ANY Inspect rule - so if a connection
does NOT match a rule, then it is automatically inspected.

Rules that are at the top of the rule base have a higher priority because they are applied to connections
before the rules lower down in the rule base. For example, if a connection matches on rule #2, the
action for this rule is applied to the connection and the TLS Inspection engine stops applying the policy
to this connection. This means that rules #3 and below aren't applied to the connection.

Supported TLS Versions
Cato supports these TLS versions for TLS inspection: 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3.

Understanding the Actions for TLS Inspection Rules
The TLS Inspection rules let you use an inspect or bypass action for the TLS traffic.

Using Rules that Inspect TLS Traffic
Use the Inspect action to define TLS Inspection rules that decrypt connections and let the Anti-Malware
and/or IPS engines inspect the traffic for malicious content.

Using Rules that Bypass TLS Traffic
Use the Bypass action to define the traffic that bypasses TLS Inspection rules. Bypassed traffic isn't
decrypted for inspection by the Anti-Malware engines. Remember that a bypass rule only excludes a
connection that does NOT match an inspect rule higher in the rule base.

You can change the priority of a bypass rule so that it has a higher priority than an inspect rule.

Configuring the TLS Inspection Policy
Use the TLS Inspection Policy window to configure the TLS Inspection policy for all traffic in your
account. You can choose to use the default policy that inspects all traffic, or add inspection and bypass
rules to create a custom policy.

Working with Multiple Items

When there are multiple items in a From, or a What field, such as two groups or categories, then there
is an OR relationship between these items. In the example below, the PoP only inspects TLS traffic that
originates from the All Sites or the All VPN Users group.
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Installing the Cato Root Certificate on End-user Devices

The Cato root certificate must be installed as a trusted certificate on every device and computer that
connects to the Cato Cloud.

Using the Default TLS Inspection Policy
The default Cato TLS Inspection policy inspects all traffic (except for the applications that are
automatically bypassed). You can use the default policy by enabling TLS Inspection and there is no
need to add any rules to the policy.

There is a final implicit rule that matches and all traffic with the Inspect action.

To use the default Cato TLS Inspection policy:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > TLS Inspection.
The TLS Inspection Policy window opens.

2. Select Enable TLS Inspection.
3. Click Save.

Adding Inspection Rules
You can customize the TLS Inspection policy and add rules with the Inspect action to define the traffic
that is unencrypted for the Anti-Malware and IPS security engines. Use the From and What fields to
define the scope of the TLS traffic that the Cato Cloud inspects for malicious content.

To add inspection rules to the TLS inspection policy:

1. In the TLS Inspection Policy window, make sure that Enable TLS Inspection is selected.
2. Create a new TLS Inspection rule, click Add Rule and select to add the rule to the Top or the

Bottom of the rulebase.

3. Configure the source of the TLS inspection traffic:
a. Click the From cell.

The Add From window opens.
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b. Select the Cato Management Application items that define the traffic source.
c. Click Add and Close to close the Add From window.

4. Repeat step 3 for the What settings.
5. Click Action and select Inspect.
6. Click Save. The TLS Inspection rule is configured for the account are configured.

Adding Bypass Rules
Create TLS Inspection rules that use the Bypass action to exclude specific traffic from the Cato TLS
inspection engines. For example, you can add a bypass rule for the RingCentral application to exclude
RingCentral traffic from TLS Inspection.

Make sure that the bypass rule has a higher priority (closer to the top of the rulebase) then an inspect
rule that matches the same traffic. Traffic that matches a TLS Inspection bypass rule is also excluded
from security scans by the Anti-Malware engines.

Note: For applications that use certificate pinning to prevent TLS inspection, add them
to a bypass rule so they will function correctly for the end users.

To add bypass rules to the TLS Inspection policy:

1. In the TLS Inspection window, make sure that Enable TLS Inspection is selected.
2. Create a new TLS Inspection rule, click Add Rule and select to add the rule to the Top or the

Bottom of the rulebase.

Make sure that the bypass rule is above an inspect rule that matches this traffic.
3. Configure the source of the traffic that is bypassing TLS inspection:

a. Click the From cell.
The Add From window opens.
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b. Select the Cato Management Application items that define the traffic source.
c. Click Add and Close to close the Add From window.

4. Repeat step 3 for the What settings.
5. Click Action and select Bypass.
6. Click Save. The bypass rules for TLS Inspection are configured.

Managing the TLS Inspection Policy
This section explains how to manage the rules in the TLS Inspection policy, including: changing the rule
priority, enabling and deleting rules.

Changing the Rule Priority
Change the priority of a rule to determine when the rule action is applied to a matching connection.
Rules are applied sequentially to each connection, once a connection matches a rule, the rules with
lower priority aren't applied to it.

To change the priority of a rule:

1. Hover over the specific rule, and the arrows are shown on the left hand side.
2. Change the priority of the rule:

• Move the rule up in the rule base and increase the rule priority
• Move the rule down in the rule base and decrease the rule priority

3. Click Save.

Enabling and Disabling TLS Inspection Rules
Use the slider to enable and disable individual rules in the TLS Inspection policy.

To enable or disable a rule:

1. From the Enable column, click the slider  for a rule.
The slider is green when the rule is enabled, and gray when the rule is disabled.

2. Click Save.

Deleting Rules
You can delete one or more rules from the TLS Inspection rule base. After you delete the rules, you
cannot undo or restore them.

To delete rules from the rule base:

1. Click the delete icon .
The rule is removed from the rule base.

2. Click Save,

Defining Behavior for Untrusted Server Certificates
The TLS Inspection Settings section lets you define the behavior for server certificates that aren't
trusted or are revoked. The default setting is the Prompt action and users are shown a prompt asking
them to confirm that they want to continue and go to the site with one of the untrusted certificates.
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To configure the settings for traffic with untrusted certificates:

1. In the TLS Inspection Settings section, click the icon for Untrusted Server Certificates.
2. Select the action for traffic with problematic certificates: Allow, Block, or Prompt.
3. Click Save.

Implicitly Bypassed Applications
The following table lists the applications that are included in an implicit bypass rule for TLS Inspection.
This rule is at the top of the rulebase and these applications automatically bypass TLS Inspection (even
if you add them to an inspect rule).

AIM Apple Account Apple App Store Apple iCloud

Asana Bitbucket Bitdefender Bluejeans

Cato Management Application Codeload GitHub Demandbase Dropbox

FilesAnywhere Google Apps * Google+ GoToAssist

GoToMeeting GoToMyPC Grammarly HBO

iTunes Streaming JetBrains KakaoTalk MEGA

Microsoft Azure Microsoft Live Naver Line Netflix

npm Periscope Sugarsync TigerText

Ubuntu Visual Studio Vudu Webex

WhatsApp Windows Update Wiredrive Zoom

* Google Apps include the following services: Google Search, Google Maps, Google Docs, Google
Calendar, Google Hangouts

The following applications are bypassed only on iOS:

• Amazon AWS
• Facebook
• Gmail
• microsoft_office_login
• Skype
• Teams
• YouTube

The following application is bypassed only on iOS and macOS:

• Outlook

Configuring the Socket Maintenance Window
Cato automatically ensures that your Sockets are always up-to-date with the latest software release,
offering continuous functionality, stability and security improvements. Since upgrading a Cato Socket
takes a few minutes of downtime, Cato allows you to configure your preferred maintenance schedule.

The Cato Management Application lets you select the local time zone for a site (Site > General > Time
Zone drop-down menu). This setting takes precedence over the Socket setting and Account setting. If
you have questions about a specific Socket, please contact Cato Networks Support.

Note: Cato gives you a notification prior to any update. 
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To set the Maintenance window for the Socket updates:

1. Click  (Configuration) > Global Settings > Maintenance.

2. Select a day of the week and a time slot.
3. Click Save.

Working with Custom Applications

Overview of Custom Applications
The Cato Cloud provides full layer 7 application and service awareness that can be used across the
Cato Management Application (such as in analytics, security rules, networking rules).

Custom applications enable you to define a proprietary or unique application/service used by your
organization that does not appear in the Cato Management Application's predefined lists. Once defined,
you can use the custom application in security or network rules and analytics like any other global
object.

Custom applications are descendants of matching predefined applications. The first matching firewall or
network rule is applied to the custom or predefined application. If you want to apply the rule action for
a specific application, make sure that this rule is placed above any other rule that contains matching
predefined applications.

Custom applications are not configured by any predefined priority. If there is a conflict between multiple
custom applications, traffic will be classified by one of them.

Note: Although Cato Networks continuously updates its predefined application and
service list, in some cases, you may not find a commonly-used application/service for
which you are searching. If this occurs, please open a support ticket so that Cato
Networks adds the application/service to the predefined list. Cato Networks has a
very rapid turn around on such cases. In the meantime, you can define the specific
application/service as a custom application as a workaround until it is mitigated within
the Cato Cloud.

Best Practices for Creating Custom Applications
When the Cato Cloud processes traffic flows, the real-time classification of custom applications
matches one application per flow. However, if the applications are not defined according to best
practices, then they can overlap which can cause unpredictable behavior regarding which custom
application matches a traffic flow.
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To help make sure that the applications function correctly in your account, we strongly recommend
that you define the custom applications as specifically as possible. This means that you define all the
applicable items for the rule for the custom application. For example, configure the custom application
with defined Destination IP, Domains, and Ports instead of only defining the Ports.

The following example shows a custom application configured according to Cato's best practices:

Adding Custom Applications

To add a Custom Application:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Custom Applications.
2. Click the Add button .

3. In the Add Custom Application window, enter a Name and a Description (optional)
4. Click OK to close the window

The application you added appears in the Configuration panel.
5. Define the Category that the Custom Application belongs to.

a. Expand the General section
b. From Member of drop-down menu, select the category.
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You can use the Custom Apps category to bundle all of your custom applications.
6. Define the settings for the Custom Application.

a. Expand the Definitions section and click  (Add).
b. Configure the settings for the Protocol, Ports, IPs and Domains.

• The Protocol, Ports, IPs and Domains columns form an AND relationship: the
custom application is recognized only if traffic matches the criteria defined in all
the columns of the same row.

• Additional rows of definitions for the same custom application form an OR
relationship: the custom application is recognized only if traffic matches the
criteria defined in all the columns of any row.

7. Click Save.

Deleting Custom Applications

Important! You cannot undo a deletion.

To delete a custom application:

1. From the Custom Applications window, select one or more custom applications.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons
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 (Delete) .
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3. In the confirmation window, click OK.

Configuring Access Control with MAC Address Authentication
This article describes how to manage network access based on the MAC address of hosts and devices.

Overview of MAC Address Authentication
You can enable sites with Cato Sockets to provide network access only to hosts and devices based
on their MAC addresses. Enter each MAC address in a CSV file that is uploaded to the Cato
Authentication Server in the Cato Cloud. The sites only authenticate the devices with MAC addresses
that are in this file. All other devices are rejected from connecting to the network. For example, guest
users are only allowed access if they are added to the CSV file.

Note: This feature is supported from Socket 8.0 and higher.

Using the CSV File

• When you upload a CSV file to the Cato Authentication Server, a log is generated for the Audit Trail
window (System > Audit Trail).

• Uploading a new CSV file, replaces and overwrites the previous file.
• The maximum size for the CSV file is 1 MB.
• The maximum number of MAC addresses that are cached in a site is 32,000.

Implementing MAC Address Authentication
You can choose to enable MAC address authentication as a Global Setting for all Socket sites in the
account, or only for specific sites.

Configuring the Global Settings for MAC Address Authentication
This section is a high-level overview that describes how to implement MAC Address Authentication as
global setting for all Socket sites in the account.

1. Upload the CSV file with the MAC addresses to the Cato Authentication Server.
2. Configure the authentication time settings.
3. For each site that is NOT performing MAC address authentication, override the global settings for

that site and disable the feature.
4. Enable the MAC address authentication global setting for the account.

Configuring Specific Sites for MAC Address Authentication
This section is a high-level overview to only implement MAC Address Authentication for specific Socket
sites.

1. Upload the CSV file with the MAC addresses to the Cato Authentication Server.
2. Configure the authentication time settings.
3. For each site that is performing MAC address authentication, override the global settings for that

site and enable the feature.

Even though the global setting for MAC address authentication is disabled, the CSV file and the
authentication time settings are still applied to the enabled sites.

Configuring MAC Address Authentication for the Account
You can use the MAC Address Authentication window to:
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• Configure the network access based for the entire account based on the MAC addresses
• Manage the time settings for how long each MAC address is authenticated or rejected
• Upload the CSV file that contains the list of MAC addresses that are allowed to connect to the

network

Note: If you enable MAC address authentication before you upload the CSV file, then
all connections are blocked.

To enable or disable authentication with the MAC address for the entire account:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Global Settings > MAC Address
Authentication.

2. Select Enable MAC authentication control.
To disable MAC address authentication, clear this option.

3. Click Save.

Defining MAC Addresses that are Authenticated
Use the Cato Management Application to upload a CSV file to the Cato Authentication Server that
contains all the MAC addresses that are authenticated to access the network. The Socket then pulls
this file and compares each connection to the MAC addresses in the CSV file. If the MAC address is
listed in the file, then the connection is allowed. Otherwise, the connection is rejected. To update the
authenticated MAC addresses, upload a new CSV file to the Cato Authentication Server.

When the MAC Address Authentication window for the Global Settings shows the No file uploaded
message, then no MAC addresses are allowed. The sites block all network traffic. We recommend that
you upload the CSV file before you enable the MAC address authentication feature.

Each account uses one CSV file for the authenticated MAC addresses for all the sites with Sockets.
You can choose to enable or disable individual sites (see below Excluding a Site from MAC Address
Authentication). The MAC addresses in the CSV file must be in the correct format to upload the file, for
example: 00:0a:95:9d:68:16. The maximum file size is 1 MB.

The CSV file contains these columns:

• MAC Address
• Username (optional)
• Comment (optional)

To define MAC addresses that are allowed to connect to the network:
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1. Prepare the CSV file with the MAC addresses. You can also add usernames and comments.
2. In the Configuration > Global Settings > MAC Address Authentication window, click Upload

CSV File.
3. From the browser pop-up window, select the CSV file. The file is uploaded to the Cato

Authentication Server.

Downloading the CSV File
The MAC Address Authentication window shows the status of the CSV file that is uploaded. It shows
the number of MAC addresses in the file and the time stamp of when the file was uploaded.

If the window shows the No file uploaded message, then you can download a CSV file that is an empty
template for the MAC addresses and other data.

To download the CSV file from the Cato Management Application:

1. In the Configuration > Global Settings > MAC Address Authentication window, click Download
CSV File.

2. From the browser pop-up window, select the directory to save the CSV file. The file is downloaded
to the directory.

Defining the Authentication Time Settings
Define the authentication behavior for how long the Cato Authentication Server waits before checking if
the specific MAC address is in the CSV file. The MAC approval is valid for setting defines the amount
of time that the MAC authentication is valid for. For example, if the value of this setting is 12 hours, then
a device that was authenticated at 8:00 am is valid until 8:00 pm. After 8:00 pm, when the device tries
to connect to the network, the site checks if the specific MAC address is in the CSV file in the Cato
Authentication Server.

The MAC rejection is valid for setting defines the amount of time that a rejected device waits
before trying to authenticate. During this time, the rejection of the MAC address is enforced and the
site doesn't compare the device MAC address with the CSV file in the Cato Authentication Server.
Afterwards, when the device tries to connect to the network, the Cato Authentication Server compares
the specific MAC address with the CSV file. The minimum time value for MAC rejection is valid for is
1 hour.

To define the MAC approval and rejection settings:

1. In the Configuration > Global Settings > MAC Address Authentication window, set how long
the MAC approval is valid for.
• Select the time amount (minutes, hours, days, and so on)
• Enter the time value

2. Set time amount and value for the MAC rejection is valid for setting.
3. Click Save.

Disabling a Site from MAC Address Authentication
You can choose to override the global MAC address authentication settings and disable this feature
specific sites.

To disable MAC address authentication for a site:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites, and select the Socket site.
2. Expand the MAC Address Authentication section.
3. Select Override account authentication control.
4. Make sure that Enable MAC authentication control is cleared.
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5. Click Save.

Configuring MAC Address Authentication for Specific Sites
You can choose to only enable MAC address authentication for specific Socket sites. Upload the CSV
file to the Cato Authentication Server and configure the authentication time settings for the entire
account. Then for each site, override the MAC authentication settings for the account and enable MAC
address authentication.

Note: In this configuration, you don't enable MAC address authentication for the
account, instead only enable the feature for the specific sites.

To enable MAC address authentication for a site:

1. Upload the CSV file to the Cato Authentication Server, and define the MAC addresses that are
authenticated to the network (see above, Defining MAC Addresses that are Authenticated).

2. Define the authentication time settings for the account (see above, Defining the Authentication
Time Settings).

3. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites, and select the Socket site.
4. Expand the MAC Address Authentication section.
5. Select Override account authentication control.
6. Select Enable MAC authentication control.

7. Click Save.
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Managing Groups
Overview of Groups
You can create groups and leverage them (and existing groups) as global objects across Cato Socket in
security and network rules, DNS servers and suffixes and more.

A group basically consists of the group name and its members. You can also define special
configurations for groups relating to DNS and Proxy Configuration.

Any special configurations you define for a group (such as DNS settings or proxy configuration) apply
only to the relevant network entities. For example, proxy configuration file definition will only apply to
VPN Users that are members of the group, and will have no affect on the other network entities that are
group members.

Cato Socket supports several group types (as indicated in the groups list):

• Manual - groups that you manually define. Group members can include various network entities
(such as Sites, VPN Users, Networks, Floating Ranges and Hosts).

• LDAP - groups you have imported from Directory Services.
• System - groups defined by Cato Socket. These system-defined dynamic groups are automatically

updated with new members when appropriate network entities are added. For example, when a new
site is added to your account, the All Sites system group is automatically updated with the new site.
If this group is used in a security rule, the rule will also be applied to the new site.
System groups include:
◦ All Sites - a group that includes all sites.
◦ All VPN Users - a group that includes all VPN users.
◦ All Unidentified Users - users that Cato Socket cannot identify.
◦ All Users Pending Identification - users that Cato Socket has not yet identified.
◦ All Unmapped Users - users that Cato Socket can identify but their organizational data is missing.
◦ All Shared Hosts - users that Cato Socket cannot identify due to their use of shared hosts.
◦ All Floating Ranges - a group that includes all floating ranges defined in the system.
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Showing Groups and Group Members

To show the members of a group:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Configuration) > Groups.
2. Click the group.

3. Expand the Members section.

Adding Groups
You can you define groups and their members.

• For System and LDAP groups, definitions in the General pane are defined by Cato Management
Application and cannot be modified.

• For System groups, definitions in the General and Members pane are defined by Cato Management
Application and cannot be modified.

• To modify members of LDAP groups, modify your organization's Directory Services entries.

To add a group and define its members:

1. From the Groups section, click  (Add).
2. Enter the group Name and click OK.
3. Add a description (optional). The description appears in the list of groups.
4. Expand the Members section and click  (Add).
5. Select all network entities to include in the group.
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6. Click OK.
7. Click Save.

Deleting Groups
You can remove manual and LDAP groups that are no longer needed.

To remove a group, you must first remove it from anywhere it is referenced across Cato Management
Application in security and network rules, DNS servers and suffixes and more, otherwise the group will
not be deleted.

When you try to delete a group that is in use, Cato Management Application displays
an error message indicating where it is used.

You cannot undo a deletion.

To delete a group:

1. From the Groups window, select one or more groups.
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2. Click 

Dashboard icons
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Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. In the confirmation window, click OK.

The groups are deleted.

Configuring DNS Servers for Groups
This article discusses how to configure DNS Servers for Group objects.

Defining DNS Servers and Suffixes for Groups
You can configure all the traffic for elements in a group to use specific DNS servers and suffixes.

To define DNS servers for a group:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Configuration) > Groups.
2. Expand the DNS section.
3. Type the IP addresses for the primary and secondary DNS servers.
4. Click Save.

To append DNS suffixes to all queries from the groups members:

1. From the DNS section for the group, click  (Add).
2. Enter the DNS suffix you are adding to the group.

Use the Reorder arrows as required to change the priority of the DNS suffixes.
3. Click Save.
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Using a Proxy Configuration File URL for Groups
Defining a Proxy Configuration File URL for Groups
With limitations for certain OSs, you can define a proxy configuration file URL for specific groups.

To define a proxy configuration file URL for a Group:

1. From the navigation menu, click Groups, and select the group.
2. Expand the Proxy Configuration File section.
3. Enter the URL for the PAC file.

4. Click Save.

Monitoring the Last-Mile for the Account
This article offers an overview of the Last-Mile Monitoring feature in the Cato Cloud.

Overview of Last-Mile Monitoring
The Last-Mile Monitoring feature lets you monitor the quality of ISP links between a Cato site and the
PoP. You can use the Cato Management Application analytics to help diagnose connectivity issues and
problems for a site. This feature sends ICMP packets to monitor connections to popular websites, such
as google.com. These connections are outside of the DTLS tunnel to the Cato Cloud. If there is a
connectivity problem, such as latency or packet loss, with these connections - then you know that the
problem is not related to the Cato Cloud.

By default, this feature measures the quality for the ISP links to these destinations: facebook.com,
google.com, and amazon.com. However, you also have the option to configure custom websites for
the entire account or a specific site. The monitoring results for these destinations are available here:
Analytics > Sites > Last-Mile.

Note: This feature is supported on Sockets version 6.0 and higher.

Example of Using Analytics to Monitor the Last-Mile
Let's say that the Cato account for Alpha Cloud company had a problem with VoIP calls on March 15
at 12:10 pm. The IT department is trying to locate the source of this problem to resolve it as quickly as
possible. The admins review the last-mile analytics for this time period and see the following data:
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This graph shows that there is a last-mile latency problem for all three destinations between 12:05
and 12:10. Because the graph is showing traffic data that is not connected to the Cato Cloud, then
the admins know that this problem is not related to Cato Networks. They can investigate if there is a
problem with the internal network for the site, the ISP links, and so on.

Configuring Last-Mile Monitoring for the Account
You can enable Last-Mile Monitoring for the entire account and define the web site Destinations and
ICMP test packet interval.

To configure Last-Mile Monitoring for the account:

1. From the navigation pane, click Global Settings > Last-Mile Monitoring.
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2. Select ICMP Test to enable the feature.
The feature uses these default destinations to monitor the last-mile connectivity: facebook.com,
google.com, and amazon.com.

3. To configure a custom destination:
a. Click the drop-down menu for the Destination and select Custom.
b. Enter the website domain.
In the previous example, Destination 3 is using the custom destination alibaba.com.

4. From Interval, select the number of seconds between ICMP test packets.
5. Click Save.

Configuring Last-Mile Monitoring for a Specific Site
For each Socket site, you can configure specific settings for the Last-Mile Monitoring feature. The
settings for a specific site take precedence and override the settings for the entire account.

In addition, when you configure this feature for a site, you have the option to exclude one or more
Socket interfaces. This means that the excluded interfaces are NOT monitored for last-mile connectivity.
For example, you can choose to exclude an interface that uses 4G/LTE links.

To configure Last-Mile Monitoring for a site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Navigation > Sites and select the site.
2. Expand the Last-Mile Monitoring section.
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3. Select Override account settings, to use only the Socket settings for this site.
4. Select ICMP Test to enable the feature, or clear this option to disable it.
5. To configure a custom destination:

a. Click the drop-down menu for the Destination and select Custom.
b. Enter the website domain.
In the previous example, Destination 1 is using the custom destination twitter.com.

6. From Interval, select the number of seconds between ICMP test packets.
7. To exclude interfaces from Last-Mile Monitoring:

a. From the Excluding option, click Add.
b. In the pop-window, select the interfaces are NOT sending ICMP test packets for link

monitoring.
c. Click OK.

8. Click Save.

Exporting Log Files
This article explains how to use the Cato Management Application to export logs for your account from
the cloud log storage (AWS S3 bucket).

Overview of the Logs Exporter
You can export zipped files of event logs to integrate with a SIEM system and/or store in a remote
location (for example, for regulatory or archival purposes). The log files are exported to secure storage
in the AWS bucket (an S3 bucket), and each account is securely separated from other accounts. Cato
stores the logs in the S3 bucket for 7 days. The Cato Management Application lets you download a
script and when you run the script it downloads the zipped log files from AWS to a local file.
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To show the Logs Exporter section:

• In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > Logs Exporter.

Configuring the Logs Exporter Settings
You can choose to export the logs in CEF or JSON format, and select which types of events you are
exporting.

To configure the settings for the exported logs:

1. Select the file format for the exported logs, from Format select CEF or JSON.
2. Configure the Event types to be sent and exported, click Add .
3. In the pop-up window, select the event types to include in the log files:

• Audit Trail - Admin changes made in the Cato Management Application
• Health - Logs related to connectivity for LAN monitoring, sites, and VPN Clients in the account
• Security - Logs generated by Threat Protection and firewall engines
• System - Logs related to LDAP, User Awareness, license, and users accounts

4. Click Add.
5. Click Save.

The Log Exporter settings are configured.

Downloading Logs with the Client Script
The Cato Management Application provides a Bash script file that connects to the Amazon S3 bucket
for your account and downloads the logs files to your local host.

We recommend that you run the script automatically at scheduled intervals. You can also run the script
manually as required.

Note: Modifying the client script is not supported.

To download client script from the Cato Management Application:

• From the Logs Exporter section, click DOWNLOAD CLIENT SCRIPT.
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Changing the Access Token
The client script includes an unique access token for your account. For increased security, you can
regularly change the access token used by the client script. Changing the access token also creates a
new secure location where Cato Networks stores the log files.

After you change the access token, click DOWNLOAD CLIENT SCRIPT to download the client script
with the new access token. Wait about 15 minutes for the new access token to update in the cloud
before you run the new client script. You can still access the previous logs with the script that includes
the previous access token was changed.

To change the access token:

1. Click CHANGE ACCESS TOKEN.
2. In the confirmation window, click OK.

Setting Default Working Hours for the Account
The Account Information window lets you set the default working hours for all sites and objects in your
account. Each site is configured for it's own relative time zone.

To set the default working hours for the account:

1. In the Navigation panel, click My Network > Topology.
The right-hand pane shows the Account Information.

2. Click Edit.
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3. Configure the Working Hours and Days.

4. Click Done.
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Using a Proxy Configuration File URL for the Entire Account
Defining a Proxy Configuration File URL for an Account
If your organization uses proxy servers, the hosts in the network need to know through which proxies to
send relevant traffic. When VPN clients connect to the Cato Cloud, the Client pulls a proxy configuration
file (PAC file) from a specific URL that you define.

For the supported operating systems, you can define the PAC file URL for your entire account, specific
groups and specific VPN users. When the PAC file URL between entities conflict, the entity closest to
the VPN user (from VPN user → group → account) takes precedence. For example, the VPN user PAC
file URL takes precedence over a group PAC file URL, which take precedence over an account PAC file
URL.

You can also define a PAC file URL for these objects:

• VPN users - Defining a Proxy Configuration File URL for VPN Users
• Groups - Using a Proxy Configuration File URL for Groups

To define a PAC file URL for your account:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Proxy Configuration File section.
3. Select VPN Client Proxy Configuration File Pull.
4. Enter the PAC file URL.
5. Click Save.

Adding Advanced Features to the Account
Configuring Advanced Features the Account
The options in the Advanced Configuration window give you increased granular control over different
settings in your account. The window shows the default value for each of the disabled settings.

When you disable an advanced setting, it returns to the default value. However, the custom value is
saved and if you enable the setting later, the custom value can be used.

To configure advanced features for an account:

1. Click Configuration > Global Settings > Advanced Configuration.
2. For the advanced setting, in the Status column click the slider.

The slider is colored green to indicate that the setting is enabled.
3. Enter or select the Value.

We recommend that you enter a Comment to explain the reason for this advanced setting.
4. Click SAVE.

Advanced Feature Precedence with Sites and VPN User Settings
When you configure the advanced feature for a site or VPN user, it overrides the setting for the account
in the Global Settings > Advanced Configuration window. The following table shows each advanced
feature and if it applies to a site or VPN user.

Feature Name Applies to

Preferred IP for SIP Traffic Sites

Recovery via Internet Sites (only for Sockets)

SIP ALG Sites

TCP Congestion Algorithm Global only
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Feature Name Applies to

VPN Office Mode All VPN users

WAN Keep-alive Frequency Sites (only for Sockets)

WAN Recovery Sites (only for Sockets)

You can configure the following settings for specific sites:

• Socket to PoP Max MTU (only applies to physical Sockets)

For more about Advanced Configuration for sites, see Configuring Advanced Features for Sites.

Enabling VPN Users to Configure VPN Office Mode
When a VPN user is working in an office that is behind a Cato Socket, the Cato VPN Client
automatically connects to that site. This behavior is called VPN office mode and it is enabled by default
for all accounts. Without office mode, when the Cato Client connects to the VPN behind a Cato Socket,
the Client connects with a VPN tunnel-in-tunnel which often has a negative impact on performance.

With office mode, the Cato Client connects to the Cato Cloud using the Socket tunnel and is treated as
a regular host for that site. The Client receives the networking and security settings from the site and
prevents using a VPN tunnel-in-tunnel.

Sometimes office mode can prevent someone who is visiting a branch office from connecting to
resources in a different office, such as the corporate headquarters. You can choose to enable VPN
users to configure the Cato Client behavior for VPN office mode.

 

Configuring WAN Recovery for the Account
To improve resiliency of your network, the WAN Recovery feature provides support if there are
connectivity problems in the Cato Cloud, and the Cato Sockets cannot use it to send WAN traffic to
the other sites. This feature automatically uses bypass tunnels to maintain connectivity with the other
Socket sites. When the Sockets re-establish connectivity to the Cato Cloud, they automatically resume
regular operation.

During network recovery, the WAN traffic bypasses the Cato Cloud and these are the changes to the
traffic:

• The Cato Management Application does not analyze data for connectivity and does not generate
alerts for network health or quality

• The WAN and Internet firewalls are not applied to the traffic
• The Threat Protection services are not applied to the traffic

To configure the WAN Recovery setting, see above Configuring Advanced Features the Account with
these values:

• Disabled - Default global setting - Sockets establish tunnels with other Socket sites and use keep-
alive messages to maintain the tunnels. Recovery IS enabled by default for all Socket sites in the
account.

• Enabled and On - The account is configured to provide recovery for WAN traffic to other sites. The
functionality is the same as Disabled.

• Enabled and Off - Recovery is NOT enabled for this account, and bypass tunnels are NOT
supported or maintained.
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Note: Events generated by the WAN Recovery feature are described as Off-Cloud
Recovery.

Configuring Recovery via Internet for the Account
To improve resiliency Internet traffic, the Recovery via Internet feature provides support if there are
problems connecting to the Cato Cloud, and the Cato Socket cannot use it to traffic to the Internet.
When enabled, this feature automatically recovers Internet connectivity with the ISP links to send traffic
to the Internet.

During the temporary Internet recovery, the Internet traffic bypasses the Cato Cloud and these are the
changes to the traffic:

• The Internet firewalls, and URL Filtering rules are not applied to the traffic
• The Threat Protection services are not applied to the traffic
• The Cato Management Application does not analyze data for connectivity and does not generate

alerts for Internet traffic

To configure the Internet Recovery setting, see above Configuring Advanced Features the Account
with these values:

• Disabled - Default global setting - Recovery IS enabled by default for all Socket sites in the account.
• Enabled and On - The account is configured to provide recovery for all traffic to Internet. The

functionality is the same as Disabled. We recommend that you use this setting.
• Enabled and Off - The Recovery via Internet feature is DISABLED for this the account.

IMPORTANT! We recommend that you always enable the Recovery via Internet
feature and select the On or Off option to manage recovery for Internet traffic. When
this feature is disabled, there can be issues with settings that are configured using the
Socket Web UI.

Using the Same (Preferred) Egress IP Address for VoIP and SIP Traffic
If you work with a UCaaS and have an egress network rule for VoIP or SIP traffic, sometimes the
UCaaS (such as RingCentral) has problems if the IP address changes. When the Preferred IP for SIP
Traffic feature is enabled, VoIP and SIP traffic always uses the same egress IP address.

When you enable the Preferred IP for SIP Traffic feature, if the PoP is temporary unavailable (such
as scheduled maintenance), the site does NOT try to reconnect to the UCaaS from a different PoP
or Internet connection. This means that it is possible that the connection will be temporarily dropped,
however the configuration with the UCaaS is maintained for future connections.

Note: You must have an egress network rule for VoIP or SIP traffic to use this feature.

Configuring WAN Keep-alive Frequency
When there is no data on the link, the Cato Socket sends a keep-alive message to maintain the tunnel.
You can set the frequency that the Socket sends keep-alive messages for each WAN link precedence.
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The valid frequency values are between 3 - 60 seconds per message. A larger keep-alive frequency
can help to reduce traffic on expensive LTE/4G links. The default value is 3 seconds.

Note: If you set a large keep-alive frequency value, it can cause complications in your
network. For example, if the value is 50 seconds and 10 seconds after a keep-alive
message the link goes down. However, the Cato Cloud still thinks the link is up and
can attempt to fail over to this link, but in reality the link is down and not available for
fail over.

To configure the WAN keep-alive frequency setting, see above Configuring Advanced Features the
Account.

Quality Threshold for Links with the Same Precedence
For deployments that use multiple links with the same precedence, Cato Socket monitors the quality of
the active links. If a link cannot maintain the quality threshold, the traffic is routed to the other link. When
the link quality is restored, all active links are available again.

When there are multiple active links with the same precedence, the socket sends traffic over these links
according to the PBR (Policy Based Routing) settings.

These are the settings that set the quality threshold for the active links with the same precedence:

• Acceptable Packet Loss
• Acceptable Jitter
• Acceptable Latency

To configure custom values for these quality threshold settings, see above Section 1 - Configuring
Advanced Features the Account.

Managing Administrators
The System Administrators panel lets you add and configure the system administrators for your
account.

Adding an Administrator
There are two admin roles for the Cato Management Application, editor and viewer. Editors have
full read/write permissions and can configure all the settings for the account. Viewers have read-only
permissions, they can see all the windows in the account but can't change any of the settings. By
default, new users are assigned the viewer role.

You can choose the configure these options for each admin account:

• Password never expires
• 2 Factor Authentication

Administrator Password Options

By default admins are required to change their passwords for the Cato Management Application every
90 days and they receive email notifications 14 days and 3 days before the password expiration date.
When you enable the Password never expires option for an admin, that admin is never required to
change his password.

You can use the Password Expiration setting to configure how often admins admins are required to
change their passwords for the Cato Management Application.
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2 Factor Authentication Settings

You can choose to enable 2 Factor Authentication (2FA) to provide extra security for the Cato
Management Application admin that uses the Cato username and password credentials. For more
about using 2FA, see Configuring Authentication Settings for Administrators.

To add an admin to the Cato Management Application:

1. In the Navigation panel, select System > Administrators.
2. Click Add .
3. In the pop-up window, enter the administrator details:

• First Name and Last Name
• Email - Admins use this email address as the username to log in
• Password never expires - When disabled, the admin must change the password every 90 days
• Existing admin - For Cato resellers, you can add an admin that is already configured in the Cato

Management Application
◦ Select this option and choose the admin from the drop-down list

4. Click OK. The admin is added to the Cato Management Application.
5. To configure the additional settings for the admin:

a. In System > Administrators, select the admin.
b. In the Role drop-down menu, select the permissions for the admin: Viewer - read-only, Editor

- read/write.
c. To add 2FA security to this admin, select the 2 Factor Authentication option.

6. Click Save. An email invitation is sent to the admin with instructions for how to activate the
account .

Setting Login Restrictions for Administrators
If required, you can restrict all administrators to log in only from specific IP addresses.

For accounts that use egress IP addresses (NATed IPs), you can allow admins to log in from these IP
addresses.

To configure administrator login restrictions:

1. In the navigation panel, click System > Login Settings.
2. In the Login Restrictions for Cato Management Application section , select Enable login

restrictions.
3. Configure the IP addresses that are allowed to log in to the Cato Management Application:

a. To add the permitted IP addresses, click the Add icon .
b. Enter the IP address.

4. To allow admins to also log in from the egress IP addresses, select Allow login from the NATed
IPs.

5. To remove an allowed IP address, select the IP address and then click the delete icon

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 .
6. Click Save.

Disabling and Enabling Administrators
You can disable or enable admin accounts. For example, you can enable accounts that are disabled or
locked.

To disable or enable an admin account:

1. From navigation pane, select System > Administrators.
2. Select one or more administrators.
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3. Click More  > Disable Users or Enable Users.
4. In the confirmation window, click OK. The admins are enabled or disabled.

Resending Invitations to Administrators
After addition of a new administrator to the Cato Socket network, an activation invitation e-mail is sent
to the new administrator's email address. If the account has not yet been activated, or if there is a need
to repeat the process for any reason, it is possible to resend the invitation.

To resend an invitation:

1. From navigation pane, select System > Administrators.
2. Select one or more administrators.
3. Click More  > Resend Invitations.
4. In the confirmation window, click OK.

Managing Administrator Passwords
You can manage the password settings for Cato Management Application admins. Configure the
number of days that the admin password is valid for, and manually reset the password for an admin.

Setting the Administrator Password Expiration
Use the Password Expiration setting to define how long the Cato Management Application password is
valid for, before the admin is required to change it. The valid values are between 14 and 730 days.

This settings doesn't apply when the Password never expires is enabled for an admin.

To set the password expiration for an admin:

1. From navigation pane, select System > Login Settings.
2. In the Password Expiration section, enter how many days the password Expires after.
3. Click Save.

Resetting the Administrator Password
If an administrator is locked out of the account, use the Reset Passwords option to let them log in again.

To reset an administrator's password:

1. From navigation pane, select System > Administrators.
2. Select one or more administrators.
3. Click More  > Reset Password.
4. In the confirmation window, click OK.

The administrator receives an email with a link to change the password.
5. In the email, the admin can click the here link to go to the Change Password window.

If the admin receives this email, but did not initiate the request, click the It wasn't me link.

Deleting Administrators

Important! You cannot undo an administrator deletion!

To delete an administrator account:
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To delete an administrator account:

1. From navigation pane, select System > Administrators.
2. Select one or more administrators.
3. Click the delete icon .
4. In the confirmation window, click OK. The selected administrators are removed from the Cato

Management Application.

Administrator Password Expiration Policy

Overview of Password Expiration Policy
To help secure and protect unauthorized access to the Cato Management Application, administrators
are required to change their login passwords at least once every 90 days.

E-mail notifications will be sent in advance to all administrator users configured on your account stating
that the password of the individual is due to expire. E-mail reminders will be sent both 14 days, and 3
days prior to password expiration.

If a user does not change their password in advance, they will be prompted to reset their password
when next logging into the Cato Management application. If a user does not follow the process to reset
their password when prompted, they will be unable to login.

An example e-mail notification which would be sent to the user can be seen here:

Password Complexity Requirements
To help secure your account further, Cato Networks requires that your Administrator password should
follow a minimum security convention:

• Passwords are case-sensitive
• Password length is between 8 - 32 characters
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• Passwords must contain at least one each of the following: lower case letter, upper case letter, and a
number

Failed Login Policy
If an admin enters the wrong password for the account, this is a failed login. After five failed login
attempts, the account for this admin is locked for 30 minutes.

Configuring System Settings for the Account
The System Settings window lets you configure these settings:

• Default TCP acceleration
• Static range translation
• Using public IPs for sites

Configuring Default TCP Acceleration for Network Rules
You can define if TCP acceleration should be enabled by default for network rules.

• For a description of acceleration in the Cato Cloud, see Accelerating and Optimizing Traffic.

You always have the option to change the default acceleration settings for network rules.

Note: TCP acceleration does not affect non-TCP traffic (UDP-based traffic) that is part
of a network rule).

To enable TCP acceleration by default in network rules:

1. In the Navigation panel, click System > System Settings.
2. In the Default Acceleration Settings section, select from these options:

• TCP Proxy for Internet - Enables acceleration by default for new Internet network rules
• TCP Proxy for WAN - Enable acceleration by default when WAN network rules are created.

3. Click Save.

Configuring Static Range Translation
In some networks, two or more sites may use identical IP address ranges. This is common in hub-and-
spoke topologies where multiple branches need to access a shared data center but do not need to
communicate with each other.

Since Cato "flattens" the network and eliminates inter-LAN NAT commonly used by older solutions,
IP range duplication is, in principle, prohibited. However, you can keep duplicate IP ranges when
needed by activating Static Range Translation, which performs a many-to-many translation for specific
networks.

Note: To enable overlapping networks to communicate with each other, they must
be translated by activating and configuring Static Range Translation on all relevant
networks.
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Enabling Static Range Translation

Important:

• Do not use static range translation on network ranges that include AD or DNS servers, or where FTP
or SIP protocols are used

• Alt. WAN recovery, Alt. WAN transport, and WAN recovery are automatically disabled for accounts
that use static range translation

• BGP isn't supported for accounts that use static range translation

To enable static range translation:

1. In the Navigation panel, click System > System Settings.
2. In the Static Ranges Translation section, select Enable Static Range Translation.
3. Click Save.

Defining Static Range Translation
After you enable static range translation for the account, configure the translated IP range for the
network rules. The default translated IP range is the same as the real IP range.

To define static range translation:

1. In the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites.
2. Click the site, and expand the Networks section.
3. In the network segments, change the default Translated IP range:

• The real and translated ranges must have the same CIDR notation
• The translated range must be unique and you cannot use it in other places in the account

Using Static Range Translation
In a translated network, the translation occurs at the Cato PoP to which the site is connected. This
means that hosts within the network keep using their real IPs, but traffic between them and hosts
outside this network uses their translated IPs.

If you define static hosts in this network, the Cato Management Application automatically displays the
translated IP for these hosts, in case it needs to be reached from outside the local network.
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Note: All other configuration options in the Cato Management Application that are not
specific to this network (such as groups, firewalls, network rules, and so on) are only
aware of the translated IPs. All references (such as analytics and event logs) to this
network and its hosts always use the translated IPs.

Enabling Public IP Addresses in Your Site
If your organization uses public IP ranges inside your organization LAN, you need to disable the
Prevent use of public IP addresses and ranges in sites option so that the IP address validation
mechanism allows this.

To allow the use of public IP addresses in your site:

1. In the Navigation panel, click System > System Settings.
2. In the Configuration Validation section, clear the Prevent use of public IP addresses and

ranges in sites option.

3. Click Save.

Cato License Types
This article explains the different Cato licenses and information in the License window.

Overview of Cato License Lifecycle and Notifications
Cato provides two types of account licenses: commercial and trial. Customers purchase commercial
licenses from Cato for one or more years. The default length of a trial license is 30 days.

These are the different sections in the License window:

• Account - The General section shows the status for the account license
• Threat Protection services - The Services section shows which Cato Threat Protection licenses are

enabled for the account
• Public IP addresses - The IPs section shows the number of public IP addresses allocated for the

account
• Sites - The Sites section shows the licensed
• VPN users - The Users section shows the number of licenses for VPN users

To purchase, upgrade, or renew a license, please contact your Cato representative or reseller.
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License Life Cycles for Accounts and Sites
Licenses for the entire account and individual sites are valid for a specific length of time and expire on a
specific date. The life cycle for the license shows the status for that license:

• Commercial - the customer purchased the license it is currently valid
• Trial - a temporary license that is currently valid
• Locked - The license for the account or site is expired

◦ Admins can't configure the entire account or the specific site
◦ Email alerts and notifications for the account or site aren't sent

• Disabled - The license for the account or site is expired for more than a week
◦ The same impact as Locked (for admins and email alerts)
◦ The account or site doesn't pass traffic

When a license expires, the account or site is locked for 90 days. Admins can't make changes to the
Cato Management Application, but the account, sites (and VPN Clients) are still connected to the Cato
Cloud and pass traffic normally.

After the account or site is locked for 90 days, the account is disabled. The entire account or site (and
VPN Clients) can't connect to the Cato Cloud and can't connect to networks or the Internet.

Cato sends notifications to customers about expiring licenses as follows:

• Account licenses - 30, 14, 7, and 3 days before the license expires
• Site licenses - 14, 7, and 3 days before the license expires

Example of Expiring Account License
This is an example of the license notification and expiration process for an account that is using a trial
license. In this example, the license expires on January 15th.

• January 1st - Cato sends a notification that the trial license expires in 14 days
• January 8th - Cato sends a notification that the trial license expires in 7 days
• January 12th - Cato sends a notification that the trial license expires in 3 days
• January 16th - The trial account license expires:

◦ The account is locked and Cato sends a notification
◦ Admins can't make changes to the Cato Management Application
◦ The sites and VPN Clients have connectivity to the Cato Cloud and the Internet

• April 16th - 90 days after the license expires:
◦ The account is disabled and Cato sends a notification
◦ That site has NO connectivity to the Cato Cloud or to the Internet

Showing the Licenses
The License window shows sections with the following information:

• General - account license
• Services - Threat Protection license
• IPs - number of available public IP addresses
• Sites - site licenses
• Users - VPN user licenses for Cato Clients
• Lifecycle - changes to license settings

To show the details and status for the licenses:

• From the navigation panel, click System > License.
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Understanding the General License Section
These are the fields for the General account license:

• Current life cycle - Shows the account license type: Commercial, Trial, Locked, or Disabled.
• License expiration - Shows the calendar date when the account license will expire.
• Automatically disable this account when locked for more than 7 days - When this feature is

selected, the account automatically moves from locked to disabled after 7 days. When this feature is
disabled, the account moves to disabled after 90 days. By default, this feature is enabled.
This feature is primarily intended for trial and temporary accounts.

Understanding the Services Section
The commercial license life cycle for the Threat Protection services is the same as the account license,
and both licenses expire on the same date. Cato sends notifications to customers about an expiring
license 14, 7, and 3 days before the license expires.

For trial security Services licenses, the expiration date is usually different than the account.

These are the fields for Services Threat Protection license:

• Service - Name for the Threat Protection service in Security > Threat Protection
• Enabled - When enabled, the license is active and the service can be enabled for the account
• Life Cycle - Shows the service license type: Commercial or Trial
• Expiration - For trial licenses, shows the expiration date

Understanding the IPs Section
These are the fields for public IPs for the account:
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• Licensed - Number of IP addresses assigned to the account
• Used - Number of IP addresses that are already allocated in Configuration > Global Settings > IP

Allocation
• Unused - Number of IP addresses that are currently unassigned and waiting to be allocated

Understanding the Sites Section
The Sites section shows the number of available licenses for sites, and the license details for each site.

Available Site Licenses
The following fields summarize the status of the site licenses:

• Licensed - Total number of site licenses in the account
• Used - Number of site licenses that are currently assigned to sites
• Unused - Number of site licenses that are currently unassigned and waiting to be allocated
• Waiting for - Number of sites waiting for a license to be assigned to them

Site License Details
The following fields explain the details of each site license:

• Allocated - The site which the license is allocated to
• Zone - Geographical zone for the license, each zone contains several countries
• Country - Country for the physical site (Configuration > Sites > General)
• Bandwidth - Maximum available bandwidth over the Cato Cloud for the site
• Life Cycle - Shows the site license type: Commercial, Trial, Locked, or Disabled
• Expiration - For trial licenses, shows the expiration date
• Modified on - Shows the most recent time that the site license was modified

Allocating a License to a Different Site
You can use the Sites section to change the site license to a different site. You can allocate a license
that is unassigned, or exchange licenses between two sites.

You must allocate a license to each site in the account, even if a site is disabled.

To allocate a license to a different site:

1. From the navigation pane, select System > License and go to the Sites section.
2. In the row that you are changing the site license, in the Allocated drop-down menu, select

Unassigned.
• For accounts with no available licenses, repeat the previous step for the row with the other site

license.
3. In the row with the new license, in the Allocated drop-down menu, select the site.
4. If necessary, allocate the other site with a license.
5. Click Save.
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Understanding the Users Section
The Users section shows the number of available licenses for VPN users. Each user can connect to
the Cato Cloud with one or more of the VPN Clients for the different operating systems. Disabled VPN
users don't use a VPN user license.

When there are no VPN user licenses available (Unused), then you can't add new users to the account:

• Directory Services LDAP syncs fail to add new users
• You can only manually add new VPN users if a VPN user license is available.

You can use the Export Users Status feature to generate a CSV report of all the VPN users in your
account.

The following fields summarize the status of the VPN user licenses:

• Licensed - Total number of VPN licenses for the account
• Used - Number of VPN user licenses that are currently assigned to users
• Unused - Number of VPN user licenses that are currently unassigned and waiting to be allocated
• Waiting for - Number of VPN users waiting for a license to be assigned to them
• Disabled - Number of VPN users that are disabled (and can't use the VPN Client to connect to the

Cato Cloud)

Assigning VPN User Licenses to Different VPN Users
If you have more VPN users than available user licenses, you can choose to assign the licenses to
different VPN users. Disable the current users that no longer require a license, and then enable existing
users or create new ones.

To assign VPN user licenses to different users:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > VPN Users.
2. Select the VPN users that you are disabling.
3. Click More  and select Disable Users.
4. In the confirmation window, click OK.
5. To enable VPN users that are already configured in the Cato Management Application:

a. Select the VPN users that you are disabling.
b. Click More  and select Disable Users.
c. In the confirmation window, click OK.

6. To create a new user:
a. Click Add .
b. In the Add User window, enter the details for the user.
c. Click OK.

Understanding the Lifecycle Section
The Lifecycle section in the Licenses window shows the timestamp for changes that were made to
licenses in your account.

Using the Admin Audit Trail

Overview of the Audit Trail Window
The Audit Trail window displays a chronological log of actions taken by administrators in the Cato
Management Application. For example, the log contains entries for all additions, deletions, and edits of
items such as rules, configurations, disable/enable, the sources of the actions, and so on.
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Showing the Audit Trail Window
In the Audit Trail window, you can see information about actions taken by administrators during a
specific time period. You can filter the Events Analytics according to modules, types, administrators,
and actions.

To show the Audit Trail panel:

1. In the Navigation Panel, click  (System) > Audit Trail.
2. Configure the date range for the admin events.

Applying Audit Trail Filters

To apply a filter to the Audit Trail window:

1. In the Audit Trail window, click a category from the top filter bar.
2. Select the relevant object(s).

The list shows the top 10 objects from the reporting period.
To search for additional objects, click (Search) on the right.
Selected objects appear in the filter objects list and can subsequently be removed by clicking the X
on the required Client.

Using the Event Counter Graph
The Event Counter graph shows the amount of recorded events that occurred for the applied filter
during the selected time period.

Using the Mouse to Select a Specific Time Frame
You can use the mouse to select a specific time frame in the Event Counter graph.

To select a specific time frame with the mouse:

1. In the Event Counter graph, drag the mouse right or left to select the required time interval.
2. Release the mouse button.

The panel focuses to display the data for the selected period.
3. To restore the graphs and charts to the default bucket duration, click Clear Zoom.

For example:

Click and drag an area and release Sample result

Downloading the Cato CA Certificate
Using Cato Digital Certificates
If TLS Inspection is enabled, AND a URL filtering block or warning page needs to be displayed for an
HTTPS session, you must install the Cato Networks CA certificate on every client host (laptops, PCs,
smartphones, tablets, etc.) as a Trusted Root CA.

In the Digital Certificates window, you can download Cato Networks's CA certificate for automated
distribution (such as Group Policy Objects) or for manual distribution.

Note: You can also download the Cato Networks CA certificate from the Install your
Cato Certificate panel.
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To download the Cato CA certificate:

1. In the Navigation panel, click System > Digital Certificates.
2. Click the link to download the certificate and save it to the required location.

Generating API Keys for the Cato API

Overview of Cato API Keys
The API Keys Management window lets you generate API keys in the Cato Management Application
that are used to authenticate to the Cato API server. Enter this API key when you configure an API
client (such as Postman or Altair) to run API calls.

Make sure that you copy the API key from the pop-up window. Once you close the pop-up window, you
can't access the key again.

Managing API Keys
The API Keys Management window shows you the API keys for your account. You can use this
window to generate and revoke API keys. The Name for the API key is only used to identify each key,
and isn't used as part of the authentication process.

Generating an API Key
Generate the key for the Cato API and then paste it in the API client.

To generate an API key:

1. From the navigation pane, select System > API Keys Management.
2. Click Add Key.
3. In the pop-up window enter a Name for the key and then click OK.
4. Click the copy icon  and copy the API Key that is generated by the Cato Management

Application.

Once you close this window, you can't access the value for the API key.
5. Click OK to close the pop-up window.
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Revoking an API Key
You can revoke the key, remove it from the Cato Management Application, and then that key can't be
used to authenticate to the API server.

To revoke an API key:

1. In the row with the API key, click the delete icon .
2. In the confirmation window, click OK.

The API key is revoked and removed from the API Keys Management window.

Setting the Date Range Filter

Overview of the Date Range Filter
You can filter the date range by either:

• Using the date range filter located at the top of the panel
• Dragging the mouse on the graph

You can filter the displayed analytics data for a specific duration by configuring the date range filter
located at the top of the panel.

You can then use the filter to "scan" forward and backward through the analytics data, jumping by the
duration currently configured in the filter.

The Bucket Duration icon, displayed to the right of the data range filter, shows the current duration
between points when you move the mouse across the analytics data graph.

Configuring the Date Range Filter

The current data range filter is also applied when you switch between other analytics
data panels (such as Sites, VPN Users, Apps, etc.).

Note: The default filter is the Last 7 days.

To configure the date range filter using the filter interface:

1. Expand the date range filter drop-down menu.

2. Click one of the predefined durations, or click Custom Range and either:
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3. Click Apply.

Using the Mouse to Configure the Date Range Filter
You can also configure the date range filter by dragging the mouse across any graph in the panel. The
distance you drag the mouse defines the date range.

To configure the date range filter with the mouse:

1. On any graph in the panel, drag the mouse across the required date range.

2. The date range filter changes and the view is updated accordingly.
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Network Setup & Connectivity

Using the Cato Management Application to Add Sites

Overview of Cato Sites
Each site in your account can be classified as one of these site types:

• Branch
• Headquarters
• Cloud Data Center
• Data Center

The site types are used to determine which icon is used for the site in the My Network - Topology
window. You can use them to easily identify the key sites in your account. The different site types are
not functionally different in the Cato Management Application or your network. However, you can only
define a single Data Center for the account.

For each office location that you connect to the Cato Socket, you must define a site according to the
connection type required for the location.

The site definitions include general configuration information, DNS and Hosts settings.

The following table shows the additional feature configurations that are available for each type of
socket:

Connection Type Multiple WAN Bypass Local Port Forwarding Networks

Socket X1500 Yes Yes Yes Full

Socket X1700 Yes Yes Yes Full

Azure/AWS/ESX vSocket Yes Yes Yes Full

IPsec IKEv1 (Cato-initiated) - - - Partial

IPSec IKEv2 - - - Partial

vSocket VSH (legacy) - - - Partial

vSocket VGS (legacy) - - - Partial

The vSocket VSH and VGS are legacy Connection Types that connect public clouds to the Cato Cloud.

Adding a New Site
For each office location you connect to the Cato Management Application, you must define a site
according to the connection type at the location. In addition you can configure advanced settings and
features.

All of the settings in this window can be edited at a later time.

Note: If two or more sites in your Cato account use identical IP address ranges, you
must enable and configure Static Range Translation.

To add a new site:
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1. In the Sites panel, click  (Add).
The Add Site window opens.

2. Enter the Name for the site.
3. Select the Type for the site.

This option determines which icon is used for the site in the Topology window.
4. Select the Connection Type for the site.
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5. Configure the Country, State, and Time Zone to set the time frame for the Maintenance Window.
6. For Sockets, configure these settings:

a. If you want to configure a link for the secondary ISP connection, select Enable/Use WAN2.
b. Enter the values for the WAN1 and WAN2 Bandwidth for Downstream and Upstream.

7. In Native Range enter the internal LAN IP address with the CIDR.

Note: You cannot use /32 CIDR blocks.

8. Click OK.
The new site is added to the account.

Managing Sites

Working with Sites in Cato Management Application
This article explains how to show the groups that are associated with a site, disabling and enabling
sites, and deleting sites.

Viewing Associated Groups for Sites
The Member of (Groups) section shows the groups that the specific site belongs to.

To create and manage groups, see Managing Groups.

To show which groups a site is associated with:

1. In the Sites window, select the site.
2. Expand the Member of (Groups) section.

Disabling or Enabling Sites
You can temporarily disable or enable sites. A disabled site cannot connect to the Cato Cloud.
However, it still appears in the relevant references and entries in the Cato Management Application,
such as security rules.

To disable or enable sites:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Configuration) > Sites.
2. Select one or more sites.
3. Click  (More) and then Disable Sites.
4. In the confirmation window, click OK.
5. To enable the site again, repeat steps 1 and 2, and in step 3 select Enable Sites and click OK.

Removing Sites
Important! After you remove a site, it is permanently removed from the Cato Management Application.

To remove a site:

1. From the Sites window, select one or sites.
2. Click  (Remove).
3. In the confirmation window, click OK.

The site is deleted.
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Configuring the Ports for X1500 and X1700 Socket Sites
Overview of the Socket X1500 Window
For sites that have an X1500 Socket, the Socket X1500 Configuration window lets you configure the
port settings for the Socket.

The following features are supported only for Socket versions 5.0.0 or higher:

• BGP
• Use of USB1/USB2 ports
• Modifying the WAN Role

The firmware version for the Socket is displayed at the top of the Configuration panel for a site . To
upgrade your Socket, contact Cato Networks Support.

After creating a site with a Socket X1500 connection type, the destinations for each port are configured
as follows (there are different ports for different Socket models):

• USB2 - Disabled
• USB1 - Disabled
• LAN1 / port 1- enabled as LAN (cannot be changed)
• LAN2 / port 2 - Disabled
• WAN1 / port 3 (WAN) - enabled as Cato (Primary) (cannot be changed)
• WAN2 / port 4 - Disabled or enabled as Cato, depending if you selected the Enable/Use WAN2

check box in the Add Site window

Note: For the X1500 Socket, the WAN1 / 3(WAN) port must have connectivity to the
Cato Cloud to correctly update to new Socket versions.

Overview of the Socket X1700 Window
Your socket may also include add-ons which are hardware cards with additional network interfaces that
are inserted into the Socket X1700 expansion slots. Configure these add-on interfaces as you configure
other interfaces.

• Add-ons are usually pre-ordered and installed by Cato Networks Ltd.
• Before you insert add-ons in the expansion slot, turn off the Socket and disconnect the power supply.

After creating a site with a Socket X1700 connection type, the destinations for each port are configured
as follows:

• 1 - enabled as WAN 1
• 2 - disabled or enabled as WAN 2, depending if you selected the Enable/Use WAN2 option in the

Add Site window
• 3 - enabled as LAN
• The remaining ports are disabled

Note: For the X1700 Socket, port 1 must have connectivity to the Cato Cloud to
correctly update to new Socket versions.
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Configuring Add-ons for the X1700 Socket
The default setting for the Add-on option is None. If add-on configuration in the Cato Management
Applicationand the actual hardware are not the same, then the add-on interfaces are treated as
physically disconnected.

To configure the add-on for the X1700 Socket:

1. From the Navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites and select the X1700 Socket site.
2. Expand the General section.
3. From the Add-on drop-down list, select the add-on for the Socket.

4. Click Save.

Opening the Socket WebUI
To open the Socket WebUI, click the open icon . The Socket WebUI opens in a new browser tab and
automatically logs in.

Configuring Socket Link Settings
This section explains how to configure settings for links that connect to the Cato Cloud and for MPLS
Alternative WAN links. It also discusses how to configure failover and fallback settings for sites that
have more than one link to the Cato Cloud.

Configuring the X1500 and X1700 Socket Port Destinations
SD-WAN sites are indicated on the My Network panel's topology map with the SD-WAN icon. A blue
icon indicates that the site is connected, a red icon indicates that is disconnected.
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• For Socket version 5.0 and higher, you can enable USB1 and USB2 destinations only to Cato. To
use the USB ports, a USB-to-Ethernet adapter must be inserted. Cato Networks currently supports
the Dell DBJBCBC064 USB 3.0 to Ethernet Adapter.

• Traffic that is not routed with the Cato Cloud is not protected by the Security Services and Threat
Protection of Cato Networks.

The Alternative WAN destination is the MPLS link and the Alternative WAN (Layer-2 Only) is the link
to Metro.

You cannot change LAN1 and WAN1 destinations (local LAN and Cato respectively).

To configure the X1500 or X1700 port destinations:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration and select the site.
2. Expand the Socket X1500 or X1700 Configuration section.

3. For each connected link, enter the Name that identifies the link in the Cato Management
Application.

4. For the LAN2 and WAN2 ports, you can change the Destination.
5. Click Save.

Configuring Links to Cato Cloud
Configure the link settings that connect the site to the Cato Cloud. This section is for links that use the
Cato destination.

The WAN Role is required so that networking rules can refer to the ports. You must define a WAN Role
for all Cato destinations, the same WAN Role cannot be used for more than one link.

The Precedence for a link is used for failover and fallback settings determines the priority in which
these links are used.

You can configure the bandwidth for the site. If you do not want to configure a specific bandwidth value,
we recommend that you enter the actual bandwidth from the ISP or according to your Cato license.
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To configure the settings for a Cato Cloud link:

1. Expand the Socket X1500 orSocket X1700 Configuration section, and go to the link.
2. Select the WAN Role for the network rules that include this link.
3. Select the Precedence priority for the link.
4. Configure the maximum Bandwidth settings for all traffic in the site.

Note: If you enter Upstream or Downstream values that are greater than the
actual connection speed of your ISPs link, the Cato Cloud QoS engine can't
manage the traffic.

5. Click Save.

Configuring Links for Alternate WAN Destinations
Configure the private and public link settings for Alternate WAN and Alternate WAN (Layer-2 Only)
MPLS traffic destinations.

To configure the settings for an Alternative WAN link:

1. Expand the Socket X1500 orSocket X1700 Configuration section, and go to the link.
2. Configure the maximum Bandwidth settings for all traffic in the site.

Note: If you enter Upstream or Downstream values that are greater than the
actual connection speed of your ISPs link, the Cato Cloud QoS engine can't
manage the traffic.

3. Configure these settings for the Private or Public Alternative WAN networks.
a. Interface IP - IP address for the Socket interface for the traffic
b. Network - IP address for the LAN
c. Gateway IP - IP address for the Alternative WAN gateway (such as MPLS firewall or router)
d. ID (VLAN) - Enter the VLAN tag for the interface

4. Click Save.

Migrating from X1500 Socket to X1700 Socket

Changing the Connection Type

• If you change an existing Connection Type, the current configuration settings are automatically
migrated to the new Connection Type for the following operations ONLY:
◦ Socket X1500 to Socket X1700
◦ Any IPsec (IKEv1 or IKEv2) to any Socket or vSocket

Any other Connection Type changes will delete the entire configuration for the site.

Note: Migration operations cannot be undone.

Exchanging Port Settings on the X1700 Socket
You can use the Cato Management Application to exchange the settings between two different ports in
the Socket X1700 Configuration window. Often this feature is used when you migrate from an X1500
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Socket to an X1700. During the migration process, sometimes it may be necessary to change the port
settings in the Cato Management Application to match the physical ports on the X1700 Socket.

To exchange port settings on the X1700 Socket:

1. From the Configuration window for the site, expand the Socket X1700 Configuration section.
2. Go to the port and click .

3. From the Exchange Ports pop-up window, select the target port.
4. In the confirmation window, click OK.

The Cato Management Application settings between the two ports are exchanged.
5. Click Save.

Configuring Failover and Fallback Settings for Different Precedences
By default, each Cato destination link is assigned a precedence that determines the priority in which
these links are used. The number of available precedences is equal to the number of Cato destination
links.

You can change the precedence of your Cato Destination links. If all links with the same precedence
are unavailable, failover to links with lower precedence occurs.

You can also set multiple Cato destination links to the same precedence. In this case, all these links will
function as active, with load balancing as per the PBR.

Configuration of the fallback settings depends on the available links, as demonstrated by the examples
below.

To configure the failover settings:

1. Select the required Precedence for each Cato destination link.
2. Select the Fallback to a link that becomes available again if its precedence is equal or lower

than ____ option and select the precedence to fallback to.

Example 1
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If you are using two links (such as a high bandwidth inexpensive link and a 3G expensive cellular link
for backup), then you would configure the 3G cellular link to fallback to your high bandwidth inexpensive
line once it is available again.

In this case, configure the 3G cellular link as follows:

1. Select the required Precedence such as 2 (Secondary) (the precedence for this link must be
lower than the precedence for the high bandwidth inexpensive cheaper link).

2. Select the Fallback to a link that becomes available again if its precedence is equal or lower
than ____ check box and select the precedence to fallback to (in our example this would be 1
(Primary)).

Example 2

If you are using two links and the second (backup) link is similar in cost and quality as the primary link,
it is not necessary to fallback to the primary link once it is available again. Thus you avoid the brief
disconnect when switching links.

In this case, configure the backup link as follows:

1. Select the required Precedence to the same value as the primary link (such as 1 (Primary). This
enables load balancing as per the PBR.

2. Clear the Fallback to a link that becomes available again if its precedence is equal or lower
than ____ check box.

Configuring an Azure vSocket Site

Overview of the Azure vSocket
For sites that are hosted in Azure, you can deploy a Cato vSocket on an Azure virtual machine (VM)
and benefit from many of the same features as a physical Socket.

Cato provides the VM image and an interactive script that automatically configures the settings for the
vSocket. You can also create a file that contains the settings for the vSocket and run this script in
non-interactive mode.

You can choose to assign a vSocket VM to an Availability Set for resiliency purposes. This may be
required for vSocket high availability considerations.

Copying the vSocket Image and Configuration Script
Cato provides a VHD image and a configuration script for the Azure vSocket. Use Azure PowerShell to
copy the vSocket image from Cato to your Azure storage container, and download the script file from
the Cato public repository.

General Prerequisites
You can run the vSocket configuration script directly from the Azure Cloud Shell or from the macOS and
Linux Ubuntu operating systems. The Windows 10 BASH shell isn't supported to run the Azure vSocket
script.

Note: The Azure vSocket must have access to a public DNS server. Make sure that
the VNET isn't configured to only use a private DNS server.
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• Only Dynamic public IP addresses are supported
• To update to new Socket versions, the management interface must have Internet access
• In these situations, the vSocket requires a public IP address for the MGMT interface:

◦ Access to the Socket WebUI over the Internet
◦ Advanced troubleshooting for the vSocket with Cato Support

• The vSocket configuration script supports Azure Standard_LRS or Premium_LRS storage accounts

Supported VM Instance Types
Cato supports two types of Azure VM instances for the vSocket: a VM that supports accelerated
network interfaces, and a VM that only supports non-accelerated interfaces. A vSocket running on the
non-accelerated VM type supports throughput of up to 1 Gbps. If you need greater throughput, then use
the accelerated VM type.

Note: For HA configurations, the best practice is to use the same VM instance type for
both vSockets.

These are the details for the VM instance types:

• Non-accelerated instance D2s v4 (8 GB RAM, 2 vCPUs)
◦ Supported throughput is up to 1.0 Gbps
◦ Supported in Azure China (Azure China is operated by 21Vianet, and doesn't support network

acceleration)
◦ Select the Standard_LRS storage option to use this instance type

• Accelerated instance D3 v2 (14 GB RAM, 4 vCPUs)
◦ Supported throughput is up to 1.5 Gbps
◦ NOT supported for Azure China
◦ Select the Standard_LRS storage option to use this instance type

• Accelerated instance D8 v3 (32 GB RAM, 8 vCPUs)
◦ Supported throughput is up to 2.0 Gbps
◦ NOT supported for Azure China
◦ Select the Premium_LRS storage option to use this instance type

You select the VM instance type for the vSocket as part of the configuration script.

OS Prerequisites for the Configuration Script
These are the prerequisites to run the script for both Linux and macOS operating systems:

• BASH shell and typical binutils package
• Lightweight JSON processor jp (https://stedolan.github.io/jq/), for Ubuntu OS install the processor as
apt update && apt install jq

• Azure CLI utility - for more about installing the Azure CLI, see the documentation for Microsoft Azure

Known Limitations

• For Azure HA configurations, BGP peering between the Azure vSocket and a LAN router isn't
supported.

High Level Overview of Creating the Azure vSocket

1. In the Cato Management Application, create a new site for the Azure vSocket.
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2. In Azure, create these virtual resources for the vSocket VM:
• Virtual network for the vSocket
• WAN and LAN virtual subnets
• WAN and LAN interfaces
• LAN routing table for the vSocket
• WAN and LAN network security groups

3. Run the vSocket configuration script.

Creating the Azure vSocket Site
In the Cato Management Application, create a new vSocket VGX for Azure site. All the network
segments that you create in the Cato Management Application must be included in the network range of
the Azure virtual networks.

The Local IP for the vSocket must be the same as the IP address for the LAN interface on the VM. The
first three IP addresses of the subnet are reserved by the VPC.

To create the site for the Azure vSocket:

1. From the Cato Management Application, in the navigation pane select Configuration > Sites.
2. Click the Add Site button .
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3. From the Add Site window, configure the site as an Azure vSocket:
• From Connection Type, select vSocket VGX for Azure.
• Enter the Native Range for the Azure site. This setting must be the same as the LAN subnet IP

range in Azure (see Configuring the LAN Subnet below).
• Enter the Local IP for the vSocket.

4. Configure the other settings for the vSocket.
5. Click Save.
6. Expand the vSocket VGX for Azure Configuration section and copy the serial number for the

vSocket.
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You need to enter this serial number when you run the vSocket configuration script.

Creating the Azure Virtual Resources
This section explains how to create the virtual resources in Azure for the vSocket. Depending on your
deployment, you may be able to use some existing Azure virtual resources. Otherwise, you need to
create and configure each of these virtual resources:

• Virtual network for the vSocket
• WAN and LAN virtual subnets
• WAN, LAN, and management interfaces
• Networking security groups
• LAN Route table for the vSocket

Note: Make sure that you have permissions to create virtual resources in Azure.

Creating the Virtual Network
Create the virtual network resource in Azure for the vSocket. This network contains the subnets for the
Azure vSocket. When you create the virtual network, you also create the default subnet which is used
for the management link.

To create the virtual network:

1. From the Microsoft Azure dashboard, create a new virtual network: click Virtual networks > Add.
2. In the Create virtual network window, configure the settings for the virtual network.

• The Address space must include the Native Range that you configured for this site in the Cato
Management Application.

• The Address range for the Subnet must be within the Address space for the virtual network.
• IPv6 address spaces are NOT supported.
• Make sure that the virtual network is in the same Location as the vSocket image.
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3. Click Create. The virtual network is deployed to the Azure account.

Configuring the LAN Subnet
Configure the subnet resource in Azure for the internal LAN traffic. This subnet belongs to the Virtual
Network resource in Azure for the vSocket. If you are using an existing LAN subnet, then you can skip
this section.

To create the LAN subnet:

1. Open the virtual network you created in the previous step, and from the Settings section click
Subnets.

2. Click the Subnet button, and the Add subnet pane opens.
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3. Enter the Address range for the LAN subnet.
IPv6 address spaces are NOT supported.

Note: Make sure that the LAN subnet is the same as the Native range for the site
in the Cato Management Application.

4. Make sure that the virtual network is in the same Location as the image.
5. Click OK. Azure creates the virtual subnet for the LAN.

Configuring the WAN Subnet
Configure the subnet resource in Azure for the external WAN traffic. This subnet belongs to the Virtual
Network resource in Azure for the vSocket.

To create the WAN subnet:

1. Click Subnet, and the Add subnet pane opens.
2. Enter the Address range for the WAN subnet.

IPv6 address spaces are NOT supported.
3. Make sure that the virtual network is in the same Location as the image.
4. Click OK. Azure creates the virtual subnet for the WAN.

Creating the LAN Interface
Configure the virtual interface in Azure for the LAN traffic that is sent to the internal Azure resources.
This interface is configured to use the LAN subnet. After you create the interface, you need to enable it
to support IP forwarding.

To create the LAN interface:

1. From the left-hand pane, click Create a resource.
2. In Search the Marketplace, enter network interface and press Enter.
3. From the Marketplace, click Network interface and click Create.

The Create network interface pane opens.
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4. Configure the settings for the LAN interface:
a. Enter a Name that indicates this is the LAN interface.
b. Make sure that the Virtual network is the correct network for the vSocket.
c. From the Subnet drop-down menu select the LAN subnet.
d. In Private IP address assignment, select Static.
e. In Private IP address, enter the IP address for the LAN interface.

IPv6 address spaces are NOT supported.
f. Make sure that the virtual network is in the same Location as the image.
g. If necessary, configure the other settings for the LAN interface.

5. Click Create. The LAN interface is deployed to the Azure account.
6. Enable the LAN interface to support IP forwarding:

a. From the search bar, search for the LAN interface.

b. Click and open the LAN interface.
c. From the Settings section, click IP configurations.
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d. In IP forwarding, click Enabled.
e. Click Save. The LAN interface is configured for IP forwarding.

Creating the WAN Interface
Configure the virtual interface in Azure for the WAN traffic that is sent to the Cato Cloud. This interface
is configured to use the WAN subnet. After you create the interface, you need to enable it to support IP
forwarding.

To create the WAN interface:

1. From the left-hand pane, click Create a resource.
2. In Search the Marketplace, enter network interface and press Enter.
3. From the Marketplace, click Network interface and click Create.

The Create network interface pane opens.
4. Configure the settings for the WAN interface:

a. Enter a Name that indicates this is the WAN interface.
b. Make sure that the Virtual network is the correct network for the vSocket.
c. From the Subnet drop-down menu select the WAN subnet.
d. In Private IP address assignment, select Static.
e. In Private IP address, enter the IP address for the WAN interface.

IPv6 address spaces are NOT supported.
f. Make sure that the virtual network is in the same Location as the image.
g. If necessary, configure the other settings for the WAN interface.

5. Click Create. The WAN interface is deployed to the Azure account.
6. Enable the WAN interface to support IP forwarding, and assign it a public IP address:

a. From the search bar, search for the WAN interface.
b. Click and open the WAN interface.
c. From the Settings section, click IP configurations.
d. In IP forwarding, click Enabled.
e. Click the IP config for the interface.

The Public IP address settings pane opens.
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f. In Public IP address, click Enabled and choose the IP address.
g. Click Save and close the panel. The public IP address is assigned to the WAN interface.
h. Click Save. The WAN interface is configured for IP forwarding.

7. (Optional) Configure the WAN interface for a specific security group.
a. From the Settings section, click Network security group.
b. Click Edit.
c. Click the security group (None).
d. In the Choose network security group pane, click the security group.
e. Click Save. The security group is assigned to the WAN interface.

Creating the Management Interface
Configure the virtual interface in Azure for the management communication between Cato Management
Application and the vSocket. You can also use this interface to access the Socket WebUI for the
vSocket. Access to the management interface is a potential security risk, make sure to configure the
Azure network security group to restrict access for this interface only to necessary admins.

The management interface is configured to use the default subnet that you created with the virtual
network.

To create the management interface:

1. From the left-hand pane, click Create a resource.
2. In Search the Marketplace, enter network interface and press Enter.
3. From the Marketplace, click Network interface and click Create.

The Create network interface pane opens.
4. Configure the settings for the management interface:
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a. Enter a Name that indicates this is the management interface.
b. Make sure that the Virtual network is the correct network for the vSocket.
c. From the Subnet drop-down menu select the default subnet.
d. In Private IP address assignment, select Static.
e. In Private IP address, enter the IP address for the management interface.

IPv6 address spaces are NOT supported.
f. Make sure that the virtual network is in the same Location as the image.
g. If necessary, configure the other settings for the management interface.

5. Click Create. The management interface is deployed to the Azure account.
6. (Optional) Configure the management interface for a specific security group.

Important: Only allow access to the management interface for the specific admins
that require it.

a. From the Settings section, click Network security group.
b. Click Edit.
c. Click the security group (None).
d. In the Choose network security group pane, click the security group.
e. Click Save. The security group is assigned to the management interface.

Creating a Network Security Group
Create a network security group that defines which traffic is allowed. After you create the vSocket VM,
you can apply this security group to help manage inbound traffic for the network interfaces.

Note: You can use an existing security group instead of creating a new one for the
vSocket. Skip this section if you are using an existing security group.

To create the network security group:

1. Click Create a resource, and enter Network security group.
2. From the Network security group page, click Create.

The Create network security group page opens and shows the Basics tab.
3. Select the Resource group.
4. Enter the Name for the network security group.
5. Select the Region for the security group.
6. Click the Tags tab.
7. Create a tag for the vSocket resources, for example:

• Name - Cato
• Value - vSocket

8. Click Review + create.
9. After the security group passes validation, click Create. The security group is deployed to the

Azure account.

Configuring the WAN and LAN Security Rules
Configure the inbound security rules for the network security group to define the traffic that is allowed to
connect to the vSocket. We recommend that you configure the WAN network security group to deny all
inbound traffic and allow all outbound traffic. Use the Cato firewall to control the inbound LAN traffic, so
you can allow all traffic in both directions for the LAN network security group.
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To configure the inbound security rules:

1. From the search bar, search for the WAN network security group.
2. From the Settings section, click Inbound security rules.
3. Click Add to open the Add inbound security rule pane and configure the inbound WAN rule.
4. From the Settings section, click Outbound security rules.
5. Click Add to open the Add outbound security rule pane and configure the outbound WAN rule.
6. For each rule, click Add to create the rule for the network security group.
7. Repeat the previous steps for the LAN network security group.

The following table shows sample inbound security rules.

Name Source > IP
Addresses

Source
port

ranges

Destination Dest port
ranges

Protocol Action Priority

WAN_inbound 0.0.0.0/0 * (any) Any 0-65535 * (any) Deny 100

WAN_outbound 0.0.0.0/0 * (any) Any 0-65535 * (any) Allow 100

LAN_inbound 0.0.0.0/0 * (any) Any 0-65535 * (any) Allow 100

LAN_outbound 0.0.0.0/0 * (any) Any 0-65535 * (any) Allow 100

Creating the Route Table
Create the route table for the Azure site and vSocket. You need the following settings to configure the
route table:

• IP address range for the LAN subnet:
◦ If all traffic from your Azure account is routed through the vSocket, then you can use 0.0.0.0/0 for

the LAN subnet
◦ However, if only some of the traffic is routed through the vSocket, then configure the LAN subnet

for the IP range of the relevant traffic
• Private IP address for the LAN interface

You can find the settings in the Overview window for each resource.

After you configure the LAN routes, then you assign the LAN subnets to the route table.

To create the route table:

1. From the search bar, search for the route tables.
2. From the Route tables page, click Add.
3. From the Create route table pane, enter the Name and configure the other settings.
4. Click Create. The route table is deployed to the Azure account.

To configure the LAN routes for the vSocket:

1. From the Route tables page, click the new route table.
2. In the left-hand pane, from the Settings section, click Routes.
3. Create a route for the LAN traffic:

a. Click Add.
b. From the Add route page, enter the Route name.
c. In Address prefix, enter the IP address range for the LAN subnet.
d. In Next hop type, select Virtual appliance.
e. In Next hop address, enter the private IP address for the vSocket VM.
f. Click OK. The LAN to Internet route is added to the route table.
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To associate the LAN subnet to the route table:

1. In the left-hand pane of the route table page, from the Settings section, click Subnets.
2. Click Associate.
3. From the Associate subnet pane, in the Virtual network drop-down menu select the virtual

network.

4. From the Subnet drop-down menu, select the LAN subnet.
5. Click OK. The LAN subnet is added to the route table.

Running the Azure Configuration Script
The Cato Networks configuration script helps you to create the Azure vSocket. The script automatically
creates the VM for the vSocket, and then asks you for the necessary settings to configure it for your
account.

You can also create a custom executable file with the settings for the vSocket, and run the script in
non-interactive mode.

Notes:

• The default password for the vSocket is the VM ID for the vSocket VM. The VM ID is
shown at the end of the vSocket script.

• Make sure that all the virtual resources are in the same location before your run the
configuration script.

Make sure that the vSocket image is uploaded to the Azure container, and that you have the
configuration script. For more information, see Copying the Azure vSocket VHD Image with SAS.

Assigning the vSocket VMs to an Availability Set (Optional)
The Cato vSocket script (create_vm_from_vhd.sh) lets you assign the vSockets to an Availability
Set. This option is mostly used in a vSocket HA configuration when you want to make sure that the
both vSockets are assigned to different Fault and Update domains. You must create the Availability Set
BEFORE you run the Cato vSocket script.

You can't assign an Availability Set to VMs that are using different Availability Zones.
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Note: Azure doesn't allow you to assign a VM to an Availability Set after you create it.

Create a new Availability Set and configure the settings as follows:

• Assign it to the same resource group as the VM
• Set the Fault domains and Update domains to 2

The following screenshot shows an example of a vSocket Availability Set:

Azure Information for the Script
The vSocket configuration script asks for the following information to configure the vSocket settings
correctly:

• Azure account subscription and login details
◦ Make sure that you only enter the resource IDs. Entering the resource names can cause the script

to fail.
• Resource group
• Storage account
• Storage container
• Storage blob
• Storage type

◦ Select the Standard_LRS storage option for non-accelerated instance D2s v4 and accelerated
instance D3 v2
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◦ Select the Premium_LRS storage option for accelerated instance D8 v3
• Availability Set or Availability Zone
• Interface names on the VM
• Enter a name for the vSocket VM
• S/N for the vSocket from the Cato Management Application
• Azure VM instance type

Running the Script
Run the configuration script in interactive mode to create and configure the Azure vSocket. As part of
the script, you configure the name for the vSocket VM. You can't change this name at a later time.

Part of the script is choosing a SSD for the vSocket VM. In general, you can use the standard SSD for
the VM.

For more information about the vSocket script, run ./create_vm_from_vhd.sh --help

Running the Script from the Azure Cloud Shell
You can use the Azure Cloud Shell in the Azure environment to run the Cato vSocket script.

To use the Azure Cloud Shell to run the vSocket configuration script:

1. From the top of the Microsoft Azure window, click Cloud Shell .
2. The Welcome to Cloud Shell panel opens in the bottom of the window, click Bash.
3. Go to home directory in Azure
4. Click Upload and select the script file.
5. Run the Cato vSocket script, ./create_vm_from_vhd.sh --login
6. Select interactive mode and enter the vSocket settings.

The script creates and deploys the vSocket VM.

Running the Script from macOS or Linux:

Note: Before you run the script, make sure you are in the same directory as the script
file.

To run the vSocket configuration script from macOS or Linux:

1. Give executable permissions to the script, run chmod u+x create_vm_from_vhd.sh
2. Start the script and from the CLI run ./create_vm_from_vhd.sh --login
3. Select interactive mode and enter the vSocket settings.

The script creates and deploys the vSocket VM.

Running the Script in Non-Interactive Mode
You can create a custom executable file that runs the vSocket script and automatically passes the
environment variables. This means that you enter all the vSocket data for the script in the custom file
and then the Cato script configures the vSocket in non-interactive mode.

The following sections describe the custom executable file and show a sample file.
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Note: Before you run the custom file, make sure you are in the same directory as the
script file.

To run the vSocket script in non-interactive mode:

1. Create a new executable file that contains the environment variables for the Cato vSocket script.
2. Give executable permissions to the file. For example, run chmod a+x <file_name>.sh
3. Run the file. The file passes the environment variables to the Cato script and creates the vSocket.

Explaining the vSocket Environment Variables
This section explains the environment variables that you configure in the custom executable file to
create a vSocket in non-interactive mode. At the end of the list of variables is the command to run the
Cato script.

AZ_VS_SUBSCRIPTION - Azure subscription name or ID

AZ_VS_RESOURCE_GROUP - Resource group name

AZ_VS_STORAGE_ACOUNT - Storage account name

AZ_VS_STORAGE_CONTAINER - Storage container name

AZ_VS_STORAGE_BLOB - VHD disk image blob name (inside of storage container)

AZ_VS_STORAGE_SKU - storage disk type SKU - Standard_LRS or Premium_LRS

AZ_VS_LAN_NIC - Name of management virtual NIC

AZ_VS_WAN_NIC - Name of WAN virtual NIC

AZ_VS_MNG_NIC - Name of LAN virtual NIC

AZ_VS_SERIAL_ID - Serial ID number of Cato vSocket for Azure site

AZ_VS_VM_NAME - Unique name for Azure vSocket VM

AZ_VS_VM_SIZE - Specifications for for Azure vSocket VM - Standard_D3_v2 or Standard_D8s_v3

./create_vm_from_vhd.sh - Runs the Cato script to create the vSocket VM.

Sample Custom File with Environment Variables
This section shows a sample file with the environment variables to create a vSocket in non-interactive
mode.

export AZ_VS_SUBSCRIPTION=38a5bc1d-e3f6-4g50-h34i-kj01k23456789

export AZ_VS_RESOURCE_GROUP=CatoNetworks-Resource_Group

export AZ_VS_STORAGE_ACOUNT=catonetowksstorageinwe

export AZ_VS_STORAGE_CONTAINER=vhds

export AZ_VS_STORAGE_BLOB=vsocket-7.0-rel.vhd

export AZ_VS_STORAGE_SKU=Standard_LRS
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export AZ_VS_LAN_NIC=vm-custom-data-mark-1VMNic

export AZ_VS_WAN_NIC=vm-custom-data-mark-2VMNic

export AZ_VS_MNG_NIC=vm-custom-data-mark-3VMNic

export AZ_VS_SERIAL_ID=ZZ-11-77-99-55-66

export AZ_VS_VM_NAME=vsocket-vm

export AZ_VS_VM_SIZE=Standard_D3_v2

./create_vm_from_vhd.sh

Connecting to the Azure vSocket WebUI
After the vSocket is deployed, we recommend that you connect to the WebUI and change the password
for the VM. The default password for the vSocket is the VM ID for the vSocket VM. The VM ID is shown
at the end of the vSocket script.

To connect to the vSocket WebUI and change the default password:

1. Open a Web browser and connect to the vSocket, enter https://<vSocket public ip> .
2. Log in to the WebUI with these credentials:

• Username: admin
• Password: VM ID

3. Change the password as prompted.

Configuring High Availability (HA) for Azure vSockets
This article explains how to configure a site with two vSockets that provide high availability for a site in
the Microsoft Azure cloud.

Overview of High Availability vSocket in Azure
To provide redundancy for vSockets within an Azure site, deploy two vSockets in the same Azure virtual
network (VNet), and set them to work in a high availability (HA) configuration. The vSockets operate in
active/passive mode and the LAN links are used to send keepalive messages between the vSockets.

The Azure HA configuration uses a Floating IP address which is binded to the LAN interface for the
active vSocket. When there is a failover, the Floating IP moves to the secondary vSocket LAN interface.
The route tables use this Floating IP as the next hop for traffic that is sent over the Cato Cloud.

Azure HA supports multiple Availability Zones. Alternatively, you can use the Availability Sets to make
sure that both vSockets are deployed in different Fault and Update domains in Azure.

Sample Diagram of Azure HA Virtual Network
The following network diagram shows a sample HA vSockets configuration for an Azure site.
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The primary and secondary vSockets are in the same VNet. The LAN interfaces are 10.102.2.10
(primary) and 10.102.2.11 (secondary). The Floating IP is 10.102.2.200 and is configured as the next
hop for the LAN route table.

The normal traffic flow for this network is:

1. VM1 sends traffic to the Internet.
2. According the LAN route table, the next hop for the traffic is 10.102.2.200 which is configured as

the secondary IP address for the LAN interface of the primary vSocket.
3. The primary vSocket is active, and sends the traffic over the WAN interface to the Internet.

Azure vSocket Failover Workflow
This is the failover workflow when the primary active vSocket fails over to the secondary standby one in
an Azure site. The following diagram illustrates the failover, the numbers correspond to the items in the
steps below:

1. In normal operation, the primary vSocket has the active role, and the secondary vSocket has the
standby role.
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a. The Floating IP (secondary IP address on the LAN interface) is attached to the primary
vSocket (item 1a).

b. The LAN route table prefixes use the Floating IP as the next hop (item 1b).
2. The primary (active) vSocket goes down (item 2).

• The secondary (standby) vSocket stops receiving keepalive packets from the primary vSocket
(item 2a).

3. The secondary vSocket issues an API call to the Azure API gateway to make the following changes
to the LAN interfaces on each vSocket:
a. Remove the Floating IP (the secondary IP address) from the LAN interface on the primary

vSocket (item 3a).
b. Add the Floating IP as the secondary IP address for the LAN interface on the secondary

vSocket (item 3b).
4. The secondary vSocket is now the active vSocket and passes traffic for the site in both directions

(item 4).
5. When the primary vSocket recovers, it resumes the active role and the secondary vSocket returns

to standby status. (The primary vSocket issues an API call to move the Floating IP back as a
secondary IP address for its LAN interface).

Note: Due to reasons related to the Azure infrastructure, the Network Interface
configuration update can take up to 120 seconds and may cause a delay in the HA
failover.

Prerequisites for Azure High Availability

• HA in Azure is supported for vSockets that are using Socket version 11.0 or higher
• Download the Azure HA configuration script from the Cato repository
• Both vSockets must be the same Azure VM instance type
• The Azure vSockets must have access to a public DNS server, make sure that the VNET isn't

configured to only use a private DNS server
• If you are using separate resource groups for the VNET and the vSocket VMs, make sure that the

VHD image is in the storage container blob that is in the same resource group as the VMs

Setting Admin Permissions to Configure High Availability
This section explains the correct Cato and Azure permissions for the admin to configure vSocket HA.
If you don't have the correct permissions, then it's possible the Cato HA script can't create an HA
configuration between the vSockets.

• Must have admin permissions for the Cato Management Application and owner permissions for Azure
• If you are using Privileged Identity Management (PIM) or any identity token mechanism in Azure,

assign the maximum privilege to the necessary resource group before you run the HA script
• If there are multiple Azure resource groups, then you must have owner permissions for both resource

groups

Using Availability Zones for Azure High Availability Configurations
You can choose to assign each VM to a different Azure Availability Zones as part of the HA
configuration script to protect your applications and data from Azure data center failures. Create the
Availability Zones before you run the HA script.

You can't assign VMs to different Availability Zones that are using different Availability Sets.
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Note: Azure only supports standard SKU public IP addresses for Availability Zones
(and other zone redundant configurations). Before you deploy the vSocket HA
configuration, make sure that you configure the proper SKU for the IP addresses.

The following network diagram shows a sample HA vSockets configuration with different Availability
Zones for an Azure site.

Known Limitations

• For Azure HA configurations, BGP peering between the Azure vSocket and a LAN router isn't
supported

• For existing configurations, to assign a VM to an Availability Zone you must create new VMs and
redeploy the vSockets (see Configuring an Azure vSocket Site).

Deploying vSocket High Availability in Azure
Deploy the vSockets on the Azure virtual machines (VMs) as the primary and secondary vSockets for
the site. This is a high-level workflow of the process to deploy a vSocket HA configuration

1. For new sites, create a new site in the Cato Management Application and run the Cato Azure
vSocket script to deploy the primary vSocket. (For existing sites, skip this step.)

2. Verify that the primary vSocket is running Socket version 11.0 or higher.
3. Add the secondary vSocket to the site in the Cato Management Application.
4. Deploy the secondary vSocket with the Cato Azure vSocket script. Both vSockets must be in the

same VNet.
The only virtual resources that you need to create for the secondary vSocket, are new network
interfaces for the WAN, LAN, and MGMT subnets.

5. Verify that both the primary and secondary vSockets have connectivity to the Cato Cloud.
6. Run the Cato HA script to apply the HA configuration to the vSockets.
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7. Restart both the primary and secondary vSockets.
8. Update the Azure route table to use the Floating IP as the next hop.
9. Confirm that the HA status for the vSockets and run the API test from the Socket WebUI.

Note: When you configure the IP settings for the site, make sure that you don't use IP
addresses that are reserved by Azure. You can't use the first four IP addresses and the
last IP address in a subnet CIDR block.

For more about Azure reserved IP addresses, see Azure documentation.

Deploying the Primary vSocket in Azure
Complete these steps to deploy the primary vSocket on a VM. For existing Azure sites, upgrade the
primary vSocket to version 11.0 or higher. If you want to assign the vSocket to an Availability Set, see
below Assigning the vSocket VMs to an Availability Set.

Then continue below with Adding the Secondary vSocket to an Azure Site.

To deploy the primary vSocket for a new site:

1. Add a new Azure site to the Cato Management Application.
2. Install the primary vSocket on the VM.

• Remember to use the same resource group for both vSocket VMs.
• If necessary, create the Availability Set for the vSocket VMs.
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The screenshot above shows the Azure site after the primary vSocket is installed and upgraded to
version 11.0 or higher.

Assigning the vSocket VMs to an Availability Set (Optional)
The CatovSocket script (create_vm_from_vhd.sh) lets you assign the vSockets to an Availability
Set. This option is mostly used in a vSocket HA configuration when you want to make sure that the
both vSockets are assigned to different Fault and Update domains. You must create the Availability Set
BEFORE you run the CatovSocket script.

Notes:

• Azure doesn't allow you to assign a VM to an Availability Set after you create it
• You can't assign an Availability Set to VMs that are using different Availability Zones

Create a new Availability Set and configure the settings as follows:

• Assign it to the same resource group as the VM
• Set the Fault domains and Update domains to 2

The following screenshot shows an example of a vSocket Availability Set:

Adding the Secondary vSocket to an Azure Site
After the Cato Management Application detects that the primary vSocket is upgraded to version 11.0 or
higher, the Add Secondary Socket option is shown in the vSocket Azure Configuration section.
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When you add the secondary vSocket to the site, a pop-up window opens where you enter the following
settings:

• LAN Interface IP - IP address for the LAN interface of the secondary vSocket
• LAN Floating IP - IP address for the Floating IP that is used for the Azure HA configuration

The Cato Management Application uses the LAN Interface IP address as the management IP address
for the secondary vSocket. This LAN interface is also used for the HA keepalive packets. The following
screenshot shows these secondary vSocket settings:

After you add the secondary vSocket to the site, the Cato Management Application does the following:

• Generates the vSocket serial number for the new vSocket (this serial number is used when you run
the Cato script to install the vSocket on the VM)

• Enables the High Availability section for that site
• Modifies the Networks section Native Range, the Local IP is replaced with the Floating IP

For more about network segments in the HA site, see below Overview of Azure High Availability
Network Segments in the Cato Management Application.
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To configure an Azure site for high availability:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites, and select the Azure site.
2. Expand the vSocket Azure Configuration section.
3. Click Add Secondary Socket. The Add Secondary vSocket (High Availability) window opens.
4. Configure the LAN IP settings:

a. Enter the LAN Interface IP. This value is used as the MGMT IP and for keepalive packets.
b. Enter the LAN Floating IP.

5. Click OK. The Floating IP settings fare configured and copied to the Networks > LAN and High
Availability sections.

You can find the serial number (S/N) for the secondary vSocket in the vSocket Azure Configuration
and the High Availability sections for the site.

Use this serial number when you install the secondary vSocket on the VM.

Changes to the Socket Configuration Window
After you add the secondary vSocket to the site, in the Socket Configuration window, the Destination
for the LAN1 link is automatically set to LAN & HA.
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Deploying the Secondary vSocket in Azure
Create and deploy the secondary vSocket in the same Azure VNet as the primary vSocket.

1. Make sure that all of the virtual resources for the site are in the same Azure resource group.
• Based on your organizational requirements, you can assign the VNET to one resource group and

the other virtual resources to a different resource group.
• If necessary, create the Availability Set for the vSocket VMs.

2. Use the same subnets for the primary and secondary vSockets.
3. Create new virtual interfaces for each subnet: WAN, LAN, and MGMT.
4. Verify that both the primary and secondary vSockets have connectivity to the Cato Cloud.
5. Run the Cato Azure vSocket script:

a. Select the resources for the secondary vSocket.
b. Use the serial number for the secondary vSocket in Azure that was generated by the Cato

Management Application.

Using Different Resource Groups for the VNET and the VMs
The Cato HA script (create_ha_settings.sh) lets you assign the VNET to one resource group and
use a different resource group for the other virtual resources (NICs, vSocket, storage container, route
tables, and so on). When you are running the Cato HA script, there are separate questions that ask you
to assign the VNET resource group and the VM resource group.

If you are using the same resource group for the VNET and the VMs, make sure that you select the
same resource group for both options in the Cato HA script.

Note: Make sure that the VHD image is in the storage container blob that is in the VM
resource group.
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Running the Cato High Availability Script
After you deploy the secondary vSocket to the VNet, both vSockets have the Master role (split-brain).
Run the Cato HA script create_ha_settings.sh to apply the HA configuration to the vSockets.

Important: Before you run the Cato HA script:

• The primary and secondary vSockets must have connectivity to the Cato Cloud
• Make sure that you have the correct Azure admin permissions

To run the Cato HA script:

1. In the High Availability section, confirm that the primary and secondary vSockets have
connectivity to the Cato Cloud:
• The Connection to Cato Cloud status for each vSocket shows Connected
• See below, Showing the High Availability Status in the Cato Management Application

2. Run the Cato HA script create_ha_settings.sh to apply the HA configuration to the vSockets.
3. Restart the VMs with the primary and secondary vSockets.
4. Update the relevant route table entries in Azure to use the Floating IP as the next hop.

The following screenshot shows adding a route for the Floating IP 10.10.1.200:

Confirming the Azure vSockets for High Availability Status
After you successfully run the HA script, verify that the vSockets are configured correctly for HA
functionality:

• Verify the HA status in the High Availability section
• From the Socket WebUI, ping the Floating IP and test the HA API calls

Showing the High Availability Status in the Cato Management Application
The High Availability section for the site shows the HA status for the vSockets. After you deploy the
secondary vSocket, it automatically connects to the site.
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To confirm the high availability status for the site:

1. Expand the High Availability section.
2. In High Availability Status, verify that the status is Ready, and the Master is the Primary

vSocket.

Testing High Availability from the Socket WebUI
You can use the Network Tools in the Socket WebUI to test HA functionality for the vSockets. You
can ping the Floating IP for the HA configuration, to verify that it is configured correctly. The High
Availability section shows the LAN Floating IP (see screenshot in the previous section).

The vSocket performs an API call to the Azure API proxy to verify that the role and identity
settings were configured correctly by the HA script. It also verifies that the vSocket can successfully
communicate with the API proxy.

For more about using the Socket WebUI, see Using the Socket WebUI.

To test the Azure HA configuration:

1. Expand the High Availability section, and click the open Socket WebUI icon .
The Socket WebUI opens in a new tab.

2. Click the Tools tab.
3. In the Network Tools section, click the Ping tab.
4. Ping the Floating IP:

a. In Route via, select LAN1.
b. In Hostname/IP, enter the Floating IP.
c. Click Run. The window shows if the ping succeeds or fails.

5. In the Network Tools section, click the API Test Tool tab.
6. Click Run Test. The window shows if the HA API test succeeds or fails.

If the test fails, see the following section for suggested troubleshooting steps.
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Troubleshooting a Failed Azure API Test
If the Azure API test fails, an error message is displayed to help you troubleshoot the issue.

API Test Error Message Suggested Troubleshooting Steps

Azure API test failed – can’t authenticate to the API proxy.
Make sure that Azure access control (IAM) settings are
correct.

The Azure admin doesn't have sufficient permissions to make
changes to the virtual resources. See above, Setting Admin
Permissions to Configure High Availability.

Azure API test failed. Verify that the NIC settings on the
vSocket VM instance are correct.

• Check that the NICs, subnets, and VMs belong to the
same resource group. See above Using Different Resource
Groups for the VNET and the VMs.

• Make sure that the Azure admin has permissions to create a
role and apply it to the NICs, subnets, and VMs.

• Make sure that the Azure admin has permissions to change
NIC properties.

Working with Network Segments for Azure High Availability Sites
This section explains how to use the Networks section to manage network segments for the Azure HA
site.

Overview of Azure High Availability Network Segments in the Cato
Management Application
When you add the secondary vSocket to the Cato Management Application, the network segments in
the Networks section are automatically updated to include the settings for the Floating IP. The Floating
IP replaces the Local IP for the Native Range for the site:

Adding Routed Ranges (Static Routes)
You can add Routed ranges to the Azure HA site in the same way as for a physical Socket site.

• The IP address for the default Azure router (VNet router) is the first host IP address of the Native
Range subnet

• If you are using a third-party virtual appliance (for example, a firewall) in your Azure environment,
make sure that the IP address is within the Native Range for the site

• You can configure the Floating IP address in the Cato Management Application in the Networks
section, or in the High Availability section for the site

Managing Azure High Availability
This section explains how to manage HA for the Azure site:

• Show the HA status for each vSocket
• Change the Floating IP for the site
• Change the management IP addresses for the vSockets
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• Disable HA for the site and remove the secondary vSocket

Showing the High Availability Information and Status
The High Availability section shows the HA status for the primary and secondary vSocket.

Item Description

High Availability Status The HA status for the site (Ready or Not Ready), only shows ready when each status HA
status indicator is OK

WAN Connectivity (status
indicator)

The status Ok indicates that both vSockets have WAN connectivity to the Cato Cloud

Keepalive (status indicator) The status Ok indicates that one vSocket is the master and one is the standby (If both
vSockets are status master, then there is an HA split brain issue)

Socket Version (status
indicator)

The status Ok indicates that both vSockets are running the same Socket version

Master Shows if the Primary or Secondary vSocket is the active vSocket

Connection to Cato - Primary The connection status for the primary vSocket

Connection to Cato - Secondary The connection status for the secondary vSocket

Changing the IP Settings for the Site
If you change the IP address settings for the vSockets in Azure, you need to update the same settings
in the Cato Management Application. These are the settings that you can configure:

• Native Range subnet - Use the Networks section for the site
• Floating IP - Use the Networks or High Availability section for the site (the new value is

automatically updated to the other section)
• Management IP - Use the High Availability section for the site

Changing the Native Range Subnet
Use the Networks section to change the Native Range subnet.
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To change the Native Range subnet for the site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites, and select the Azure site.
2. Expand the Networks section.
3. In the Native Range, enter a new value for the subnet Range.
4. Click Save.

Changing the Floating IP and Management IP
Use the High Availability section to change the Floating IP and the Management IP. You can also
change the Floating IP in the Networks section.

To change the Floating or Management IP for a site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites, and select the Azure site.
2. Expand the High Availability section.
3. Enter the new Management IP.
4. Enter the new LAN Floating IP.
5. Click Save.

Disabling High Availability for the Azure Site
You can remove the secondary vSocket from an Azure site and disable HA for that site. After you
remove the secondary vSocket from the Cato Management Application, the deployed vSocket can no
longer connect to the Cato Cloud. The settings for the site are restored to the configuration for a single
vSocket:

• The High Availability section is disabled and no longer appears in the Site settings
• In the Networks section, the Local IP replaces the Floating IP

Note: You can't undo the Unassign Socket action. The serial number for the secondary
vSocket is no longer valid.

If you want to add the secondary vSocket again, you must install a new vSocket on the
VM with the new serial number.

To disable HA for the Azure site:

1. Expand the Socket Azure Configuration section.
2. Click Unassign Socket.
3. In the Warning window, click OK. HA is disabled for the site, and the secondary vSocket is

removed from it.

Analyzing High Availability Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the HA Connectivity events for your account.

Explaining the High Availability Events Discovery Fields
The Event Discovery fields and events are the same for Socket HA and for vSocket HA. These are the
HA events:

Field Description

Socket role Shows if the event was generated by the primary or secondary vSocket
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Field Description

Event sub type - Socket Fail-Over The failover process is initiated for the site

Copying the Azure vSocket VHD Image with SAS
This article explains how to get the vSocket image and scripts to deploy a single and high availability
(HA) vSocket.

For more information about Azure vSockets, see:

• Configuring an Azure vSocket Site
• Configuring High Availability (HA) for Azure vSockets

Creating the Azure Blob Storage and Container
You can copy the vSocket VHD image to an existing Azure blob storage and container. Otherwise,
create a new one for the VHD file. For more about creating a blob and container, see the Microsoft
documentation.

Note: Make sure that the blob storage is in the same resource group where you are
deploying the vSocket VM.

Copying the Azure vSocket Image with Azure SAS Using PowerShell
You can use Azure PowerShell to copy the vSocket image from Cato to your Azure storage container.
We provide a URI with an Azure Shared Access Signature (SAS) to share the image.

Generate an SAS for your storage container, and then use Azure PowerShell to copy the vSocket
image to your storage container. Use the region that is physically closest to your storage container:

• North Europe:https://catoeuimagestorage.blob.core.windows.net/vsocket/vsocket_azure_6192.vhd?
sp=r&st=2021-10-21T13:57:12Z&se=2022-10-19T21:57:12Z&spr=https&sv=2020-08-04&sr=b&sig=x
DeT1XRX8xBkcu74PQOY4CrsJBQzffSO2tdStGegWFc%3D

• United States:https://catostorageaimage.blob.core.windows.net/vsocket/vsocket_azure_6192.vhd?
sp=r&st=2021-10-21T13:57:34Z&se=2022-10-19T21:57:34Z&spr=https&sv=2020-08-04&sr=b&sig=3
nfK6qMZ9mBVMEQtQuU2VRzhLL1%2BjllyZO%2BbXJo8tZ0%3D

You can access these SAS URIs from any region, except from China.

To copy the Azure vSocket image:

1. Create the Azure storage container, or use an existing container, for the vSocket image.
The storage container must be in the same resource group as the vSocket virtual machine (VM).

2. Open the container, and from the Settings section in the navigation pane click Shared access
signature.

3. Assign the correct permissions for the SAS, in the Permissions section, select the following items:
Read, Add, Create, and Write.
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4. Make sure that Allowed protocols is set to HTTPS only.
5. Click Generate SAS token and URL.
6. Copy the Blob SAS URL. The URL concatenates both the container address and the SAS token.
7. Open Azure Cloud Shell and select PowerShell.
8. Run the azcopy command: azcopy copy '<Cato blob sas url>' '<customer blob

sas container url>'

Note: Make sure that you use single quotation marks in the command.

For example, the following command copies the image from the Cato EU blob:
azcopy copy 'https://catoeuimagestorage.blob.core.windows.net/vsocket/
vsocket_azure_6192.vhd?
sp=r&st=2021-10-21T13:57:12Z&se=2022-10-19T21:57:12Z&spr=https&sv=2020-08
-04&sr=b&sig=xDeT1XRX8xBkcu74PQOY4CrsJBQzffSO2tdStGegWFc%3D''https://
storagecatoexample.blob.core.windows.net/storagecatocontainernonaccel?
sp=racw&st=2021-11-02T11:44:51Z&se=2021-11-02T19:44:51Z&spr=https&sv=2020
-08-04&sr=c&sig=ABcdefGhIJklMnop2q%3Rs45T678%9Uv0xYZ1aBcdEFghiJ%2K'

In the example above, replace the blue URI, with the Blob SAS URL that you generated.

Troubleshooting Copying the vSocket with SAS
If there is an issue with copying the image to your account, check and make sure that the container is
set with all of these permissions:
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• Read
• Add
• Create
• Write

Downloading the vSocket Scripts
Cato provides the following scripts to configure the virtual resources for Azure vSockets:

• create_vm_from_vhd.sh - deploys the vSocket from the image in your Azure container
• create_ha_settings.sh - HA script that configures high availability (HA) for two deployed vSockets

The above scripts are available here: https://catonetworks.exavault.com/p/CatoNetworks-Support/
Public/Azure%20vSocket

Note: After you successfully copy the image and download the scripts, continue the
vSocket deployment with Configuring an Azure vSocket Site.

Manually Adding the vSocket Image to Your Azure Account
For situations where you're unable to copy the image with Azure SAS, you manually download the file,
untar it, and then upload it to your Azure container.

Downloading and Extracting the Image from a TAR File
Download the Azure vSocket image as a TAR file from the public Cato repository. Then extract the
vSocket image from the TAR file.

To download and extract the image:

1. Go to the Cato repository, https://catonetworks.exavault.com/p/CatoNetworks-Support/Public/
Azure%20vSocket

2. Download the TAR file for the VHD image, for example azvsock-11-0-6192-vhd.tar
3. Untar the file.

Uploading the VHD Image to Azure
Upload the VHD file for the vSocket image to the Azure storage blob.

To upload the VHD file to the storage blob:

1. Open the Storage accounts window and click the storage account, or create a new one.
2. From the Storage account navigation menu, scroll down to the Blob service section and click

Containers.
3. Click the container, or create a new one.
4. In the Container window, click Upload.
5. From the right-hand Upload blob pane, select the VHD file and click Upload.

Configuring an AWS vSocket Site
Overview
You can connect your AWS VPC to Cato using an IPsec tunnel or a virtual Socket (vSocket). This
article describes how to deploy a (vSocket) on an EC2 instance.

The vSocket provides these advantages :
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• BW management control and QoS
• Connectivity enhancements including recovery and auto-healing capabilities
• Support for high availability configurations

This article assumes that you already have a VPC in your AWS environment.

Prerequisites

• Contact Cato Support and open a ticket for the Amazon AMI Request. Make sure that you provide
the AWS account ID and region for the vSocket.

• You must have admin permissions to the AWS dashboard and the Cato Management Application.

AWS Limitations
AWS doesn't support these networking features:

• VLAN ranges
• DHCP ranges

High Level Overview of Creating the AWS vSocket

1. In the Cato Management Application, create a new site for the AWS vSocket.
2. In AWS, create the virtual network resources for the vSocket instance.
3. Launch the vSocket instance from the Cato AMI image that you received from Support.
4. Verify that the vSocket is connected to your account.

Creating the vSocket Site in the Cato Management Application
Create the AWS vSocket site in the Cato Management Application, and the serial number for the
vSocket is generated. This serial number is used when you launch the EC2 instance.

The Local IP for the vSocket must be the same as the IP address for the LAN interface on the EC2
instance. The first three IP addresses of the subnet are reserved by the VPC.

Creating a New AWS Site

To create the site for the AWS vSocket:

1. In the Cato Management Application, from the navigation menu select Network > Sites.
2. Click New. The Add Site panel opens.
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3. From the Add Site window, configure the site as an AWS vSocket:
• From Connection Type, select vSocket AWS.
• Enter the Native Range for the AWS site. This setting must be the same as the LAN subnet IP

range in AWS (see belowCreating the MGMT, WAN, and LAN Subnets).
• Enter the Local IP for the vSocket.

4. Configure the other settings for the vSocket.
5. Click Save.
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Copying the vSocket Serial Number
The Cato Management Application automatically generates a unique serial number for the new
vSocket. You need to enter this serial number is used during when you launch the EC2 instance (see
below Launching the Instance with the Cato AMI).

To copy the serial number:

1. Expand the vSocket AWS Configuration section and copy the serial number for the vSocket.
2. We recommend that you paste the serial number in a text file. You need to enter this serial number

when you launch the vSocket instance.

Creating the AWS Virtual Resources
Create these virtual resources for the vSocket instance:

• Internet gateway
• Three subnets - WAN, LAN, and MGMT
• Security group(s) to manage inbound and outbound communication
• Three interfaces (ENIs) - WAN, LAN, and MGMT
• Two route tables - Internet and LAN
• Two Elastic IPs (for WAN and MGMT interfaces)

Defining the Internet Gateway for the VPC
Use the AWS Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) dashboard to create a new Internet gateway and attach it to
your VPC.

To create the new Internet Gateway and attach it to the VPC:

1. From the VPC dashboard, in the navigation menu select Virtual Private Cloud > Internet
Gateways.

2. Click Create internet gateway.
3. In Name tag, enter the name for the Internet gateway.
4. Click Create internet gateway. The VPC dashboard shows the details for the Internet gateway.
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5. From the Actions drop-down menu, select Attach to VPC.
6. In the Attach to VPC window, in the Available VPCs section, select the VPC.
7. Click Attach internet gateway. The Internet gateway is attached to your VPC.

Creating the MGMT, WAN, and LAN Subnets
Create these subnets in the AWS and then they are automatically attached to the VPC:

• MGMT subnet
• WAN subnet
• LAN subnet - this is the same as the Native Range for the site.

Make sure that all the subnets are in the same AWS Availability Zone.
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To create the subnet for the AWS vSocket:

1. From the VPC dashboard, in the navigation menu select Virtual Private Cloud > Subnets.
2. Click Create subnet.
3. From the Create subnet window, in the VPC section, select the VPC ID.
4. Configure the settings for the subnet:

a. Enter the Subnet name.
b. Select the Availability Zone for the subnet.
c. Enter the IPv4 CIDR block for the subnet. For the LAN subnet - this is the same value as the

Native Range for the site.
5. To add additional subnets, click Add new subnet and repeat the previous step 4.
6. Click Create subnet. AWS creates the subnets and attaches them to the VPC.

Configuring the Security Groups
Make sure that the security groups rules for the LAN, WAN, and MGMT traffic, meet these
requirements:

• Outbound rules - allow the following ports for the WAN and MGMT subnet so the traffic can reach
the Cato Cloud
◦ HTTPS - TCP port 443 to destination ANY
◦ DTLS - UDP port 443 to destination ANY

• Inbound rules - in some troubleshooting scenarios, you may need to temporarily open TCP port 22
for SSH traffic from a specific IP address to the MGMT subnet

Creating the MGMT, WAN, and LAN Interfaces
Create the MGMT, WAN, and LAN interfaces for the vSocket for the EC2 instance. Use the EC2
dashboard to create the interfaces.

Set the Custom IP address for the LAN interface to the same IP address as the Local IP for the Native
Range.

You need to disable AWS source/destination checking on the LAN interface to allow the EC2 instance
to perform traffic forwarding.

Note: To ensure proper vSocket behavior, make sure that you enable the DHCP
options for the VPC are enabled and that they provide the DNS settings.
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To create the network interface (ENI):

1. From the EC2 dashboard, in the navigation menu select Network & Security > Network
Interfaces.

2. Click Create network interface.
3. In the Create network interface window, select the LAN Subnet.
4. (Optional for the LAN interface) In Private IPv4 address, click Custom and enter the Local IP

for the Native Range.
5. In Security groups, select the appropriate security group for the interface.
6. Click Create network interface. AWS creates the interface.
7. Repeat the previous steps for the WAN and MGMT interface.
8. For the LAN interface, disable AWS source/destination tracking:

a. In the Network Interfaces window, right-click the LAN interface and select Change source/
dest. check.
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b. In the Change source/destination check window, clear Enable.
c. Click Save.

Creating the Route Tables
Create new or use existing VPC route tables for the vSocket traffic:

• Private route table for the LAN subnets
◦ Attach the LAN subnet
◦ Define the Socket LAN ENI as the target (next hop) for the default route

• A single Internet route table for the MGMT and WAN subnets. This route table is used to provide
connectivity between the vSocket and the Cato Cloud resources.
◦ Attach the WAN and MGMT subnets
◦ Define the Internet Gateway as the target (next hop) for the default route

To create the Internet and LAN route tables:

1. From the VPC dashboard, in the navigation menu select Virtual Private Cloud > Route Tables.
2. Click Create route table.
3. In Name tag, enter the name for the Internet or LAN route table.
4. Select the VPC for the vSocket.
5. Click Create. The route table is added to the VPC.
6. Associate the WAN and MGMT subnets to the Internet route table, or the LAN subnet to the LAN

route table.
a. Right-click the route table and select Edit subnet associations. This is an example of the

Internet route table.

b. In the Edit subnet associations window:
• For the Internet route table, select the MGMT and WAN subnets
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• For the LAN route table, select the LAN subnet
c. Click Save. The subnets are associated with the route table.

7. Add the default route to the route tables.
a. Right-click the route table, and select Edit routes. The following screenshot shows the

Internet route table:

b. Click Add route.
c. Set the Destination for the new route to 0.0.0.0/0.
d. In Target, select the next hop for the Internet or LAN route table:

• For the Internet route table, select Internet Gateway and choose the Internet gateway for
the VPC

• For the LAN route table, select Network Interface and choose the LAN ENI. The following
screenshot shows the LAN route table:

e. Click Save routes.
f. The window shows that the route was successfully created, click Close.

8. Repeat the previous steps for the LAN route table.

Associating Elastic IP Addresses with an Interface
Create and associate Elastic IP addresses with the WAN and MGMT interfaces. You can use a public
IP address that is allocated from Amazon's pool of IPv4 addresses.

To allocate an Elastic IP address:

1. From the EC2 dashboard, in the navigation menu select Network & Security > Elastic IPs.
2. Click Allocate Elastic IP address.
3. For the Public IPv4 address pool, select Amazon's pool of IPv4 addresses.
4. Click Allocate. The Elastic IP is allocated.
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5. Select the Elastic IP, and select Actions > Associate Elastic IP address.

6. In the Associate Elastic IP address window, in Resource type, select Network interface.
7. In Network interface, select the WAN or MGMT interface.
8. Click Associate. The Elastic IP is associated with the interface.
9. Repeat the previous steps for the MGMT interface.

Configuring the EC2 Instance for the vSocket
After you create all the virtual resources that are necessary for the vSocket, launch the EC2 instance
from the Cato vSocket AMI to create the vSocket.

Launching the Instance with the Cato AMI
Launch the EC2 instance using the vSocket AMI that you received from Cato Support.

Note: To add the vSocket AMI to your AWS account, contact Cato Support and open a
ticket for the Amazon AMI Request.

Make sure that the EC2 instance meets these requirements (such as the c5.xlarge instance):

• 4 vCPUs
• 8 GB RAM (8 GiB)
• 4 ENIs (network interfaces)

You need to enter the serial number (S/N) for the AWS site in the Cato Management Application to the
AMI wizard.

To launch the EC2 instance:

1. From the EC2 dashboard, in the navigation menu select Instances > Instances.
2. Click Launch instances.
3. From the Step 1: Choose an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) window, select My AMIs.
4. In the Ownership filter, select Shared with me.
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5. Find the VSOCKET-AWS-<version number> AMI, and click Select.
6. From the Step 2: Choose an Instance Type window, select the instance type and click Next:

Configure Instance Details.
• We recommend that you use the c5.xlarge instance.

7. From the Step 3: Configure Instance Details window, configure these settings for the vSocket
instance:

a. In Network, select the VPC.
b. In Subnet, select the MGMT subnet.
c. In the Network interfaces section, for eth0 select the MGMT ENI.
d. In the Advanced Details section, in User data enter the S/N for the AWS site.
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In the example above, the S/N is: A1-B2-C3-D4-E5-F6.
e. Click Next: Add Storage.

8. From the Step 4: Add Storage window, configure these settings for the SSD:
• Size (GiB) - 16
• Volume Type - General Purpose SSD (gp2)

9. Click Next: Add Tags, and then click Next: Configure Security Group.
10. From the Step 6: Configure Security Group window, select the WAN security group.

a. In Assign a security group, choose Select an existing security group.
b. Select the appropriate security group for traffic to the MGMT interface. For example, you can

choose the MGMT security group.
c. Click Review and Launch.

If you see a warning message regarding port 22, you can ignore this message. Port 22 is only
needed to troubleshoot the vSocket.

11. From the Step 7: Review Instance Launch window, review the settings and click Launch.
12. In the Select an existing key pair or create a new key pair window, use an existing key or create

and download a new one.
13. Click Launch Instances.

Attaching the Interfaces to the vSocket Instance
After the vSocket instance launches, the MGMT interface is attached to it. Stop the instance and then
attach the remaining WAN and LAN interfaces to the instance.

Note: Make sure that you attach the WAN interface first, and then the LAN interface.

To attach the interfaces to the vSocket instance:

1. From the EC2 dashboard, in the navigation menu select Instances > Instances.
2. Right-click the vSocket instance and select Stop instance.
3. In the confirmation window, click Stop. Refresh the window and confirm that the Instance state is

Stopped.
4. In the navigation menu select Network & Security > Network Interfaces.
5. Attach the WAN and LAN interfaces to the instance:

a. Right-click the WAN interface, and select Attach interface.
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b. In the Attach network interface window, in Instance select the vSocket instance.
c. Click Attach.
d. Repeat the previous three steps for the LAN interface.

Completing the vSocket Installation
After you attach the interfaces to the vSocket, start the instance and confirm that it connects to the Cato
Cloud. After the vSocket connects to the Cato Cloud, it automatically updates to the newest Socket
version.

To complete the vSocket installation:

1. From the EC2 dashboard, in the navigation menu select Instances > Instances.
2. Right-click the vSocket instance and select Start instance.
3. In the Cato Management Application, select My Network > Topology.
4. Confirm that the AWS site is connected to the Cato Cloud.

Connecting to the Socket WebUI
If you need to log in to the Socket WebUI, use these settings:

• Use the MGMT Elastic IP address as the public IP address for the vSocket
• Username is admin
• The default password is the Instance ID for the vSocket EC2 instance

Routing Traffic to the EC2 Instances
If your application EC2 instances are associated to a non-Native Range subnet (a subnet which is not
the vSocket LAN interface subnet), add a routed range in the Networks section for the site.

To route traffic to the EC2 instance:

1. In the Cato Management Application, from the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites.
2. Select the AWS site, and expand the Networks section.
3. In the LAN section, add  a new Routed range.

4. Enter the IP Range.
5. Set the Gateway IP to the VPC router, which is the first host IP address of the Native Range

subnet.

The screenshot above shows these sample settings for the Routed range:

• Native Range - 10.0.2.0/24
• Routed range - 10.0.26.0/24
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• Gateway IP - 10.0.2.1

Configuring High Availability (HA) for AWS vSockets
This article explains how to configure a site with two vSockets that provide high availability for a site in
the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud.

Overview of High Availability vSocket in AWS
To provide redundancy for vSockets within an AWS site, deploy two vSockets in a single VPC, and set
them to work in a high availability (HA) configuration. The vSockets operate in active/passive mode and
the LAN links are used to send keep-alive messages between the vSockets.

You can deploy the vSockets within a single Availability Zone (AZ) or in different AZs within the same
VPC. Make sure that you associate both LAN subnets to the same route table.

The high availability solution requires that both vSockets have IAM permissions to use API calls to
modify the route tables.

Prerequisites for AWS High Availability

• High availability in AWS is supported for vSockets that are using Socket version 9.1 or higher
• The AWS vSockets must have access to a public DNS server, make sure that the VPC isn't

configured to only use a private DNS server.
• Each EC2 instance for a vSocket must have:

◦ IAM permissions that allow the vSocket to modify the route table
◦ Separate subnets for each LAN interface

• AWS security rules must allow traffic on UDP port 20480 in both directions between the LAN
interfaces for the vSockets

Notes:

• Alt. WAN links are not supported for AWS HA deployments. You must remove any
existing Alt. WAN links before you implement the HA solution.

• If you downgrade a vSocket to a version earlier than version 9.1, HA is disabled for
the site. The secondary vSocket is removed from the site.
We recommend that you remove the HA settings from the site before you
downgrade a vSocket to an unsupported earlier version.

AWS vSocket Failover Workflow
This is the failover workflow when the primary active vSocket fails over to the secondary standby one in
an AWS site.

1. The primary (active) vSocket goes down, and the HA link state for the LAN ENI is changed to
down.

2. The secondary (standby) vSocket sends an announcement that it is the new active (master)
vSocket.

3. The secondary vSocket issues an API call to the AWS API gateway to modify the LAN route table
and assign the secondary vSocket LAN ENI as the next hop for the 0.0.0.0/0 route.

4. The Gateway IP (next hop) for the Routed ranges (Sites > Networks) is automatically updated to
the Gateway IP address for the Secondary Socket Native Range.

5. The secondary vSocket is now the active vSocket and passes traffic for the site.
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6. When the primary vSocket recovers, it resumes the active role and the secondary vSocket returns
to standby status.

Preparing the AWS Environment for High Availability
This section describes the steps that you need to complete to prepare the AWS environment for
vSocket HA.

Note:

The screenshots and examples in this article are based on the new AWS EC2
Experience for EC2 instances.

Creating a Subnet for the Secondary vSocket LAN Interfaces
The secondary vSocket requires a separate subnet for its LAN interface (ENI) to send the keep-
alive packets to the primary vSocket. This requirement is the same for single AZ and dual AZ HA
deployments.

In the AWS VPC, create a subnet for the secondary vSocket LAN interface, and associate it to the VPC
private route table. Make sure that new subnet is associated with the same route table as the subnet for
the Primary vSocket LAN interface.

Note:

You must associate all the LAN subnets to the same private route table.

Creating the IAM Role for the vSocket
The Identity and Access Management (IAM) role lets the vSocket make AWS API calls to change
entries in the route table. Create an IAM role that gives the instance the correct permissions, and later
you will attach this role to each vSocket.

Creating the Policy for the IAM Role
Use a JSON file to create a new policy for the IAM role that includes AWS read-write permissions for
these actions:

• "ec2:CreateRoute"
• "ec2:DescribeRouteTables"
• "ec2:ReplaceRoute"

JSON File for the vSocket HA Policy

This is the JSON file for the IAM policy that assigns the necessary permissions for the vSockets to
operate in an HA configuration. You can copy and paste the file in the Create policy window.

{

"Version": "2012-10-17",

"Statement": {

"Effect": "Allow",
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"Action": [

"ec2:CreateRoute",

"ec2:DescribeRouteTables",

"ec2:ReplaceRoute"

],

"Resource": "*"

}

}

To create the IAM policy:

1. From the AWS Management Console, in Find Services search for IAM.

The Identity and Access Management (IAM) dashboard opens.
2. From the navigation menu, select Access management > Policies.
3. Click Create policy.
4. In the Create policy window, click the JSON tab.
5. Paste the contents of the JSON file to configure the permissions for the IAM role.
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6. Click Review policy.
7. Enter the Name for the policy.
8. Click Create policy. The policy is created and added to the IAM policies.

Creating a New IAM Role
Create an IAM role that you attach to the EC2 instances for the vSocket HA.

To create a new IAM role:

1. From the navigation menu, select Access management > Roles.
2. Click Create role.
3. In the Create role > Select type of trusted entity window, select AWS service and click EC2.

4. Click Next: Permissions. The Attach permissions policies window opens.
5. In the Search bar, enter the name of the IAM policy you created in the previous section.
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6. Click Next: Tags. The Add tags window opens.
7. (Optional) Add tags to the IAM role. Click Next: Review. The Review window opens.
8. Enter the Role name for the IAM vSocket HA role.
9. Click Create role. The IAM vSocket HA role is created.

Locating the Route Table ID
Locate and copy the private Route table ID for the VPC. You need this ID when you add the secondary
vSocket to the AWS HA site in the Cato Management Application. The vSockets issue API calls to
modify this route table as part of the failover process.

To locate the Route table ID:

1. From the Virtual Private Cloud navigation menu, select Route Tables.

2. Select the route table used for the LAN segment, and copy the Route Table ID.

Deploying vSocket High Availability in AWS
Deploy the vSockets on the EC2 instances as the primary and secondary vSockets for the site.

1. For new sites, create a new site in the Cato Management Application and deploy the primary
vSocket. (For existing sites, skip this step.)
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2. Attach the IAM role to the EC2 instance for the primary vSocket.
3. Add the secondary vSocket to the site in the Cato Management Application.
4. Deploy the secondary vSocket to the AWS VPC.
5. Attach the IAM role to the EC2 instance for the secondary vSocket.

Note: When you configure the IP settings for the site, make sure that you don't use IP
addresses that are reserved by AWS. You can't use the first four IP addresses and the
last IP address in a subnet CIDR block.

For more about AWS reserved IP addresses, see AWS documentation.

Deploying the Primary vSocket in the AWS VPC
Complete these steps to deploy the primary vSocket on the EC2 instance. For a new AWS site, deploy
the primary vSocket and attach the IAM role to the instance.

For existing AWS sites, upgrade the primary vSocket to version 9.1 or higher. Then attach the IAM
role to the EC2 instance (the primary vSocket) and continue below with Attaching the IAM Role to a
vSocket.

To deploy the primary vSocket for a new site:

1. Add a new AWS site to the Cato Management Application.
2. Install the primary vSocket on the EC2 instance.
3. Attach the IAM role that you created above to the vSocket (see below).

The screenshot above shows the AWS site after the primary vSocket is installed and upgraded to
version 9.1 or higher.

Note: For existing AWS sites, the Add Secondary Socket button is only shown after
you upgrade the vSocket to version 9.1 or higher.
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Attaching the IAM Role to a vSocket
Attach the IAM role that you created above to the vSocket EC2 instance. The IAM role gives
permissions to the vSocket to make API calls to modify the routing table for HA functionality.

To attach the IAM role to the instance:

1. In AWS, in the Instances window, select the vSocket instance.
2. From the Actions drop-down menu, select Security > Modify IAM role.
3. In the Modify IAM role window, select the IAM role.

4. Click Save. The IAM role is attached to the vSocket instance.

Adding the Secondary vSocket to an AWS Site
After the Cato Management Application detects that the primary vSocket is connected to the Cato
Cloud, the Add Secondary Socket option is shown in the vSocket AWS Configuration section.

When you add the secondary vSocket to the site, a pop-up window opens where you enter the following
settings:
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• LAN ENI IP Address
• LAN ENI Subnet
• Route-Table ID

The Cato Management Application uses the LAN ENI IP Address as the management IP address
for the secondary vSocket. This LAN ENI is also used to send HA keep-alive packets to the primary
vSocket LAN interface. The following screenshot shows these secondary vSocket settings:

Make sure to use the same settings in AWS and in the window above.

After you add the secondary vSocket to the site, the Cato Management Application does the following:

• Generates the vSocket serial number for the new vSocket (this serial number is used when you install
the vSocket on the EC2 instance)

• Enables the High Availability section for that site
• Modifies the Networks section with the new Native Ranges:

◦ The LAN ENI IP address is shown as the Local IP of the network range
◦ The LAN ENI subnet is shown as the subnet of the network range

For more about network segments in the HA site, see below Overview of AWS High Availability Network
Segments in the Cato Management Application.

To configure an AWS site for high availability:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites, and select the AWS site.
2. Expand the vSocket AWS Configuration section.
3. Click Add Secondary Socket. The Add Secondary vSocket (High Availability) window opens.
4. Configure the settings exactly the same as the LAN subnet for vSocket EC2 instance:

a. Enter the LAN ENI IP Address. This value is used as the Local IP.
b. Enter the LAN ENI Subnet with the CIDR. This value is used as the Secondary Socket Native

Range.
c. Enter the Route-Table ID of the private route table used for LAN ranges.
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5. Click OK. The Network settings for the primary and secondary vSockets are configured and copied
to the Networks > LAN and High Availability sections.

You can find the serial number (S/N) for the secondary vSocket in the vSocket AWS Configuration
and the High Availability sections for the site.

Use this serial number when you install the secondary vSocket on the EC2 instance.

Changes to the Socket Configuration Window
After you add the secondary vSocket to the site, in the Socket Configuration window, the Destination
for the LAN1 link to in the is automatically set to LAN & HA.
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Deploying the Secondary vSocket in the AWS VPC
Create and deploy the secondary vSocket in the AWS VPC with the IAM role that you created earlier.

1. When you install the secondary vSocket on the EC2 instance, use the serial number for the
secondary vSocket in AWS that was generated by the Cato Management Application.

2. Attach the IAM role that you created above to the vSocket (see above Attaching the IAM Role to a
vSocket).

Confirming the High Availability Status for the AWS Site
This section describes how to test and confirm that the vSockets are configured correctly for HA
functionality.

Showing the High Availability Status in the Cato Management Application
The High Availability section for the site shows the HA status for the vSockets. After you deploy the
secondary vSocket, it automatically connects to the site.

For more information, see below Showing the High Availability Information and Status.
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To confirm the high availability status for the site:

1. Expand the High Availability section.
2. In High Availability Status, verify that the status is Ready, and the Master is the Primary

vSocket.

Testing High Availability from the Socket WebUI
You can use the Network Tools in the Socket WebUI to test HA functionality for the vSockets. The
vSocket performs an API call to the AWS API gateway to verify the HA configuration for these settings:

• IAM permissions for the vSocket are configured correctly
• Route table ID is configured correctly

If the test isn't successful, we recommend that you compare the settings for the route table ID in AWS
and in the Cato Management Application.

To test the HA API calls for an AWS vSocket:

1. Expand the High Availability section, and click the open Socket WebUI icon .
The Socket WebUI opens in a new tab.

2. Log in to the Socket WebUI.
3. Click the Tools tab.
4. In the Network Tools section, click the API Test Tool tab.
5. Click Run Test. The window shows if the HA API test succeeds or fails.

Working with Network Segments for AWS High Availability Sites
This section explains how to use the Networks section to manage network segments for the AWS HA
site.

Overview of AWS High Availability Network Segments in the Cato
Management Application
When you add the secondary vSocket to the Cato Management Application, the network segments in
the Networks section are automatically updated to the following settings:
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• Primary Socket Native Range:
◦ The Native Range for the primary vSocket is converted to the Primary Socket Native Range
◦ The Local IP of the Native Range represents the LAN interface IP address for the vSocket. This IP

address is also used as the management IP address of the vSocket.
◦ The Gateway IP address is automatically set as the first IP address of the subnet, which points to

the AWS VPC router (based on the AWS reserved IPs)
• Secondary Socket Native Range - These settings are based on the LAN ENI values that you entered

when you added the secondary vSocket:
◦ The Native Range for the secondary vSocket is the LAN ENI IP Subnet
◦ The Local IP of the secondary Native Range is the LAN ENI IP Address. This IP address is also

used as the management IP address of the vSocket.
◦ The Gateway IP address is automatically set as the first IP address of the subnet, which points to

the AWS VPC router (based on the AWS reserved IPs)

Notes:

• Because the Gateway IP address is automatically calculated for a range, you can't
change it.

• If you need to change the Local IP address of the range, you must change the
management IP address of the vSocket (see below, Changing the Local IP Address).

Adding Routed Ranges (Static Routes)
You can add Routed to the AWS HA site. When you add a Routed range, the Gateway for the range
is automatically selected based on the vSocket HA state. The Gateway of the active vSocket Native
Range is selected as the Gateway for the Routed range.

For example, when the secondary vSocket is active, then the Gateway IP address for the Secondary
Socket Native Range is used for all the Routed ranges in the site. In the example below, the Gateway
IP of 10.10.0.1 will be used as the Gateway (next hop) for the 10.20.20.0/24 Routed range.

When the primary vSocket becomes active again, the Gateway IP for the Routed range automatically
switches to 200.0.0.1.

To add a Routed range to an AWS HA site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites, and select the AWS site.
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2. Expand the Networks section.
3. Click  Add. A new network segment is added.
4. From Range Type, select Ranged.
5. Enter the Name and IP Range for the segment.
6. Click Save.

Changing the Local IP Address
In vSocket HA configuration, the Local IP address of the Native Range is the same as the vSocket
management IP. This IP address is used for the HA keep-alive messages, and also for access to the
Socket WebUI. To change the Local IP address of the Native Range, change the management IP
address in the High Availability section for the relevant vSocket.

For example, to change the Local IP for the primary vSocket Native Range, change the management IP
address of the primary vSocket in the High Availability section.

To change the Local IP address:

1. From the AWS HA site, expand the High Availability section.
2. For the Primary or Secondary Socket, enter the new Management IP.
3. Click Save. The Local IP for the Primary or Secondary Native Range is updated with the new IP

address.

Changing the Native IP Range for a vSocket in a High Availability
Configuration
If you need to change the Primary or Secondary Native IP Range, change the IP range in the Networks
section, and then update the management IP address in the High Availability section.

To change the IP range of a segment:

1. From the AWS HA site, expand the Networks section.
2. For the Primary or Secondary Native IP Range, enter the new IP Range.
3. Expand the High Availability section.
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4. Enter the new Management IP address for the Primary or Secondary Socket.
The management IP must be within the subnet you configured in step 2. You can't use an AWS
reserved IP address for the management IP.

5. Click Save.

Managing AWS High Availability
This section explains how to manage HA for the AWS site:

• Show the HA status for each vSocket
• Change the route table ID for the site
• Disable HA for the site and remove the secondary vSocket

Showing the High Availability Information and Status
The High Availability section shows the HA status for the primary and secondary vSocket.

Item Description

High Availability Status The HA status for the site (Ready or Not Ready), only shows ready when each status HA
status indicator is OK

WAN Connectivity (status
indicator)

The status Ok indicates that both vSockets have WAN connectivity to the Cato Cloud

Keep-alive (status indicator) The status Ok indicates that one vSocket is the master and one is the standby (If both
vSockets are status master, then there is an HA split brain issue)

Socket Version (status indicator) The status Ok indicates that both vSockets are running the same Socket version

Master Shows if the Primary or Secondary vSocket is the active vSocket

Connection to Cato - Primary The connection status for the primary vSocket

Connection to Cato - Secondary The connection status for the secondary vSocket

Changing the Route Table ID
You can change the route table ID for the AWS HA site in the Cato Management Application, to match
the setting in AWS.
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To change the route table ID for the site:

1. Expand the High Availability section for the site.
2. Enter the new Route Table ID.
3. Click Save.

Disabling High Availability for the AWS Site
You can remove the secondary vSocket from an AWS site and disable HA for that site. After you
remove the secondary vSocket from the Cato Management Application, the deployed vSocket can no
longer connect to the Cato Cloud. The settings for the site are restored to the configuration for a single
vSocket:

• The High Availability section is disabled and no longer appears in the Site settings
• The layout for the Networks section changes to the configuration for a single vSocket
• For Routed ranged, the next hop is set to the first IP address of the Native Range

Note: You can't undo the Unassign Socket action. The serial number for the secondary
vSocket is no longer valid.

If you want to add the secondary vSocket again, you must install a new vSocket on the
EC2 instance with the new serial number.

To disable HA for the AWS site:

• Expand the Socket AWS Configuration section.
• Click Unassign Socket.
• In the Warning window, click OK. HA is disabled for the site, and the secondary vSocket is removed

from it.

Analyzing High Availability Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the HA Connectivity events for your account.

Explaining the High Availability Events Discovery Fields
The Event Discovery fields and events are the same for Socket HA and for vSocket HA. These are the
HA events:

Field Description

Socket role Shows if the event was generated by the primary or secondary vSocket

Event sub type - Socket Fail-Over The failover process is initiated for the site

Configuring an ESXi vSocket Site

Preparing to Provision the ESX vSocket
These are the perquisites to prepare to create the VMware ESX vSocket and connect it to the Cato
Cloud:

• Download the OVA image for the ESX vSocket from Cato Networks repository
• Internet connectivity for the WAN1 interface on the vSocket
• Public DNS service must be available for WAN1 interface on the vSocket
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Creating the ESX vSocket Site
In the Cato Management Application, create a new site for the ESX vSocket.

To create an ESX vSocket site:

1. From the Cato Management Application, in the navigation pane select Configuration > Sites.
2. Click the Add Site button .
3. From the Add Site window, configure the site as an ESX vSocket:

• From Connection Type, select vSocket VGX for ESX.
• Enter the Native Range for the ESX site. This setting must be the same as the LAN1 subnet IP

range in ESX.
4. Configure the other settings for the vSocket.
5. Click Save.
6. Expand the vSocket VGX for ESX Configuration section and copy the serial number for the

vSocket.
You need to enter this exact serial number (including dashes) for the Customize template window
in vSphere when you create the ESX VM.

Deploying the VM in ESX
In vSphere, deploy a new VM for the vSocket based on the Cato OVA template.

Minimum Requirements for the vSocket
These are the minimum requirements for the VM vSocket:

• vSphere requirements:
◦ Minimum ESX version - ESXi 6.7
◦ Image format - OVA

• Required VM resources:
◦ 2 vCPUs
◦ 2 GB RAM (4 GB recommended)
◦ At least 7 GB HDD

Deploying the VM
Deploy the vSocket template to a VM in vSphere and configure the settings for the vSocket interfaces.

To deploy the vSocket to a VM:

1. Right-click the ESX host or folder and select Deploy OVF Template.
2. In the Select an OVF template window, select Local file and click Choose Files.
3. Select the OVA file with the vSocket image. Click Next.
4. In the Select a name and folder window, enter a VM name and select the location. Click Next.
5. In the Select a compute resource, select the host for the VM. Click Next.

vSphere validates the settings for the OVF template.
6. In the Review details window, click Next.
7. In the Select storage window, select the virtual disk. Click Next.
8. In the Select networks window, configure each Destination Network according to the following

Socket Source Networks:
a. WAN1 interface
b. WAN2 interface
c. LAN1 interface
d. LAN2 Management interface

Click Next.
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9. In the Customize template window, enter the serial number for the vSocket site in the Cato
Management Application.
You need to enter the exact serial number (including dashes).

10. Click Next.
11. In the Ready to complete window, click Finish. vSphere deploys the vSocket VM.
12. If necessary, click Edit Settings and change the resources and networks for the VM.

Connecting the vSocket to the Cato Management Application
The Cato Management Application automatically detects the vSocket and uses the serial number to
connect it to the site in the Cato Management Application. To register the vSocket, the WAN1 interface
must have Internet connectivity and access to a public DNS so it can reach the Cato Cloud and the
Cato Management Application.

If the connected router uses DHCP to provide a dynamic IP address to the vSocket WAN1 interface,
then the vSocket can automatically start registering to Cato Cloud. In cases where DHCP is not
available, then you need to manually configure the IP address for WAN1 interface with the Socket
WebUI (see below, Configuring the a Static IP Address on the WAN1 Interface).

By default, the WAN2 interface is disabled and the vSocket only uses the WAN1 interface to register to
the Cato Management Application.

Configuring the Static IP Address on the WAN1 Interface
When the WAN1 interface can't be assigned a dynamic IP address, use the Socket WebUI to assign a
static IP address to WAN1.

Accessing Socket WebUI using the Preconfigured IP Address for LAN2
You can use a VM that is on the same network as the vSocket LAN2 interface to connect to the Socket
WebUI. The vSocket LAN2 interface has the preconfigured static IP address of 169.254.100.1. From
the VM OS, configure a static IP address from the 169.254.0.0/16 network for an interface that is
connected to the same network as the vSocket LAN2 interface.

For VMs with a Windows based OS, when DHCP service isn't available, then the network interface
automatically generates an IP address in the 169.254.0.0/16 range (APIPA). You can use this Windows
VM to connect to the Socket WebUI without configuring a static IP address for the interface.

To connect to the Socket WebUI using the LAN2 preconfigured IP address:

1. Connect to another VM on the same subnet as the vSocket.
2. For non-Windows VMs, configure a manual IP address for an interface in the 169.254.0.0/16

range. For example, 169.254.100.100 with the subnet mask 255.255.0.0.
3. Open a Web browser and connect to the Socket WebUI, enter https://169.254.100.1 .
4. Log in to the Socket WebUI with these credentials:

• Username: admin
• Password: admin

5. In the Network Settings tab, configure a static IP address for the WAN1 interface.
6. Save the configuration. The vSocket starts registering to the Cato Cloud.

Accessing Socket WebUI using a Dynamic IP Address for LAN2
When the interface can receive an IP address from the DHCP server that is available on the LAN2
network, then you can connect to the Socket WebUI using that IP address.

To connect to the Socket WebUI using the LAN2 dynamic IP address:

1. Connect to another VM on the same subnet as the vSocket.
2. Open a Web browser and connect to the Socket WebUI using the LAN2 interface, enter https://

<LAN2 interface ip> .
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3. Log in to the Socket WebUI with these credentials:
• Username: admin
• Password: admin

4. Change the password as prompted.
5. In the Network Settings tab, configure a static IP address for the WAN1 interface.
6. Save the configuration. The vSocket starts registering to the Cato Cloud.

Known Limitations
The ESX vSocket doesn't support High Availability (HA) deployments.

Configuring Cato-Initiated IPsec IKEv1 Connections
Overview of Cato-Initiated IPsec IKEv1 Connections
Cato can initiate and maintain IPsec IKEv1 tunnels from selected PoPs towards your sites and/or cloud
data centers.

Cato IPsec IKEv1 sites support nonce length of up to 48 bits.

Note: If you are sending only part of your network traffic via Cato Cloud, configure
your network equipment to include the following IP ranges in your routing table to Cato
Cloud:

• 10.254.254.0/24 - default subnet reserved for traffic over the Cato Cloud (for
accounts with a custom range, use the custom subnet)

• 10.41.0.0/16 - unless you configured your network's own VPN Users' IP address
range

Connecting Two Tunnels to an AWS VPC for HA
Cato lets you connect your AWS VPC to the Cato Cloud using BGP over two IPsec tunnels. AWS
dual tunnels are supported only when you define two Customer Gateways, and each one represents a
different Cato public IP address. These are the requirements:

• Two Cato public IP addresses
• Configure two Customer Gateways in the same VPC and each one is assigned to a Cato public IP

address
• In AWS, configure two site-to-site connections

Configuring an IPsec IKEv1 Site
For IPsec sites with bandwidth greater than 100Mbps, use only the AES 128 GCM-16 or AES 256
GCM-16 algorithms. AES CBC algorithms are only used on sites with bandwidth less than 100Mbps.

For more information on unique IP addresses, see Allocating IP Addresses for the Account.

To configure a Cato-Initiated IPsec connection:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration and select the site.
2. Expand the IPsec section.
3. Define the following parameters:

• Service Type - preconfigured IPsec peer types. Select the service type that suits your needs.
• Primary Source (Egress) IP - the IP address that initiates the IPsec tunnel. Click the field and

select one of the unique IPs allocated to your account.
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Note: If no IPs appear, or you require an additional IP, click IP ALLOCATION
SETTINGS below this field.

• IP ALLOCATION SETTINGS - click to define unique IPs allocated to your account only by Cato
Networks.

• Primary Destination IP - the destination IP to which the IPsec tunnel will be initiated.
• Bandwidth > Downstream - if you want the Cato Cloud to cap your downstream bandwidth,

enter the required limits accordingly. Otherwise, type the values as defined by your ISP link's
actual connection speed. If unknown, use the bandwidth according to this site's license.

• Bandwidth > Upstream - the Cato Cloud does not control the upstream traffic, and it isn't
possible to cap it with a hard limit. Instead the upstream bandwidth setting is a best-effort by the
Cato Cloud.

Note: If you enter upstream/downstream values that are greater than the actual
connection speed of your ISP's link, Cato Socket QoS engine will be ineffective.

• Set/Change Primary PSK - the IPsec tunnel shared secret. Click to display the Password field
and type a password. To display the password, click .

4. If you are using a secondary tunnel, define the following parameters (see the primary tunnel
parameters above for descriptions of these fields):
• Secondary Source (Egress) IP, Secondary Destination IP, Bandwidth, Set/Change

Secondary PSK.
• Routing - select the required routing option:

◦ 0.0.0.0/0<-->0.0.0.0/0 (a single tunnel from all local ranges to all remote ranges) - all WAN
traffic is transmitted over the IPsec connection in a single Phase II tunnel with one encryption
key.

◦ x.x.x.x/y<-->a.a.a.a/b (a tunnel from each local range to specific remote ranges) - define
the source IP ranges for the WAN traffic that is transmitted over the IPsec connection in a
Phase II tunnel. Define the remote IP ranges on the other side of the IPsec tunnel. Then there
is a full mesh between the local and remote IP ranges.

To define the specific source IP ranges, in Network Ranges click  (Add) and enter the IP
ranges.

• IKE v1 Phase 1 Parameters
◦ Encryption Algorithm - select the encryption algorithm - AES-CBC-128, AES-CBC-256
◦ Diffie-Hellman Group - select the Key Agreement algorithm group that determines the

strength level of the keys used for authenticating traffic between senders - 2 (1024-bit), 5
(1536-bit), 14 (2048-bit), 15 (3072-bit).

◦ SA Lifetime - the period that the encryption key is valid before it expires and a new key is
required. The default setting is 86400 seconds (24 hours).

◦ Authentication Method - method used by the parties to authenticate the communication.
Predefined to Pre-shared Secret.

◦ Hash Algorithm - select the hashing algorithm - MD5, SHA1
• IKE v1 Phase 2 Parameters

◦ Encryption Algorithm - Select the encryption algorithm - AES-CBC-128, AES-CBC-256.
◦ Hash Algorithm - Select the hashing algorithm - MD5, SHA1.
◦ Perfect Forward Secrecy - Enable "protection" of past transmissions against future

compromises of secret keys.
◦ Diffie-Hellman Group - Select the Key Agreement algorithm group which determines the

strength level of the keys used for authenticating traffic between senders - 2 (1024-bit), 5
(1536-bit), 14 (2048-bit), 15 (3072-bit). Relevant only if Perfect Forward Secrecy is enabled.

◦ Lifetime - Period that the encryption key is valid before it expires and a new key is required.
The default setting is 3600 seconds (1 hour).
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• DPD:
◦ Keep Alive - click the slider to enable/disable Dead Peer Detection (DPD). In addition, define

how often the Cato Cloud sends a DPD packet and monitors the tunnel status (the maximum
interval between DPD packets is 35 seconds).

◦ Restart connection on no DPD reply - click the slider to enable/disable IPsec connection
restart when replies are not received to the DPD packets within 35 seconds.

Note: When DPD is enabled, the DPD packets are sent over active and passive
tunnels.

5. When you finish defining the settings (and before testing the configuration), click Done to save the
configuration.

6. To show your connection details and status, click SHOW CONNECTION DETAILS.
A test connection with verbose output is initiated in the following panel.

Configuring IPsec IKEv2 Connections

Overview of IPsec IKEv2 Connections
Cato can initiate and maintain IPsec tunnels from selected PoPs towards your sites and/or cloud data
centers using the IPsec IKEv2 protocol.

Cato IPsec IKEv2 sites support nonce length of up to 256 bits.

Notes:

If you are sending only part of your network traffic via Cato Socket, configure your
network equipment to include the following IP addresses in your routing table to Cato
Socket:

• 10.254.254.1
• 10.254.254.5
• 10.254.0.253
• 10.41.0.0/16 unless you configured your network's own VPN Users' IP address

range

Connecting Two Tunnels to an AWS VPC for HA
Cato lets you connect your AWS VPC to the Cato Cloud using BGP over two IPsec tunnels. AWS
dual tunnels are supported only when you define two Customer Gateways, and each one represents a
different Cato public IP address. These are the requirements:

• Two Cato public IP addresses
• Configure two Customer Gateways in the same VPC and each one is assigned to a Cato public IP

address
• In AWS, configure two site-to-site connections

Configuring the IPsec IKEv2 Site
For IPsec sites with bandwidth greater than 100Mbps, use only the AES 128 GCM-16 or AES 256
GCM-16 algorithms. AES CBC algorithms are only used on sites with bandwidth less than 100Mbps.
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To configure an IPsec IKEv2 connection:

1. Click the required site with the IPsec IKEv2 connection.
2. In the Configuration panel, click IPsec IKEv2.
3. Define the following parameters for the primary tunnel:

• Primary Source (Egress) IP - the IP address from which the IPsec tunnel will be initiated. Click
the arrow and select one of the unique IPs allocated to your account.

If no IPs appear, or you require an additional IP, click IP ALLOCATION
SETTINGS below this field.

• IP ALLOCATION SETTINGS - click to define unique IPs allocated to your account only by Cato
Networks.

• Primary Destination IP - the destination IP to which the IPsec tunnel is initiated.
• Bandwidth > Downstream - if you want the Cato Cloud to cap your downstream bandwidth,

enter the required limits accordingly. Otherwise, type the values as defined by your ISP link's
actual connection speed. If unknown, use the bandwidth according to this site's license.

• Bandwidth > Upstream - the Cato Cloud does not control the upstream traffic, and it isn't
possible to cap it with a hard limit. Instead the upstream bandwidth setting is a best-effort by the
Cato Cloud.

Note: If you enter upstream/downstream values that are greater than the actual
connection speed of your ISP's link, Cato Socket QoS engine will be ineffective.

• Private IPs - The IP addresses that are inside the VPN tunnel that are used to configure BGP
dynamic routing for a site.

• Set/Change Primary PSK - the IPsec tunnel shared secret. Click to display the Password field
and type a password. To display the password, click .

4. If you are using a secondary tunnel, define the following parameters (see the primary tunnel
parameters above for descriptions of these fields):
• Secondary Source (Egress) IP, Secondary Destination IP, Bandwidth, Set/Change

Secondary PSK.
• Network Ranges - if the IPsec connection remote side has SAs (Security Associations) defined

for this tunnel, click Add  and under Custom Ranges enter the local IP ranges for the SAs.
If no SAs are defined, leave this field empty.

• Should Cato initiate connection - select this check box for Cato Socket to proactively attempt
to re-establish a connection that is down, without waiting for the other side. If you do not select
this check box, the firewall attempts to re-establish the connection.

Note: As most IPsec IKEv2-supporting solutions implement automatic
negotiation of the following Init and Auth parameters, Cato recommends setting
them to Automatic unless specifically instructed to by your firewall vendor.

5. Configure the Init and Auth Message Parameters for the site:
• Init Message Parameters

◦ Encryption Algorithm - select the encryption algorithm: Automatic (default), AES CBC 128,
AES CBC 256, AES GCM 128, AES GCM 256.
When you select an AES GCM encryption algorithm, the Integrity algorithm is set to
Automatic.

◦ PRF Algorithm - select the PRF (Pseudo-Random Function) algorithm: Automatic (default),
SHA1, SHA2 256, SHA2 384.

◦ Integrity algorithm - Automatic (default), SHA1, SHA2 256, SHA2 384, SHA512.
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◦ Diffie-Hellman Group - select the Key Agreement algorithm group that determines the
strength level of the keys used for init message traffic between senders - 2 (1024-bit), 5
(1536-bit), 14 (2048-bit), 15 (3072-bit) (default), 16 (4096-bit), 21 (521 ECP).

◦ SA Lifetime - the period that the encryption key is valid before it expires and a new key is
required. The default setting is 19,800 seconds (5 1/2 hours).

• Auth Message Parameters
◦ Encryption Algorithm - Select the encryption algorithm: Automatic (default), AES CBC 128,

AES CBC 256, AES GCM 128, AES GCM 256.
When you select an AES GCM encryption algorithm, the Integrity algorithm is set to
Automatic.

◦ Integrity algorithm - Automatic (default), SHA1, SHA2 256, SHA2 384, SHA 512.
◦ Diffie-Hellman Group - Select the Key Agreement algorithm group which determines the

strength level of the keys used for auth message traffic between senders - None (default), 2
(1024-bit), 5 (1536-bit), 14 (2048-bit), 15 (3072-bit), 16 (4096-bit), 21 (521 ECP).

◦ Lifetime - the period that the encryption key is valid before it expires and a new key is
required. The default setting is 3600 seconds (1 hour).

6. Click SHOW CONNECTION STATUS to show the connection status of the IPsec tunnel.
7. Click SAVE.

Default IKEv2 Parameters for the Site
This is the list of the default values for the following IKEv2 parameters. If you need a custom value,
please contact Support.

Parameter Value

Keep-alive check (sends empty information requests). Number of seconds after the site
doesn't receive any data on the tunnel.

10 seconds

Retransmit interval (in seconds). 10 seconds

Maximum number of retransmissions. 5 retransmissions

Maximum time interval that the site doesn't receive any data or responses to the keep-alive
checks. After this time the site tears down the tunnel and attempts to rebuild it.

60 seconds

Time interval that the site attempts to rebuild a tunnel that is down and fails to come up. every 90 seconds

IKE SA lifetime (IPsec phase 1) 19,800 seconds (approximately
5.5 hours)

Child SA lifetime (IPsec phase 2) 3,600 seconds (1 hour)

Defining a Preferred PoP for a Site (Socket v12.0)

Note: This articles describes features that are supported from Socket v12.0 and
higher. For earlier versions, see Defining a Preferred PoP Location for a Site.

Overview of Preferred PoP Location
The Cato Cloud uses a connectivity algorithm to determine which PoP location a site connects to. The
goal of this algorithm is to maximize network speed and the end-user experience.

There are a number of situations where you may want to prioritize specific geographic locations for
a Socket site. For example, if there are a number branch offices near the same PoP, then you might
want all these sites to connect to it. The Preferred PoP location feature lets you assign a primary and
secondary PoP for a Socket site. The connectivity algorithm then includes this priority and increases the
likelihood that the site is connected to the primary or secondary PoP location. The greatest priority is for
the primary PoP, and then a lower priority is assigned to the secondary PoP.
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Defining the Preferred PoP Location
The General section for a Socket site lets you define the primary and secondary (optional) PoP
locations for each site.

We recommend that you use the default Automatic option. This means that there is no preferred PoP
location for this site, and the site always connects to the PoP location with the best connection quality.

You can also choose to restrict a site to only connect to the Preferred PoP Locations that you
configure for the site. In this case, the site doesn't connect to a non-preferred PoP location despite
any connectivity or performance issues that the site is experiencing.

To define the preferred PoP location for a site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites and select the site.
2. Expand the General section.
3. From Preferred PoP Location, in the Primary drop-down menu, select the PoP location that is the

primary preferred location for this site.
4. In the Secondary drop-down menu, select the PoP location that is the secondary preferred

location for this site.
5. (Optional) Select Only connect to the Preferred PoP Locations to restrict the Socket from

connecting to a non-Preferred PoP location.
This option lets you force the Sockets for this site to only connect to PoP locations in a specific
country or geographical region.

6. Click Save. The preferred PoP locations are defined for the site.

PoP Locations in China
For PoP locations in China, some locations have multiple PoPs that a site can connect to. For example,
Shanghai_DC1 and Shanghai_DC3. For more about optimal PoP selection in China, please contact
Support.

Reconnecting to the Preferred PoP Location
If the Socket connects to a different PoP in the Cato Cloud, which isn't a preferred PoP location, this is
how the Socket reconnects to the preferred PoP location:

• Automatic - the Socket waits for a defined time period before it reconnects to a preferred PoP
location.
◦ By default, the Socket waits 60 minutes and then reconnects to a Preferred PoP location.
◦ You can customize the Reconnect to Preferred PoP settings and change the time period that the

Socket waits before it reconnects to a Preferred PoP location.
◦ You can also disable the Reconnect to Preferred PoP feature, and configure the Socket to stay at

its current PoP location instead of reconnecting to its Preferred PoP location.
• Manual - From the Topology window, in the Site > Operations menu.

Configuring the Reconnect to Preferred PoP Settings
You can customize how long the Socket waits before it automatically reconnects to the Preferred PoP
location.

You can define this setting as a Global Setting for the entire account, and different Reconnect to
Preferred PoP settings for specific sites. The Reconnect to Preferred PoP for a specific site overrides
the account settings.

Customizing the Reconnect to Preferred PoP for the Account
You can customize the Reconnect to Preferred PoP setting that is applied to each site in the account.

To customize the account setting for reconnecting a Socket to a Preferred PoP Location:
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1. From the navigation pane, select Global Settings > Connection SLA.
2. Expand the Reconnect to Preferred PoP section.
3. Define the behavior for reconnecting to a Preferred PoP location:

a. To automatically reconnect to a Preferred PoP location, in After, enter how many minutes the
Socket waits before it reconnects.

b. To disable automatically reconnecting to a Preferred PoP location, select Disabled.
The following screenshot shows a global setting that waits 60 minutes before automatically
reconnecting to a Preferred PoP location.

4. Click Save.

Customizing the Reconnect to Preferred PoP for a Site
You can customize a different Reconnect to Preferred PoP setting for specific sites. The setting for a
specific site overrides the account setting.

To customize reconnecting a Socket to a Preferred PoP Location setting for a specific site:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites, and select the site.
2. Expand the Connection SLA section.
3. Expand the Reconnect to Preferred PoP section.
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4. Select Override account settings.
5. Define the behavior for reconnecting to a Preferred PoP location:

a. To automatically reconnect to a Preferred PoP location, in After, enter how many minutes the
Socket waits before it reconnects.

b. To disable automatically reconnecting to a Preferred PoP location, select Disabled.
6. Click Save.

Manually Reconnecting to a Preferred PoP Location
Use the Reconnect to Preferred PoP option in the Topology window to manually connect the Socket
to a Preferred PoP location.

After you click the Reconnect to Preferred PoP option, it takes a few seconds to establish a new
DTLS tunnel to the Preferred PoP location. We recommend that you perform this action during a
maintenance window to avoid a possible service impact during working hours.

If the Socket is already connected to a Preferred PoP location, then the Socket Socket ignores this
action.

To manually reconnect a site to a Preferred PoP location:

1. From the navigation pane, select My Network > Topology.
2. Select the site.
3. In the right-hand pane, click Operations > Reconnect to Preferred PoP.
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4. In the confirmation window, click Continue.

Defining a Preferred PoP Location for a Site

Overview of Preferred PoP Location
The Cato Cloud uses a connectivity algorithm to determine which PoP a site connects to. The goal of
this algorithm is to maximize network speed and the end-user experience.

There are a number of situations where you may want to prioritize specific geographic locations for
a Socket site. For example, if there are a number branch offices near the same PoP, then you might
want all these sites to connect to it. The Preferred PoP Location feature lets you assign a primary and
secondary PoP for a Socket site. The connectivity algorithm then includes this priority and increases
the likelihood that the site is connected to the primary or secondary PoP. The greatest priority is for the
primary PoP, and then a lower priority is assigned to the secondary PoP.

If there is a significant connectivity problem for the primary and secondary PoPs, and the algorithm
determines that it is better for the site to connect to next available PoP with the best connection quality.
Then the algorithm continuously checks on the connection quality to the primary or secondary PoP
compared to the current connection. When the algorithm calculates that the connection quality to these
PoPs has significantly improved, then the site reconnects to a preferred PoP.

Defining the Preferred PoP Location
The General section for a Socket site lets you define the primary and secondary PoP location for that
site. We recommend that you use Automatic, which is the default setting. This means that there is no
preferred PoP location for this site, and the site simply connects to the PoP with the best connection
quality.

To define the preferred PoP location for a site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites and select the site.
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2. Expand the General section.
3. From Preferred PoP Location, in the Primary drop-down menu, select the PoP that is the primary

preferred location for this site.
4. In the Secondary drop-down menu, select the PoP that is the secondary preferred location for this

site.
5. Click Save. The preferred PoP locations are defined for the site.

Chinese PoP Locations
For PoP locations in China, some locations have multiple PoPs that a site can connect to. For example,
Shanghai_DC1 and Shanghai_DC3.

Editing a Site
Changing the Connection Type

• If you change an existing Connection Type, the current configuration settings are automatically
migrated to the new Connection Type for the following operations ONLY:
◦ Socket X1500 to Socket X1700
◦ Any IPsec (IKEv1 or IKEv2) to any Socket or vSocket

Any other Connection Type changes will delete the entire configuration for the site.

Configuring Network Ranges for a Site
Overview of Network Ranges for a Site
You can configure additional LAN network ranges with their own IP address ranges.

The types of networks that you can add depends on the site's Connection Type as follows:

Connection Type Direct

Range

Routed Range VLAN

Socket ✓ ✓ ✓
Azure vSocket ✓ ✓ ✓
ESX vSocket ✓ ✓ ✓
AWS vSocket ✓ ✓
Cato initiated IPsec IKEv1 and IKEv2 ✓
vSocket VSH (legacy) ✓
vSocket VGS (legacy) ✓

Defining the IP Address Range
Use the Networks section to define the settings for the network ranges. The IP addresses cannot
use /31 or /32 CIDR blocks.

Note: The Local IP field isn't relevant for IPsec sites.
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To define the IP address range for a LAN network range:

1. From the navigation panel, click  (Configuration) > Sites.
2. Click the site and expand the Networks section.
3. Click  (Add) to add a new network segment.
4. In the Range Type column, select the subnet type:

• Direct Range - for a network segment directly connected to the Cato Socket or Firewall (not via
a router), but has an IP range that is different than the site's native range.

• Routed Range - for a segment that is connected, through a router, to a socket.
• VLAN - for connecting VLANs to Cato, consider the connection as a Trunk Port. VLAN tags are

stripped as the packets enter the Cato Cloud. When a packet reenters the LAN, its VLAN tag is
reapplied.

5. Define the IP Ranges and Characteristics for the segment:
Note: If two or more sites in your Cato Network use identical IP address ranges, you must enable
and configure Static Range Translation.
• Range The IP range for the segment.
• Name - Name that identifies the segment.
• Local IP - IP address for the Cato LAN port (for Direct ranges and VLAN segments)
• Gateway - Next hop IP address for the neighboring router (for Routed ranges)
• ID (VLAN) - VLAN tag (for VLAN segments)
• DHCP Range (optional) - Range of IP addresses that the DHCP server assigns for this segment

6. Click Save.

Deleting a Network Range

To delete a network:

1. Select the network.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click OK in the confirmation window.

Defining Sub-Ranges for Special Security Policies
In some cases, you may need to define a special security policy for a sub-range of IP addresses that
are part of a bigger network range. For example, within 10.0.0.0/24, the sub-range 10.0.0.0/27 has
different security requirements.

To support such cases, you can define a network range within a site that is a subset of an existing
range in the same site, and use that network range in as required in security rules and group members.

To define a sub-range network:

1. In the Configuration panel, click Networks.
2. Click  (Add) .
3. Select the required subnet type in accordance with the site's connection type.
4. Define the IP Ranges and Characteristics for the segment:
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• Range IP range for the segment that is a sub-range of the Native Range
• Name - Name that identifies the segment
• Local IP - IP address for the Cato LAN port
• ID(VLAN) - VLAN tag (for VLAN segments)

Note: You can't use /31 or /32 CIDR blocks.

5. Click Save.

To use a sub-range network that you defined:

1. In the security rule or group members you are configuring, click Add  .
2. Click Networks and select the check box for the sub-range network segment you defined.
3. The network segment appears in the group, or when you hover on the security rule entity.
4. Click Save.

Note: If a rule or group is referencing an IP that is included in two ranges in the same
site, the more accurate definition (e.g. 10.0.0.0/27 in the example above) always takes
precedence.

Configuring Link Aggregation for a Socket
This article provides information and guidelines about deploying link aggregation on multiple Socket
ports.

Overview of Link Aggregation on Cato Sockets
Link Aggregation (LAG) lets you combine up to four physical Socket LAN ports into one single logical
bundle. The LAG provides link level redundancy and greater throughput than a single link.

The following diagram show a sample physical topology for link aggregation on X1700 Sockets that are
connected to two standalone switches with the same LAG settings for each X1700 Socket:

• The 2x10G example shows two 10Gbps LAN ports aggregated into a single LAG bundle
• The 4x1G example shows four 1Gbps LAN ports aggregated into a single LAG bundle
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Distributing Traffic between Link Aggregation Members
The Cato Socket implements a per-flow six-tuple scheduler algorithm to distribute the traffic flows
between the operational LAG members. The tuple is composed of these values:

• Source IP address
• Destination IP address
• Source port
• Destination port
• Source MAC address
• Destination MAC address

The scheduler hash maps each traffic flow to a specific operational LAG member. If a LAG member
state changes to Link-Down, then the scheduler re-maps the traffic flows to the remaining operational
LAG links.

Guidelines for Link Aggregation
• LAG is supported for Socket version 9.1 and higher
• LAGs are supported on the X1500 Socket and the X1700 Socket (not supported for vSockets)
• For X1500 Sockets, the USB ports aren't supported as LAG members

◦ If you configure the LAN2 port as a LAG master or LAG member, the default LAN2 port
Management IP is no longer available

• For X1700 Sockets, all the LAG members can use either 1Gbps or 10Gbps ports
◦ You can't combine ports with different speeds in one LAG

• Each site supports only one LAG bundle
• A LAG can contain up to a maximum of four LAG members
• LAG is supported only for LAN links
• Only static LAG configuration is supported (LACP isn't supported)

Configuring Link Aggregation
Use the Cato Management Application to enable and configure the LAG settings for a Socket.

High-Level Overview of Defining a LAG
1. From the Socket Configuration section, define one LAN port as the LAG Master.
2. Associate the other LAN ports as LAG members.
3. (Optional) Customize the setting for the minimum number of links (Min links) in the LAG that must

be operational for the LAG itself to be operational.

Configuring the LAG Master and LAG Member Ports
Use the Socket Configuration window to define the Socket ports that are the LAG master and LAG
members. The LAG master contains the logical settings for the LAG and these settings are applied to
the LAG members. The port that is configured as the LAG master is automatically associated to the
LAG as a LAG member.

To configure the LAG master and LAG members:
1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Sites and select the site.
2. Expand the Socket Configuration section.
3. Select any LAN port to be the LAG master, set the Destination to LAN LAG Master.
4. For each LAG member, select the port and set the Destination to LAN LAG Member.
5. Click Save. The LAG configuration is saved and pushed to the Socket.

Customizing the Minimum Number of Operational Links
The Min links setting for the LAG master defines the minimum-links condition for the LAG bundle.
When the number of operational LAG member meets the Min links setting, then the LAG is considered
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operational. However, if there aren't enough operational LAG members, then the LAG doesn't meet the
minimum-links condition, and the LAG bundle state changes to Link-Down. When the LAG is in the
Link-Down state, the Socket doesn't send or receive traffic over the LAG bundle.

The default Min links setting is 1. This means that by default, the LAG is operational as long as one
LAG member is operational. You can customize this setting, and define that the LAG is only operational
when there is more than one operational LAG member.

Note: The Socket port for the LAG master, is also considered as
a LAG member. So, it is also counted as a LAG member for the
minimum-links condition.

To customize the minimum number of operational links for the LAG:

1. From the LAG master port, in Min links, enter the minimum number of LAG members that must be
operational (in the Link-Up state).

2. Click Save.

Configuring LAG for Socket High Availability
For Socket high availability (HA) deployments, you can choose to send VRRP keep-alive packets over
the LAG bundle. Alternatively, you can also choose to use a dedicated LAN port for the VRRP traffic
instead of the LAG. Use the LAN port Destination settings in the LAG master to configure that the
VRRP traffic is sent over the LAG bundle.

To configure the LAG bundle to send VRRP traffic:

1. From the LAN port for the LAG master, set the Destination to LAN LAG Master & VRRP.
2. Click Save.

Note: For sites working in high availability (HA) mode, because the LAG configuration
is applied to both Sockets, make sure that the physical layout of the network cables is
the same for both Sockets.

Disabling the LAG Bundle
If you need to disable the LAG bundle, first disable the LAG members and then disable the LAG master.
You can't disable the LAG master without disabling the LAG members first.

To disable the LAG bundle:

1. Disable the LAG member links:
a. Select the LAG member link.
b. From Destination, select Disabled.
c. Repeat the previous two steps for each LAG member link.

2. Disable the LAG master link:
a. Select the LAG master link.
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b. From Destination, select Disabled.
3. Click Save. The LAG bundle is disabled.

Sample LAG Configuration
The following diagram shows a sample LAG configuration in the X1700 Socket Configuration window.
There are three ports (ports 2, 3, and 4) in the LAG, port 3 is the LAG master and ports 2 and 4 are the
LAG members.

Item Name Description

1 LAG master port (port 3) Destination is set to LAN LAG Master

2 Min links setting Define the minimum number of operational LAG members for the LAG bundle

3 LAG member ports (ports 2 and 4) Destination for each port is set to LAN LAG Member
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Showing the LAG Status and Throughput
Use the Monitor tab in the Socket WebUI to show the real-time status and throughput of the entire
LAG, and the individual LAG members.

Note: For an x1500 Socket that has LAN2 port configured as a LAG master or LAG
member, the default LAN2 port Management IP is no longer available. Use the Local
IP address of the LAG (Site > Networks > Native Range) as the Management IP to
access the Socket WebUI.

The following table explains the LAG status in the sample Socket WebUI above:

Name Description

Link Status The green icons indicate that LAG 3 (the LAG bundle) and LAG member ports 2 and 3 are in the Link-Up state.

Id LAG3 represents the LAG bundle. 2 and 3 are the LAG member ports.

IP The IP address of the LAG is 10.24.0.1. The LAG members aren't assigned with an IP address.

Throughput LAG3 shows the upstream and downstream throughput of the LAG bundle.

2 and 3 show the specific upstream and downstream throughput for each LAG member.

Analyzing Link Aggregation Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the LAG events for your account.

Explaining the Link Aggregation Events
These are the events that are generated when the LAG bundle or LAG members change state (Up or
Down). The event type is Connectivity - Link Aggregation.
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Action
Name

Event Message Description

Up LAG-Member state changed to Up State for the LAG member changed from Link-Down to Link-Up

Up LAG state changed to Up State for the LAG bundle changed from Link-Down to Link-Up

Down LAG-Member state changed to Down State for the LAG member changed from Link-Up to Link-Down

Down LAG state changed to Down due to
Min-links condition violation

State for the LAG changed from Link-Up to Link-Down because the
LAG doesn't have the minimum number of Link-Up links

The value for the socket interface field shows the physical port for the LAG member.

Defining DNS Servers and Suffixes for Sites
You can configure all hosts at a site to use specific DNS servers and suffixes.

Note: For information on using DNS servers and suffixes in the Cato Socket and how
to define DNS servers and suffixes at the account level, see Configuring DNS Settings
for the Account.

To define DNS servers:

1. Click the required site.
2. In the Configuration panel, click DNS.
3. Enter the IP addresses for the primary and secondary DNS servers.
4. Click SAVE.

To append DNS suffixes to all queries from the site:

1. Click  (Add).
2. Enter the suffix to append.

Note: If you have more than one suffix, you can change the resolving order by
clicking the Reorder arrows as required.

3. Click SAVE.
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Working with Hosts and LAN Monitoring for a Site

Defining Hosts for a Site
You can define static hosts to which various security rules can be applied.

This definition can also be used to account for DHCP Reservation, where a static IP is assigned as
part of the DHCP flow based on the client's MAC address.

Translated IP shows the IP address that the PoP translates for the internal host IP address. When
Static Range Translation (System > System Settings) is enabled for the account, you can define the
translated IP range in the Networks section.

To add a host:

1. Click the required site.
2. In the Configuration panel, expand the Hosts section.
3. Click  (Add).
4. Specify the name, IP address of the host and if so required the MAC address.
5. Click Save.

To delete a host:

1. Select the check box next to the required entry.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click Save.

Monitoring Internal Servers and Hosts in the LAN
The LAN Monitoring window lets you send ICMP packets to monitor if specific servers and hosts in the
LAN for a site are running. If the server or host fails the specified number of ICMP test, it is considered
down and an event is generated. You can also use the Tracking option to send an email message if the
server or host is not running.

Note: The source IP address of the ICMP test is 10.254.254.1, you cannot change this
IP address.

To monitor a server or host in the LAN:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites.
2. Select the site, and expand the LAN Monitoring section.

3. Click  (Add).
A new row for the server or host is added to the section.
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4. Enter a Description for the server or host.
5. Configure the settings for the ICMP test:

a. Enter the Destination IP address in the LAN for the ICMP test packets.
b. Select the time Interval in seconds between each test packet.
c. In Fault Threshold, select the maximum number of consecutive failed ICMP tests.

When this value is met, the Cato Management Application considers this server or host as
unreachable and generates an event.

6. Use the Limited to option to define the time window when the server or host is monitored.
The Edit Constraints window opens.

7. Define the Duration and number of Occurrences for the time frame and click OK.
Constraint conditions are evaluated as an OR relation.

8. Use the Track option to send an email when a LAN Monitoring alert is generated.
For more about configuring alerts, see Configuring Alerts.

9. Click Save.

Managing Servers and Hosts that are Monitored
This section explains how to disable, and delete servers and hosts that the Cato Management
Application monitors.

To disable monitoring for a server or host:

1. In the row for the server or host, click the slider .
The slider become gray and indicates that the monitoring for this server or host is disabled.

2. Click Save.

To delete servers or hosts from LAN Monitoring:

1. Select the check box for one or more servers and hosts.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click Save.

Configuring Local Port Forwarding and Bypass

Using Local Port Forwarding

Note: Local Port Forwarding isn't supported for IPsec sites.

The local port forwarding feature lets remote Internet hosts connect to a host or server on the LAN of
the Socket site. This feature is intended for cases where it's necessary to bypass the Cato Cloud and
allow the source host direct access to the Socket and then the internal host. You can also configure an
ACL for which external IP addresses can access the internal host.

In general, we recommend that you use remote port forwarding to route traffic to internal resources
whenever it's possible.

To define a local port forwarding rule:

1. From the navigation panel, click Configuration > Sites and select the site.
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2. In the Configuration panel, expand the Local Port Forwarding section.
3. Click  (Add) .
4. Configure the local port settings for this host:

a. Enter a Name for the rule.
b. Enter the External Port or ports (range) that the Socket listens to.
c. Enter the Internal IP address and Internal Port or ports (range) that the Socket NATs the

external traffic to.
d. (Optional) Enter the Allowed Remote IPs (ACL) that are allowed to connect to this host.

5. Click Save.

To delete a local port forwarding rule:

1. Select the check box next to the required rule.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click Save.

Bypass

Note: Bypassing Internet traffic is only supported for sites with X1500 Cato Socket,
X1700 Cato Socket, and Azure and AWS vSockets.

Bypass allows you to define routing rules for traffic that will egress to the local Internet connection
directly rather than go through Cato Cloud, bypassing the Cato Socket security stack altogether. Bypass
routing rules can be set based on the destination IP or the source IP.

To define a bypass rule:

1. Click the required site.
2. In the Configuration panel, and expand the Bypass section.
3. Click  (Add) at the top of the Destination Bypass and Source Bypass tables.
4. Define the conditions that the bypass rule is applied:

• The destination or source IP to apply bypass for,
• (Optional) The traffic protocols that are bypassed: TCP, UDP, ICMP or None (all protocols are

allowed).
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5. Click Save.

To delete a bypass entry:

1. Select the check box next to the entry.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click Save.

Local Routing at the Socket
Within a site connected with a socket, you can configure traffic between local network ranges and/or
local host to be routed locally by the Cato Socket and prevent it from going to Cato Socket and back.
Traffic routed locally is inspected and WAN Firewall rules are not applied to it.

The direction of a rule indicates which object is permitted to initiate the connection, and does not
control the data flow direction. For example, a unidirectional allow rule from Host A to Host B permits
communication initiated by Host A only. A bidirectional allow rule from Host A to Host B allows
communication initiated by either host.

To define a local routing rule:

1. Click the required site.
2. In the Configuration panel, expand the Local Routing section.
3. Click  (Add) .

4. Click Add Description and type a descriptive name for the rule.
5. Click the arrow line to toggle between a unidirectional rule and a bidirectional rule.
6. In the From line, click  (Add) to define the traffic source entities in the rule. Select all network

entities to include in the rule. When selected, an item has a checked box.
7. Click OK to close the Add Items window.
8. Include any protocols and/or port limitations.

a. Click  (Limit To) to open the Limit to window and configure the settings.
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b. Click Close.
9. Click SAVE.

Deleting a Local Routing Rule

To delete a rule:

1. Select the check box next to the required entry.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).

Using Sockets in a High Availability (HA) Deployment
Overview of High Availability for Sockets
Connecting two Cato Sockets in High-Availability (HA) mode guarantees continuous operation when
Socket software or hardware failure occurs.

In HA mode, one Socket acts as the primary socket tunneling all traffic to the Cato Cloud, and the other
Socket is in stand-by and becomes active only when primary Socket fails.
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High Availability Prerequisites

• The firmware of both Sockets must support HA (update the Socket firmware if necessary)
◦ Both Cato Sockets must be the same model and Socket version

• Both Sockets must have identical WAN and LAN configurations, except for different IP addresses
where applicable
◦ The WAN links for each Socket must connect to the same ISP
◦ For example, the WAN1 links for the primary and secondary Sockets connect to ISP A and the

WAN2 links for both Sockets connect to ISP B
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• Ethernet connectivity between both LAN1 interfaces is required for broadcasting/listening to VRRP
messages

• For sites that are enabled for Alt. WAN traffic, each Socket must use a different port for the Alt. WAN
traffic
◦ For example, the primary Socket uses port 2 for Alt. WAN traffic and the secondary one uses port 3

Installing a Backup Cato Socket

To enable High Availability at a new site:

1. Connect the first Cato Socket.
2. In the Cato Management Application, verify that the Cato Socket has been detected and associate

it to the required site.
3. Continue with the following procedure.

To enable High Availability at an existing site:

1. Connect the backup Cato Socket.
2. Make sure there is Ethernet connectivity between the LAN1 ports of both Cato Sockets.
3. In the Cato Management Application, verify that the backup Cato Socket has been detected and

assign it to the relevant site.
4. The Cato Management Application automatically identifies that the selected site already has

a Cato Socket connected to it. It then designates the second Cato Socket as the backup for
High-Availability mode.

High Availability Configurations and Status
You can change the VRID and the management IP addresses for the HA sockets.

Showing the High Availability Information and Status
The High Availability section shows you the following information about the Sockets:

• Serial number (S/N)
• Socket version
• Management IP address for the Socket WebUI

◦ Option to open Socket WebUI with SSO
• High Availability Status - overall HA status for the site (see below for status description)
• Which Socket is the master (currently active)
• The connectivity status for each Socket to the Cato Cloud
• VRID number (see belozw Changing the VRID)
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Item Description

High Availability Status The HA status for the site (Ready or Not Ready), only shows ready when each status HA
status indicator is OK

WAN Connectivity (status
indicator)

The status Ok indicates that both Sockets have WAN connectivity to the Cato Cloud

Keep-alive (status indicator) The status Ok indicates that one Socket is the master and one is the standby (If both
Sockets are status master, then there is an HA split brain issue)

Socket Version (status indicator) The status Ok indicates that both Sockets are running the same Socket version

Master Shows if the Primary or Secondary Socket is the active Socket

Connection to Cato - Primary The connection status for the primary Socket

Connection to Cato - Secondary The connection status for the secondary Socket

Working with the Web Management IP Address
The High Availability section lets you configure the management IP address that you can use to open
the browser-based Socket WebUI for each Socket. In addition, with one click you can open the login
page for the Socket WebUI in a new tab.

Note: The management IP address must be within the native range for one of the LAN
links.

To change the management IP address:

1. In the Primary Socket or Secondary Socket section, click the edit icon  next to Web
Management IP.

2. Enter the new management IP address for the Socket that is used for the Socket WebUI.
3. Press Enter.

To open the Socket WebUI, click the open icon . The Socket WebUI opens in a new browser tab and
automatically logs in.
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Changing the VRID
Cato Sockets use VRRP messages to identify when the primary socket had a failure and when it
functional again.

VRRP messages have an ID that enables other network entities in the same network to identify VRRP
messages that are applicable for them. By default, Cato Networks uses VRID 100.

To change the VRID:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Sites and select the relevant site.
2. Expand the High Availability section.
3. Set the new VRID.
4. Click Save.

Adding Advanced Features to Sites
Using Advanced Features for a Site
The Advanced Configuration section for a site lets you configure advanced features and settings for that
site. The available features in the section depend on the Connection Type for the site. For more about
using advanced features, see Adding Advanced Features to the Account.

When an advanced setting is disabled, you are configuring it to use the global setting.

To configure an advanced feature for a site:

1. From the navigation menu, click Configuration > Sites.
2. Select a site.

1. Expand the Advanced Configuration section.
2. For the advanced setting, in the Status column click the slider.

The slider is colored green to indicate that the setting is enabled.
3. Enter or select the Value.

We recommend that you enter a Comment to explain the reason for this advanced setting.
4. Click Save.

Working with Global and Site Settings
There are some features in the Advanced Configuration section that you can configure either for a
specific site or for all sites in the Global Settings. When you configure the advanced feature for a site,
it overrides the setting for the account in Global Settings > Advanced Configuration. Some features
are only supported for sites that use a Cato Socket. For example, feature alpha is only supported for
Cato Sockets. If you configure feature alpha in the Global Settings, it is only relevant to sites that use a
Socket connection type.

Use the tooltip for the Value of each feature to show the status of the feature:

• Global Setting is disabled and the feature uses the default value for the Cato Cloud
• Feature is configured in Global Settings and uses the configured value

When the feature is configured for a site, it overrides the Global Settings value.

Configuring WAN Recovery for a Site
To improve resiliency of your network, the WAN Recovery feature provides support if there are
connectivity problems in the Cato Cloud, and the Cato Sockets cannot use it to send WAN traffic to
the other sites. This feature automatically uses bypass tunnels to maintain connectivity with the other
Socket sites. When the Sockets re-establish connectivity to the Cato Cloud, they automatically resume
regular operation.
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During the temporary WAN recovery, the WAN traffic bypasses the Cato Cloud and these are the
changes to the traffic:

• The Cato Management Application does not analyze data for connectivity and does not generate
alerts for network health or quality

• The WAN and Internet firewalls are not applied to the traffic
• The Threat Protection services are not applied to the traffic

Note: WAN Recovery is not currenlty supported for sites in China.

To configure the WAN Recovery setting, see above Using Advanced Features for a Site with these
values:

• Disabled - This site uses the setting that is configured for the account.
• Enabled and On - This site is configured to provide recovery for WAN traffic to other sites. The

functionality is the same as Disabled.
• Enabled and Off - Recovery is NOT enabled for this site, and bypass tunnels are NOT supported or

maintained.

For more about configuring the global WAN Recovery setting for all sites, see Adding Advanced
Features to the Account.

Configuring Recovery via Internet for a Site
To improve resiliency Internet traffic, the Recovery via Internet feature provides support if there are
problems connecting to the Cato Cloud, and the Cato Socket cannot use it to traffic to the Internet.
When enabled, this feature automatically recovers Internet connectivity with the ISP links to send traffic
to the Internet.

During the temporary Internet recovery, the Internet traffic bypasses the Cato Cloud and these are the
changes to the traffic:

• The Internet firewalls, and URL Filtering rules are not applied to the traffic
• The Threat Protection services are not applied to the traffic
• The Cato Management Application does not analyze data for connectivity and does not generate

alerts for Internet traffic

To configure the Internet Recovery setting, see above Using Advanced Features for a Site with these
values:

• Disabled - This site uses the setting that is configured for the account.
• Enabled and On - This site is configured to provide recovery for all traffic to Internet. The functionality

is the same as Disabled.
• Enabled and Off - The Recovery via Internet feature is DISABLED for this site.

IMPORTANT! We recommend that you always enable the Recovery via Internet
feature and select the On or Off option to manage recovery for Internet traffic. When
this feature is disabled, there can be issues with settings that are configured using the
Socket Web UI.
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Configuring Failover Delay for a Socket
For deployments that use a Cato Socket with multiple links with different precedences, when the Cato
Cloud determines that the active link is down, the Socket fails over to the link with a lower precedence.
Use the Failover Delay feature to configure the Socket to wait for the configured time before it fails
over to the next link. Define the Value for this feature according to the amount of time (in seconds) for
each precedence.

A sample deployment with two links, a primary fiber or broadband link (WAN1) and a secondary 4G/LTE
expensive cellular link for backup (WAN2). In this case, you can set the Failover Delay to 20 minutes
(1200 seconds) and minimize the use of the cellular link.

To configure the Failover Delay for a site, see above Using Advanced Features for a Site.

Configuring the MTU for DTLS Tunnels to the Cato Cloud
You can configure the maximum MTU for the DTLS tunnels between the Socket and the PoP in the
Cato Cloud. For traffic inside these DTLS tunnels, this value overrides the MTU that is configured in the
Socket WebUI. This setting is only relevant for physical Sockets, and it doesn't apply to vSockets.

To configure the MTU for the DTLS tunnels between a Socket and the Cato Cloud, see above Using
Advanced Features for Sites.

Accelerating and Optimizing Traffic
This article discusses how the Cato Cloud accelerates and optimizes traffic. For more about configuring
these settings, see Configuring Network Rules.

Accelerating Traffic
CATO enables acceleration for TCP traffic. You can configure the default system settings for
acceleration, and through network rules you can override the system acceleration default.

Each Cato PoP can act as a TCP proxy server, reducing latency. The proxy server effectively makes
TCP clients and servers believe their destinations are closer than they really are, allowing them to
set a larger TCP window. In addition, Cato Socket's advanced version of TCP congestion control
allows endpoints connected to the Cato Socket to send and receive more data before awaiting for
acknowledgment. This increases the total throughput while reducing the time needed to remediate
errors such as packet loss.

You can define and manage your acceleration settings from a centralized location with as much
granularity as required as part of the network rules.

How Does Cato Acceleration Work?
When TCP acceleration is enabled for a flow, Cato establishes a proxy between the client and the PoP
(last mile), between the PoPs (middle mile), and eventually egresses the PoP to the destination.

Why Does this Enhance Your Throughput?
As an example, consider a TCP flow between London and New York over the internet in which a
packet did not reach its destination (lost). If the proxy is disabled, when the destination receives the
next packet, it understands a packet is lost and requests the client to retransmit that packet (as per
TCP protocol). This will cost a full RTT between London and New York before flow transmission can
continue.

With Cato, the RTT is significantly reduced due to multi-segmenting the traffic path to the last and
middle mile. In the above example, instead of lost packet retransmission between London and New
York, the lost packet is detected, for example, between London and Cato’s London PoP.

As Cato uses large Tier-1 links to carry traffic across the middle mile, packet loss is rare on this
segment.
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Optimizing Traffic
Cato Socket's optimization mechanism mitigates packet loss through packet duplication. Because this
increases the total throughput, optimization should be used only on critical flows that are sensitive to
packet loss (such as voice and video traffic).

You can define and manage your optimization settings from a centralized location with as much
granularity as required as part of the network rules.

How Does Cato Optimization Work?
When you enable optimization, Cato performs one of the following optimization methods based on the
site’s topology and existing connections:

• Packet duplication - used when more than one active link is available. With this technique, Cato
sends duplicate packets over another active link while reassembling packets at the other end. Since a
redundant packet is sent for any given packet, packet loss mitigation increases even if a packet is lost
on one of the links.

• UDP retransmission - used when only a single active link is available. With this technique, Cato
retransmits UDP packets (waiting 5 msec prior to retransmission). Since a redundant packet is sent
for any given packet, packet loss mitigation increases even if a packet is lost.

Note: As TCP performs retransmission as part of its protocol, UDP retransmission
effectively mitigates packet loss for the other commonly-used protocols.

Understanding the Network Rulebase
The network rules is an ordered rulebase that defines the networking policy for the account. Once the
traffic matches the criteria for that specific rule, then the actions are applied to the traffic. Rules that are
after the matching rule are not applied to the traffic.

Note: The Cato Cloud and Sockets don't support PIM protocol or multicast routing. To
use multicast routing over the Cato Cloud, you need to establish point-to-point tunnels
between the PIM routers using GRE (or equivalent) protocol.

Understanding Match Criteria
The following settings define the match criteria for a network rule:

• What (type of traffic)
• Source (entity)
• Destination (entity/internet).
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Understanding the Actions Section
The following settings define the actions for a network rule:

• Routing
• BW Management
• Accelerations & Optimizations

Note: When you configureRoute/NAT settings for a rule, the rule must use Active
TCP Acceleration. This feature is automatically enabled for the rule, and you can't
disable it.

Overview of the Default Network Rulebase
Cato provides a set of network rules that are specifically tailored to provide the best user experience by
prioritizing certain traffic over others. You can modify the default predefined network rules.

Cato's implicit network default rule is configured to perform TCP Proxy. As such, if no prior rule caught
the traffic, TCP proxy is applied.

The following table explains the predefined network rules:
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Rule
Order

Rule name Purpose Priority PBR

#1 WAN Voice & Video -
Predefined

Prioritize voice and video
traffic across the WAN.

P10 Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: Automatic

#2 Internet Voice & Video -
Predefined

Prioritize voice and video
traffic towards the Internet.

P10 Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: None

#3 WAN RDP - Predefined Prioritize RDP traffic across
the WAN.

P20 Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: Automatic

#4 Internet RDP - Predefined Prioritize RDP traffic towards
the Internet.

P20 Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: None

#5 WAN SMB - Predefined Prioritize SMB traffic across
the WAN.

P30 Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: Automatic

#6 Internet SMB - Predefined Prioritize SMB traffic towards
the Internet.

P30 Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: None

#7 WAN Data - Predefined Prioritize data traffic across
the WAN.

P40 Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: Automatic

#8 Internet Traffic -
Predefined

Prioritize traffic towards the
Internet.

Default Transport - Primary: Cato,
Secondary: None

For each rule, these are the PBR and Acceleration and Optimization settings:

• NIC: Automatic
• Route/NAT: None
• Acceleration: Enabled
• Packet Loss Mitigation: Disabled

Configuring Network Rules
This article discusses how to use the Network Rules window to manage and prioritize traffic in your
account.

Creating a Network Rule
Network rules are evaluated according to their order of appearance in the network rules list, the best
practice is to scroll through the list to the required position of the new rule and add it above or below
an existing rule. Alternately, you can add a new rule to the end of the list and move it to the required
position.

When you configure the What (traffic type) for a network rule you can use global objects, such as
categories, to define the type of traffic that matches the rule.

In addition, the Custom Services (by IP), TLD, FQDN and Ports tabs let you define ad-hoc rules.
Ad-hoc rules are not treated as global objects so you can't view the analytics (outside of events) or
reuse them in additional rules (networking or security).

Warning: Selecting Any to route all traffic can lead to unpredictable performance.

To create a WAN or Internet network rule:

1. From the navigation panel, click Networking > Network Rules.
2. Find the rule that precedes the new rule click , and select Add WAN or Internet Rule Below.

To add a rule to the bottom of the network rule base, click  Add.
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3. A default name is given to the rule. To rename it, click the name and enter new one.
4. Click SAVE.

Defining the Match Criteria for a Rule

To define the match criteria:

1. In the What column:
a. Click Add.

b. In the Services window, select the criteria on the various tabs to define what type of traffic
matches this rule.

c. Click OK to close the Services window.
2. In the From column:

a. Click Add.

b. In the Add Items window, select the criteria on the various tabs to define the traffic's source
entities that match this rule.

c. Click OK to close the Add Items window.
3. For WAN rules only: In the To column:

a. Click Add.

b. In the Add Items window, select the criteria on the various tabs to define the traffic's target
entities that match this rule.
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4. Click OK to close the Add Items window.
5. Click SAVE.

Notes:

• The What, From and To columns form an AND relationship: the rule is triggered only if traffic
matches the criteria defined in all three columns.

• When there are multiple items within one column, there is an OR relationship: the rule is applied
if traffic matches the criteria defined for any of the items. For example, a rule that defined What
as TCP with port 443, this rule matches all TCP traffic OR traffic that uses port 443 both TCP
and UDP.

To add exceptions to the rule:

1. Click Exception.

2. Select the criteria on the various tabs for What, From and To (for WAN rules only) columns.
3. Click OK.
4. Click SAVE.

Notes:

• The What, From and To columns form an AND relationship: the rule is triggered only if traffic
matches the criteria defined in all three columns.

• When there are multiple items within one column, there is an OR relationship: the rule is applied
if traffic matches the criteria defined for any of the items. For example, a rule that defined What
as TCP with port 443, this rule matches all TCP traffic OR traffic that uses port 443 both TCP
and UDP.

• You can define only one exception for a rule.

Defining the Actions for a Network Rule

Defining Routing Options for a Rule
Alt-WAN isn’t supported for Off-Cloud as a secondary transport. You can’t configure a network rule with
Alt-WAN as the primary transport that fails over to Off-Cloud.

To configure the routing options:

1. Click Routing.
2. The Routing fields appear.
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Notes:

• WAN rules have the following default settings:
◦ Primary Transport: Cato.
◦ Secondary: Automatic (accounting for additional transports such as MPLS, if applicable).
◦ Primary NIC: Automatic.
◦ Secondary: None (disabled as handled by the Automatic setting for Primary NIC).
◦ Route/NAT: - (not applicable for WAN rules).

• Internet rules have the following default settings:
◦ Primary Transport: Cato.
◦ Secondary: None (other transports cannot be currently used).
◦ Primary NIC: Automatic.
◦ Secondary: None (disabled as handled by the Automatic setting for Primary NIC).
◦ Route/NAT: None.

3. Configure the transport fields as required: to route traffic via a specific transport, you can configure
your primary and secondary transports.

The primary transport will be used as long as it is up and available as determined by the Cato QoS
engine (see ???). If the primary transport is not available, the secondary transport is used.

Notes:

• The available options are dependent on your account configuration. If at least
one site has been configured with Alternative WAN (MPLS) then Alt. WAN can
be selected here.

• Network Rules are configured globally. If a specific site does not have the
specified transport, Cato Socket treats such a configuration as if was configured
for Automatic.

• If you select explicit transports/NICs, the QoS engine monitors packet loss, jitter
and latency. if congestion occurs, packets are dropped. If you select automatic
transports, the QoS engine monitors congestion in addition to packet loss, jitter
and latency.

4. Configure the NIC fields (applicable only for traffic routed via Cato Cloud) as required.
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To route traffic via a specific NIC (as described in ???), you can configure your primary and
secondary NICs. The primary NIC will be used as long as it is up and available as determined by
the Cato QoS engine. If the primary NIC is not available, the secondary NIC is used.

Notes:

• The available options are dependent on your account configuration. If at least
one site has been configured with multiple-WAN, then the relevant NICs can be
selected here.

• Network Rules are configured globally. If a specific site does not have the
specified NIC, Cato Socket treats such a configuration as if was configured for
Automatic.

• If you select explicit transports/NICs, the QoS engine monitors packet loss, jitter
and latency. if congestion occurs, packets are dropped. If you select automatic
transports, the QoS engine monitors congestion in addition to packet loss, jitter
and latency.

Routing Traffic to a Specific Location or IP Address

To route an Internet Network Rule's traffic through specific locations or to
egress with a specific IP(s):

1. Click the Route/NAT arrow, then select one of the following options:

Note: To use specific IPs in NAT & Route, you must first create them as described in Configuring
System Settings for the Account.
• Route Via - to route traffic via a specific Cato Networks Cloud location (where PoPs are

present), click  (Add) and select the locations from which to egress traffic for this rule.
• NAT - to egress traffic for this rule via a specific IP, click  (Add) and select the previously

allocated IPs through which to egress traffic for this rule (see Allocating IP Addresses for the
Account.

2. Click OK.
3. Click SAVE.

Setting QoS Priorities for a Rule
By default, new rules are assigned the default priority, which you can change through the following
procedure.

To define QoS Priorities, see Managing the Bandwidth for the Account.

To select a BW Management QoS priority for a rule:

1. Expand the BW Management for the rule.
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2. From the QoS Priority drop-down menu, select the QoS Priority.
3. Click SAVE.

Setting Acceleration for a Rule

• For a description of acceleration in the Cato Socket, see Accelerating and Optimizing Traffic.
• By default, new rules are assigned the default acceleration settings.
• TCP acceleration does not affect non-TCP traffic (UDP-based traffic) that is part of a network rule.
• When Route/NAT settings or TLS inspection is in effect, it implies that Cato enables TCP proxy on

the traffic.
• The implicit network default rule for the Cato Cloud is to act as a TCP Proxy. As such, if no prior rule

matched the traffic, the TCP proxy is applied.
• TCP Acceleration is disabled (grayed out) for rules that use Alternative WAN as the primary or

secondary transport.

To set TCP acceleration for a rule:

1. Expand the Accelerations & Optimizations for the rule.

2. Select or clear the Active TCP Acceleration check box as required.

3. Click Save.

Setting Optimization for a Rule

Note: For a description of optimization in the Cato Cloud, see Accelerating and
Optimizing Traffic.

To set optimization for a rule:

1. Expand the Accelerations & Optimizations section for the rule.
2. Select or clear the Active TCP Acceleration check box as required.
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3. Click Save.

Working with Network Rules

Editing Network Rules
To clear a rule's match criteria elements:

• Click the  on the required rule element.

To edit a rule’s match criteria elements:

• Click Edit and edit the settings for the rule.

To edit/clear a rule’s actions section:

• Click Routing or BW Management as required and modify the fields accordingly.

Changing the Order of Network Rules
The networking policy is based on the order of the network rules. You can change the order in which
rules are evaluated.

To change the rule order:

• On the required rule, click the Move Priority Up or Move Priority Down arrows to change the order
of the rule.
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Enabling and Disabling Network Rules
To enable and disable a network rule:

• Click the slider  to enable (green) or disable (gray) the network rule.

Deleting Network Rules

To delete network rules:

1. Select rules to delete by clicking them.
To deselect a rule, click it again.

2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).

Routing Traffic to an Off-Cloud Link

Overview of Off-Cloud Transport
Traffic that is sent over the Cato Cloud benefits from the Cato network and security enhancements.
However, there are specific scenarios where companies may need to use Socket to Socket direct
VPN connectivity over the Internet. The off-cloud transport feature lets you configure Sockets to send
off-cloud traffic over the Internet instead of the Cato Cloud. For example, when there are regular
backups between different sites in the same region, you can designate these backups as off-cloud
transport.

The Sockets create a full mesh topology with each other for the off-cloud traffic. The traffic is encrypted
and sent over the Internet using DTLS tunnels.

For Sockets with multiple links, you can enable or disable each link for sending off-cloud traffic. Off-
Cloud can be configured in these deployments:

• Active/Active - the off-cloud traffic is load balanced and distributed between the active links in a
weighted manner according the available bandwidth for each link

• Active/Passive - the passive link provides redundancy in case the active link goes down, or the link
quality declines significantly

Known Limitations

• Off-Cloud traffic is not inspected by the Cato Threat Protection engines.
• Off-Cloud transport is supported on Sockets version 9.0 and higher.
• You can't route FTP passive mode with Off-Cloud traffic, you can only route it over the Cato Cloud.
• Off-Cloud (site-to-site) tunnels can't be established between sites that are connected to the same ISP

router. Each site needs to have a unique public IP address.
• Alt-WAN isn’t supported for Off-Cloud as a secondary transport. You can’t configure a network rule

with Alt-WAN as the primary transport that fails over to Off-Cloud.

Working with Off-Cloud Traffic
Cato Sockets support two types of off-cloud traffic, transport and WAN recovery. WAN recovery
provides resiliency if there are connectivity problems in the Cato Cloud, and automatically uses bypass
VPN tunnels to maintain connectivity with the other Socket sites. When you configure a link to send
off-cloud traffic, that link is enabled to send both transport and recovery traffic. You can't designate one
link for off-cloud transport and another link for recovery in a Socket.

Configuring Off-Cloud Transport
This section explains how to configure sites and network rules for off-cloud transport.
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Enabling the Sites for Off-Cloud Transport
Enable off-cloud transport on each site that is sending and receiving off-cloud traffic. For Socket
deployments with multiple links, configure the links to support off-cloud traffic.

The example above, shows a site with the WAN1 link is configured to send off-cloud traffic. The WAN2
link only sends traffic over the Cato Cloud.

Configuring the Public IP and Static Port

In general, the Public IP and Static Port settings for links that send off-cloud traffic are automatically
configured by the Socket, and aren't configured in the Cato Management Application. The Socket
chooses a random source port and uses the public IP address of the Internet router to initiate the
connection.

You can also use the Cato Management Application to manually configure a static public IP address
and port number for each link that sends off-cloud traffic. When doing this, make sure that the site's
Internet router is assigned a fixed public IP address and configured with a matching Port Forwarding
Rule. Otherwise, don't manually configure the Public IP and Static Port settings.

However, in some situations you need to configure these settings. For example, when you are using
port-forwarding rules as a solution to NAT related issues with the local router. In these situations,

To enable off-cloud transport for a site:

1. In the Cato Management Application, from the navigation menu select Configuration > Sites and
select the specific site.

2. Expand the Socket Configuration section.
3. Select Allow off-cloud transport for this site.
4. Configure each active link for off-cloud traffic:

a. In the Off-Cloud Traffic > Status drop-down menu, select Enabled.
b. (Optional) Enter the Public IP and Static Port number for the off-cloud link.
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5. Click Save.
6. Repeat the previous steps for each site that sends and receives off-cloud traffic.

Configuring Network Rules for Off-Cloud Transport
Create a network rule that defines the type of WAN traffic that is sent using the off-cloud transport. Then
configure this rule to route the traffic over the off-cloud transport.

You can't configure the Interface Role options for off-cloud transport.

To configure a network rule for off-cloud transport:

1. From the navigation menu select Networking > Network Rules.
2. Create a new WAN networking rule, click Add  > WAN.
3. Enter the Name for the rule.
4. Define the type of off-cloud traffic:

a. In What click Add.
b. From the Services window, configure the options to define the traffic.
c. Click OK to close the Services window.

5. Define the source of the off-cloud traffic:
a. In From, click Add.
b. From the Add Items window, select one or more source sites.
c. Click OK to close the Add Items window.

6. Define the destination for the off-cloud traffic:
a. In To, click Add.
b. From the Add Items window, select one or more destination sites.
c. Click OK to close the Add Items window.

7. Configure the transport settings for the network rule:
a. Expand the Routing section.

b. Configure Off Cloud as the primary Transport (number 1):
c. Configure the secondary Transport (number 2) setting:

• Automatic - The Socket automatically chooses the secondary transport option
• None - Only send traffic over the primary transport (the off cloud transports)
• Cato - The Socket uses the Cato Cloud as the secondary transport option

8. Click Save.

Working with Multiple Links for Off-Cloud Traffic
For Sockets with multiple links, you can configure active/active and active/passive deployments for
off-cloud traffic. If you choose to only enable one link for off-cloud traffic, if that link can't send traffic,
then the off-cloud connections follow the Routing > Transport settings for the network rule.

Off-Cloud Traffic and Active/Passive Deployments
In active/passive deployments, the Socket links are set to different precedences and provide high
availability for the site. Every few seconds, the Socket evaluates the link quality of the active link - if the
health of the active link degrades, then the Socket gradually moves the traffic to the passive link. When
the link quality is restored, the Socket resumes sending traffic over the active link. Similarly, if the active
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link goes down, then the traffic flows are transferred to the passive link until the active link is restored.
These are the minimal link quality metrics:

• Packet loss - 3%
• Jitter - 30 ms
• Latency - 600 ms

If a link can't meet one of the above metrics, then the traffic is gradually moved to the other link. Every
10 seconds the Socket evaluates the links and chooses the best link for the traffic. So, if the Socket
fails over to the passive link, then it waits at least 10 seconds before it can fall back to the active link.
You can use the Advanced Configuration section to customize these settings for the entire account or a
specific site.

In some situations, failover to the passive link can create asymmetric traffic between two sites. For
example, site1 and site2 are both configured for active/passive deployments. If site1 fails over to the
passive link, site1 sends traffic over WAN2 and site2 sends traffic over WAN1. Another situation is when
one site is configured in an active/active deployment and the other side is active/passive. The single
active link on one site sends traffic to both active links on the other site.

Off-Cloud Traffic and Active/Active Deployments
In active/active deployments, both Socket links are set to the same precedence and provide high
availability and load balancing for the site. For each traffic flow, the Socket continuously monitors each
link and chooses the best option.

Configuring a Site for Off-Cloud with Multiple Links
Define the Socket settings to configure the links to send off-cloud traffic as an active/active or active/
passive deployment.

To configure a site for active/active or active/passive off-cloud traffic:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Sites and select the site.
2. Expand the Socket Configuration section.
3. Select Allow off-cloud transport for this site.
4. For the WAN1 link, set the Precedence to 1 (Primary).
5. Configure the settings for the WAN 2 link:

• For active/passive, set the Precedence to 2 (Secondary).
• For active/active, set the Precedence to 1 (Primary).

6. Configure each active link for off-cloud traffic:
a. In the Off-Cloud Traffic > Status drop-down menu, select Enabled.
b. (Optional) Enter the Public IP and Static Port number for the off-cloud link.

7. Click Save.

Off-Cloud Analytics
You can show analytics and status for the off-cloud traffic and tunnels, in the Off-Cloud tab in the
Analytics > Sites window.

Off-Cloud Transport Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the off-cloud transport events for your account. The powerful
search tools let you drill-down and identify the few events that contain the relevant data that you need.

Event Sub-Type Description

Off-Cloud Transport Connect Site connects to the off-cloud tunnel (usually the initial connection)

Off-Cloud Transport Disconnect Off-cloud transport for the site disconnects
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Managing Your Bandwidth

Overview of QoS and Bandwidth Management
You can define and manage your bandwidth from a centralized location with as much granularity as
required by:

• Configuring your organization's QoS policies through BW (bandwidth) Management profiles. These
profiles define priorities and limit upstream/downstream bandwidth to either a fixed speed or a
percentage of the total bandwidth.

• Analyzing QoS in real-time or viewing historical data.

How does the Cato QoS engine work?
When you configure a site, you also define the upstream/downstream bandwidth capacity for the site. .
In this way, the Cato Cloud is aware of the capacity of each link, and can further leverage it in the QoS
engine. As part of the QoS engine, Cato continuously monitors each link’s quality matrix based on these
factors: congestion, packet loss, jitter, and latency.

The socket dynamically decides how to send the traffic over the best available link according to the
configuration in the PBR (see Managing the Bandwidth for the Account).

In addition, Cato uses Weighted Random Early Drop (WRED). Prior to discarding a packet (due to lack
of capacity), Cato buffers a minimum threshold of 250 packets and an upper threshold of 500 packets.
You can use analytics to drill-down and get more information about discarded packets.

For each BW Management profile, you assign a number defining its priority. When you assign these
prioritized profiles to the Network Rules, you effectively implement traffic prioritization which includes,
when links are congested, throttling of traffic as per defined limits in the BW Management profile.

Note: For more information on Network Rules, see Understanding the Network
Rulebase.

Cato provides a set of predefined priorities assigned to the predefined network rules as follows:

Priority Predefined Purpose

P10 Prioritizing Voice & Video traffic across WAN and Internet.

P20 Prioritizing RDP traffic across WAN and Internet.

P30 Prioritizing SMB traffic across WAN and Internet.

P40 Prioritizing the rest of the WAN traffic.

Default Prioritizing the rest of the Internet traffic and used as default priority when a Networking Rule doesn’t have a QoS
context (meaning no specific priority should be assigned to it)

Managing the Bandwidth for the Account

Overview of Policy-Based Routing (PBR)
You can define and manage PBR from a centralized location with as much granularity as required.

The PBR comprises the following main functions:

• Transport Selection: you can define through which transport (such as Cato or Alt. WAN) to transfer
specific traffic. For example, if a site has Alt. WAN (MPLS) as well as an internet link, you can define
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a PBR where certain WAN traffic is directed over MPLS while the remaining traffic and internet is
directed over the Cato Cloud.

• NIC Selection: you can define through which NIC to transfer specific traffic. For example, if a site
has multiple internet lines, you can define a PBR where one NIC is used for all business apps, while
another NIC is used for non-business apps.

Note: NIC selection is only applicable assuming selected transport is Cato.

• Egressing or NAT from the Cato Cloud: you can select via which PoP(s) or IP(s) should specific traffic
be egressed from the Cato Cloud, as explained in the following examples:
◦ Egressing from a specific location (Route via): If you want to optimize specific internet traffic

to egress from the Cato Cloud closer to the target location, or to egress specific locations for
localization purposes.

◦ NAT with a specific IP: If you need to egress with a specific IP to gain secure access to applicable
SaaS applications (for example, egressing Salesforce traffic with a specific IP from Cato Cloud and
populating that IP in Salesforce's whitelist increases overall security, and forces users to access
Salesforce from the Cato Cloud, benefiting from the Cato Cloud Security Services Stack).

Note: A specific IP address is associated with your account only, and is not be shared
with any other Cato Networks customers.

To egress with a specific IP, you must first get an IP allocation form Cato.

How Does Cato’s PBR Work?
Cato’s PBR is closely associated with Cato’s QoS engine and Network Rules.

The QoS engine dynamically monitors each link's quality matrix (congestion, packet loss, jitter, latency).

When defining Network Rules (see Understanding the Network Rulebase), you can define the PBR's
functionality as follows:

• Explicit transport/NIC selection - although Cato Cloud is the default transport, you can select a
different transport as primary, and select which secondary transport to use if the primary transport is
unavailable (due to a fault or QoS engine quality matrix).

Note:If you select explicit transports/NICs, the QoS engine monitors packet loss,
jitter and latency. if congestion occurs, packets are dropped.

• Automatic - you can define network rules to dynamically select the best available link over which to
send the traffic, based on Cato Cloud's QoS engine link quality matrix. If a link’s quality doesn’t meet
these the quality thresholds, it is considered as unavailable (see Managing Your Bandwidth) and the
other link will be used.

Note:If you select automatic transports, the QoS engine monitors congestion, packet
loss, jitter and latency.
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• None - you can set the secondary transport/NIC to none. For example, at a site with two links, one is
used for business traffic, while the other for non-business traffic. If the non-business traffic link fails,
you do not necessarily want to transfer this traffic to the business link.

You define your PBR when you configure the actions for a Network Rule, as described in Configuring
Network Rules

You can monitor the PBR in real-time or view historical data, presenting you with a better understanding
of how your traffic is being routed and enabling you to adjust the PBR accordingly.

Overview of BW Management Profiles
Overview of BW Management Profiles
Cato recommends using the % unit of measurement for BW Management profiles at the global level,
and Mbps at the site level if you are overriding global profiles.

If you enter upstream/downstream values that are greater than the actual connection speed of your
ISP's link, Cato Cloud QoS engine will be ineffective.

For more information on QoS, see Managing Your Bandwidth.

The Class of Traffic column indicates to which network rules each policy has been assigned (see
Understanding the Network Rulebase).

Note: To prevent misconfiguration of Network Rules, BW Management policies can
only be created at the account level. You can override policies at the site and NIC
level.

You can override profiles at the site and even NIC levels.

Creating a New Profile
If you select the Limit only when the line is congested option, the Cato Cloud always optimizes and
maximizes your ability to use your links capacity. If there is no contention for capacity, throttling is not
applied.

If there is contention for capacity, throttling is applied to the extent required by the policies that you
defined, as shown by the following examples:

Congestion Scenario A

In this scenario, Cato throttles the bandwidth for network rules using P20 (even though it is currently
under the limit) in order to accommodate traffic in network rules using P10, which is not limited.

Policy Bandwidth

Limits

Current

Bandwidth

Usage

P10 None 80%

P20 50% 40%

P30 20% 0%

Total Potential Bandwidth Usage: 120%

Congestion Scenario B
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In this scenario, the total for bandwidth limits is more than 100%, and Cato will throttle traffic
dynamically as required to maximize high-priority traffic.

Policy Bandwidth

Limits

P10 20%

P20 30%

P30 40%

P40 20%

Default N/A

Total Bandwidth Limits: 110%

QoS profiles and Network Rules can be configured globally (account level), and tailored with as much
granularity as required (for example, at site level).

To create a BW Management Profile for your account:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Networking and click BW Management.
2. Click Add.

3. Configure the profile as follows:
• Priority: Enter a number between 2 and 254 that determines the priority of the traffic, as defined

by the networking rule.
Lower priorities are generally reserved for limited traffic required by the Cato Cloud (such as
DNS traffic).

• Limits: Select if and how to limit the bandwidth for this priority as follows:
◦ No Limit - do not force any bandwidth limits.

Note: If you select No Limit, this priority can potentially starve traffic with
lower priorities.

◦ Always Limit - always enforce the limit according to the upload/download values you define
below.

◦ Limit only when the line is congested - enforce the limit (according to the upload/download
values you define below) only if the line is congested.
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◦ Upload/Download: Type the required value and select the unit of measurement (% or Mbps).

After you define your BW Management policies, apply them to Network Rules.

Working with Bandwidth Management Profiles
Overview of Bandwidth Management Profiles
Cato recommends using the % unit of measurement for Bandwidth (BW) Management profiles at the
global level, and Mbps at the site level if you are overriding global profiles.

If you enter upstream/downstream values that are greater than the actual connection speed of your
ISP's link, Cato Socket QoS engine will be ineffective.

The Class of Traffic column indicates to which network rules each policy has been assigned.

Note: To prevent misconfiguration of Network Rules, BW Management policies can
only be created at the account level. You can override policies at the site and NIC
level.

Creating a New Profile
If you select the Limit only when the line is congested option, the Cato Cloud always optimizes and
maximizes your ability to use your links capacity. If there is no contention for capacity, throttling is not
applied.

If there is contention for capacity, throttling is applied to the extent required by the policies that you
defined, as shown by the following examples:

Congestion Scenario A

In this scenario, Cato throttles the bandwidth for network rules using P20 (even though it is currently
under the limit) in order to accommodate traffic in network rules using P10, which is not limited.

Policy Bandwidth

Limits

Current

Bandwidth

Usage

P10 None 80%

P20 50% 40%

P30 20% 0%

Total Potential Bandwidth Usage: 120%

Congestion Scenario B
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In this scenario, the total for bandwidth limits is more than 100%, and Cato will throttle traffic
dynamically as required to maximize high-priority traffic.

Policy Bandwidth

Limits

P10 20%

P20 30%

P30 40%

P40 20%

Default N/A

Total Bandwidth Limits: 110%

QoS profiles and Network Rules can be configured globally (account level), and
tailored with as much granularity as required (for example, at site level).

To create a BW Management Profile for your account:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Networking) and click BW Management.
2. Click  (Add).

3. Configure the profile as follows:
• Priority: Enter a number between 2 and 254 that determines the priority of the traffic, as defined

by the networking rule.
Lower priorities are generally reserved for limited traffic required by the Cato Socket (such as
DNS traffic).

• Limits: Select if and how to limit the bandwidth for this priority as follows:
◦ No Limit - do not force any bandwidth limits.

Note: If you select No Limit, this priority can potentially starve traffic with
lower priorities.
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◦ Always Limit - always enforce the limit according to the upload/download values you define
below.

◦ Limit only when the line is congested - enforce the limit (according to the upload/download
values you define below) only if the line is congested.

• Upload/Download: Type the required value and select the unit of measurement (% or Mbps).

After you define your BW Management policies, apply them to Network Rules.

Editing a Bandwidth Management Profiles

To edit a Bandwidth Management Profile:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Networking > BW Management.
2. Change the settings for the profile.
3. Click SAVE.

Deleting Bandwidth Management Profiles

1. In the Navigation panel, click Networking > BW Management.
2. Select the check box next to one or more profiles.
3. Click  (Delete).
4. Click SAVE.

Overriding of Global Bandwidth Management Profiles for a Site

Overriding Global BW Management Policies
You can override the global (account-level) Bandwidth (BW) Management profile for a specific site or
even a specific link (such as ISPx vs ISPy or ISP vs MPLS).

By default, the global (account-level) BW Management profiles apply at the site level. Since sites are
not necessarily equal in terms of connectivity (available transports and links), you can override BW
Management profiles for individual sites, and manage your bandwidth according to transports and links
available at a site.

Limit Only When the Line is Congested
If you select Limit only when the line is congested, Cato Socket always optimizes and maximizes
your ability to use your links capacity.

• If there is no contention for capacity, throttling is not applied.
• If there is contention for capacity, throttling is applied to the extent required by the policies that you

defined.

The following examples show contention for capacity:

Scenario A:
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Policy Bandwidth

Limits

Current

Bandwidth

Usage

P10 None 80%

P20 50% 40%

P30 20% 0%

Total Potential Bandwidth Usage: 120%

In this scenario, Cato throttles the bandwidth for network rules using P20 (even though it is currently
under the limit) in order to accommodate traffic in network rules using P10, which is not limited.

Scenario B:

Policy Bandwidth

Limits

P10 20%

P20 30%

P30 40%

P40 20%

Default N/A

Total Bandwidth Limits: 110%

In this scenario, the total for bandwidth limits is more than 100%, and Cato throttles traffic dynamically
as required to maximize high-priority traffic.

QoS profiles and Network Rules can be configured globally (account level), and tailored with as much
granularity as required (for example, at site level).

Defining a Global BW Profile for a Site

To override a global BW Management Profile for a site:

1. Click the required site.
2. In the Configuration panel, click Bandwidth Management.
3. If the site has multiple internet links, configure one of these options:

• Select the Apply these settings on all Internet interfaces check box to apply the BW
Management settings to all internet links (default). In this case, only one set of BW policies
appears for Internet Transports.

Note: By default, Cato Socket assumes that all internet links are used similarly
in regards to QoS and, specifically, in applying limits on QoS. You can change
this default behavior by clearing this check box as explained following.

Clear the Apply these settings on all Internet interfaces check box to individually configure
the BW Management settings for each internet link. In this case, a set of BW policies appears for
each link.

Note: If a site has multiple transports (Alternate WANs), a set of BW policies
appears for each transport.

4. Modify the required policy details as follows:
• Limits: Select if and how to limit the bandwidth for this priority as follows:
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• No Limit - do not force any bandwidth limits.

Note: If you select No Limit, this priority can potentially starve traffic with lower
priorities.

• Always Limit - always enforce the limit according to the upload/download values you define
below.
◦ Limit only when the line is congested - enforce the limit (according to the upload/download

values you define below) only if the line is congested.
• Upload/Download: Type the required value and select the unit of measurement (% or Mbps).

Note: Cato recommends using the % unit of measurement for BW Management
profiles at the global level, and Mbps at the site level if you are overriding global
profiles.

5. Click SAVE.
For any profile that was overridden, the Account Default column displays the global upstream (U)
and downstream (D) limits , and the RESTORE button is displayed.

Restoring a BW Profile to Default Settings
To restore a BW Management Profile to global defaults:

1. On the BW Management profile you want to restore, click RESTORE.

2. Click SAVE.

Editing BW Management Profiles
To modify a BW Management Profile:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Networking > BW Management.
2. Change the settings for the profile.
3. Click SAVE.

Deleting BW Management Policies
To delete BW Management Policies:

1. In the Navigation panel, clickNetworking > BW Management.
2. Select the check box next to one or more policies.
3. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
4. Click SAVE.

Showing the Routing Table Window
Routing Table
The Routing Table window shows real-time data and information for the routing table across all sites
and VPN users in your account. This window provides more visibility and shows a real-time picture
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of the account connectivity for static and dynamic routes. It helps you monitor and troubleshoot the
network, for example:

• Analyze the configuration for all static routes in the account
• Monitor real-time changes in dynamic routing advertised routes
• Show forwarding path information for a specific IP address

By default, the Routing Table window shows all the routes from the routing table, routes that actively
send traffic and learned routes. For example, with a high availability socket deployment, the learned
routes for the stand-by socket are also stored in the routing table. When the stand-by socket becomes
active, the learned routes are used to send traffic.

The data in the window is automatically refreshed and you can use the Pause option to stop the
window from refreshing.

To show the real-time routing table:

1. From the navigation pane, click My Network > Routing Table.
The Routing Table window opens.

2. To show detailed data about the route, in the Details column, click .
3. To only display the routes that are sending traffic, click the Show All Routes slider to disable the

option.
The slider is gray when this option is disabled.

Searching the Routing Table
You can search for sites and VPN users according to the IP address or the name. The window is
dynamically filtered as you enter the search string.

To search for sites or VPN users:

1. Click the Search icon.
2. In Search IP/Name, enter the search string.

The window is updated to show the matching results.

Understanding BGP Metrics in the Cato Cloud
BGP metrics are used to prioritize routes when there is more than one distinct route to the same
destination. Use the Metric Information for each route to better understand the real-time routes for
your account.

Tunnel Metrics for the Cato Cloud
There are multiple tunnels that a site can use to connect to the Cato Cloud and send traffic to the
LAN or the Internet. The priority for these tunnels are based on the link quality and other factors. The
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Tunnel Metric is the value that Cato assigns to make sure that traffic is sent over the best tunnel. The
lower the value for Tunnel Metric indicates that this tunnel has a higher priority. For example, in a High
Availability deployment the active tunnel can have a metric of 5 and the tunnel from the passive socket
has a metric of 10.

The Tunnel Metric is the first priority that is used to select the route that sends traffic. It is not part of
the BGP routing decision.

BGP Metrics for Routing Decisions
For BGP routes that have the same Tunnel Metric, these data values in the Metric Information
section are in descending order of route priority:

• Weight - The weight for the route, there is a higher priority for routes with a lower weight
• AS Length - Length of the AS path for this route, there is a higher priority for routes with a lower AS

length
• Metric Discriminatory - The BGP metric advertised by the peer for a specific route range
• Last Update - Last time that this route was updated by the BGP peer

For example, if two routes have the save Weight and AS Length, then the route with the highest priority
Metric Discriminatory value is used.

Note: You can expand Additional BGP Information to learn more about the AS in this
route.

Using BGP Analytics and Events
This section explains how events are generated for updates and changes to BGP sessions and routes.

To show events for the BGP routing table:

1. From the navigation pane, click Analytics > Events.
The Analytics/Events window opens and shows events for All Sites & Users.

2. Click Type, and select the BGP Routing and BGP Session options.
The window only shows events related to the BGP routing table.

Event Type Action Description

BGP Session Establish BGP session is established with the BGP neighbor

BGP Session Disconnect BGP session is ended and the site is disconnected from the BGP neighbor

BGP Routing Added BGP neighbor sends update that this route is added to the routing table

BGP Routing Removed BGP neighbor sends update that this route is removed from the routing table

Defining BGP Neighbors
Implementing the BGP dynamic routing protocol in your network lets the Cato Socket make real-time
routing decisions and can offer improved network performance and increased flexibility. The available
BGP features and functionality are different for sites that use Cato Sockets and for sites that use IPsec
connections.

The process to define a BGP neighbor depends on the site connections:

• Configuring BGP Neighbors for a Cato Socket
• Configuring BGP Neighbors for an IPsec Connection
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Preparing to Define a BGP Neighbor in Your Network
Before you define a BGP neighbor, make sure that you are familiar with the Cato Socket
implementation of BGP. For more information on using BGP with the Cato Socket, see Using BGP
in the Cato Cloud.

• If your network needs to use the Floating Range feature for BGP, make sure that it is configured
correctly for the BGP neighbors

• If your network uses IPsec and BGP with cloud services, review the supported IPsec configurations

Configuring a Floating Range of IP Addresses
Floating ranges are global IP ranges that are not connected to a specific site, but can be learned from
any site with a BGP neighbor. For example, in a Disaster Recovery (DR) scenario, many applications
(such as VMware NSX) can move servers from one location to the other while maintaining their IP
addresses. In these cases, BGP helps to update the remaining network objects and advertises where
these servers now reside.

In addition, the Cato Socket cannot use a dynamic range of IP addresses in security and network rules.
Use the Floating Range Global Setting to define a range of IP addresses in the Cato Management
Application.

Using IPsec and BGP with AWS and Azure
For sites that use IPsec connections to the Amazon Web Service (AWS) and Azure, these are the
supported configurations:

• Azure's implementation of IPsec IKEv1 does not support BGP
• Azure IPsec IKEv2 supports BGP

◦ Azure IPsec HA requires BGP
• Only IPsec IKEv1 is supported for AWS
• For AWS, one BGP neighbor per VPN gateway is supported

Configuring BGP Neighbors for a Cato Socket

Overview of BGP Neighbors for a Cato Socket

Notes:

• BGP is supported only for socket version 5.0.0 or higher
• Sites that use a Cato Socket can support multiple BGP neighbors

When you configure a BGP neighbor for a Socket, define the IP address of the BGP neighbor to
establish a BGP session, this address must be an IP address that is reachable for this socket. For
example, if you are defining a BGP neighbor that is located in a VLAN range, the BGP server for the
Cato Socket resides on the Gateway address of that range.

Advanced BGP Settings
The Additional section for a BGP neighbor contains these advanced BGP settings:

• Metric
• Hold Time
• Keep-alive Interval
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The Metric defines the priority for this BGP route (see Using BGP in the Cato Cloud). The lower this
value, the higher the priority given to the metric (for example, 10 is a higher priority than 100). The
default Metric is 100.

The Hold Time is the number of seconds that the site waits until it defines that the BGP neighbor is
down. For example, if the Hold Time is 90, then if the site does not receive a BGP message for 90
seconds, it stops sending traffic to that neighbor and disconnects. After disconnecting from the BGP
neighbor, the site attempts to re-connect to it.

• The default setting for a Cato site is 60.
• A Hold Time value of 1 or 2 isn't valid.
• If the neighbors have different Hold Time values, then the smallest value is used for the pair. Both

neighbors always use the same Hold Time value.
• If the Hold Time value for both neighbors is 0, then the site never disconnects.

The Keep-alive Interval is the number of seconds that the site sends Keep-alive messages to the BGP
neighbor to keep the session alive. We recommend that the value of the Keep-alive Interval is 1/3 the
Hold Time value.

• The default Keep-alive Interval for a Cato site is 20.
• When the BGP neighbor has a smaller Hold Time value, both members use that value. If the

Keep-alive Interval value is smaller than the Hold Time value for the BGP neighbor, then a new
Keep-alive Interval that is 1/3 the Hold Time value for the BGP neighbor is used.
For example, Cato site A has a Hold Time of 120 and a Keep-alive Interval of 40 and neighbor B
has a Hold Time of 30. Then both neighbors use the Hold Time value of 30, and site A has a new
Keep-alive Interval of 10.

Defining a BGP Neighbor
Define and configure the BGP neighbor pair for sites that use a Cato Socket.

To define a BGP neighbor for a Socket site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites and select the site.
2. Expand the BGP section.
3. In the BGP section, click  (Add).
4. Enter the Description for the BGP neighbor.
5. In ASN Settings, enter the BGP Neighbor's ASN.

6. If necessary, change the default ASN for Cato.
7. In the IPs section, enter the BGP Neighbor's IP address:

Note: The Cato's and Resides in values are automatically filled after the Neighbor's IP address is
validated:
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• The Cato's IP address is the relevant IP to the neighbor IP (for example,
the gateway address for a direct range on the LAN, or the Cato address in
ALT-WAN)

• The Resides in value is the network segment that the neighbor resides in (for
example, LAN-1)

8. In the Routing section, define the BGP routing behavior for your network:
a. Advertise lets you configure how the Cato Socket advertises the BGP routes for this neighbor:

• Default route - Cato Socket advertises a default route (0/0) to BGP neighbors. The
neighbors can send all traffic to this default route, even if it is not in the routing table. Select
this option for deployments that use the Cato Socket as the Internet Gateway for that router.

• All routes - Cato Socket advertises the internal routing table for the entire account to the
BGP neighbor. These routes include static and floating ranges, in addition to routes that are
learned from other peers in this site and across your network. This option is often enabled to
send the WAN traffic to the BGP neighbor.

Note: The entire range of VPN users is advertised to the BGP peer as a
single route.

b. In the Accept section, select Dynamic Ranges to configure the Cato Socket to accept the
dynamic IP addresses that are published by this neighbor. For most scenarios, this option is
enabled. When you disable this option, you are limiting the dynamic propagation from this BGP
neighbor.
For example, deployments that use AWS Direct Connect, BGP is required but you do not want
to accept the AWS dynamic addresses. In these deployments, we recommend that you disable
this option.

c. In the NAT section, select Perform NAT to public IPs to define a BGP session over a Cato
Socket Alternative WAN connection type.

9. To authenticate BGP MD5 using a pre-shared secret, in the Additional: section, select MD5 Auth.

Note: BGP MD5 authentication is supported according to RFC 2385.

10. In the Additional section, you can configure advanced settings for the BGP neighbor:
a. To change the Metric for this route, enter the new priority.

The lower this value, the higher the priority given to the metric (for example, 10 is a higher
priority than 100).

b. To change how long the BGP session is kept open, enter the new Hold Time (in seconds).
c. To change the frequency of the Keep-alive Interval, enter the new value (in seconds) between

keep-alive messages.
11. Repeat these steps to configure additional BGP neighbors.
12. Click Save. The BGP neighbor is configured for the Cato Socket.

Showing the Status of the BGP Neighbor
After you configure the BGP neighbor for the connection, we recommend that you use Show BGP
Status to test the status of the neighbor and make sure that this dynamic route is working.

Note: You can only show the BGP status after you save the configuration for the BGP
neighbor and it is sent to the Cato Socket.
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To show the status of the BGP neighbor:

1. In the BGP Neighbors section, click SHOW BGP STATUS.
An HTTP query is sent to the relevant PoP. The Status window shows the status of each BGP
neighbor and data about the current routes.

2. Click Raw to display raw data.
You can select and copy the information as required.

3. Click OK to close the Status window.

Configuring BGP Neighbors for an IPsec Connection
Overview of BGP Neighbors for an IPsec Connection
When you configure a BGP neighbor for an IPsec connection, define the Private IP addresses for the
site and the Cato Socket. For more about configuring BGP for a cloud service, see Using BGP in the
Cato Cloud.

Note: You can only configure up to two BGP neighbors for an IPsec connection, one
BGP neighbor per tunnel.
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Advanced BGP Settings
The Additional section for a BGP neighbor contains these advanced BGP settings:

• Metric
• Hold Time
• Keep-alive Interval

The Metric defines the priority for this BGP route. The lower this value, the higher the priority given to
the metric (for example, 10 is a higher priority than 100). The default Metric is 100.

The Hold Time is the number of seconds that the site waits until it defines that the BGP neighbor is
down. For example, if the Hold Time is 90, then if the site does not receive a BGP message for 90
seconds, it stops sending traffic to that neighbor and disconnects. After disconnecting from the BGP
neighbor, the site attempts to re-connect to it.

• The default setting for a Cato site is 60.
• A Hold Time value of 1 or 2 isn't valid.
• If the neighbors have different Hold Time values, then the smallest value is used for the pair. Both

neighbors always use the same Hold Time value.
• If the Hold Time value for both neighbors is 0, then the site never disconnects.

The Keep-alive Interval is the number of seconds that the site sends keep-alive messages to the BGP
neighbor to keep the session alive. We recommend that the value of the Keep-alive Interval is 1/3 the
Hold Time value.

• The default Keep-alive Interval for a Cato site is 20.
• When the BGP neighbor has a smaller Hold Time value, both members use that value. If the

Keep-alive Interval value is smaller than the Hold Time value for the BGP neighbor, then a new
Keep-alive Interval that is 1/3 the Hold Time value for the BGP neighbor is used.
For example, Cato site A has a Hold Time of 120 and a Keep-alive Interval of 40 and neighbor B
has a Hold Time of 30. Then both neighbors use the Hold Time value of 30, and site A has a new
Keep-alive Interval of 10.

Defining a BGP Neighbor
Define and configure the BGP neighbor pair for sites that use a Cato Socket.

To define a BGP neighbor for a Socket site:

1. For the site, click Configuration > IPsec.
2. Enter the Private IPs for the primary connection.

Note: The IP address for the Site is also used to configure the settings for the
BGP neighbor.

3. If necessary, repeat the previous step for the secondary connection.
4. Close the IPsec section and open the BGP section.
5. In the BGP section, click  (Add).
6. Enter the Description for the BGP neighbor.
7. In ASN Settings, enter the BGP Neighbor's ASN.
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8. If necessary, change the default ASN for Cato.
9. In the IPs section, enter the BGP Neighbor's IP address:

Note: The Cato's and Resides in values are automatically filled after the
Neighbor's IP address is validated:

• The Cato's IP address is the relevant IP to the neighbor IP (for example, the gateway address
for a direct range on the LAN, or the Cato address in ALT-WAN)

• The Resides in value is the network segment that the neighbor resides in (for example, LAN-1)
10. In the Routing section, define the BGP routing behavior for your network:

a. Advertise lets you configure how the Cato Socket advertises the BGP routes for this neighbor:
• Default route - Cato Socket advertises a default route (0/0) to BGP neighbors. The

neighbors can send all traffic to this default route, even if it is not in the routing table. Select
this option for deployments that use the Cato Socket as the Internet Gateway for that router.

• All routes - Cato Socket advertises the internal routing table for the entire account to the
BGP neighbor. These routes include static and floating ranges, in addition to routes that are
learned from other peers in this site and across your network. This option is often enabled to
send the WAN traffic to the BGP neighbor.

Note: The entire range of VPN users is advertised to the BGP peer as a
single route.

b. In the Accept section, select Dynamic Ranges to configure the Cato Socket to accept the
dynamic IP addresses that are published by this neighbor. For most scenarios, this option is
enabled. When you disable this option, you are limiting the dynamic propagation from this BGP
neighbor.
For example, deployments that use AWS Direct Connect, BGP is required but you do not want
to accept the AWS dynamic addresses. In these deployments, we recommend that you disable
this option.

c. In the NAT section, select Perform NAT to public IPs to define a BGP session over a Cato
Socket Alternative WAN connection type.

11. To authenticate BGP MD5 using a pre-shared secret, in the Additional: section, select MD5 Auth.
Note: BGP MD5 authentication is supported according to RFC 2385.

12. In the Additional section, you can configure advanced settings for the BGP neighbor:
a. To change the Metric for this route, enter the new priority.
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The lower this value, the higher the priority given to the metric (for example, 10 is a higher
priority than 100).

b. To change how long the BGP session is kept open, enter the new Hold Time (in seconds).
c. To change the frequency of the Keep-alive Interval, enter the new value (in seconds) between

keep-alive messages.
13. Repeat these steps to configure additional BGP neighbors.
14. Click Save. The BGP neighbor is configured for the IPsec connection.

Showing the Status of the BGP Neighbor
After you configure the BGP neighbor for the connection, we recommend that you use Show BGP
Status to test the status of the neighbor and make sure that this dynamic route is working.

Note: You can only show the BGP status after you save the configuration for the BGP
neighbor and it is sent to the Cato Socket.

To show the status of the BGP neighbor:

1. In the BGP Neighbors section, click SHOW BGP STATUS.
An HTTP query is sent to the relevant PoP. The Status window shows the status of each BGP
neighbor and data about the current routes.
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2. Click Raw to display raw data.
You can select and copy the information as required.

3. Click OK to close the Status window.

Managing BGP Neighbors
The BGP section for a site lets you:

• Copy the settings for a BGP neighbor in the Cato Management Application to paste in a different
software or application

• Delete a BGP neighbor from a site

To copy a BGP neighbor to other applications:

1. In the BGP Neighbors section, click COPY CONFIGURATION.
The BGP Configuration window opens and shows the BGP data for this neighbor.

2. Select and copy the data.
3. Click OK to close the window.

To delete a BGP neighbor:

1. Click the BGP neighbors that you are deleting.
The selected BGP neighbor is highlighted in green.
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2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
3. Click SAVE.

Using BGP Analytics and Events
This section explains how events are generated for updates and changes to BGP sessions and routes.

To show events for the BGP routing table:

1. From the navigation pane, click Analytics > Events.
The Analytics/Events window opens and shows events for All Sites & Users.

2. Click Type, and select the BGP Routing and BGP Session options.
The window only shows events related to the BGP routing table.

Event Type Action Description

BGP Session Establish BGP session is established with the BGP neighbor

BGP Session Disconnect BGP session is ended and the site is disconnected from the BGP neighbor

BGP Routing Added BGP neighbor sends update that this route is added to the routing table

BGP Routing Removed BGP neighbor sends update that this route is removed from the routing table

Using BGP in the Cato Cloud
Introduction to BGP
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a standardized exterior gateway protocol designed to exchange
routing and reachability information among autonomous systems (AS) on the Internet.

Based on your configurations and by leveraging BGP routing information, Cato Socket can make
informed real-time routing decisions without you being required to manually configured multiple static
paths and/or take any actions. This enables enhanced support for scenarios such as direct connect
and/or active-active configuration in AWS, disaster recovery (DR) with virtual IPs, integration with
autonomous systems (AS) within sites, and greater flexibility in gradual deployments.

How Does Cato Socket Support BGP?
This section describes Cato Socket’s BGP components (including global objects), and how Cato Socket
support of BGP is designed and performs.

Cato Socket’s BGP Components
Cato Socket BGP support is comprised of three main components: BGP neighbors, dynamic ranges
and floating ranges.

All ranges defined in a site's Native Range are referred to as “static ranges” throughout
this section.

BGP Neighbors
To establish BGP sessions with neighbors, connectivity is required. These are the options for where a
BGP neighbor can reside, and their resulting interaction with your Cato Socket.

• BGP between Cato Networks PoP and a BGP router within a tunnel - Cato Socket advertises
account ranges, including the default route (0/0), and receives static, Dynamic Ranges and Floating
Ranges for a site. For example, BGP is the preferred mode for exchanging routes in an Amazon
AWS IPSec connection.
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• BGP between the Cato Socket and a BGP router residing on the LAN / Alt. WAN link - Cato
Socket can communicate with a BGP neighbor over established ranges in the socket: direct ranges,
native ranges, or VLAN ranges. BGP sessions cannot be established over routed ranges.

Notes:

• This option doesn’t rely on the tunnel being established.
• Cato Socket assumes all BGP connections are “next-hop-self”: the neighbor is

always the next hop selected by Cato Socket, and Cato Socket advertises its
neighbor's IP as the next hop for all advertised routes.

• When BGP is on the Alt. WAN, it usually receives other sites’ ranges (all other sites
which are reachable via the Alt. WAN link). Cato Socket filters these ranges before it
considers dynamic and floating ranges.

For more about configuring a BGP neighbor, see Defining BGP Neighbors.

Dynamic Ranges
Dynamic ranges are IP ranges that are dynamically learned by Cato Socket from a BGP neighbor. Once
accepted by Cato Socket, they are propagated throughout an account will become reachable via that
neighbor from anywhere in the network.

Note:

Since dynamic ranges are dynamically learned from the BGP neighbor and cannot be
configured as global objects in the Rack Mount Kit, they cannot be used explicitly in
network and/or security rules, and therefore behave according the policy of the site
they reside in.

Floating Ranges
Floating ranges are global IP ranges that are not connected to a specific site, but can be learned from
any site with a BGP neighbor. For example, in a Disaster Recovery (DR) scenario, many applications
(such as VMware NSX) can move servers from one location to the other while maintaining their IP
addresses. In these cases, BGP helps to update the remaining network objects and advertises where
these servers now reside.

Floating ranges can be explicitly defined in Cato Socket as global objects. When the Floating Range
global object is associated with a site, it does inherit the site’s security or networking policy (as
such associations can change dynamically). However, you can leverage the global object definition
to explicitly create network and/or security rules as per your organization policy requirements.

In order for a BGP dynamic range to inherit the security or network policy for a site, it must exactly
match the floating range. For example, if the BGP dynamic range is 192.168.1.0/24 and the floating
range is defined as 192.168.1.1/32, then there is no connection between them and the BGP dynamic
range doesn't inherit the policies from the floating range.
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Note: Floating Ranges cannot overlap with static ranges.

How Cato Socket Support of BGP is Designed and Performs

Handling Routes
The BGP neighbor in the Cato Socket is connected with a Cato PoP or with the site connection. The
site connection can be a Cato Socket or an IPsec tunnel. When the Cato Socket receives a new or
updated BGP route, it always synchronizes with the global WAN network (site connections and PoPs).

When a BGP route is received, Cato Socket associates it with the relevant object as follows:

• IP ranges defined as floating ranges are associated with their defined objects and adhere to all
networking and security policies assigned to the objects.

• All other IP ranges are considered as dynamic ranges, and adhere to all networking and security
policies assigned to the site.

Routes can be withdrawn through a BGP message or through a neighbor disconnect (CEASE or
physical), and Cato Socket immediately propagates the withdrawal.

How Routes are Prioritized
In contrast to regular static ranges, BGP allows multiple routes that may overlap or even be duplicated
across parts of your network. So how does Cato Socket decide through which path to route packets?

When multiple routes can be applied to a destination IP address, routing decisions will be performed
according to the following priorities:

1. More specific routes are selected over less specific routes (/24 over /22 and so on).
2. Static Ranges are preferred over Floating Ranges, which in turn are preferred over Dynamic

Ranges.
3. Lower Neighbor Metric is preferred.
4. Shortest AS-PATH is preferred.
5. Lower BGP MED (Multi-Exit-Discriminator) from the route ID is preferred.

Since Cato Socket performs Layer-7 Policy-Based Routing, the need to avoid asymmetric routes is
decisive. For that reason, route priority is universal within the same account: in other words, a single
origin will be selected from any location within the Cato Socket network.

How Routes are Propagated
When routes are accepted by a Cato Socket BGP neighbor, information associated with it (AS-path,
BGP-communities) is preserved. When dynamic ranges are advertised to BGP neighbors, the AS-Path
will be appended with Cato Socket AS number (as usual with BGP).

Cato Socket transparently propagates all Path Attributes marked with Transitive flag (RFC 4271),
including communities.

Account ranges (static) are advertised with the Cato Socket Neighbor ASN as the originating ASN
(Autonomous System Number - see below Assigning an ASN to a Neighbor).

Cato Socket does not perform route summaries.
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Note: Some well known communities are not propagated by Cato Socket to BGP
neighbors on egress, such as no-export.

Assigning an ASN to a Neighbor
The Autonomous System Number (ASN) is a number between 64,512 – 65,534 (private ASN), which
represents the routing entity establishing the communication. Cato Networks’ default ASN is 64,515.

Cato Socket supports eBGP, so a BGP Neighbor must have a different ASN than the Cato Socket side.

Note: It is a best practice to globally use a single ASN to represent the Cato Socket
side of communication across all BGP sessions. If you are considering using different
ASNs across different neighbors, please contact Cato Networks support.

How Loops are Prevented

When a route is received by Cato Socket, the AS path is scanned for the Cato Socket ASN of the
neighbor. Any route containing this ASN will be discarded. Note that the neighbor only scans the current
neighbor’s ASN.

Note: Cato Socket does not support Graceful Restart.

Security and Networking
Dynamic ranges are automatically associated with the site from which the route was received, and
inherit all the site’s policy groups, network and security policies. Floating ranges are defined globally
and security rules are applied to them directly, or by associating them with policy groups.

Before You Begin Using BGP
Which site Connection Types can I use?

Cato supports BGP for sites that use Sockets, vSockets, and IPsec sites (Cato-initiated IPsec IKEv1,
IPSec IKEv2). In addition, there must be requires connectivity with your existing BGP routers.

How will the BGP neighbor establish the BGP session with Cato?

BGP sessions require established connectivity between a BGP neighbor and a site over local routes in
sockets or over an IPSec tunnel.

For Cato Socket deployment, only direct, VLAN and native ranges can be used for establishing
sessions; routed ranges cannot be used for BGP session establishment (see Configuring the Ports
for an X1500 and X1700 Socket Sites).

Setting BGP Sessions over Alternative WAN links
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In Cato Sockets, Alternative WAN destinations include two (potentially VLAN-tagged) networks: public
and private. A BGP neighbor must be within one of those two networks, and the BGP neighbor on the
Cato Socket side will be the corresponding Cato IP for that range.

When defining a BGP session over a public interface, you can also perform Source NAT on traffic going
through that link. This means that for all outgoing traffic via that neighbor, the source address will be the
Cato neighbor IP.

Known Limitations

• Cato Socket supports only IPv4.
• If multiple ASNs are configured for multiple neighbors, the ASNs will not be detected by the neighbor

and looping may result.
• Cato Socket allows propagation of routes containing the neighbor's ASN, relying on the neighbor to

scan for loops.
• Floating Ranges cannot overlap with a static range.
• Cato Socket does not support Graceful Restart for route withdrawal.
• BGP route changes (including route withdrawal) that are initiated by Cato, doesn't generate events.
• Cato Socket does not perform route summarization.
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Users & Mobility

SDP Portal Overview - Securing Remote Access to Applications

High-Level Overview of Configuring the SDP Portal and Applications
This section is a high-level overview of the process to configure the SDP Portal for your account.
Clientless browser based SDP uses SSO authentication tokens, and these SSO providers are
supported:

• Azure
• Okta

You can also use Cato user credentials to authenticate to the SDP Portal.

1. Configure (or verify) the Single sign-on (SSO) settings for the account (see Configuring SSO and
the Subdomain for the Account).

2. Configure the settings for the SDP Portal (see Configuring the SDP Portal):
a. Configure the basic settings for the portal, the URL and logo.
b. Define the domains that are allowed to connect to the portal.

The email domains of the clientless SDP users are validated against the allowed domains for
the SDP Portal.

c. Configure the SSO provider for your Cato account and define the authentication cookies.
d. If necessary, define the NAT IP range for the SDP applications.

3. Create the SDP applications (see Managing Applications for the SDP Portal):
a. Configure the application name and URL prefix.
b. Define the host server IP address, port number, and web protocol.

4. Define the rules for the SDP access policy to control which users are allowed to access the
applications (see Defining the SDP Access Policy):
a. Define the users and groups that are allowed to access the applications for the rule.
b. Add the applications for the rule.

Analyzing SDP Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the SDP events for your account. The powerful search tools let
you drill-down and identify the few events that contain the relevant data that you need.

Explaining the SDP Events Discovery Fields
To enable SDP application activity events for your account, please contact your Cato representative.

Action Name Type Description

Successful login Connectivity - SDP Portal Users successfully log in to the portal

Access denied Connectivity - SDP Portal • Unauthorized domain - Unauthorized attempt to access the portal
• Unauthorized application - Unauthorized attempt to access an SDP

application

Logged out Connectivity - SDP Portal Users manually log out from the portal

SDP application activity Security - SDP Activity Monitors each flow for SDP applications

Configuring the SDP Portal
This article discusses how to configure the settings for the SDP Portal and how clientless SDP users
are authenticated.
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Enabling and Disabling the SDP Portal
Use the Enable Remote Access setting to easily enable or disable the SDP Portal for the entire
account.

To enable the SDP Portal for the account:

• From the navigation pane, select Access > Settings.
• In Enable Remote Access click the slider .
• Click Save.

Configuring the Basic Settings for the SDP Portal
The Portal Settings section lets you configure the prefix for the SDP Portal URL. The prefix is added to
the default URL via.catonetworks.com.

Note: The Portal URL setting for the URL prefix is case sensitive and must be lower-
case. Hyphens are invalid characters and you can't use them in the URL prefix.

You can also upload a custom logo. The maximum file size is 200 KB and these file types are
supported: JPG and PNG.

To configure the basic settings for the SDP Portal:

1. From the navigation pane, select Access > Settings.
2. In the Portal Settings section, in Portal URL, enter the lower-case URL prefix for the SDP Portal.

The screenshot above shows the SDP Portal URL of sampleportal.via.catonetworks.com and
the URL prefix of sampleportal.

3. To add a custom logo to the SDP Portal, in Portal logo drag and drop the logo file or click browse
to select the file.

4. Click Save.

Authenticating Users to the SDP Portal
Use the Authentication Settings section to define how users authenticate to the SDP Portal. The SDP
Portal supports the SSO provider authentication method, and also the user credentials for the Cato
Management Application. You can choose to use one or both of these methods. Cato authenticates
clientless SDP users with an authentication token from the SSO provider or the Cato Management
Application.
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Then you can configure which domains for SDP users that are connecting with SSO, are allowed to
access the SDP Portal. The more specific the domain is, the more secure the portal is.

Note: SDP users that you create manually, are allowed to access the SDP Portal with
username and password from any domain.

Configuring SDP Cookies

Configure the SDP Portal to use persistent or session cookies. For persistent cookies, you can
configure the time duration that the cookie is valid. After this time, the user needs to log in to the
SDP Portal again.

If you use session cookies, then when users close the browser or end the session they are immediately
logged out of the SDP Portal. If the session is idle for more than the configured Duration, then the
session expires and the user needs to log in to the SDP Portal again.

To configure the user authentication settings:

1. To only allow SSO users from specific domains to access your account:
a. Click the Allowed domains field, and in the pop-up window enter a domain. For example:

myportal.com.
b. To enter additional domains, click Add and enter the domain.
c. Click Add and Close.

2. Configure how users can authenticate to the SDP Portal and applications, enable one or both of
the following options:
• To let uses authenticate with the SSO provider, select Allow login with SSO Provider
• To let users authenticate with their Cato user credentials, select Allow login with Cato user

credentials
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3. In Cookie type, select the type of authentication cookies that the SDP Portal uses: Session or
Persistent.

4. Set the Duration that the cookie is valid.
5. Click Save.

Defining the NAT IP Range for the SDP Portal
You can define the range of translated source IP addresses for the users that connect to the SDP
Portal. For example, some applications use an Access Control List (ACL) to only allow connections
from a specific IP range. We recommend that define the SDP NAT IP address range, and then enable
the source NAT IP range for each of the relevant SDP applications.

Note: You can use one of the private IP ranges for the SDP NAT IP range. This IP
range is only used between the SDP Portal and the application server.

To define the source NAT IP range for the SDP Portal:

1. In the Advanced Settings section, in NAT IP range for the application portal enter the source
NAT IP range with the CIDR subnet.

2. Click Save.
3. To enable an application to use the source NAT IP range:

a. Go to Access > Applications.
b. Select the application.
c. Select Use source NAT IP range.
d. Click Save.

Defining the SDP Access Policy

Overview of SDP Access Policy
The SDP access policy gives you granular control over which users in your account can access the
different SDP applications. The SDP access policy isn't ordered, and all the rules are applied for SDP
traffic.

After you create the SDP applications, create the access rules to allow the users to connect to them.
For example, the screenshot below shows a rule that only allows the finance department to access the
SAP database.
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Creating an Access Rule
Create a new access rule for the SDP Portal and define the users that can access the specific
applications in that rule. These are the users and groups you can define for a rule:

• Groups - Any system or manual group that you created in Configuration > Groups
• Directory Users - Individual users that are added to your account from an AD server in

Configuration > Global Settings > Directory Services
• VPN Users - Individual users that are connecting to the portal with the VPN email address in

Configuration > VPN Users

To create a new access rule for the SDP Portal:

1. From the navigation pane, select Access > Access Policy.
2. Click Add Rule. A new rule is added to the SDP access policy.
3. In Rule Name, enter a name for the access rule.
4. Add the users and groups that can access the applications in this rule:

a. In Users/Groups, click Add .
b. In the Add From window, select the individual users or groups that can access the

applications.
c. To enter additional users or groups, click Add.
d. Click Add and Close.

5. Select one or more applications for this rule:
a. In Remote Access Apps, click Add .
b. In the drop-down menu, select the application.
c. To select additional applications, click Add.
d. Click Add and Close.

6. The Enable column lets you enable an SDP access rule.
A rule is enabled when the slider is colored, . When a rule is disabled, it is grayed out.

7. Click Save. The SDP access rule is added to the access policy.

Deleting an SDP Access Rule
Delete an access rule that is no longer being used. You can't undo deleting a rule.

To delete an access rule:

1. From the right-hand column for a rule, click the delete icon .
2. In the confirmation window, click OK.

The SDP access policy rule is deleted.

Managing Applications for the SDP Portal
Overview of SDP Applications
When users log in to the SDP Portal, they see all the SDP applications according to their SDP access
permissions. You can customize the name and icon for each application in the portal. When a user
clicks an application, the application opens in a new window and the authentication token is used to log
in users with SSO. If the authentication token is valid, then users can also directly enter the application
URL to open the application without the portal.

This is an example of an SDP Portal:
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Note: SDP applications don’t support NTLM authentication.

Adding a New Internal Application
When you add a new application that's hosted on an internal server, define the URL for users to
directly access the application without using the portal. After you define the external URL prefix for the
application, you can configure the following settings:

• Base path of URLs that can access the application, this is a security feature that prevents access
outside of this path

• Internal IP address or host name, and internal port number for the application
• Custom HTTP or HTTPS (TLS SNI) header for the application

You also have the option to configure the Landing Page for the application.

Later you can edit the application and configure the look and feel in the SDP Portal.

Defining the Internal Address for the Application
You can customize the HTTP header, or TLS SNI for HTTPS, to support different deployments for
internal servers. The following list summarizes the options to define the Internal address for SDP
applications:

• Option 1 - Don't customize the header, and configure the Host Address with the IP address that is
used to connect to the internal server. You don't define the Host Name field.

• Option 2 - Define the Host Name for the application which is added to the header. The Host
Address (IP address or host name) is used to resolve the address or connect to the application.

• Option 3 - Configure the Host Address with the host name that is used to connect to the internal
server. This host name is added to the header, and you don't define the Host Name field. The DNS
server for the account resolves the host name.

Sample Configurations for Custom Internal Address
This section shows sample configurations for each of the Internal host options.

Defining Host Address with an IP Address
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In the screenshot above, the Host Address is 10.20.20.20 and it is also used to connect to the
application. There is no change to the HTTP header, or SNI.

Defining Host Address with a Hostname and Adding a Host Name

In the screenshot above, the Host Address is gandalf.local and the Host Name for the application is
samplehost.local. gandalf.local is used to resolve the address, and samplehost.local is added to the
HTTP header, or SNI.

Defining Host Address with an IP Address and Adding a Host Name

In the screenshot above, the Host Address is 10.20.20.20 and the Host Name for the application is
samplehost.local. 10.20.20.20 is used to connect to the application, and samplehost.local is added to
the HTTP header, or SNI.

Configuring the New Internal SDP Application
Add a new application to the Applications window and define the settings for it.

To add a new application to the SDP Portal:

1. From the navigation pane, select Access > Applications.
2. Click Add .
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3. In the New Application window, enter the application Name for the SDP Portal.
4. Configure the settings for the application URL:

• URL prefix that is added to the beginning of the URL
• (Optional)Base Path for the application, resources outside of this path are blocked and users

can't access them.
• (Optional) Application Landing Page for the SDP users.

5. In Host Address, enter the IP address or host name for the internal server that hosts the
application.
When you define a host name as the Host Address, then it is added to the header. Otherwise, the
IP address is used to connect to the internal server

6. Enter the Internal port.
7. (Optional) Enter the Host Name for the application server.

The Host Name is added to the header.
8. Click OK. The application is added to the Applications window.
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Editing an Application
After you create an SDP application, you can edit the application settings in the Access > Applications
window. Configure the look-and-feel, choose the Application icon that is shown in the SDP Portal and
the Description for the hover text.

The maximum file size for the icon is 200 KB and these file types are supported: JPG and PNG.

To edit an SDP application:

1. In the Access > Applications window, select the SDP application.
2. In Name, you can change the name for the application in the SDP Portal.
3. In URL prefix, you can change the beginning of the application URL.
4. (Optional) Configure the URL settings for the application:

• (Optional) You can change the Base Path for the application, and the resources outside of this
path are blocked and users can't access them.

• (Optional) Change the application Landing Page for the SDP users
5. Enter a Description to configure the hover text for the application in the SDP Portal.
6. In Host Address, you can change the IP address or host name for the internal server that hosts

the application.
When you define a host name as the Host Address, then it is added to the header. Otherwise, the
IP address is used to connect to the internal server

7. Change the Internal port.
8. (Optional) Change the Host Name for the application server.

The Host Name is added to the header.
9. Select the Protocol for the application, HTTPS or HTTP.
10. In Icon, upload the file with the icon for the application.
11. Click Save.

Working with the URL Suffix for an Application
When you configure a URL suffix for an SDP application, make sure that the application components
use the full URL path. If the background components try to access the application with the shorter URL
path, then the browser blocks the connection (as part of protections against Path Traversal attacks).

For example, if there is an SDP application with the URL example.via.catonetworks.com/one/two/
three, and an application component needs to access: example.via.catonetworks.com/one, then the
browser blocks the connection. The components in the web page don't load, and the end-user can't use
the application.

Translating the Source IP Address
You can enable the Use source NAT IP range option to define the translated source IP addresses
for this application. For example, applications that use an Access Control List (ACL) to only allow
connections from a specific IP range and admins that only use specific IP addresses in the network.
The range of translated source IP addresses for the SDP Portal is defined in the Access > Settings
window.

Note: If the Use source NAT IP range option is grayed out, then you need to
configure the NAT IP range for the application portal settings in the Access >
Settings window.

To enable the SDP Portal to translate the source IP address for an application:
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1. In the Access > Applications window, select the SDP application.
2. Select Use source NAT IP range.
3. Click Save.

Using an Identity Provider for Your Cato Account
The goal of this article is to show the different options that you can integrate Identity Providers (IdPs)
with your Cato account for SSO for the following users: clientless SDP, VPN Clients, and admins to the
Cato Management Application.

Overview of IdPs and SSO with Cato
Cato lets you select one of several IdPs to provide authentication for users that are connecting to your
account over the Cato Cloud. The following table gives an overview of connecting an IdP to your Cato
account.

• IdP - name of the Identity Provider
• Configuring the IdP - Settings that you configure in the IdP to connect to your Cato account
• Users Provisioned to Cato - How users are provisioned and synced from to IdP to your Cato

account
• Users that Authenticate with the IdP - Which users are synced to your Cato account and can use

SSO

Table 1. 
IdP Configuring the IdP Users

Provisioned to
Cato

Users That Authenticate
with the IdP

Notes

Azure Configure the
Windows server

LDAP and SCIM Users and groups synced
in Directory Services

See Configuring Azure
SSO for Your Account

Okta Configure the Cato
app in Okta

LDAP and SCIM Users and groups synced
in Directory Services

See Configuring Okta
SSO for Your Account

Google N/A N/A All users created in
the Cato Management
Application

See Configuring Google
SSO for Your Account

OneLogin Configure Cato app in
OneLogin

vLDAP and SCIM Users and groups synced
in Directory Services

See Configuring LDAP
Sync and SSO with
OneLogin

OneWelcome Configure connection
to your Cato account
in OneWelcome

SCIM Users and groups synced
in Directory Services

For more about
OneWelcome and Cato,
contact Support

For more about using SSO with your Cato account, see Configuring SSO and the Subdomain for the
Account.

Configuring SSO and the Subdomain for the Account

Overview of Single Sign-On Providers for the Account
The Access > Single Sign-On window lets you choose one Single Sign-On (SSO) provider for your
account. You can choose to use this SSO provider to authenticate users to clientless SDP, VPN Clients,
and admins to the Cato Management Application.

Cato supports these SSO providers:

• Microsoft Azure (see Configuring Azure SSO for Your Account)
• Okta (see Configuring Okta SSO for Your Account)
• Google (not supported for clientless SDP, see Configuring Google SSO for Your Account)
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You can choose different SSO authentication settings for users in your account. You can let users only
authenticate with the SSO provider, or only with the Cato user credentials, or you can let users choose
to authenticate with either option.

The Cato Management Application uses the SSO provider username (admin's email address) as part of
the authentication process. Make sure that you use the same email address for the Cato Management
Application admin and the SSO provider account.

Note: You can choose different authentication settings for VPN users, clientless SDP,
and for Cato Management Application admins, but they all use the same SSO provider.

Using Single Sign-On with Clientless SDP
For accounts that enable SSO authentication for clientless SDP, this SSO provider is used to
authenticate users for the clientless SDP Portal and applications. For more about configuring the SSO
provider for clientless SDP, see Configuring the SDP Portal.

Using Single Sign-On with the Cato Management Application
For more about enabling SSO authentication for Cato Management Application admins, see
Configuring Authentication Settings for Administrators.

Customizing Subdomains for Your Account
You can create a custom subdomain for your account so that it's easy for the users to identify the login
window for your company. The same subdomain is used for the Cato Management Application and the
clientless SDP Portal.

Configuring the Single Sign-On Provider

Important: Make sure that you configure the SSO app in Azure and Okta before you
configure them as the SSO provider for your account. For more information, see:

Use the Single Sign-On window to configure the SSO provider to authenticate users for your account.
You must have admin permissions to configure the SSO settings in Microsoft Azure and Okta. For more
about configuring Azure and Okta SSO, see the relevant Microsoft and Okta documentation.

When you choose None as the SSO provider, then users can only authenticate with Cato user
credentials.
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To configure the SSO provider settings for the account:

1. From the navigation menu, select Access > Single Sign-On.
Continue with one of the SSO provider settings in steps 2 - 4.

2. For Azure, configure the settings for Azure as the SSO provider.
a. From the SSO provider drop-down menu, select Azure.
b. Click Save.
c. Click Microsoft credentials.

A new browser tab opens with the Azure login screen where you can configure the Azure SSO
settings.

3. For Okta, configure the settings for Okta as the SSO provider.
a. From the SSO provider drop-down menu, select Okta.
b. Enter the Okta Client ID from your Okta account.
c. Click Change Password and enter the Okta Client Secret password.
d. Enter the Okta Domain and select the sub-domain.

4. For Google, from the SSO provider drop-down menu, select Google.
5. To only allow SSO users from specific domains to access your account:

a. Click the Allowed domains field, and in the pop-up window enter a domain. For example:
myportal.com.

b. To enter additional domains, click Add and enter the domain.
c. Click Add and Close.

6. For Cato user credentials and no SSO provider, from the SSO provider drop-down menu, select
None.

7. Click Save.
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Configuring the Cato Subdomain
Use the Single Sign On window to configure the subdomain for the Cato Management Application and
the clientless SDP Portal. You can also see the URL for each login window.

The Cato subdomain doesn't support Top Level Domains (TLDs) such as sample.com. You can use
letters, numbers, periods, and dashes in the subdomain.

To configure the subdomain for the account:

1. From the navigation pane, select Access > Single Sign-On.
2. In the Cato Subdomain section, enter the Subdomain for the account.
3. Click Save.

Logging in to a Subdomain in the Cato Management Application
Admins can log in to the Cato Management Application using the URL that includes the subdomain for
your account, https:/<subdomain>.auth.cc2.catonetworks.com.

If admins log in with the URL https://cc2.catonetworks.com, then there is an extra window to
identify the subdomain.

To log in to the Cato Management Application with a subdomain:

1. From an Internet browser, go to the Cato Management Application https:/
<subdomain>.auth.cc2.catonetworks.com.
The screenshot below shows the URL for the subdomain sample.
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2. In the login window, enter the username and password.
3. Click Log In.

The Cato Management Application opens with the subdomain. The screenshot below shows the
Cato Management Application with subdomain samplesubdomain:

Configuring Azure SSO for Your Account
This article explains how to configure Azure as the Single Sign-On (SSO) provider for your account.

For more about enabling SSO for the account, see Configuring SSO and the Subdomain for the
Account.

Configuring Single Sign-On
With the Cato Single Sign-On SSO, you can allow Cato users to use their existing Identity Provider
(IdP) credentials without the need for dedicated credentials from Cato Networks.
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Note: The highlighted OS icons in the section heading indicate the supported
operating systems for this feature.

Overview of SSO with Your Cato Account
After a chain of trust is established between Cato, the IdP, and your company's user directory, Cato
trusts the IdP for user authentication.

Cato SSO supports these Client operating systems:

• Windows
• macOS
• iOS
• Android

Preparing to Configure SSO with Azure
Before you establish trust with Azure, make sure that you complete these prerequisites:

• You must have administrator privileges to Azure
• Azure must be synchronized with your user directory.
• Your user directory must be synchronized with your Cato account.
• Only VPN users who were imported from your organization to Cato using Directory Services are able

to use SSO.

Enabling SSO with Microsoft Azure AD or Office 365
This section explains how to use the Cato Management Application to enable SSO with Microsoft Azure
AD or Office 365.

To configure SSO with Microsoft:

1. In the navigation panel, click Access > Single Sign-On.
2. From the Identity Provider drop-down menu, select Microsoft Azure.
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3. Click Save.
4. Click Add Cato Cloud to my organization.
5. In the Microsoft Azure window, log in using an account with admin privileges, and configure the

trust between Microsoft Azure and Cato.
6. In the Cato Management Application, refresh the browser.

When trust is successfully established, the Tenant ID appears at the bottom of the panel.
7. Expand the Advanced Authentication section.
8. In Method, select SSO.

For more about the Advanced Authentication options, see Configuring SSO for VPN Users.
9. Click Save.

Your VPN users can use the organization's credentials to authenticate to the Cato VPN.

Troubleshooting Azure SSO Connections
Issue Probable Cause Resolution

AADSTS50105: The
signed in user is not
assigned to a role ...

Azure Active
Directory Application
settings for Cato
application not
configured correctly.

1. Access your account in the Microsoft Azure portal.
2. In the menu, click Azure Directory Services.
3. In the sub menu, under MANAGE, click Enterprise applications.
4. In the sub menu, under MANAGE, click All applications.
5. In the right panel, in the applications list, click Cato Cloud.
6. In the sub menu, under MANAGE, click Properties.
7. In the right panel, in the parameter User assignment required?,

click No.
8. Using the client, reauthenticate to the Cato VPN.

Configuring SSO Options for VPN Users
The Advanced Authentication section lets you configure the SSO behavior for the VPN clients.

If you are using Directory Services and you need to modify a SDP user's mobile phone number for
advanced authentication, you must modify the phone number in Active Directory only.
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To configure SSO for SDP users:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Advanced Authentication section.
3. In the Method drop-down list, click SSO.
4. In the Token validity section, select the behavior for the SSO token in the VPN Client:

• Always Prompt - SSO is always required whenever the SDP user connects.

• Duration - SDP users do not require SSO for the duration you define in Days or Hours. Users
that are logged in must reauthenticate when the duration you define in Days or Hours (since
they last logged in) has been reached.

5. Click Save.

Installing an SSO-Enabled Client for Windows
You can use Windows CLI to install the Cato Client for Windows with parameters that adjust the Client
behavior to your organization needs. If installed without any parameters, the Client launches using the
default settings.

When used, the SSO parameter installs the Client for Windows to automatically connect on boot with
the window minimized. The installed Client will only allow authentication with SSO, and will hide other
authentication options (such as user credentials or import from file).

To install an SSO-enabled Client for Windows:

Use either of the following methods for installing SSO-enabled Clients:

• Running the installation file with parameters:
◦ MSI - msiexec /i CatoNetworksSetup2_0_0_1.msi sso=force
◦ EXE - CatoNetworksSetup2_0_0_1.exe /Vsso=force

• Adding registry keys:
◦ Force SSO only authentication -
HKLM\SOFTWARE\CatoNetworksVPN\"Authentication"="sso only"

◦ Connect on boot - HKLM\SOFTWARE\CatoNetworksVPN\"ConnectOnBoot"="1"
◦ Start minimized - HKCU\SOFTWARE\CatoNetworksVPN\"start_minimized"="1"

Configuring Okta SSO for Your Account
This article explains how to configure Okta as the Single Sign-On (SSO) provider for your Cato account.

For more about enabling SSO for the account, see Configuring SSO and the Subdomain for the
Account.

Overview of SSO with Your Cato Account
After a chain of trust is established between Cato, the IdP, and your company's user directory, Cato
trusts the IdP for user authentication.

Cato SSO supports these Client operating systems:
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• Windows
• macOS
• iOS
• Android

Supported Features
Okta is an Identity Provider (IdP) that provides SSO support for the Cato Networks SDP Portal and for
VPN Clients. Users authenticate with Okta, and the token is used to authenticate to the for SSO for
SDP applications, VPN Clients, and the Cato Management Application.

Note: The highlighted OS icons in the section heading indicate the supported
operating systems for this feature.

Preparing to Configure SSO with Okta
Before you establish trust with Okta, make sure that you complete these prerequisites:

• You must have administrator privileges to Okta
• Okta must be synchronized with your user directory.
• Your user directory must be synchronized with your Okta account.
• Only VPN users who were imported from your organization to Okta using Directory Services are able

to use SSO.

Configuring Okta as the SSO Provider
Add the Okta app for Cato Networks SSO, and then configure your Okta Client ID and Client secret.
Then configure the Cato Management Application to use Okta as the SSO provider for your account.

To configure Okta as the SSO provider:

1. Enable the admin permissions for your Okta account, from the Okta portal menu bar click Admin.
2. From the Okta Applications window, click Add Application and search for Cato Portal.

3. Click Add.
4. In the Add Cato Portal window, select these options:

• Do not display application icon to users
• Do not display application icon in the Okta Mobile App
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5. Click Done.
6. In the Assignments tab, assign the People and Groups to the application.
7. Click Assign.
8. The Sign On > Settings window, shows the Client ID and the Client secret for your Okta account.
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Keep this window open, you need to copy the Client ID and Client secret to the Cato Management
Application.

9. Click Save. Okta is configured as an SSO provider for your Cato account.
10. In a new tab or window, open the Cato Management Application.
11. From the navigation pane, select Access > Single Sign-On.
12. From SSO provider, select Okta.
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13. From the Okta window, copy these settings and paste them in the Cato Management Application:
• Client ID
• Client Secret

14. Enter the Okta domain for your Okta account.
15. Enter the subdomain for your Cato account.
16. Click Save. Okta is configured as the SSO provider for your account.

Notes for the SDP Portal
When you log in to the SDP Portal, choose to connect with Okta and then enter your Okta credentials.
After you successfully log in to Okta, you are redirected to the SDP Portal and can select an SDP
application.

Configuring SSO Options for VPN Users
The Advanced Authentication section lets you configure the SSO behavior for the VPN clients.

If you are using Directory Services and you need to modify a SDP user's mobile phone number for
advanced authentication, you must modify the phone number in Active Directory only.

To configure SSO for SDP users:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Advanced Authentication section.
3. In the Method drop-down list, click SSO.
4. In the Token validity section, select the behavior for the SSO token in the VPN Client:

• Always Prompt - SSO is always required whenever the SDP user connects.
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• Duration - SDP users do not require SSO for the duration you define in Days or Hours. Users
that are logged in must reauthenticate when the duration you define in Days or Hours (since
they last logged in) has been reached.

5. Click Save.

Installing an SSO-Enabled Client for Windows
You can use Windows CLI to install the Cato Client for Windows with parameters that adjust the Client
behavior to your organization needs. If installed without any parameters, the Client launches using the
default settings.

When used, the SSO parameter installs the Client for Windows to automatically connect on boot with
the window minimized. The installed Client will only allow authentication with SSO, and will hide other
authentication options (such as user credentials or import from file).

To install an SSO-enabled Client for Windows:

Use either of the following methods for installing SSO-enabled Clients:

• Running the installation file with parameters:
◦ MSI - msiexec /i CatoNetworksSetup2_0_0_1.msi sso=force
◦ EXE - CatoNetworksSetup2_0_0_1.exe /Vsso=force

• Adding registry keys:
◦ Force SSO only authentication -
HKLM\SOFTWARE\CatoNetworksVPN\"Authentication"="sso only"

◦ Connect on boot - HKLM\SOFTWARE\CatoNetworksVPN\"ConnectOnBoot"="1"
◦ Start minimized - HKCU\SOFTWARE\CatoNetworksVPN\"start_minimized"="1"

Configuring Google SSO for Your Account
This article explains how to use configure Google to provide Single Sign-On (SSO) for your Cato
account.

For more about enabling SSO for the account, see Configuring SSO and the Subdomain for the
Account.

Overview of SSO with Cato
You can configure Google as an Identity Provider (IdP) to use SSO to authenticate users with the
Cato Management Application and the Cato Client. The users can then use the IdP credentials to
authenticate to the Cato Management Application or to the Client.

The Single-Sign On section in the Cato Management Application highlights each Client OS that
supports SSO.
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Note: Google as an IdP doesn't support LDAP sync and User Directory features such
as only syncing specific groups. All users are enabled for SSO with Google as an IdP.

Configuring Google as an SSO Provider
Configure the Cato settings for the account to use Google as the IdP for SSO. You don't need to make
any changes to the settings for your Google account.

For SSO with VPN users, you must configure User Provisioning to NOT send invitation emails to new
users that you create in the Cato Management Application. Otherwise, the VPN users need to use the
invitation email to activate their account before they can use Google SSO.

In the Advanced Authentication section, use the following Token validity settings to define the
amount of time the SSO token is valid for before the user needs to authenticate again:

• Always Prompt - SSO is always required whenever the user connects.
• Duration - Users do not require SSO for the duration you define in Days or Hours. Users that are

logged in must be reauthenticated when the defined time duration expires.

To configure Google as an SSO provider for your Cato account:

1. From the navigation menu, select Access > Single Sign-On.

2. From the Identity Provider drop-down menu, select Google.
3. In Allowed Domains, enter the hosted domain from the G Suite settings for your account. You can

enter multiple domains, and separate each one with a comma.
4. For VPN SSO, configure the Cato VPN users to authenticate with SSO:

a. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > Global Settings and expand the
Advanced Authentication section.

b. From the Method drop-down menu, select SSO.
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c. Configure the Token validity settings to define how often users need to authenticate.
5. For VPN SSO, disable invitation emails for new VPN users that you create in the Cato

Management Application:
a. Expand the User Provisioning section.
b. Disable the following setting: Send invitations to new VPN users created in the Cato

Management Application.

6. Click Save. Google is configured as the SSO provider for your Cato account.

Configuring LDAP Sync and SSO with OneLogin
This article explains how to use LDAP to import and sync OneLogin users and configure OneLogin as
an SSO provider for Cato VPN users.

High-Level Overview of LDAP Sync and SSO with OneLogin
This is a high-level overview of the process to configure and integrate OneLogin with your Cato
account. After you configure OneLogin to synchronize users with Cato, you can also configure
OneLogin as an SSO provider for VPN users.

1. In OneLogin, configure the virtual LDAP settings.
2. In the Cato Management Application, add the OneLogin domain to your account.
3. Add the OneLogin domain controller to the domain.
4. In OneLogin, create an OpenID Connect application to allow Cato to use OneLogin to authenticate

VPN users.
5. Import the groups (OneLogin roles) to your account.
6. Select OneLogin as the SSO provider for VPN users.

Note: To use OneLogin as an SSO provider, you must configure LDAP sync between
OneLogin and Cato. This requires that the VLDAP service is enabled on your
OneLogin account.

Configuring the Virtual LDAP Settings
To enable SSO and LDAP sync for OneLogin and your Cato account, use the Authentication window
in OneLogin to enable virtual LDAP and disable multi-factor authentication (MFA). This window also has
the Login DN settings that you use to configure the domain in the Cato Management Application.
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VPN SSO requires that the OneLogin VLDAP service is enabled. If you are only using OneLogin for
LDAP sync, then you don't need to enable VLDAP.

Due to a OneLogin limitation, each LDAP sync is limited to 500 users. For accounts with more than 500
users, run the LDAP sync multiple times.

To configure the virtual LDAP settings in OneLogin:

1. In OneLogin, from the menu bar, select Authentication > VLDAP.

2. For accounts that are using VPN SSO, make sure that Enable VLDAP Service is enabled.
3. Clear Multi-factor authentication to disable MFA for your OneLogin account.
4. In Virtual distinguished name, copy the Virtual DN. You will enter the virtual DN in Adding a New

Domain for OneLogin (below).
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5. Click Save. The virtual LDAP settings are configured.

Configuring the Cato Management Application to Perform LDAP Sync with
OneLogin
Add your OneLogin account to the Cato Management Application as a new domain in Directory
Services. Then define the domain controller for this domain.

Adding a New Domain for OneLogin
Use the Directory Services window to add a new domain to your account. Then configure the
OneLogin LDAP settings for the domain.

To add a new OneLogin domain to Directory Services:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > Directory Services.
2. Expand the Directory Service Settings section, and click the new domain button .
3. Expand the section for the new domain.
4. In Domain Name, enter the name of the domain in the AD server.
5. Configure the OneLogin authentication settings in the LDAP Authentication Connection section

in Login DN:

a. In Login DN, paste the virtual LDAP that you copied above in Configuring the Virtual LDAP
Settings.

b. Change the cn to the email address for your OneLogin account.
c. In Base DN, paste the virtual LDAP and delete the cn and ou. The screenshot above shows

these settings:
• Login DN: cn=admin@samplenetworks.com,ou=users,dc=sample-

networks,dc=onelogin,dc=com
• Base DN: dc=sample-networks,dc=onelogin,dc=com

d. Enter the admin Password for your OneLogin account.
e. Enable Use SSL.

6. Click Save. The OneLogin domain is added to the Cato Management Application.
7. Click Test Connectivity to make sure that Cato can connect to your OneLogin account.

Configuring the Domain Controller for OneLogin
After you configure and save the OneLogin domain, configure the settings for the domain controller.
Use the host setting that is appropriate for your OneLogin account:

• US - ldap.us.onelogin.com
• Europe - ldap.eu.onelogin.com

For more about the OneLogin host settings, see the OneLogin documentation.

To configure the domain controller:

1. In the Domain Controllers section, click  (New).
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2. In the pop-up window, click IP/Port.

3. In IP/Host, enter the OneLogin host for the US or for Europe.
4. In Port, enter port number 636.
5. Click OK to close the domain controller pop-up window. The domain controller is added to the

OneLogin domain.

6. Click Save.

Configuring the OneLogin Application for OpenID Connect
Create a new app in OneLogin that allows the Cato to use OneLogin to authenticate VPN users. Then
configure it to connect to Cato.

Note: There is a legacy Cato Networks app in the OneLogin marketplace which
currently isn't supported. We recommend that you don't use this app.

Creating a New App
Create a new Open ID Connect application in OneLogin.
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To create the OpenID Connect application:

1. In your OneLogin account, from the menu bar select Applications > Applications.
2. Click Add App.
3. Search for OpenId Connect and select the app.
4. In the Add OpenID Connect (OIDC) window, enter the Display Name for the app.
5. Click Save.

Configuring the OpenID Connect App
Configure the OneLogin app to Cato to support SSO for the VPN users. Cato performs LDAP sync with
OneLogin according to the roles and not according to the OneLogin groups.

For new SDP users with Windows Client v5.1 and higher, there is an additional Redirect URI to
configure for the OneLogin app. This URI isn't required for earlier versions, or for existing users that are
upgrading to the Windows Client v5.1 or higher.

To configure the app to connect to Cato:

1. From the left-hand navigation menu, select Configuration.
2. In Redirect URI's, enter these URIs:

• https://sso.catonetworks.com/login
• https://sso.via.cato networks.com/auth_results
• https://auth.catonetworks.com/oauth2/broker/code/onelogin
• (for new SDP users Windows Client v5.1 and higher) https://sso.ias.catonetworks.com/

auth_results
3. From the left-hand navigation menu, select SSO, and configure these SSO settings:

a. Set the Application Type to Web.
b. Set the Authentication Method to POST.
c. Copy the Client ID and the Client Secret. Paste these settings in the Configuring VPN

Single-Sign On Settings section below.
4. Click Save.
5. Add the application to the relevant OneLogin users and roles.
6. Perform the initial LDAP sync. In the Cato Management Application, in the Directory Services

window, click  (Sync all domains).

Configuring OneLogin as the SSO Provider for VPN Users
In the Cato Management Application, you can configure OneLogin as the global SSO provider for VPN
users in your account.

To configure OneLogin as the SSO provider:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Single Sign-On section.
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3. Select Enable Single Sign-On and click OneLogin.
4. Enter these settings:

• Client ID - as you copied from OneLogin above
• Client secret - as you copied from OneLogin above
• Organization Domain - your corporate domain
• Domain - your domain as defined in your OneLogin account (the screenshot above shows the

domain for the URL https://samplenetworks.onelogin.com)
5. Click Save.
6. Expand the Advanced Authentication section.
7. In Method, select SSO.
8. Click Save.

Improved SSO Workflow for Cato Clients
This article explains improvements to the Single Sign-On (SSO) workflow for Windows Clients 5.0 or
higher and macOS Clients version 4.5 (and higher).

Improved SSO Workflow for Windows Client v5.0
Windows Client version 5.0 introduces an improved SSO authentication workflow that enhances the
user experience to log in directly to the Client.

What was the behavior before?

For versions prior to 5.0 when users attempted to use an SSO provider to authenticate to the Cato
Cloud, a new instance of their default browser (e.g. Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome) opened to
continue the authentication workflow.

What is the behavior now?

Starting with Windows Cato Client 5.0, the SSO workflow is now completely within the Client. When
users attempt to use a configured SSO provider for the account, a new in-Client browser window is
opened to continue the authentication workflow.

Overview of the SSO Authentication Workflow

1. When your end-user clicks the 'Use Corporate Identity' button within the Windows Cato Client, they
are provided with a Window to choose their SSO provider.
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2. After selecting the SSO provider configured for the account (e.g. Microsoft), users are prompted to
enter the email address or log in.

3. Once the user information is confirmed, the Identity provider workflow opens within the same
window. This workflow should be familiar to your end-users, the example below shows SSO
authentication with Microsoft.

4. After the user successfully authenticates with the SSO Identity provider, the Client window
automatically closes and the user is now securely connected to the Cato Cloud.

Adding New Users to Windows Client v5.0 or higher

To add a new user to the Windows Client v5.0

1. In the Client, from the navigation pane, click Users.
2. In the Manage Users window, click Add User.
3. Enter your email and press Continue.
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4. If you are using the same credentials in multiple Cato Accounts, you would be asked to also enter
the relevant account's Subdomain.
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5. Enter the Email and Password, or select the SSO provider.
6. For SSO, authenticate to the Identity provider (the example below is for Microsoft).
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7. To add additional profiles.
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Adding Users to the macOS Cato Client v5.0 (or Higher)
You can add multiple users to the Cato Client. Enter the subdomain for the account, and then
authenticate with SSO or the username and password.

To add a new user to the macOS Client v5.0:

1. In the Client, from the navigation pane, click Users.
2. In the Manage Users window, click Add User.
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3. Enter your email and click Continue.
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4. If you are using the same credentials in multiple Cato Accounts, you are asked to also enter the
relevant account's subdomain.
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5. Enter the Email and Password, or select the SSO provider.
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6. For SSO, authenticate to the Identity provider (the example below is for Microsoft).
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Browser Based SSO Authentication for the macOS Cato Client
As part of SSO enhancements for the Cato Client, and following the best security practices for
the Apple macOS, the macOS requires the end user to provide additional consent to allow SSO
authentication. With the new SSO behavior, first time that the user uses SSO to authenticate to the
Client, the macOS opens the following pop-up window:
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After the user clicks Open CatoClient, he authorizes the SSO authentication for Client.

For some browsers, such as Chrome, when you select the Always allow option, the macOS never
shows this pop-up window again. However, for browsers (such as Safari), the Always allow options is
ignored.

Supported Client Versions
The following Client versions support browser based SSO authentication:

• macOS version 4.5.x
• macOS version 5.0 with External Browser Authentcation

End User Instructions
This section shows instructions for end users how to complete the browser based SSO authentication.

1. If necessary, open the Client and add a new user with the Corporate Identity.
Otherwise, connect the Client to the VPN.

2. In the SSO corporate identity window, select the SSO provider.
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3. Select the SSO provider, and then log in with the provider username and password. The OS opens
the following pop-up window:

4. For browsers such as Chrome and Firefox, select the Always allow option to let the OS always
use SSO for the Client. This prevents this pop-up window from opening in the future.

5. Click Open CatoClient. The user is authenticated and connects to the VPN.
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SCIM Provisioning with Azure
This article explains how to use the Azure SCIM app to automatically sync user and group information,
and provision users and groups from Azure AD to your Cato account.

Capabilities Supported

• Create and disable SDP users in the Cato Management Application
• Synchronize SDP users and attributes from Azure AD to the Cato Management Application
• Single Sign-On (SSO) to Azure

Prerequisites
Make sure that these items are ready before you create the Azure SCIM app:

• An Azure AD tenant
• Azure AD permissions to configure user provisioning

Limitations

• Removing a user from the IdP application disables the SDP user in the Cato Management Application
(see below Removing SDP Users or Groups from the SCIM App)

• For accounts that use LDAP sync for SDP users, when you enable SCIM provisioning, this sync is
disabled for your account.
◦ LDAP sync for User Awareness continues to work regularly and isn't impacted by SCIM

provisioning.
• User Awareness isn't supported for SCIM provisioned users, instead you can use LDAP sync with

Active Directory.
• Nested groups provisioning are not supported

Planning the SDP User Sync
This section describes how to plan your Azure AD to sync SDP users with your Cato account. For more
about planning the SDP user sync between Azure and Cato, see these Microsoft articles:

• What is automated SaaS app user provisioning in Azure AD?
• Attribute-based application provisioning with scoping filters
• Tutorial - Customize user provisioning attribute-mappings for SaaS applications in Azure Active

Directory

Defining Users and Groups for the SDP User Sync
Azure AD lets you define the users that are included in the SDP user sync with Cato according to one of
these methods:

• Assigning users to the Azure app
• Filtering users based on the attributes for users or groups

As part of the process to plan the SDP user sync with Cato, we recommend that you start with a small
group of users. Depending on the method above, you can:

• Assign a few users to the Azure app
• Create an attribute based scoping filter that only matches a few users

Configuring Automatic VPN User Sync to Cato with the Cato SCIM App
You can connect your Azure AD to your Cato account and sync SDP users between them. Add the
Cato SCIM app in the Azure gallery to your account and then configure the settings to connect to your
Cato account. Azure initiates the automatic SDP user sync every 40 minutes.
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Then you can define the Azure AD groups and users that are synced and enable automatic
provisioning.

The status of users in your Identity Provider (IdP) are automatically synced to your Cato account. For
example, when you disable users in the IdP, they are synced to your Cato account as disabled.

Configuring the Cato SCIM App in Azure
Configure the settings for the Cato SCIM app from the Azure gallery and then set the app to
automatically sync SDP users to Cato.

To configure the Cato SCIM app:

1. From the Azure portal, go to Enterprise Applications.
2. Search for the Cato Networks Provisioning app and click Create.
3. Assign groups and users to the app.
4. Enable automatic provisioning in the app.

a. From the navigation menu, select Provisioning.
b. In the Provisioning screen, click Get started.
c. From the Provisioning Mode drop-down menu, select Automatic.
d. Click Save.

Connecting the Cato Management Application to the SCIM App
In the Cato Management Application, enable SCIM Provisioning and copy the URL and token to the
Admin Credentials section in the Cato SCIM app.

To connect Cato Management Application to the SCIM app:

1. In the Cato Management Application, from the navigation menu select Configuration > Global
Settings > VPN Settings and expand the SCIM Provisioning section.

2. Select Enable SCIM Provisioning to set your account to connect to the SCIM app.
3. Click Save.
4. Copy and paste the SCIM URL and token to blank text file.

a. In Base URL, click the copy icon  to copy the SCIM URL to the clipboard and then paste it in
the text file.

b. In Bearer Token, click the copy icon  to copy the unique account token to the clipboard and
then paste it in the text file.

5. In Azure, go to the Provisioning section for the SCIM app, and paste the SCIM URL and token.
a. Paste the URL in Tenant URL.
b. Paste the token in Secret Token.
c. Click Save.

6. In Azure, click Test Connection to make sure that Azure AD can connect to the Cato SCIM app.
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Provisioning SDP Users to Your Cato Account
After the Cato SCIM app can connect to your account, enable automatic provisioning and select the
users and groups that are synced.

To provision SDP users to your Cato account:

1. In the Cato SCIM app, go to the Provisioning section.
2. In Provisioning Status, click Start provisioning.

The initial synchronization between your Azure AD and Cato account starts.

Reviewing the SCIM Provisioning Attributes
After you configure the Cato SCIM app, you can review the mapping for the SCIM provisioning
attributes between Azure AD and the Cato Management Application.

Azure AD Attribute Cato SDP User Attribute Notes about SDP User

userPrincipalName userName User name for SDP user

Coalesce([mail],
[userPrincipalName])

emails[type eq "work"].value Email address

givenName name.givenName First name

surname name.familyName Last name

telephoneNumber phoneNumbers[type eq
"work"].value

Phone number (including prefix)

objectId externalId ID for SDP user (used in events)

Switch([IsSoftDeleted], , "False",
"True", "True", "False")

active When a user is unassigned from the SCIM app,
the user is soft deleted with the parameters:
"False", "True", "True", "False"

Removing SDP Users or Groups from the SCIM App

Important: Do not delete SDP Users or Groups that are provisioned with the SCIM
app directly from the Cato Management Application. You must first unassign them in
the SCIM app.

When you want to remove SDP users or groups that are provisioned to your Cato account with the
SCIM app, unassign them in the app. The SDP users and groups are automatically disabled during the
next time the SCIM app syncs with your account.

To remove SDP users or groups that are synced to your Cato account:

1. In the Cato SCIM app, unassign the SDP users or groups.
During the next sync, the SCIM app disables the users or groups in your Cato account.

2. (Optional) After the users or groups are disabled, you can delete them from the Cato Management
Application.
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Understanding Events for SCIM Provisioning
The Cato Management Application generates events whenever users and groups are blocked because
they fail to meet the requirements of the Client Connectivity Policy.

Each hour, the Cato Management Application sends email alerts that summarize the SCIM provisioning
actions (success or failure).

The following table explains the different events.

Event Type Action Description

SCIM Provisioning Success The action to sync the users or groups to your account with the SCIM app succeeded.

SCIM Provisioning Failure The SCIM app failed to sync the IdP with your account. The event message explains the
reason for the sync failure.

The SCIM app can fail to sync users and groups when there aren't enough user licenses
available.

SCIM Provisioning Disabled A disabled user in the IdP was successfully synced and disabled in your Cato account.

SCIM Provisioning with Okta
This article explains how to use the Okta SCIM app to automatically sync users from your Okta account
to your Cato account.

Capabilities Supported
Cato Networks delivers a next generation secure networking architecture that eliminates the complexity,
costs, and risks associated with legacy IT approaches based on disjointed point solutions. From
Single Sign-On (SSO) to user provisioning, Okta's Cato integration handles user access and groups
throughout the user's lifecycle, including:

• Create and remove VPN users in the Cato Management Application
• Sync VPN users and attributes from Okta to the Cato Management Application
• Create users
• Update user attributes
• Deactivate users
• Group push

Requirements
Make sure that before you use the Okta SCIM app, you have admin permissions in Okta to configure
user provisioning.

Configuring Automatic VPN User Sync to Cato
You can use the Cato SCIM app that is available in Okta to connect and sync VPN users from your
Okta account to your Cato account. In the Cato Management Application, enable SCIM provisioning for
your account.

In your Okta account, add the Cato SCIM app and then configure the settings to connect to your Cato
account. Then you can define the Okta groups and users that are synced and Okta immediately initiates
the automatic VPN user sync.

The status of users in your Identity Provider (IdP) are automatically synced to your Cato account. For
example, when you disable users in the IdP, they are synced to your Cato account as disabled.
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Note: If necessary, you can edit the attribute mapping to meet
the specific requirements of your organization. See below, Schema
Discovery.

Configuring the Cato Management Application for the SCIM App
In the Cato Management Application, enable SCIM Provisioning and copy the URL and token to a text
file. You will enter these settings in the Cato SCIM app that you configure in your Okta account.

To connect Cato Management Application to the SCIM App

1. In the Cato Management Application, from the navigation menu select Configuration > Global
Settings > VPN Settings and expand the SCIM Provisioning section.

2. Select Enable SCIM Provisioning to set your account to connect to the SCIM app.
3. Click Save.
4. Copy and paste the SCIM URL and token to blank text file.

a. In Base URL, click the copy icon  to copy the SCIM URL to the clipboard and then paste it in
the text file.

b. In Bearer Token, click the copy icon  to copy the unique account token to the clipboard and
then paste it in the text file.

Adding the Cato SCIM App in Okta
Add the Cato SCIM app from the Okta app store and then set the app to automatically sync VPN
users to Cato. Enter the SCIM Provisioning URL and token that you copied from the Cato Management
Application.

To create the Cato SCIM app:

1. Log in to your Okta account and go to the admin console.
2. From the menu bar, click Applications > Applications.
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3. Add the Cato SCIM app to your Okta account:
a. Click Add Application.
b. Search for the Cato Networks Provisioning and select the app. The app overview opens in a

new window.
c. Click Add. The Add Cato Networks Provisioning wizard opens.

d. Enter the Application label and configure the app settings.
e. Click Next.
f. Configure the settings for user authentication and credentials.
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g. Make sure that Update application username on is set to Create and update.
h. Click Done. The Cato SCIM app is added to your account.

4. Click the Provisioning tab, and the Integration window opens.
5. Click Configure API Integration.
6. Select Enable API Integration.
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7. Configure Okta to integrate with your Cato account:
a. In Base URL, paste the URL that you copied from the Cato Management Application.
b. In API Token, paste the token that you copied from the Cato Management Application.

8. Click Test API Credentials to make sure that the Cato SCIM app can connect to your Cato
account.

9. Click Save.

Configuring the SCIM App for Provisioning
Configure the settings in the SCIM app to provision users to your Cato account. For more about the
SCIM attributes, see below Schema Discovery.

To configure the SCIM app to provision users:

1. In the new SCIM app, click the Provisioning tab.
2. From the Settings section, select To App.
3. Configure the Provisioning to App settings, click Edit.
4. Select Enable for these options:

• Create Users
• Update User Attributes
• Deactivate Users

5. Click Save.

Syncing VPN Users to Your Cato Account
After the SCIM app can connect to your account, assign the users that you are syncing to Cato. Then
you can continue with the next section to add groups to app.
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To provision individual users to your Cato account:

1. In the Cato SCIM app, click the Assignments tab.

2. Assign the people and groups that you are adding to the SCIM app to sync to your Cato account:
a. Click Assign and select People.
b. For the person, click Assign.
c. Click Save and Go Back.
d. Repeat the previous steps for all the people or groups, and then click Done.
The VPN users are synced from Okta to your Cato account.

Syncing Okta Groups to Your Cato Account
You can assign groups in Okta with VPN users that you are syncing to Cato. Then create or assign the
Okta Push Groups to the SCIM app and the app syncs the groups and the associated users to your
Cato account.

To provision Okta groups to you Cato account:

1. Assign the groups that you are adding to the SCIM app to sync to your Cato account:
a. In the Assignments section, click Assign and select Groups.
b. For the group, click Assign.
c. Click Save and Go Back.
d. Repeat the previous steps for all the groups, and then click Done.

2. Go to the Push Groups section.
3. Select Push Groups > Find groups by name.
4. Enter the name for the Okta Push Group and select the group.
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5. If you need to add more Push Groups, click Save & Add Another, otherwise click Save. The app
syncs the groups and associated users to your Cato account.

Removing SDP Users or Groups from the SCIM App

Important: Do not delete SDP Users or Groups that are provisioned with the SCIM
app directly from the Cato Management Application. You must first unassign them in
the SCIM app.

When you want to remove SDP users or groups that are provisioned to your Cato account with the
SCIM app, unassign them in the app. The SDP users and groups are automatically disabled during the
next time the SCIM app syncs with your account.

To remove SDP users or groups that are synced to your Cato account:

1. In the Cato SCIM app, unassign the SDP users or groups.
During the next sync, the SCIM app disables the users or groups in your Cato account.

2. (Optional) After the users or groups are disabled, you can delete them from the Cato Management
Application.

Known Issues/Troubleshooting

• Importing Cato users or groups to Okta isn’t supported
• Group Linking isn’t supported

Schema Discovery
You can use the Attribute Mappings in the Provisioning tab of the app to configure the SCIM
attributes. The Apply on setting for the attributes is Create and update.
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Attribute Cato VPN User Attribute

Username

userName

Configure the email option in the Sign On settings for the Okta app

Given name

givenName

user.firstName

Family name

familyName

user.lastName

Primary email

email

user.email

Display name

displayName

user.displayName

Primary phone

primaryPhone

Attribute type - expression

(user.primaryPhone != null && user.primaryPhone != '') ? user.primaryPhone : ''

Primary phone type

primaryPhonetype

Attribute type - expression

(user.primaryPhone != null && user.primaryPhone != '') ? 'work' : ''

Understanding Events for SCIM Provisioning
The Cato Management Application generates events whenever users and groups are blocked because
they fail to meet the requirements of the Client Connectivity Policy.

Each hour, the Cato Management Application sends email alerts that summarize the SCIM provisioning
actions (success or failure).

The following table explains the different events.

Event Type Action Description

SCIM Provisioning Success The action to sync the users or groups to your account with the SCIM app succeeded.

SCIM Provisioning Failure The SCIM app failed to sync the IdP with your account. The event message explains the
reason for the sync failure.

The SCIM app can fail to sync users and groups when there aren't enough user licenses
available.

SCIM Provisioning Disabled A disabled user in the IdP was successfully synced and disabled in your Cato account.

SCIM Provisioning with OneLogin
This article explains how to use the OneLogin Cato SCIM app to automatically sync users from your
OneLogin account to your Cato account.

Capabilities Supported
Cato Networks delivers a next generation secure networking architecture that eliminates the complexity,
costs, and risks associated with legacy IT approaches based on disjointed point solutions. From Single
Sign-On (SSO) to user provisioning, OneLogin's Cato integration handles user access and groups
throughout the user's lifecycle, including:

• Create and remove VPN users in the Cato Management Application
• Sync VPN users and attributes from OneLogin to the Cato Management Application
• Single Sign-On (SSO) to OneLogin
• Update user attributes
• Deactivate users
• Import users
• Import groups (OneLogin roles)
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Requirements
Make sure that before you create the custom Cato SCIM app, you have admin permissions in OneLogin
to configure applications and user provisioning.

Known Limitations for EA

• Users that are deleted from OneLogin are disabled in the Cato Management Application
• Roles that are deleted from OneLogin, the corresponding groups are NOT deleted in the Cato

Management Application
• Nested groups aren't supported

Configuring the Cato SCIM App to Automatically Sync VPN Users to Cato
You can use the Cato SCIM app in the OneLogin app library, to connect and sync VPN users from
your OneLogin account to your Cato account. This section explains how to configure this SCIM app,
according to the following workflow:

• In the Cato Management Application, enable SCIM provisioning for your Cato account
• Add the Cato SCIM app to your OneLogin account
• Configure the app to connect to your Cato account
• Define the OneLogin users that are synced
• Define the OneLogin roles that are synced to the groups in your Cato account

The status of users in your Identity Provider (IdP) are automatically synced to your Cato account. For
example, when you disable users in the IdP, they are synced to your Cato account as disabled.

Configuring the Cato Management Application for the SCIM App
In the Cato Management Application, enable SCIM Provisioning and copy the URL and token to a text
file. You will enter these settings in the Cato SCIM app that you configure in your OneLogin

account.

To connect Cato Management Application to the SCIM App

1. In the Cato Management Application, from the navigation menu select Configuration > Global
Settings > VPN Settings and expand the SCIM Provisioning section.

2. Select Enable SCIM Provisioning to set your account to connect to the SCIM app.
3. Click Save.
4. Copy and paste the SCIM URL and token to blank text file.

a. In Base URL, click the copy icon  to copy the SCIM URL to the clipboard and then paste it in
the text file.

b. In Bearer Token, click the copy icon  to copy the unique account token to the clipboard and
then paste it in the text file.
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Adding the Cato SCIM App
You can add the Cato SCIM application to your OneLogin account, and use it to provision VPN users
from your OneLogin account to your Cato account.

To add the Cato SCIM app to your OneLogin account:

To add the Cato SCIM app to your OneLogin account:

1. From your OneLogin admin dashboard, click Applications > Applications.
2. Click Add App.
3. Search for the Cato Networks app, and then click the Cato Networks application with SAML2.0,

provisioning.

4. In the App Listing / Add Cato Networks window, enter the Display Name for the application and
click Save.

The message shows that the application is successfully added to your account.
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Configuring the SCIM App to Connect to Your Account
Configure the settings in the Configuration and Provisioning sections of the application so that it can
connect to your Cato account. You need to enter the URL and Token that you copied from the Cato
Management Application in Configuring the Cato Management Application for the SCIM App above.

To configure the SCIM application to connect to your Cato account:

1. From the application navigation pane, click Configuration.
2. In the API Connection section, configure OneLogin to integrate with your account:

a. In SCIM Base URL, paste the URL that you copied from the Cato Management Application.
b. In SCIM Bearer Token, paste the token that you copied from the Cato Management

Application.
3. In API Status, click Enable.
4. Click Save.
5. From the navigation pane, click Provisioning.
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6. Configure these provisioning settings for the application:
a. Select Enable provisioning.
b. (Optional) Configure the Require admin approval before this action is performed settings:
c. In When users are deleted in OneLogin, or the user's app access is removed, perform

the below action, select Suspend.
d. Make sure that the Refresh link in the Entitlements section is clickable.

7. Click Save.
The Parameters for the Cato SCIM application are configured and the application is ready to
connect to your Cato account.

Syncing VPN Users to Your Cato Account
After the SCIM application can connect to your account, assign the users that you are syncing to Cato.
Then you can continue with the next section to add groups to application.

To provision individual users to your Cato account:

1. From top menu, select Users > Users.
2. Select the user that you are assigning to the SCIM application.

3. From the navigation pane for the user, select Applications.
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4. Assign the SCIM application to the user:
a. Click the plus button to add a new application to the user.
b. In the Assign new login to window, from the Select application drop-down menu, select the

SCIM application.

c. Click Continue.
d. In the pop-up window, click Save.
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The SCIM app is assigned to the user.
5. Click Save User. The settings for this user are updated.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 above for each user that you are provisioning to your Cato account.

To show the users that are assigned to the SCIM application, go to the SCIM application and from
the application navigation pane select Users.

Syncing OneLogin Roles to Your Cato Account
You can assign roles in OneLogin with VPN users that you are syncing to Cato. You can choose to
manually add users to this role.

For each role, create a rule that connects the role to the application. Then assign the role to the
application and the roles and their associated users are synced to new groups in your Cato account.
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To provision OneLogin roles to you Cato account:

1. From top menu, select Users > Roles.
2. Select the role that you are assigning to the SCIM application.
3. (Optional) Manually assign users to the role:

a. From the navigation menu in the role, select Users.

b. In Check existing or add new users to this rule, enter the username that you're adding to
the application.

c. Click Check, the window shows the user.
d. Click Add To Role. The user is added to the Users Added Manually section.

4. Create a rule to connect the role to the SCIM application.
a. From the top menu, click Applications > Applications and then open the SCIM application.
b. From the application navigation pane, select Rules.
c. Click Add rule.
d. In the New mapping window, enter a Name for the rule.
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e. In the Actions section, select Set Groups in <application name>. The screenshot above
shows the option as Set Groups in Sample Cato SCIM App.

f. From the For each drop-down menu, select the role.
g. Enter the value that matches for the name of the role. The screenshot above shows the role

name sample role.
h. Click Save. The rule is added to the application.

i. Click Save. The rule connecting the role to the application is saved to the application.
5. Assign the SCIM application to the role.

a. From the navigation menu in the role, select Applications.
b. Click the plus button to show the applications in your OneLogin account.
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c. Select the Cato SCIM application and click Save. The application is added to the role.

The SCIM application syncs the roles from OneLogin to your Cato account.

Removing SDP Users or Groups from the SCIM App

Important: Do not delete SDP Users or Groups that are provisioned with the SCIM
app directly from the Cato Management Application. You must first unassign them in
the SCIM app.

When you want to remove SDP users or groups that are provisioned to your Cato account with the
SCIM app, unassign them in the app. The SDP users and groups are automatically disabled during the
next time the SCIM app syncs with your account.

To remove SDP users or groups that are synced to your Cato account:

1. In the Cato SCIM app, unassign the SDP users or groups.
During the next sync, the SCIM app disables the users or groups in your Cato account.

2. (Optional) After the users or groups are disabled, you can delete them from the Cato Management
Application.

Understanding Events for SCIM Provisioning
The Cato Management Application generates events whenever users and groups are blocked because
they fail to meet the requirements of the Client Connectivity Policy.

Each hour, the Cato Management Application sends email alerts that summarize the SCIM provisioning
actions (success or failure).

The following table explains the different events.

Event Type Action Description

SCIM Provisioning Success The action to sync the users or groups to your account with the SCIM app succeeded.

SCIM Provisioning Failure The SCIM app failed to sync the IdP with your account. The event message explains the
reason for the sync failure.

The SCIM app can fail to sync users and groups when there aren't enough user licenses
available.

SCIM Provisioning Disabled A disabled user in the IdP was successfully synced and disabled in your Cato account.
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Overview of Directory Services and User Awareness
This article provides an overview of using Directory Services to integrate your LDAP service (such as
Active Directory) with your Cato account. It also discusses how User Awareness can help to identify
users according to their LDAP settings (such as first and last name).

Using Directory Services and User Awareness with the Cato Cloud
Cato Networks lets you integrate Active Directory (AD) with your account to make it easier to manage
VPN users in your account.

• The Directory Services feature helps to onboard and manage VPN users. Select the AD user groups
that are synchronized with your account in the Cato Management Application.

• User Awareness lets you easily identify the end-users in your network. In addition, use the Analytics
features to show traffic and events according to the AD first and last name, host name and IP
address.

Changes that are made in the AD, are with automatically synced with the Cato Management Application
(at 12:00 am UTC daily), or on demand by the administrator.

For accounts that enable User Awareness, first you must configure Directory Services.

High Level Overview of Integrating AD and the Cato Management Application
This section describes the end-to-end workflow to configure the Windows server to allow the PoPs
to integrate for Directory Services and User Awareness. The steps to configure the WMI settings in
section 1c are only for User Awareness. For accounts that are configuring only Directory Services, do
not perform the steps in section 1c.

1. Prepare the Windows Server for Cato Directory Services and User Awareness. See Configuring
the Windows Server for Directory Services.
a. Create a dedicated AD user that belongs to Distributed COM Users and Event Log Readers

groups. The PoPs use this user to connect to the AD server.
b. Configure these Windows settings for Directory Services:

• Windows services
• DCOM settings
• COM security permissions

c. (For User Awareness) Configure the WMI settings to allow the PoPs to query the user login
events:
i. Configure the server to allow remote connections using WMI. (See the Microsoft

documentation, Securing a Remote WMI Connection).
ii. Configure the WMI user access settings.
iii. Configure the WMI Controller registry permissions.
iv. Configure the Windows firewall to allow DCOM communications.

2. Configure the Directory Service settings in the Cato Management Application. See Configuring
Directory Services in the Cato Management Application.
a. Add the AD domain to the Directory Services for the account.
b. Add the Domain Controllers.
c. Define the AD groups that are synchronized, and the sync settings.

3. Configure the User Awareness settings in the Cato Management Application. See Adding User
Awareness to Directory Services.
• Add the AD domain to User Awareness.
• Add the Real Time Sync Domain Controllers.
• Define the AD groups that are participating in User Awareness.

Alerts and Events for Directory Services and User Awareness
There are specific alerts and events for Directory Services and User Awareness.
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Working with Alerts
You can configure the Cato Management Application to send email alerts for Directory Service sync
actions and connectivity status with the DC:

• Syncing with the AD - success, failure, manual, or automatic
• Connectivity failure with the DC - there is a connectivity issue between the Cato Management

Application and the DC, and most likely impacts User Awareness

Analyzing Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the Directory Services and User Awareness events for your
account.

Configuring Directory Services in the Cato Management
Application
The Directory Service Settings section lets you configure the settings to sync VPN users between
your account and the Active Directory (AD) domains.

Adding a Domain to the Cato Management Application
When you add an AD domain to your account, you need to add a Directory Service connection to the
Cato Management Application. Each domain and child domain in your organization needs a separate
connection in the Directory Service Settings window. For example, if your account has the domains
sample.com, alpha.sample.com, and example.com, then you need to create three connections in
Directory Service Settings.

To add a domain to the Cato Management Application:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > Directory Services.
2. Expand the Directory Service Settings section, and click the new domain button .
3. Expand the section for the new domain.
4. In Domain Name, enter the name of the domain in the AD server.
5. In the LDAP Authentication Connection section, configure the Login DN:

• For on-premise AD, use the AD account Distinguished Name (DN)
• For an Azure AD, use the AD account User Principal Name (UPN)

6. In Base DN, enter the AD domain components.
7. Click Password, and enter the password for the CN user that you created for the Directory

Services connection.
8. For ADs that use an SSL connection, enable  Use SSL .
9. Click Save. The domain is added to the Cato Management Application.
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Adding a Domain Controller
Add the Domain Controller (DC) that is associated with the AD server to the Directory Services domain.
For AD servers that are behind a site, make sure that you define the Domain Controller (DC) as a host
for that site (Configuration > Sites > <site name> > Host).

Note: You need to make sure that firewalls or routing devices are configured correctly
for the following deployments:

• The Domain Controller resides behind an IPsec site (instead of a Socket)
• All of the traffic isn't routed to the Socket

You need to include the IP address for cc2.catonetworks.com in your VPN tunnel routing configuration.
To obtain this IP address, contact Support. Make sure that traffic to and from this IP address is routed
inside the Cato tunnel.

To add a domain controller:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > Directory Services.
2. Expand the domain, and in the Domain Controllers section, click  (New).

3. In the pop-up window, define the connection settings to the DC depending on its location:
• For DCs on a host behind a site, in the Host tab, select the static host for the LDAP server
• For DCs that aren't behind a site, click the IP/Port tab, enter the IP/Host name for the DC host
Do NOT configure the Port, it is automatically configured by the Cato Management Application.

4. Click OK.
5. For deployments with multiple DCs, repeat the previous steps to add each DC.
6. Click SAVE. The DC is added to the Directory Services domain.

Testing Connectivity to a Domain
After you define the domain and add the DC, we recommend that you test the connectivity between the
domain and the Cato Management Application.

The Cato Management Application automatically tests connectivity to all the DCs for the domain, and
shows the results for each DC.

To test the connectivity to the domain:

• Expand the domain and click TEST CONNECTION. The Cato Management Application shows the
results of the connectivity test.
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You can also test the connectivity for domains from the Directory Services window:

Synchronizing the Domain for Directory Services
After you add the DCs, configure the settings that define how to synchronize the VPN users in the AD
groups.

• By default, all security policies are applied to both Directory Service users and their corresponding
VPN User profiles.

• If you are using Directory Services and you need to modify a VPN user's mobile phone number for
MFA, only modify the phone number in Active Directory

High Level Overview of Configuring the Directory Service Settings for a
Domain

1. Select the AD groups that are synchronized your account.
2. Enable or disable automatically synchronizing the VPN users each day.
3. Define the behavior for AD users that are removed from the AD group - to disable or to remove

them from the Cato Management Application.

Importing Active Directory Groups
Select the AD groups that Directory Services imports from the domain to your account. The
Configuration > Groups window marks imported groups as LDAP groups.

You can configure the Cato Management Application to automatically send invitation emails after new
users are imported. The emails contain information about installing the Cato Client on a computer or
device.
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Note: Make sure that there are enough VPN user licenses in your Cato account for
the AD users (System > Licenses). Otherwise the sync fails and there is an error
message.

To select the AD groups that are imported to your account:

1. In the Directory Services section, expand the domain.
2. From the Connection Settings section, in Import VPN Users from Directory Service groups

click Select.

3. From the pop-up window, select the groups that you are importing.
4. Click OK.
5. Click Save. The AD groups are imported to your account and shown in the Cato Management

Application.

Overview of Synchronization Settings
You can enable your account to automatically synchronize each day with the AD, and update the
groups and SDP users in the Cato Management Application to match those in the domain. You can also
choose to add a prefix to the imported AD groups and users in the Cato Management Application. This
prefix lets you easily distinguish between imported users and users that you manually create.

Cato starts the daily automatic LDAP sync for all accounts at 12:00 am UTC. Cato performs the sync
one account at a time, and it can take several hours to complete the daily sync of all accounts.

Note: For accounts with multiple domains, the synchronization settings must be the
same for all the domains in your account. Otherwise, there can be issues related to
possible trust dependencies between the different domains.
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VPN Users that No Longer Exist in AD Groups

The If SDP user no longer exists in imported Directory Service groups setting lets you define the
synchronization behavior when users or groups are deleted from the AD server. You can choose from
the following options:

• Disable - the users are disabled and can't connect to the Cato Cloud
• Delete - the users accounts are deleted from the Cato Management Application

When groups or users are deleted from the AD server, but they are used by an object or rule in the
Cato Management Application, this is the sync behavior:
◦ Users are disabled instead of deleted
◦ Groups are marked as no longer synced
◦ The groups or users are labeled as Manual instead of LDAP

By default, the Cato Management Application prevents accounts from deleting more than 100 users as
part of the LDAP sync. At the start of the LDAP sync, if the sync will delete more than the 100 users
(for the default setting), then the sync is cancelled and an email notification is sent. You can disable
preventing deleting users, or change the maximum number of deleted users per LDAP sync.

To configure the synchronization settings for a domain:

1. To automatically import VPN users from the domain to your Cato account each day, enable 
Daily synchronize VPN users.

2. Define the behavior If SDP user no longer exists in imported Directory Service groups in the
AD domain:
• Disable the user in the Cato Management Application
• Remove the user from the Cato Management Application

3. (Optional) Customize the setting for Prevent deleting more than a number of users during LDAP
sync:
• To change the how many users that can be deleted during LDAP sync, in users, enter the

maximum number of deleted users.
• To remove the limit of how many users that can be deleted during LDAP sync, disable  this

setting.
4. (Optional) Enter the prefix that is automatically added to the names for Groups and VPN users in

the Cato Management Application.
5. Click Save.

Manually Synchronizing the Directory Services
Use the Sync all domains feature to manually synchronize groups and VPN users between the
AD server and the Cato Management Application. For accounts with multiple domains, The Cato
Management Application synchronizes all domains simultaneously (because there can be trust
dependencies between domains).

To manually sync the Directory Services for all domains:

1. In the Configuration panel, under Directory Service Settings, click  (Sync all domains).
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2. After a short time, a window opens and summarizes the sync. If changes were detected, click
either:
• REVIEW CHANGES - to review the changes before performing the updates.
• PERFORM UPDATES - to perform the sync and update the Cato Management Application and

the domain servers.

Deleting Domains and Domain Controllers
You can delete domains and DCs when they are no longer needed.

Note: Deleting domains and DCs is permanent and you can't undo the delete.

To delete a domain:

1. From the Directory Service Settings window, click Delete domain .
2. In the confirmation window, click OK. The domain is deleted from the account in the Cato

Management Application.

To delete a domain controller:

1. In the Domain Controllers section, select one or more DCs.
2. Click Delete .
3. Click Save. The DC is deleted from the domain.

Managing Multiple Domains
If your organization has more than one domain, you can define Directory Service connections for each
domain. Add and configure the new domains to the account.

You must enter the password for each new domain that you add to the account.

Configuring the Windows Server for Directory Services
This article explains how to configure the settings and permissions in a Windows server to allow the
PoPs in the Cato Cloud to integrate with the Active Directory Domain Controller.

Note: The screenshots and procedures in this article are based on Windows Server
2016. The details may be different for other versions.
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Creating a New Domain User for Directory Services
Create a dedicated domain user for the integration between your Cato account and the AD domain.

These are the AD password requirements for this user:

• The password never expires
• Disable the setting that forces the user to change the password for the initial login

To create a user for Directory Services:

1. Create a new domain user (this user is only used for Cato Directory Services).
2. In the Member Of tab, make sure that the user is a member of the Domain Users group.
3. Add the user to the following groups:

• Distributed COM Users
• Event Log Readers

4. Click OK to create the user.

Configuring the DCOM Settings
Configure these Distributed COM (DCOM) settings on the Windows server to allow the PoPs in the
Cato Cloud to remotely communicate with the domain. These are the DCOM settings that you need to
configure:

• Windows services
• DCOM properties and protocols
• COM security permissions

Configuring the Windows Services
Start the Server, Remote Registry, and WMI Performance Adapter Windows services and configure
them to automatically startup with the Windows server.

Note: The WMI Performance Adapter service is called WMI on other versions of
Windows server.

To enable the Windows services:

1. From the Run menu, enter services.msc and click OK.
2. In the Services window, verify that each of the services Server, Remote Registry, WMI

Performance Adapter are started and set for automatic startup.
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a. To change a service property, right-click on the service name, and then click Properties.
b. For Startup type, select Automatic.
c. If the service status has not started, click Start.

3. Click OK and close the Services window.

Configuring the DCOM Communication Properties and Protocols
The DCOM properties define the Authentication and the Impersonation Level for the server. Configure
the server Authentication Level to Connect, which means that the session key is only used for the
authentication handshake.

Set the Impersonation Level to Identify, to allow the PoPs to only access the user data that is relevant
to Cato Directory Services.

The DCOM Protocol Sequence for the server defines how the server communicates over the network.
Directory Services uses the connection-oriented TCP/IP protocol.

To configure DCOM for Directory Services:

1. From the Run menu enter dcomcnfg and click OK. The Components Services window opens.
2. From Component Services > Computers > My Computer, right-click My Computer and select

Properties. The My Computer Properties window opens.
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3. Configure the DCOM communication properties for the Windows server:
a. In the My Computer Properties window, select the Default Properties tab.
b. Select Enable Distributed COM on this computer.
c. From Default Authentication Level, select Connect.
d. From Default Impersonation Level, select Identify.

4. Make sure that the DCOM protocols includes Connection-oriented TCP/IP.
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a. Click the Default Protocols tab. If the DCOM Protocols includes Connection-oriented
TCP/IP, continue with step 6 below.

b. Click Add. The Select DCOM protocol window opens.
c. From Protocol Sequence, select Connection-oriented TCP/IP.
d. Click OK to close the Select DCOM protocol window.

5. Click OK.
6. A message notifies you about to change the DCOM Machine wide settings. Click Yes to continue.

Configuring the COM Security Permissions
In the Components Services window (dcomcnfg), configure the COM security Access Permissions
and Launch and Activity Permissions to give the PoPs default access to:

• Distributed COM Users
• Event Log Readers

To configure the COM Security permissions for Directory Services:

1. If necessary open the My Computer Properties window, from Component Services > Computers
> My Computer, right-click My Computer and select Properties.

2. Click the COM Security tab.
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3. Configure the default access permissions for the distributed COM users and the event log readers:
a. In Access Permissions, click Edit Default.
b. Under Group or user names, add and configure Distributed COM Users with the following

permissions:
• Local Access - Allow
• Remote Access - Allow

c. Repeat the previous two steps for the Event Log Readers group.
d. Click OK.

4. Configure the launch permissions for the distributed COM users and the event log readers:
a. In Launch and Activation Permissions, click Edit Default.
b. Under Group or user names, add and configure Distributed COM Users with the following

permissions:
• Remote Launch - Allow
• Remote Activation - Allow

c. Repeat the previous two steps for the Event Log Readers group.
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d. Click OK.
5. Click OK and close the My Computer Properties and the Component Services window. The

COM security permissions are configured.

Configuring Windows Server WMI
This section discusses how to configure the WMI permissions to allow Cato User Awareness to send
WMI queries from the PoPs to the Windows server.

Configuring WMI to Connect to the Cato Management Application
To connect to a remote computer using WMI, make sure that the correct DCOM settings and WMI
namespace security settings are enabled for the connection.

For more about how to configure the WMI settings to allow connections from the Cato Management
Application, see the Microsoft documentation.

Configuring WMI User Access
The user or group that you configured for DCOM access must also have WMI permission to access the
Windows event logs that give Cato access to the login events for the AD users. Configure WMI to allow
remote access for Distributed COM Users and Event Log Readers.

To configure WMI user access settings:

1. From the Run menu, enter wmimgmt.msc and click OK. The Windows Management
Instrumentation window opens.

2. Right-click on WMI Control (Local) and select Properties. The WMI Control (Local) Properties
window opens.

3. Select the Security tab. The Namespace menu tree appears.
4. Expand the Root branch and click CIMV2.
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5. Click Security below the menu tree. The Security for ROOT\CIMV2 window opens.
6. Configure the launch permissions for the distributed COM users and the event log readers

a. Under Group or user names, add and configure Distributed COM Users with the following
permissions:
• Enable Account - Allow
• Remote Enable - Allow

b. Repeat the previous step for Event Log Readers.
7. Configure the advanced settings for the distributed COM users:

a. Select Distributed COM Users and click Advanced. The Advanced Security Settings for
CIMV2 window opens.

b. In the Principal column, select Distributed COM Users and click Edit. The Permission
Entry for CIMV2 window opens.

c. In the Applies to drop-down menu, select This namespace and subnamespaces.
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8. Click OK. Close the Advanced Security Settings for CIMV2 window.
9. Configure the advanced settings for the event log readers:

a. Select Event Log Readers and click Advanced.
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The Advanced Security Settings for CIMV2 window opens.
b. In the Principal column, select Event Log Readers and click Edit. The Permission Entry for

CIMV2 window opens.
c. In the Applies to drop-down menu, select This namespace and subnamespaces.

10. Click OK to close the Advanced Security Settings for CIMV2 window.
11. Click OK to close the Security for ROOT\CIMV2, and the WMI Control (Local) Properties

window.
The WMI user access settings are configured.

Configuring the WMI Controller Registry
Edit the Windows registry to give read permissions for distributed COM users and event log readers.

To configure the registry permissions for the WMI controller:

1. Run Regedit.
2. Navigate to

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\

CurrentControlSet\
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Services\Eventlog\Security

3. Right-click the Security folder and select Permissions.
4. Add and configure these groups with Read permissions:

• Distributed COM Users
• Event Log Readers

5. Click OK.

Configuring a WMI Controller with an IPsec Tunnel
Since the connection to the DC uses a source IP in Cato’s system range, if you are using an
IPsec tunnel to connect to Cato Socket, you must configure Phase 2 for the Cato system range:
10.254.254.12.

For accounts that use a custom system range instead of the default one, use the custom range to
calculate the fixed IP address for User Awareness sync based. The fixed IP address is the 9th in the
custom range. For example, if the custom reserved range is 10.10.10.0/16, then the fixed IP address is
10.10.10.9.

For accounts that use a smaller IP range, they still use the 9th in the custom range. For example, if the
custom reserved range is 10.200.200.64/28, then the fixed IP address is 10.200.200.73 (10.200.200.64
+ x.x.x.9).

Configuring the Windows Firewall to Allow DCOM
Configure the Windows or third-party firewall to allow access for the fixed IP address for the system
range (or for a custom range). For more about system and custom ranges, see above Configuring a
WMI Controller with an IPsec Tunnel.

• If you are using a Windows firewall, you must add an exception that allows DCOM communications
• If you are using a third-party firewall between the Windows Server and the Cato Network, add the

same exception to it

To configure the Windows firewall to permit DCOM communications:

1. Open the Run menu.
2. Type wf.msc and click OK.
3. Select Inbound Rules.
4. In the Action menu, select New Rule. The New Inbound Rule Wizard opens.
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5. Select Custom and click Next. The Program window opens.
6. Select All programs, and click Next. The Protocol and Ports window opens.
7. For Protocol type, select TCP and click Next. The Scope window opens.
8. For Which remote IP addresses does this rule apply to, select the These IP addresses option.
9. Click Add. In This IP address or subnet, enter the fixed IP address for the system range:

10.254.254.12.
• If you are using a custom range, see enter the fixed IP address for your range.

10. Click OK and then click Next. The Action window opens.
11. Select Allow the connection and click Next. The Profile window opens.
12. Select one or more network profiles to which the rule applies and click Next. The Name window

opens.
13. Enter the Name for the firewall rule, and then click Finish.

Adding User Awareness to Directory Services
This article explains how to configure User Awareness to provide better visibility for AD users on
internal networks.

Overview of User Awareness
The Cato Management Application lets you easily identify remote users that are connected to your
corporate network because the user authenticated to the Cato Client. However, for users that are
behind a site, they aren't connecting with a Client and you can only see the IP address or the computer
name. It is difficult to use analytics for these internal without personal information such as first and last
name. The User Awareness feature integrates with Active Directory (AD) to correlate the IP address
and username. The PoPs can query the DC login logs and map users to the IP address for their
computers. The user data is almost in real-time with just a 30 second delay. User Awareness lets the
Topology window and analytics show the names for internal users and not just the IP address.
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Preparing to Configure User Awareness
You must configure Directory Services for the domain before you can enable User Awareness.

Make sure that the audit policy is configured with the Event IDs that User Awareness uses in the
Windows security log in order to map users to IP addresses.

The following sections explain how to configure User Awareness for IPsec sites that are behind a third
party firewall. If you don't have an IPsec site, continue below with Defining Domain Controllers for Real
Time Sync.

Configuring a Third Party Firewall for User Awareness Sync
User Awareness synchronization uses a fixed IP address for the System Range. Customers that use
third party firewall to control access to their DCs, must update the firewall settings to allow this IP
address for all ports and services. The IP address that is used for User Awareness sync is different for
accounts that use the default system range, or a custom system range.

Accounts that Use the Default System Range
The default system range that is reserved for Cato Networks is 10.254.254.0/24. For accounts that use
this default range, the fixed IP address for User Awareness sync is: 10.254.254.12.

Accounts that Use a Custom System Range
For accounts that use a custom system range instead of the default one, use the custom range to
calculate the fixed IP address for User Awareness sync based. The fixed IP address is the 9th in the
custom range. For example, if the custom reserved range is 10.10.10.0/16, then the fixed IP address is
10.10.10.9.

For accounts that use a smaller IP range, they still use the 9th in the custom range. For example, if the
custom reserved range is 10.200.200.64/28, then the fixed IP address is 10.200.200.73 (10.200.200.64
+ x.x.x.9).

Defining Domain Controllers for Real Time Sync
Define the WMI controllers on the Domain Controller (DC) that monitor WMI queries in real-time.

For ADs that are behind a site, make sure that you define the Domain Controller (DC) as a host for that
site (Configuration > Sites > Host).

Note: For accounts with multiple DCs, you must add all the DCs that login events to
Domain Controllers for Real Time Sync.

To define Domain Controllers for Real Time Sync for a domain:

1. Under Domain Controllers for Real Time Sync, click New .
2. In the pop-up window, define your Real Time Sync server depending on its location:

• For AD servers behind a site, in the Host tab, select the static host for the AD server
•

Note: You must use a public IP addresses for the DC.

For AD servers that aren't behind a site, click the IP/Port tab, enter the public IP/Host name and
Port for the AD server
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3. Enter the Username and Password for the Cato Management Application AD user.
4. Click OK. The Domain Controller for Real Time Sync is added to User Awareness settings and

pushed to the PoPs.
5. Repeat the previous steps for each Domain Controller.

Testing the Domain Controller Connection Status
After you define a Domain Controller for Real Time Sync, test the connection status to make sure that
the Cato Management Application and the PoPs can connect to the DC.

A pop-up window shows if the connection was successful, or if PoP failed to connect to the DC.

Note: You can only test the DC connection status for a DC that is a predefined host
behind a site.

To test the Domain Controller connection status:

• In the Domain Controllers for Real Time Sync section, from the row with the DC, click Show
Status.
The pop-up window shows the results of the connection test.

Synchronizing the Domain for User Awareness
Configure the settings that define the AD groups that are synchronized for User Awareness. You can
also choose whether to automatically sync the AD every day, or only manually perform the sync. The
synchronization settings for User Awareness must be the same for all the domains in your account (this
is related to possible trust dependencies between domains).

User Awareness mapping and identification in the Cato Management Application starts after you
perform an initial User Awareness sync (either manual or automatic).

When AD groups or users are removed from the domain, they are disabled in your account unless they
are used in rules or groups. For more about synchronization setting for Directory Services see TBD.

Defining the Active Directory Groups for User Awareness
Select the AD groups that contain the users which are synchronized for User Awareness, and define
the daily sync settings for them.
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To define the AD groups that are synchronized with User Awareness:

1. Expand the domain, and from the Connection Settings section, in Import Directory Service
Groups and Users (User Awareness) click Select.

2. From the pop-up window, select the AD groups for User Awareness.
If no groups are selected, then all the AD groups are imported for User Awareness.

3. Click OK.
4. To automatically sync the User Awareness groups, enable  Daily sync Directory Service

Groups and Users (User Awareness).
5. Click Save.

Deleting Domain Controllers for Real Time Sync

To delete domain controllers:

1. In the Domain Controllers for Real Time Sync section, select one or more DCs.
2. Click Delete .
3. Click Save. The DCs are deleted from the domain.

Managing User Awareness Exceptions
Overview of User Awareness Exceptions
You can create temporary exceptions (rules that bind a specific IP and a VPN User) to handle cases
where the Cato Cloud could not identify the user or has incorrectly identified a Directory Services user.

The Cato Cloud automatically disables exception rules (without deleting them) when their expiration
date is reached. You can configure your account to delete expired exception rules after a certain
number of days.

Creating Rules for Exceptions

To create a rule for User Awareness Exceptions:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Global Settings > Directory Services.
2. Expand the User Awareness Exceptions section.
3. Click  (New).
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4. Select or search the Directory Service user you want to map the IP to, then select its check box.
5. Click OK.

6. Configure the exception rule as follows:
• What - the IP of the user that has an invalid association.
• Expire in - the number of days in which the exception rule will expire.

The exception rule is automatically enabled. To disable it, click the slider.

7. Click SAVE.

Cato Socket automatically disables exception rules when their expiration date is
reached.

Configuring a Rule to Delete Automatically

To automatically delete exception rules when they expire:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > Directory Services.
2. In the Configuration panel, expand the User Awareness Exceptions section.
3. Click the Automatically delete expired rules slider.

4. Type the number of days after expiry that the rule will be deleted.
5. Click SAVE.

Manually Deleting an Exception

To delete a User Awareness Exception rule:

You cannot undo a rule deletion.

1. Select the check box next to one or multiple rules.
2. At the top of the rules list, click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete) to delete the selected rules.
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Managing VPN Users
Adding VPN Users
Define each mobile user (users that connect to your organization's network from remote locations) as a
VPN user in the Cato Management Application. You can also configure Directory Services to integrate
with an AD server and import VPN users to your account.

To manually add a VPN User:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Configuration) > VPN Users >  (Add).
2. In the Add User window, enter the details for the user.
3. Click OK.

Showing the Origin for VPN Users
The General section of a VPN user shows if the user was manually added to the Cato Management
Application or imported with Directory Services. The Origin field shows:

• User defined - VPN users that were added manually
• LDAP defined - VPN users that were imported with Directory Services

To show the origin for a VPN User:

• In the VPN Users window, select the user and expand the General section.
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Deleting VPN Users

Important! You cannot undo a the delete VPN user action.

To delete a VPN User:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Configuration) > VPN Users.
2. In the User screen, select one or more users.
3. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete) .
4. Click OK.

Disabling/Enabling VPN Users
If required, you can temporarily disable VPN user accounts, or enable accounts that have been
disabled.

A disabled user cannot connect to the Cato Socket and is not counted in the license. However, they will
still appear in its relevant references and entries in the Cato Management Application, such as security
rules.

To disable a VPN user account:

1. Select the check box next to the user's name.
2. Click  (More) and click Disable Users.

3. Click OK.

To enable a VPN user account:

1. Select the check box next to the user's name.
2. Click  (More) and click Enable Users.
3. Click OK.

Showing Devices for a VPN User
The Devices section shows each device with a Cato Client that a user connects to the Cato Cloud.
The devices include: laptops, mobile devices, and computers. In addition, this section shows detailed
information about the device including: client version and the most recent session.

To show the devices for a VPN user:

1. From the navigation panel, click Configuration > VPN Users, and select the user account.
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2. In the Configuration panel, expand the Devices section.

Enabling All Users after AD Sync
For accounts that use LDAP to synchronize VPN users between Active Directory (AD) and the Cato
Cloud, this feature lets you enable all the VPN users that are currently disabled. Sometimes, an admin
discovers that many users were disabled by mistake in the AD and then synced to Cato Cloud. When
you select this option in the VPN Users window, all VPN users that were disabled in the most recent
sync are enabled.

To enable all the disabled VPN users after an LDAP sync:

1. From the navigation panel, select Configuration > VPN Users.
2. In the VPN Users section click  (More) > Re-enable LDAP Disabled Users.

A warning window opens.
3. Click OK. The VPN users that were disabled in the most recent LDAP sync are now enabled.

Configuring Never-Off Settings
You can choose to exclude specific VPN uses from the never-off settings in the global connectivity
policy (Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings > Connectivity Policy). When VPN users
are excluded from the never-off setting, they can choose when to connect to the VPN tunnel.

To exclude a VPN user from the never-off setting:

1. From the navigation panel, click Configuration > VPN Users, and select the VPN user.
2. In the Configuration panel, expand the General section.
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3. Select Ignore Never-Off settings for this user.

4. Click SAVE.

Viewing Associated Groups for VPN Users
You can view which groups a VPN user is a member of.

To view associated groups of VPN users

1. From the navigation panel, click Configuration > VPN Users, and select the user account.
2. Expand the Member of (Groups) section.

The section shows the groups that the VPN user belongs to.

Configuring VPN Client Settings for the Account
Overview of Global Settings for VPN Users
Cato Networks provides VPN clients for several operating systems:

• Windows
• MacOS
• Android
• iOS
• Linux

Features supported by the different clients are indicated by the enabled icons in the VPN Settings
Configuration panel.
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Cato VPN Clients and the Cato Certificate
When you install the Cato VPN Client on a host or mobile device, the Cato certificate is automatically
installed as a root CA (certificate authority). You only need to manually install the certificate on hosts
without the Cato Client.

Showing the VPN Settings for the Account
The VPN Settings window contains sections that let you configure options for all the VPN users in your
account.

To show the VPN Settings window:

• In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.

Configuring VPN IP Ranges
You can set up your network's own VPN Users' IP address range, which prevents situations where a
network entity's configured IP address collides with the default VPN IP address range.

To configure a VPN IP range:

1. Expand the IP Range section.
2. In VPN Range, change the VPN IP address range.

Cato Networks supports changing the first two octets of the IP address. Cato Networks supports IP
addresses with a CIDR range of /16 to /24.

3. Click SAVE.

Disabling VPN User Profile Provisioning (Onboarding)
You can use the Onboarding section to configure whether to provide a profile (configuration file) for
users who are downloading VPN clients from the Cato Networks User Portal.

To disable provisioning of the profile (configuration file):

1. Expand the Onboarding section.
2. Select Don't provide configuration file.
3. Click Save.
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Configuring Connectivity Policy Enforcement
A VPN connectivity policy defines when VPN clients are connected to the Cato Socket, and if the VPN
client user can disconnect the connection.

• VPN connection policies are supported in the VPN Client for Windows version 2.1.0.0 and higher
• The macOS and iOS Always On policies are supported in the VPN Clients versions 4.3 and higher

To set the VPN connectivity policy:

1. Expand the Connectivity Policy section.
2. Configure the policy as described below:

3. Click Save.

Field Description

Windows Connect
on boot

When booted, the client machine only connects to the Internet through the VPN client. If the connection is
disrupted, the Client automatically reconnects to the VPN tunnel.

Start minimized If Connect on boot is selected, the VPN client window is automatically minimized to the system tray.

macOS and iOS
Always On

VPN client users are always connected to the VPN tunnel, the connect/disconnect button in the Client is
hidden.

Note: Even though Always On is enabled, users can still disconnect from the VPN
tunnel using the OS system settings.

Never off VPN client users are always connected to the VPN tunnel.

Report bypass
events

Records an event (including user details and bypass initiation time) in the Cato Management Application
whenever a VPN user successfully bypassed the VPN.

Get a 15 minutes
bypass code

Enable the VPN client user to temporarily bypass the VPN connection for up to 15 minutes by providing
the VPN user with the OTP (one time password) displayed in this panel.

In addition, by scanning the displayed QR code through the authentication app on your mobile device
(such as Google Authenticator), you can always access the OTP on your device.

Configuring the Contact Support Policy

Note: This feature is enabled for Windows and MacOS VPN Clients only.

You can display your organization's support contact details on the VPN Client used by your VPN users.
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To display the support contact details on the VPN Client:

1. In the navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Contact Support Policy section.
3. Select Show "Contact Support" button in VPN application.
4. Enter the contact information for your company.

The right-hand side shows an example of the contact information in the VPN client.

5. Click SAVE.

Configuring the Windows VPN Client Upgrade Policy
This article explains how to manage the upgrade policy for the Windows Cato Client when there is a
new version.

Overview of the Cato Client Upgrade Policy
The upgrade policy is applied to all the Windows Clients for VPN users in your account. The first time
that the Client connects to the Cato Cloud, it receives the upgrade policy settings. Choose one of the
following policies for updates to the Windows Client:

• User Upgrade - When a new Client update is available, the end user receives a notification. They
can choose to install the new Client straight away or later. A reminder notification is shown every 24
hours.

• Automatic Silent Upgrade - The end user can't control the Client installation, and it is automatically
upgraded to the newest version.

• Managed Upgrade - For companies that use MDM (Mobile Device Management) solutions, this
option lets admins control all upgrades from the MDM. The end users don't receive any notifications
from Cato.

Notes:

• Users do NOT need admin permissions on the computer to upgrade the Windows
Client

• The Upgrade Policy settings are supported for Windows Clients version 4.4. and
higher

• Automatic Silent Upgrade requires access to the %TEMP% directory for the local
user

For more information, see Understanding the Release Cycle for the Cato Windows Client.
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Checking for a New Version
These are the conditions for the Client to check for a new version:

• The user is logged in to the computer.
• The Client app is open and running, but it isn't necessary to connect to the VPN.

Configuring the Cato Client Upgrade Policy
Select the upgrade option for Windows VPN Clients in your account.

To configure the Cato Client upgrade policy:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration> Global Settings > VPN Settings > Upgrade
Policy.

2. Select the upgrade policy option.
3. Click Save.

Sample Upgrade Workflows for VPN Users
This section shows sample workflows of the VPN user experience for each of the upgrade options.

Sample User Upgrade Workflow

1. A new version of the Cato Client is released.
2. The VPN user logs in to the computer and opens the Cato Client.
3. The VPN user sees a notification in the Cato Client that there is a new version.
4. The VPN user can choose to download and install the new version, or continue using the older

version.
5. If the VPN user doesn't install the new version, the Cato Client periodically shows reminders to the

VPN user that a new version is available.

Sample Automatic Silent Upgrade Workflow

1. A new version of the Cato Client is released.
2. The VPN user logs in to the computer and opens the Cato Client.
3. The Cato Client automatically downloads the new version to the %TEMP% directory and then

installs the new version.
The VPN user is disconnected from the VPN tunnel during the upgrade.

4. When the installation is completed, the end user can start the updated Cato Client.

Sample Managed Upgrade Workflow

1. A new version of the Cato Client is released.
2. The admin chooses when to use the MDM to push the new Cato Client version to the VPN users.
3. The VPN user logs in to the computer and opens the Cato Client.
4. The new version is installed and then the end user starts the updated Cato Client.

Authenticating VPN Users
This article discusses settings that are related to authentication for users in your account.

Configuring Advanced Authentication
You can configure the advanced authentication options (such as MFA and SSO) for the entire
account in Access > Client Access > Authentication. For each user, you can override the global
authentication settings.
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To override global advanced authentication settings for a specific user:

1. In the Configuration panel, click the Advanced Authentication section.
The current global authentication settings are displayed.

2. Select the Override account Authentication settings check box.

3. Configure the authentication settings for this VPN user.
4. Click SAVE.

Resending Invitations to VPN Users
After addition of a new VPN user to the Cato Socket network, an activation invitation e-mail is sent to
the new user's email address. If the account has not yet been activated or needs to repeat the process
for any reason, it is possible to resend the invitation.

To resend an invitation to a VPN User:

1. In the User list, select the check box next to the user's name.
2. Click the More icon and select Resend Invitations.
3. Click OK.

Resetting VPN User Passwords

Note: Before you reset the password for SDP users, make sure that they log out of the
Client for all of their devices. Otherwise, the user can be locked out of the Client.

To reset a VPN user's password:

1. In the User list, select the check box next to the user's name.
2. Click the More icon and select Reset Passwords.
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3. In the confirmation window, click OK.
4. The user receives an e-mail with a link to receive the new password and use it to reconfigure

relevant device(s).

Resetting VPN User MFA
Sometimes you need to reset the Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) settings. For example. after a VPN
users changes to a new device.

To reset a VPN User's MFA settings:

1. In the VPN User list, locate the VPN users whose MFA settings you need to reset and select the
check box next to the user's name.

2. Click the More icon and select Reset 2 Factor Authentication.
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3. In the confirmation window, click OK.
4. The user receives an e-mail with a link to the Cato User Portal. After signing in to the portal, the

user will need to activate 2 Factor Authentication.

Unlocking VPN Users
Following security best practices, after six consecutive authentication failures, Cato Socket
automatically locks VPN users for 30 minutes (unless you unlock the VPN User beforehand).

These six consecutive failures are counted separately for password and MFA authentication failures
(meaning the lock will be triggered only after six consecutive MFA or six consecutive password failures).

You can view where the failure occurred (when the VPN User accessed the Cato User Portal or when
authenticating via the VPN client), and whether the failure was MFA or password related.

Note: Unlocking a VPN user does not reset the user's password.

To unlock a locked VPN user:

1. In the VPN User list, locate and click the locked user.

2. In the Configuration panel, click the General section.
3. Click CLICK TO UNLOCK.
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4. In the confirmation window, click OK.
The user receives an email notifying that the account has been unlocked.

Configuring Multi-Factor Authentication for VPN Clients
Use the Advanced Authentication section to create a global Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) policy
for the entire account. You can also override the above MFA settings for individual VPN users, see
Authenticating VPN Users. Cato Networks supports using MFA with SMS and authenticator applications
(according to RFC-6238 for MFA).

If you are using Directory Services and you need to modify a VPN user's mobile phone number for
advanced authentication, you must modify the phone number in Active Directory only.

The Token Validity > Duration option depends on whether the device running the Cato client is
"trusted" as follows:

• If the VPN user enabled trust for the device running the Cato client (by selecting the Don't ask me
again on this device/computer option on the client when connecting to the Cato), then MFA is not
required if the duration is still valid and the geolocation has not changed to a different country.

• If the VPN user did not enable trust for the device running the Cato client (by clearing the Don't ask
me again on this device/computer option on the client when connecting to the Cato), the duration
setting has no effect and MFA is always required on this device.

Note: MFA (Multi-Factor Authentication) and SSO (Single-Sign On) are NOT
supported for users that are provisioned with a Configuring User Provisioning for Cato
VPN Clients.

To configure the MFA policy for VPN users:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Advanced Authentication section.
3. In the Method drop-down list, click MFA.

The icons show the supported VPN clients.
4. In Mode, select the MFA behavior:

• Enabled - MFA is required to connect.
• End-User defined - VPN users can configure specific MFA settings in the Cato Networks User

Portal.
5. In Authentication Method, click one of the following:
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• Any - Each VPN user selects the method used for authentication.
• Authenticator - VPN users must use an authentication app such as Google Authenticator.
• SMS - VPN users are sent an authentication code with an SMS text message.

6. In the Token validity list, select the behavior for the MFA token in the VPN client:

• Always Prompt - MFA is required whenever the VPN user connects.
Users that are logged in must reauthenticate when the duration you define in Days or Hours
(since they last logged in) has been reached.

• Duration - VPN users do not require MFA for the duration you define in Days or Hours.
7. Click Save.

Configuring User Provisioning for Cato VPN Clients
This article explains how to configure the provisioning and authentication method for new Cato Client
users.

Overview of User Provisioning
The Cato Management Application lets you choose how to provision the Cato Client for new remote
users. New users install the Cato Client on their computer or device, and then register and activate the
Client to start using the VPN for your network. These are the provisioning methods for new users:

• Invitation email - Users log in to the MyVPN User Portal to register the Cato Client by themselves
• Registration code - Users enter a one-time code to automatically register the Cato Client

The User Provisioning settings are for the entire account, and are applied to all VPN users.

Provisioning Users with an Invitation Email
The default User Provisioning behavior for the account is to use an invitation email for new users with
a link to the MyVPN User Portal. The user installs the Client, and then goes to the portal to create
a password and activate their account. The email also contains the details for the account and the
username. For more about using the MyVPN User Portal, see Managing VPN Clients with the MyVPN
User Portal

The User Provisioning section lets you configure whether or not to automatically send the invitation
email when a VPN user is created. There are separate settings for users that you create manually in the
Cato Management Application, and for users that are created automatically by the Directory Services.
The invitation email settings are enabled by default.

Note: For accounts that use Single Sign-On (SSO) for VPN users, disable the
invitation email settings to let users authenticate with SSO and activate their Cato VPN
user account. Otherwise, if you don’t change the default setting for User Provisioning
invitation emails, the new users must log in to the MyVPN User Portal to activate their
accounts.
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To configure the invitation email settings for the MyVPN portal:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration &gt; Global Settings &gt; VPN Settings &gt; User
Provisioning.

2. Set the Method to Invitation Email.
3. To automatically Send invitations to new VPN users created in the Cato Management

Application, enable this setting .
4. To automatically Send invitations to new VPN users imported with Directory Services enable

this setting .
5. Click Save. The settings for the invitation email method are configured.

Provisioning Users with a Registration Code
The registration code method simplifies the provisioning process for new VPN users. Each user is
assigned a one-time code that they use to register the Cato Client. Once the code is validated, the
Cato Client is authenticated until an admin revokes the code or disables the VPN user in the Cato
Management Application. Users can register multiple devices, with a separate code for each device.

You can also set the amount of time that the registration code is valid for until it expires. Afterwards,
the VPN user needs a new registration code to authenticate the Cato Client for that device. For security
reasons, registration codes can be valid for a maximum of 7 days.

Note: MFA (Multi-Factor Authentication) and SSO (Single-Sign On) are NOT
supported for users that are provisioned with a registration code.

High-Level Overview of Implementing the Registration Code
This is a high-level overview of the process to implement the registration code to provision VPN users
from your Identity Provider (IdP) to your account.

1. Set the provisioning Method to Registration Code.
2. Enable or disable the setting to automatically send email invitations to new users.
3. Import users from your IdP (LDAP or SCIM provisioning) to the Cato Management Application.
4. After the import is complete, the Cato Management Application generates a new registration code

for each new user.
5. When enabled, the Cato Management Application automatically sends an email with a unique

registration code to each new user. This setting is enabled by default.
6. For accounts with existing users that authenticate with a username and password, generate

registration codes for these users (click the Generate Registration Code to All Users button).
7. Use automatic emails, or another procedure, to send the registration codes to the existing users.

Configuring the Settings for the Client Registration Code
You can configure how long the registration code is valid before it expires. Once the code is expired, it
can't be used to authenticate the Cato Client. You then need to generate a new code for that user, see
below Generating a Registration Code for a Specific User.

In addition, you can set the Cato Management Application to automatically send an email with the
registration code to users after it is generated.

To configure the settings for the registration code:

1. From the navigation menu, click Access > Client Access.
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2. Expand the User Provisioning section.
3. Set the Method to Registration Code.

a. In Registration Code expires after, set the time settings for how long the code is valid. Select
time intervals of hours or days and a value of 1 to 7. You can add additional time by increasing
the values. New settings are applied to all existing registration codes.

b. To Send invitations to new VPN users automatically, enable this setting .
4. Click Save. The settings for the registration code method are configured.

Managing Registration Codes
This section explains how to generate and manage registration codes for the VPN users in your
account. Each code is a combination of letters and numbers:

• Codes are NOT case sensitive
• To avoid confusion, the codes don't contain the following characters: 0, o, 1, I, L

Generating Registration Codes for All Users
After you configure registration code as the provisioning method, all new users are automatically
assigned a code. However, you can also send a code to all the VPN users in the account that were
NOT provisioned with the registration code method. Sending codes doesn't generate new codes for
users that already have a code assigned to them.

When use this feature to Generate Registration Code to All Users, the Cato Management Application
generates codes for all VPN users that have never received a code. These users are new to the
registration code provisioning method.

To generate a registration code for all new users:

1. From the User Provisioning section, click Generate Registration Code to All Users.
2. Expand the User Provisioning section.
3. Click Generate Registration Code to All Users
4. From the confirmation window, click OK. A code is generated for all users that never had a code

assigned to them.

Generating a Registration Code for Specific Users
Use the Cato Management Application to generate a registration code for specific users. For example,
for users that never had a code assigned to them, or a user whose code expired. When Send
invitations to new VPN users automatically is enabled for the account, an email is automatically
sent to the user with the new code.

For users with multiple devices, for example laptop and mobile device, each device requires a separate
code. Use the Generate Registration Code option to create multiple codes for a single user.

To generate a registration code for specific users:

1. From the navigation pane, select Access > VPN Users, and select one or more VPN users.
2. Click the More icon , and select Generate Registration Code.
3. In the confirmation window, click OK. A new code is generated for the user.

Downloading the Registration Codes
You can download a CSV file that lists the registration codes for the VPN users. The file shows the
following information for each user:

• First and last name
• Email address
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• Registration code

To download all the registration codes:

1. From the navigation menu, click Access > Client Access.
2. Expand the User Provisioning section.
3. Click Download Registration Codes.
4. In a new window, save the CSV file to a directory on your computer.

Revoking Registration Codes
You can use the Reset Password menu option to revoke registration codes and reset the VPN access
to your network for VPN users. After a user successfully enters the new code, he is authenticated again
to the Cato Client.

Note: The Generate Registration Code menu option does NOT revoke access for a
user with a valid code.

To revoke the registration codes:

1. From the navigation pane, select Configuration > VPN Users, and select one or more VPN users.
2. Click the More icon , and select Reset Passwords.
3. In the confirmation window, click OK. The current codes are revoked for the users.
4. To assign new codes, select Generate Registration Code from this same menu.

Analyzing Registration Code Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the Registration Code events for your account. The powerful
search tools let you drill-down and identify the few events that contain the relevant data that you need.

You can learn more about using Event Discovery here.

Explaining the Registration Code Events Discovery Actions
These are actions for the Registration Code event sub type:

Name Description

Generated Registration code generated for a specific user

Used Registration code is used to authenticate a user

Revoked Registration code is revoked and no longer valid for the user

Controlling Certified Corporate Devices (Device Authentication)
This article explains how to use Device Authentication to control which physical devices are allowed to
use the Cato Client to connect to your account.

Overview of Device Authentication
VPN users can install the Cato Client on personal and corporate devices to use the Cato Cloud to
connect to your account. The Device Authentication feature lets you restrict remote access based on
specific certificates. A computer or device is only allowed to connect if this certificate is installed on it.
Otherwise, the computer or device can't authenticate and the access is blocked.

You can also choose to block all devices based on the operating system.
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Notes:

• Only PEM certificates are supported.
• You can upload a maximum of five certificates for your account.
• The maximum supported file size for a certificate is 4096 bytes.

Device Authentication Workflow
This section is a sample high-level workflow for a device that attempts to authenticate to a PoP in
the Cato Cloud. This sample account is configured to only require device certificates for the Windows
operating system.

1. The signing certificate for the corporate devices is uploaded to the Cato Management Application.

2. A Windows computer uses the Cato Client to attempt to connect to the Cato Cloud.
3. The Client verifies that the device certificate on the computer is valid.
4. The PoP asks the Client to authenticate based on the certificate.
5. The PoP compares the device certificate to the signing certificate for the account.
6. The certificates match and the computer is allowed to connect to the Cato Cloud.

If the certificates don't match, then the connection is blocked and the computer can't connect to the
Cato Cloud.

Implementing Device Authentication
When you enable Device Authentication for an operating system (for blocking or to require a certificate),
we strongly recommend that you make sure that all devices are upgraded to minimum supported Client
version. For earlier (unsupported) Client versions:

• Windows OS (block or require certificate) - no message is shown to the VPN user, and the Client
continuously tries to connect to the VPN

• macOS, iOS, Android, and Linux (block) - VPN users is shown a message that says this device is
blocked from the network (for example, connecting from this OS is forbidden)

• macOS and iOS (require certificate) - VPN users are shown a message that says the network access
is blocked for the device (for example, Access denied)
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These operating systems support authentication with a device certificate, with the minimum supported
Client version:

• Windows Client v4.6
• macOS Client v4.4
• iOS Client v4.4

For example, a macOS computer has the correct certificate installed and is using macOS Client v4.1
(an unsupported version). Device Authentication is enabled for macOS to require a certificate, the
computer can't connect to the VPN and the user sees a message hat says the network access is
blocked for the device. The computer can connect to the VPN when it is using the macOS Client v4.4 or
higher.

Device Authentication and the Always On Feature
You can't enable Device Authentication to block an OS and the Never off or Always On feature for the
same Client OS. Before you implement Device Authentication to block an OS, verify that these settings
are disabled for the account in the Connectivity Policy section (Global Settings > VPN Settings):

• macOS and iOS - Always On
• Windows - Never off

Using Certificates to Manage Device Access
Upload signing certificates to the Device Authentication section in the Cato Management Application.
You can then define the operating systems that authenticate to the Cato Cloud based on the certificate.

Uploading the Certificate to the Cato Management Application
The Device Authentication section in the Global Settings shows the signing certificates that you
uploaded to the Cato Management Application. All uploaded certificates are first verified that they're
valid and then they are added to the account.

For accounts with more than one signing certificate, the device authenticates with the first certificate
that matches the signing certificate.

To upload a signing certificate to your account:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Global Properties > VPN Settings > Device
Authentication.

2. In the Certificates section, click  Add.
A new row is added.

3. Enter a Name for the certificate.
4. Click Upload File.
5. Browse to the directory with the signing certificate.
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6. Select the certificate and click Open.
The certificate is added to your account.

You can repeat this procedure to add multiple signing certificates.

Defining Operating Systems that Require a Certificate
Select one or more operating systems that require a device certificate to connect to your account with
the Cato Client. This is the default global setting for the account and it applies to all devices and
computers for that operating system.

You can choose to override this setting for specific VPN users, see below Configuring Device
Authentication Settings for VPN Users.

To define the operating systems that require a certificate to connect to the Cato
Cloud:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Global Properties > VPN Settings > Device
Authentication.

2. In Operating systems that require a certificate, click Add or Edit.
3. In the Operating System pop-up window, select the operating systems that require a device

certificate.
4. Click Add. The window closes and the operating systems are added to the Device Authentication

section.
5. Click Save.

Deleting Certificates
Delete expired and revoked signing certificates that are no longer used for your account.

To delete certificates from Device Authentication:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Global Properties > VPN Settings > Device
Authentication.

2. In the Certificates section, select one or more certificates.
3. Click Delete . The rows with the certificate data are removed.
4. Click Save. The signing certificates are deleted from your account.

Blocking Remote Access for an Operating System
The Device Authentication section in the Global Settings lets you block remote access to your
account for specific VPN Client operating system. When the device or computer tries to use the Client
to connect to your account, the PoP in the Cato Cloud blocks the connection.

To block remote access for an operating system:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Global Properties > VPN Settings > Device
Authentication.

2. In Blocked operating systems, click Add or Edit.
3. In the Operating System pop-up window, select the operating systems that are blocked from

accessing your account with the Cato Client.
4. Click Add. The window closes and the operating systems are added to the Device Authentication

section.
5. Click Save.
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Configuring Device Authentication Settings for VPN Users
You can override the default settings for blocked operating systems and required device certificates for
specific VPN users. When you configure the Device Authentication settings for a VPN user, the default
settings are ignored.

You must upload the signing certificate to the Cato Management Application before you can require
a device certificate for a VPN user, see above Uploading the Certificate to the Cato Management
Application.

To configure the Device Authentication settings for a VPN user:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > VPN Users.
2. Select the VPN user, and expand the Device Authentication section.

3. Select Override account Device Authentication settings.
4. Configure the operating systems that are blocked for this user:

a. In Blocked operating systems, click Add or Edit.
b. In the Operating System pop-up window, select the operating systems that are blocked from

accessing your account with the Cato Client.
If no blocked operating systems are selected, then this VPN user can use any Client operating
system to connect to your account.

c. Click Add. The window closes and the operating systems are added to the Device
Authentication section

5. Configure the operating systems that require a certificate:
a. In Operating systems that require a certificate, click Add or Edit.
b. In the Operating System pop-up window, select the operating systems that require a device

certificate.
If no operating systems are selected, then this VPN user doesn't require a signing certificate to
connect to your account.

c. Click Add. The window closes and the operating systems are added to the Device
Authentication section.

6. Click Save. The Device Authentication settings are configured for this VPN user.
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Configuring VPN Office Mode
Overview of VPN Office Mode
When a VPN user is working in an office that is behind a Cato Socket or IPsec site, the Cato VPN Client
automatically connects to that site. This behavior is called VPN office mode and it is enabled by default
for all accounts and the VPN users can't disable this setting for their Cato Client. Without office mode,
when the Cato Client connects to the VPN, the Client connects with a VPN tunnel-in-tunnel which often
has a negative impact on performance.

With office mode, the Cato Client connects to the Cato Cloud using the tunnel for the site and is treated
as a regular host for that site. The Cato Client receives the networking and security settings from the
site and prevents using a VPN tunnel-in-tunnel.

Sometimes office mode can prevent someone who is visiting a branch office from connecting to
resources in a different office, such as the corporate headquarters. You can choose to enable VPN
users to configure the Cato Client behavior for VPN office mode.

Note: The Topology window doesn't show individual VPN users that are connected to
the network with office mode.

Behavior Changes when VPN Office Mode Is Disabled
This section lists the changes to Cato Client behavior when VPN office mode is disabled for a VPN
user.

• Hosts behind a site always send traffic over the Cato Client tunnel to the Cato Cloud. The traffic isn't
visible in the local LAN for the office.

• When the Cato Client communicates with the local office, the traffic passes over the Internet to the
Cato PoP and then back to the local site.

• The security policy of the Cato Client is applied to the traffic and NOT the policy of the local office.

Using Office Mode with a Private DNS Server
For accounts that use a private DNS server, you must add the following DNS entry to the private DNS
server to support VPN Client office mode:

• vpn.catonetworks.net as IP address 10.254.254.5 (or the customized reserved service range x.y.z.2
IP address)

Limitations for VPN Office Mode
When you configure a VPN user in the Cato Management Application to Never off, then the VPN office
mode option is not available in the VPN Client. The Cato Client behavior is to always enable VPN office
mode.

Enabling Users to Configure VPN Office Mode for the Entire Account
You can configure the Cato Management Application Global Setting to enable all the VPN users in the
account to choose whether to enable or disable office mode for their Cato Client. By default, These are
the settings for the VPN office mode:

• Status is Disabled (Default global setting) - Office mode is enabled for all VPN users and they can't
configure VPN office mode in their specific Clients.

• Status is Enabled and Value is On - All VPN users in the account can choose to enable or disable
VPN office mode for their Client.
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• Status is Enabled and Value is Off - Office mode is enabled for all VPN users and they can't
configure office mode in their specific Clients. This functionality is the same as Disabled.

To configure office mode settings for an account:

1. Click Configuration > Global Settings > Advanced Configuration.
2. For VPN Office Mode, in the Status column click the slider.

The slider is colored green to indicate that the setting is enabled.

3. In the Value column click On to enable users to choose to enable of disable VPN office mode for
their Client.

4. Click Save.

Enabling a Specific User to Configure VPN Office Mode
You can choose to configure specific VPN users to choose to enable of disable VPN office mode for
their Client. The settings for the specific users override the global settings for the entire account.

The settings for the VPN office mode are the same as the previous section.

To configure office mode settings for a specific VPN user:

1. Click Configuration >VPN Users.
2. Select the VPN user, and expand the Advanced Configuration section.
3. For VPN Office Mode, in the Status column click the slider.

The slider is colored green to indicate that the setting is enabled.
4. In the Value column click On to enable users to choose to enable of disable VPN office mode for

their Client.
5. Click Save.

Disabling and Enabling VPN Office Mode on the Cato Client
The first time that VPN users have the option to enable or disable VPN office mode, they must connect
the Cato Client and receive the new configuration options.

To enable or disable VPN office mode for a Cato Client:

1. Pull the new settings for the VPN office mode feature to the Cato Client.
a. If the Client is disconnected from the VPN, connect the Cato Client to the VPN.

The Client pulls the configuration options for this feature (this is done automatically if the client
is already connected to the VPN).

b. Disconnect the Cato Client from the VPN.
2. In the Cato Client, go to the Settings menu.

The VPN office mode option is selected.
3. To disable VPN office mode, clear the VPN office mode option.
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4. Connect the Cato Client to the VPN.

Configuring Split Tunnel for the VPN Clients (Legacy UI)
Overview of Split Tunnel
Split tunneling enables routing of only specific traffic over the VPN connection, while other traffic
accesses the Internet directly.

You can globally define (for all SDP users) which IP addresses are routed through or excluded from
the VPN connections. Alternately, you can enable SDP users to configure their own split tunneling
definitions.

In line with security best practices, split tunneling configuration is enforced from the Cato Management
Application by default, and all traffic is routed to the VPN tunnel (split tunneling is disabled).

Configuring Split Tunnel for VPN Clients
The Split Tunnel section lets you configure the split tunneling settings for all the Cato Clients in the
account.

Enforcing the Split Tunnel Policy for All VPN Clients
You can configure all the VPN clients in the organization to use the split tunnel policy that is defined in
the Cato Management Application

To configure the split tunnel settings for all VPN clients:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Split Tunnel section.
3. From the Enforcement drop-down menu, select Cato Management Application.
4. Click the Enable Split Tunnel slider  to enable (green) or disable (gray).
5. To configure rules for traffic that can bypass the VPN connection:

a. Click Exclude or Include according to the type of rule you require:
• Exclude: traffic to the IPs defined in an Exclude rule are routed directly to the Internet. All

other traffic is routed through the VPN connection.
• Include: traffic to the IPs defined in an Include rule are routed through the VPN connection.

All other traffic is routed directly to the Internet.

b. Click  (Add).
c. Define a Name, IP address and Mask for the rule.
d. Click  (Add) to add additional rules of the same type.
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e. To delete split tunnel rules, select one or more rules and click  (Delete).
6. Click Save.

Configuring VPN Users to Select Split Tunnel Settings
You can configure to let each VPN user configure the split tunnel settings for themselves.

Note: For more information on how to configure split tunneling for a Cato VPN client,
see the Cato VPN Client Installation and User Guide for the relevant operating system.

To enable VPN users to configure their split tunnel settings:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Settings.
2. Expand the Split Tunnel section.
3. From the Enforcement drop-down menu, select End-user defined.
4. Click Save.

Defining DNS Servers and Suffixes for VPN Users
You can configure a VPN user's device to use specific DNS servers and suffixes.

To define DNS servers:

1. In the Configuration panel, click DNS.
2. Type the IP addresses for the primary and secondary DNS servers.
3. Click SAVE.

To append DNS suffixes to all queries from the VPN User's clients:

1. Click  (Add).
2. Type the suffix to append.

If you have more than one suffix, you can change the resolving order by clicking
the Reorder arrows as required.
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3. Click SAVE.

Defining a Proxy Configuration File URL for VPN Users
With limitations for certain operating systems, you can define a proxy configuration file URL for specific
VPN users.

For information on using a proxy configuration file (also known as a PAC file) in the Cato Socket and
how to define the proxy configuration file URL at the account level, see Defining a Proxy Configuration
File URL for VPN Users.

To define a proxy configuration file URL:

1. In the Configuration panel, click Proxy Configuration File.
2. Type the URL for the PAC file.

3. Click Save.

Generating a Status Report for VPN Users
You can generate a CSV file that contains a report of all the VPN users in your account.

Exporting VPN User Data
The License window shows the status of the VPN user licenses for the account. You can export this
data to a CSV file and see more information about the VPN users.

To export the VPN User data:

1. From the navigation pane, click System > License.
The Users section shows the status of the VPN users.

2. Click Export User Status.
The Save window for the browser opens.

3. Select the location for the CSV file and click save. The Cato Management Application generates
the VPN user report and exports it to a CSV file.

Understanding the Report Fields
This section explains the values for the Status and User Type columns in the VPN User Status report.
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Status Column

Name Description

Configured VPN access is enabled for this user

Disabled User is configured for VPN access, but is currently disabled and can't use VPN access

Invitation Sent An email invitation was sent to a new VPN user to create a password and register their VPN account

Locked The user is currently locked because they entered the wrong password too many times

MFA Invitation Sent An email invitation was sent to this user to configure the MFA (multi-factor authentication) settings

New A new VPN user before the Cato Management Application sends the email invitation

Origin Column

Name Description

User defined VPN user manually created by an admin in the Cato Management Application

LDAP VPN user created automatically with LDAP sync

Configuring Settings for the macOS and iOS Clients
This article explains the features in the Settings menu for the macOS and iOS Cato Clients. For more
about VPN office mode for the iOS Clients, see Configuring VPN Office Mode.

Using VPN on-demand
VPN on-demand controls the macOS and iOS Connect on Demand feature. When this feature is
enabled, it allows the OS to automatically reconnect to the VPN when it is necessary to transmit data
over the VPN. The Client then continues to send traffic over the VPN tunnel, including traffic to Internet
websites.

When the device exits sleep mode or restarts, the Client automatically tries to connect to the VPN.
Connect on Demand is disabled when you use the Cato Client to manually stop the VPN connection.

You can't configure the VPN on-demand as a Global Setting in the Cato Management Application,
each SDP user configures it for himself. This feature is enabled by default on the Clients.

Using Captive Portal Detection with Cato Clients
The Captive Portal Detection feature improves the user experience for the supported Cato Clients
when connecting to a captive portal. When you are trying to connect to the VPN at a network with a
captive portal, the Cato Client automatically redirects you to log in to the captive portal.

The following Cato Clients support this feature:

• Windows
• macOS
• Android
• iOS

Cato Client Privacy Data Sheet
The purpose of this article is to provide Cato customers with information to help assess the impact of
remote access with Cato VPN Clients as part of their overall data privacy policy. This article shows how
personal information can be captured, processed, and stored by Cato technologies and services.

Category Information sent to
Cato Networks

Example May be
considered or
contain
personal
information
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User Info Username Amanda Jones Yes

User Info Account name Sample Account Yes

Network Info Internal IP 10.10.10.1 Yes

Device Info MAC address
(network interface)

aa-11-bb-22-cc-33 or 11-22-33-44-55-66 Yes

Device Info Host name WIN10-AJONES Yes

Device Info Operating system
type and version

Windows 10 20H2 No

Device Info Cato certificate path C:\Program Files (x86)\Cato Networks\Cato
Client\Database\CatoNetworksTrustedRootCA.cer

No

Device Info Detect Logged
Domain And User

Active user detected AJONES-LAPTOP\amanda Yes

Device Info Service Main C:\Program Files (x86)\Cato Networks\Cato
Client\winvpnclient.cli.exe

No

Cato Client EoL Versions and OS Requirements

End-of-Life (EoL) Client Versions
To improve security and to support recent and upcoming capabilities, the following Cato Client versions
are end-of-life and no longer supported:

• Windows: 2.1.1.0
◦ As of Windows Client 4.5, Cato no longer supports installing the Client on Windows 7

• macOS: 2.3.0
• iOS: 1.7.0
• Android: 2.2.1
• Linux: 1.2.4.137

◦ As of January 1, 2022, Ubuntu 14 is no longer supported

VPN users with these Clients can't log in until the Client is upgraded. We continue to support all Cato
Client versions that are newer than these versions.

Minimum Supported Device Operating Systems
The following table lists the minimum OS (operating system) versions for each device that supports the
Cato Client:

Client Device Minimum Supported OS

Windows Windows 11 (from Client v4.7 and higher)

Windows 10 32-bit and 64-bit

Windows 8.1 32-bit and 64-bit (Windows 8.0 is not supported)

Windows Server 2016 and 2012 R2

(Windows 7 32-bit and 64-bit is not supported)

Windows (version 5.0) Windows 11

Windows 10 32-bit and 64-bit

Windows 8.1 32-bit and 64-bit (only when all newest updates and patches are installed)

(Windows 8.0 is not supported)

macOS macOS (El Capitan) software version 10.11

iOS iPhone 6 and higher, software version 9.0

Android Galaxy S8-Android 5.0 (Lollipop)

ChromeBook version 76.0.3809.02 - Android 7.1.1
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Linux

(There is a different Client for each
Ubuntu OS version)

Ubuntu 16, and Ubuntu 18

Fedora 25

CentOS 7

Debian 9.0.4

Supported Throughput for Cato VPN Clients
The throughput for Cato VPN Clients is based on a variety of factors, including: hardware, software,
and geolocation. For example, wired vs. wireless connections, operating systems, shared software,
Internet infrastructure, CPUs, and system resources, can significantly impact the Client performance. In
addition, the VPN encryption has an overhead of up to 20% of the throughput.

The Cato Client is not capped in most of the world, and Cato guarantees a minimum throughput of
100Mbps. Cato only investigates Support tickets when the throughput is less than 100Mbps.

However, there are a few PoP locations with limited capacity, and Cato caps the maximum throughput
of the Client. These are the details of the PoP locations:

• North America, Europe, Japan, and Singapore: There is no maximum cap, and the throughput is
only subject to environmental factors

• China: The maximum throughput is capped at 20Mbps
• Other PoP locations: The maximum throughput is capped at 100Mbps

Managing VPN Clients with the MyVPN User Portal
Overview of the MyVPN User Portal
Admins and VPN users can use the Cato MyVPN User Portal to easily manage the Cato Clients. Users
can:

• Change the password for the Cato Client
• Show the trusted devices which only require MFA once during the set time period
• Download the most recent version of the Cato Client
• Download the Cato Certificate
• Change their MFA settings

At the end of this article, there is a link to a PDF that you can send to endusers to help them with the
User Portal.

Logging In to the User Portal
Log in to the User Portal (myvpn.catonetworks.com) using one of the following authentication methods.
The same password is used for the Cato Client and the User Portal.

• Cato Client account name (only lower-case letters), username, and password
• SSO with Microsoft credentials
• SSO with Okta credentials

This screenshot is an example of logging in to the User portal with account, username, and password:
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Resetting the Password with Multiple Accounts
For Cato resellers and other users that have multiple VPN accounts with the same username, use the
Advanced Settings option to reset the password for a specific account.

To reset the password for a specific account:

1. At the User Portal login window, click Forgot Password?.
The Email window opens.

2. Enter the email for your VPN account.
3. Click Show Advanced Options.
4. Enter the specific Account that you are resetting the password.
5. Click Send.

The reset password email is sent to the VPN user for the specific account.

Changing the Password for the User Portal and Cato Clients
When you are logged in to the User Portal, you can change the password for the portal and the Cato
Client. The same password is used for the Cato Client and the User Portal.
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To change the User Portal and Cato Client password:

1. From the bottom of the My Devices window, click Change Password.

2. Enter your Cato Client Current Password and the new Password.
3. Click Save.

Working with Trusted Devices
For accounts or individual users that use Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) for the Cato Client, the
default behavior is to enter the extra authentication code each time they connect to the VPN. Admins
can choose to set the time period that the MFA token is valid, during this time the user doesn't require
MFA. Users select the Don't ask me again on this device/computer option on the Client to designate
that device or computer as trusted.

To configure a VPN client for a trusted device:

1. Make sure that MFA is enabled and configured in the Cato Management Application for the entire
account or specific VPN user.

2. Log in to the Cato Client with the username and password.
3. On the MFA screen, select Don't ask me again on this device.
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4. Enter the MFA code and click Sign In. After you are connected to the VPN, the device is trusted
and MFA isn't required for the duration of the Token Validity setting.

Showing the Trusted Devices
The User Portal shows all the devices and hosts for a user that are defined as trusted devices.

To show the trusted devices for a user:

1. Log in to the User Portal (myvpn.catonetworks.com).
2. The My Devices window shows the trusted devices.
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Downloading the Cato Clients
You can download the newest version of these Cato Clients from the User Portal:

• Windows
• Linux distributions:

◦ Ubuntu (16, 18)
◦ Fedora (also RPM)
◦ Debian
◦ Centos

You can download the newest versions of these Clients from the respective app store:

• macOS
• iOS
• Android

The User Portal has links to the above Cato Clients in their respective stores.

To download the newest version of the Cato Client:

1. From the User Portal, click Download Cato Client.
2. Click the tab for your operating system.
3. Click Download VPN Client.

Downloading the Cato Certificates
Install the Cato certificate on a device or host to define it as a root CA. This is necessary to let TLS
inspection decrypt and then inspect traffic to provide the best threat protection for these endpoints.

When you install the Windows Cato Client on a host, the Cato certificate is installed automatically. For
all other hosts and devices, you need to download and manually install the certificate.

You can also download the Cato certificate without logging in to the User Portal from here: https://
myvpn.catonetworks.com/certificates
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To download the Cato certificate:

1. From the User Portal, click Download Cato Certificates.
2. Click the tab for your operating system.
3. Click Download Certificate.

For more about installing the certificate on the device or host, click More info.

Changing the MFA Settings
The Cato Portal lets users make changes to the MFA settings for the Cato Client and the same
settings are applied to the User Portal. For accounts that are configured for VPN users to use Any
Authentication Method (MFA or SMS), they can change the MFA method that they are using. For
example, someone who is using SMS to receive the MFA code can choose to use an authentication
app (such as Google Authenticator) instead.

Note: The View/Change 2FA Settings link is only shown for accounts that let VPN
users choose any MFA option.

To change the MFA settings:

1. From the bottom of the My Devices window, click View/Change 2FA Settings.

The My Account window opens.
2. Click Change Settings.
3. In the pop-up window, enter the Cato Client password and click Send.

The Secure your account window opens and helps you change the MFA settings
4. Follow the steps in the Secure your account window to make the changes to the MFA settings.
5. Click OK.

End of Life Policy for Cato Clients
This article discusses the support policy for Cato Clients that are defined as End of Life (EoL).

Overview of the Cato Client End of Life (EoL) Policy
Cato Networks supports multiple versions of the Cato Client for each operating system. At some point,
new features and security updates for the newest Client are incompatible with an older version and that
version is declared as EoL. In addition, when a vendor announces that an operating system is declared
EoL, for example iOS version 4.0, Cato will announce when the hosts or devices that are still using that
version are End of Support (EoS) for the Client.

When a Client is EoL or an operating system is EoS, Cato no longer supports it and customers can't
open tickets for issues with the Client. If you are using a version that is EoL, we strongly recommend
that you immediately upgrade to the newest version.

For more about EoL or EoS for specific Clients and operating systems, see Cato Client EoL Versions
and OS Requirements.
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Note: An EoL announcement can include multiple Client versions and operating
systems. Cato will also send reminders about upcoming EoLs before the final EoL
date.

End of Life (EoL) Policy for the Cato Clients
When Cato plans that a Client version for a specific operating system is EoL, an email notification is
sent to customers six months before the EoL date. However, if there's a critical issue with an older
Client version, the EoL date can be shorter than six months. After the EoL date, Cato doesn't support
that version and customers must upgrade the Client before they can contact Support. There is a brief
grace period when users can continue to use the old Client version to connect to the Cato Cloud. After
the grace period is over, Clients using this EoL version can't connect to the Cato Cloud.

For example, on February 1st, Cato announces that Android version 2.3 will be EoL on August 1st
and sends email notifications to customers. On August 1st, Android version 2.3 is officially EoL and
customers can't open Support tickets for this Client version. After about one month, the grace period for
Android version 2.3 ends and end users with this version can't connect to the Cato Cloud.

We recommend that all end users upgrade a Client that will soon be EoL before the actual EoL date.

End of Service (EoS) Policy for Operating Systems
For operating systems that are EoL, Cato will announce the EoS for that operating system 6 months in
advance. After the EoS date for the operating system, customers can't open tickets for Clients on hosts
and devices that use this EoS version.

For example, Apple announced that the EoL for OS X 10.11 (El Capitan) was EoL on September 2018.
In January 2019, Cato announces that the EoS for Clients that are installed on hosts with OS X 10.11 is
June 2019.

Cato Client EoL Versions and OS Requirements

End-of-Life (EoL) Client Versions
To improve security and to support recent and upcoming capabilities, the following Cato Client versions
are end-of-life and no longer supported:

• Windows: 2.1.1.0
◦ As of Windows Client 4.5, Cato no longer supports installing the Client on Windows 7

• macOS: 2.3.0
• iOS: 1.7.0
• Android: 2.2.1
• Linux: 1.2.4.137

◦ As of January 1, 2022, Ubuntu 14 is no longer supported

VPN users with these Clients can't log in until the Client is upgraded. We continue to support all Cato
Client versions that are newer than these versions.

Minimum Supported Device Operating Systems
The following table lists the minimum OS (operating system) versions for each device that supports the
Cato Client:

Client Device Minimum Supported OS
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Windows Windows 11 (from Client v4.7 and higher)

Windows 10 32-bit and 64-bit

Windows 8.1 32-bit and 64-bit (Windows 8.0 is not supported)

Windows Server 2016 and 2012 R2

(Windows 7 32-bit and 64-bit is not supported)

Windows (version 5.0) Windows 11

Windows 10 32-bit and 64-bit

Windows 8.1 32-bit and 64-bit (only when all newest updates and patches are installed)

(Windows 8.0 is not supported)

macOS macOS (El Capitan) software version 10.11

iOS iPhone 6 and higher, software version 9.0

Android Galaxy S8-Android 5.0 (Lollipop)

ChromeBook version 76.0.3809.02 - Android 7.1.1

Linux

(There is a different Client for each
Ubuntu OS version)

Ubuntu 16, and Ubuntu 18

Fedora 25

CentOS 7

Debian 9.0.4

Understanding the Release Cycle for the Cato Windows Client
Cato releases new versions of the Windows Client directly to VPN users in gradual release phases.
The goal of this article is to help Cato admins understand this cycle and provide the best service to the
end-users.

Overview of the Windows Upgrade Policy
You can use the Windows Upgrade Policy in the Cato Management Application to define the upgrade
behavior for the Cato Windows Client (Configuration > Global Settings > VPN Users > Upgrade
Policy). You can select one of these options for the Upgrade Policy:

• Automatic Upgrade - The new version of the Cato Windows Client is automatically installed on the
computer (no action is required from the VPN user)

• User Upgrade - The Cato Windows Client shows a notification that a new version is available, and
asks the VPN user to install it now or defer the installation

• Managed Upgrade - This option gives the admin full control of when to push the Windows Client
upgrades, such as using a Mobile Device Manager (MDM)

Cato Windows Client Release Cycle
The new version of the Cato Windows Client is initially released and it is available to download from
the MyVPN user portal (intended for new users). The Windows Client is gradually released to accounts
over a 2 - 3 week period.

• Client download for new users - When the new version is initially released as GA, it is available to
download from the MyVPN user portal. This is intended for new users to log in and then manually
download and install the new version. At this time, notifications are NOT sent to VPN users.

• GA version is gradually released to accounts - When the new GA version is released to an account, it
is automatically pushed to Cato VPN users according to the settings in the Windows Upgrade Policy
(see above).
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Note: For other Clients, Cato uses the official operating system app stores to releases
new versions of the Cato Client.

Supported Throughput for Cato VPN Clients
The throughput for Cato VPN Clients is based on a variety of factors, including: hardware, software,
and geolocation. For example, wired vs. wireless connections, operating systems, shared software,
Internet infrastructure, CPUs, and system resources, can significantly impact the Client performance. In
addition, the VPN encryption has an overhead of up to 20% of the throughput.

The Cato Client is not capped in most of the world, and Cato guarantees a minimum throughput of
100Mbps. Cato only investigates Support tickets when the throughput is less than 100Mbps.

However, there are a few PoP locations with limited capacity, and Cato caps the maximum throughput
of the Client. These are the details of the PoP locations:

• North America, Europe, Japan, and Singapore: There is no maximum cap, and the throughput is
only subject to environmental factors

• China: The maximum throughput is capped at 20Mbps
• Other PoP locations: The maximum throughput is capped at 100Mbps

Installation Guides for Cato VPN Clients
You can install the Cato VPN Client on laptops and mobile devices to use a secure VPN tunnel to
connect to the WAN for your account. Cato Clients are supported for these operating systems:

• Windows
• MacOS
• Android
• iOS
• Linux

For more information about the Client versions and OS requirements, see Cato Client EoL Versions and
OS Requirements.

You can download the most recent version of each installation guide below.

Managing VPN Clients with the MyVPN User Portal

Overview of the MyVPN User Portal
Admins and VPN users can use the Cato MyVPN User Portal to easily manage the Cato Clients. Users
can:

• Change the password for the Cato Client
• Show the trusted devices which only require MFA once during the set time period
• Download the most recent version of the Cato Client
• Download the Cato Certificate
• Change their MFA settings

At the end of this article, there is a link to a PDF that you can send to endusers to help them with the
User Portal.
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Logging In to the User Portal
Log in to the User Portal (myvpn.catonetworks.com) using one of the following authentication methods.
The same password is used for the Cato Client and the User Portal.

• Cato Client account name (only lower-case letters), username, and password
• SSO with Microsoft credentials
• SSO with Okta credentials

This screenshot is an example of logging in to the User portal with account, username, and password:

Resetting the Password with Multiple Accounts
For Cato resellers and other users that have multiple VPN accounts with the same username, use the
Advanced Settings option to reset the password for a specific account.

To reset the password for a specific account:

1. At the User Portal login window, click Forgot Password?.
The Email window opens.
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2. Enter the email for your VPN account.
3. Click Show Advanced Options.
4. Enter the specific Account that you are resetting the password.
5. Click Send.

The reset password email is sent to the VPN user for the specific account.

Changing the Password for the User Portal and Cato Clients
When you are logged in to the User Portal, you can change the password for the portal and the Cato
Client. The same password is used for the Cato Client and the User Portal.

To change the User Portal and Cato Client password:

1. From the bottom of the My Devices window, click Change Password.

2. Enter your Cato Client Current Password and the new Password.
3. Click Save.

Working with Trusted Devices
For accounts or individual users that use Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) for the Cato Client, the
default behavior is to enter the extra authentication code each time they connect to the VPN. Admins
can choose to set the time period that the MFA token is valid, during this time the user doesn't require
MFA. Users select the Don't ask me again on this device/computer option on the Client to designate
that device or computer as trusted.

To configure a VPN client for a trusted device:

1. Make sure that MFA is enabled and configured in the Cato Management Application for the entire
account or specific VPN user.

2. Log in to the Cato Client with the username and password.
3. On the MFA screen, select Don't ask me again on this device.
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4. Enter the MFA code and click Sign In. After you are connected to the VPN, the device is trusted
and MFA isn't required for the duration of the Token Validity setting.

Showing the Trusted Devices
The User Portal shows all the devices and hosts for a user that are defined as trusted devices.

To show the trusted devices for a user:

1. Log in to the User Portal (myvpn.catonetworks.com).
2. The My Devices window shows the trusted devices.
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Downloading the Cato Clients
You can download the newest version of these Cato Clients from the User Portal:

• Windows
• Linux distributions:

◦ Ubuntu (16, 18)
◦ Fedora (also RPM)
◦ Debian
◦ Centos

You can download the newest versions of these Clients from the respective app store:

• macOS
• iOS
• Android

The User Portal has links to the above Cato Clients in their respective stores.

To download the newest version of the Cato Client:

1. From the User Portal, click Download Cato Client.
2. Click the tab for your operating system.
3. Click Download VPN Client.

Downloading the Cato Certificates
Install the Cato certificate on a device or host to define it as a root CA. This is necessary to let TLS
inspection decrypt and then inspect traffic to provide the best threat protection for these endpoints.

When you install the Windows Cato Client on a host, the Cato certificate is installed automatically. For
all other hosts and devices, you need to download and manually install the certificate.

You can also download the Cato certificate without logging in to the User Portal from here: https://
myvpn.catonetworks.com/certificates
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To download the Cato certificate:

1. From the User Portal, click Download Cato Certificates.
2. Click the tab for your operating system.
3. Click Download Certificate.

For more about installing the certificate on the device or host, click More info.

Changing the MFA Settings
The Cato Portal lets users make changes to the MFA settings for the Cato Client and the same
settings are applied to the User Portal. For accounts that are configured for VPN users to use Any
Authentication Method (MFA or SMS), they can change the MFA method that they are using. For
example, someone who is using SMS to receive the MFA code can choose to use an authentication
app (such as Google Authenticator) instead.

Note: The View/Change 2FA Settings link is only shown for accounts that let VPN
users choose any MFA option.

To change the MFA settings:

1. From the bottom of the My Devices window, click View/Change 2FA Settings.

The My Account window opens.
2. Click Change Settings.
3. In the pop-up window, enter the Cato Client password and click Send.

The Secure your account window opens and helps you change the MFA settings
4. Follow the steps in the Secure your account window to make the changes to the MFA settings.
5. Click OK.
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Security Policies

Configuring the Ordered WAN Firewall

Overview of the Ordered WAN Firewall
The WAN firewall in the Cato Cloud controls access to objects and entities in your Wide Area Network
(WAN). Configure the WAN firewall rule base to create a secure access control policy and protect the
network.

The WAN firewall is part of the Next Gen Firewall that is integrated in the Cato Cloud and lets you
create rules to prevent unauthorized access to the network. The WAN firewall uses a whitelist approach
and there is an implicit ANY - ANY block rule to drop all connections which are not explicitly allowed
in the rule base. Use the rules to configure the firewall to inspect all connections and only allow the
ones that match its configured settings. The firewall uses an ordered rule base, it starts inspecting
the connection with the first rule and continues to sequentially inspect each rule. The WAN firewall
also includes full layer 7 functionality with User Awareness, and you can create rules for specific
applications.

Anti-Spoofing Protections in the Cato Firewall
One of the basic functionalities of an NGFW is to protect against anti-spoofing attacks. The security
engines in the Cato Cloud implicitly drop any connection where the source IP is outside the scope of the
configured entity (such as site, network range, device, or user). This blocks anti-spoofing attacks and
prevents violations of the configured logical topology.

Working with Ordered Rules
The WAN firewall inspects connections sequentially, and checks to see if the connection matches a
rule. The final rule in the rule base is an implicit ANY - ANY block rule - so if a connection does not
match a rule, then it is blocked by the final implicit rule. A strong access control policy contains firewall
rules that allow specific connections and traffic in the WAN.

Rules that are at the top of the rule base have a higher priority because they are applied to connections
before the rules lower down in the rule base. For example, if a connection matches on rule #3, the
action is applied to the connection and the firewall stops inspecting it. The firewall does not continue
to apply rules #4 and below to the connection. You can increase the efficiency of the WAN firewall and
give a high priority to rules that match the largest number of connections.

Working with Multiple Objects in a Single Rule
When there is a rule with objects in multiple columns, such as an application and a service, then there
is an AND relationship between them. For example, if there is a rule that allows the Backup Services
application for port 443, then the traffic is allowed when it matches both the application and the port.

For rules that use multiple objects in a single column, such as more than one port, then there is an
OR relationship between them. For example, if there is a rule that allows access to the mail server for
service SMTP and ports 25, 265, 587, and 2525, then the traffic is allowed when it matches the SMTP
service, or any one of the ports.

Note: You can't assign more than 64 objects to a rule.
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Understanding the Settings for WAN Firewall Rules
This section explains the fields and settings for the rules in the WAN firewall rule base. A thorough
understanding of the WAN firewall helps to successfully manage access control for the corporate
network.

Rule Actions
The following table describes the actions that each Firewall rule can apply to the WAN traffic. For
actions that generate events, you can show event logs in Analytics > Events.

Item Description

 Allow Firewall allows matching traffic.

 Block Firewall blocks matching traffic.

 Prompt Firewall redirects matching traffic to a web page with a message. The user is prompted to decide whether or not to
continue.

Rule Base Columns
The following table describes each column in the WAN firewall rule base. When there are multiple
columns configured for a rule, then there is an AND relationship between them.

Item Description

When hovering over the left-most part of a rule, use the arrows to:

• Move the rule up in the rule base and increase the rule priority
• Move the rule down in the rule base and decrease the rule priority

Name Enter a Name for the rule

From Source of the traffic for this rule

To Destination of the traffic for this rule

This rule allows the traffic in only one direction, From the traffic source To the destination

For example, site Alpha is allowed to connect to site Bravo, but site Bravo cannot connect with site Alpha

This rule manages traffic in both directions, To and From the traffic source and destination

App/Category Only applies to matching objects for the specific applications, categories, and other objects

Service/Port Only applies to traffic that matches the specified services and ports

Action Apply the specified action to traffic that matches the rule

For example, when the traffic is blocked, the connection is dropped and the lower priority rules are not applied
to this connection

Track When the rule is matched, an event is generated or an email notification alert is sent to the specified list

Time Define the time period when the rule is active

Enabled The slider  is green when the rule is enabled, and gray when the rule is disabled

Opens a drop-down menu with these options:

• Add Rule Above - Add a new rule above the selected rule
• Add Rule Below - Add a new rule below the selected rule
• Add Exception - Create a new exception to the selected rule
• Delete Rule - Delete the selected rule

From and To Objects
The following table describes the objects that you can use in the From and To fields.

Item Description Where Configured

Any Any source or destination Default values, cannot be configured

Site Sites defined for the account Configuration > Sites

VPN User Individual VPN users defined for the account Configuration > VPN Users

Groups Groups in the account Configuration > Groups
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Item Description Where Configured

Hosts Hosts and servers defined in the sites Configuration > Sites > Hosts

Networks Networks defined in the sites Configuration > Sites > Networks

DS User Directory Services users that are imported from Active
Directory

Configuration > Global Settings > Directory
Services

Floating Ranges Range of IP addresses that are defined in the Floating
Range objects

Configuration > Global Settings > Floating
Ranges

Discrete IPs Enter the IP address with the CDR that is applied to this
rule

Setting for this rule

App/Category Objects
The following table describes the objects that you can use in the App/Category field.

Item Description Where Configured

Any Any web content, application, or category Default values, cannot be configured

Applications Default applications defined by Cato Default values, cannot be configured

Custom Applications Custom applications defined for the account Configuration > Custom Applications

Categories Default categories defined by Cato Default values, cannot be configured

Custom Categories Custom categories defined for the account Configuration > Categories

Fully Qualified Domain
Name

Website defined by the FQDN Setting for this rule

Top Level Domain Website defined by the TLD Setting for this rule

IP Range Enter the IP addresses with the CDR that are applied to
this rule

Setting for this rule

Enabling and Disabling the WAN Firewall
When the WAN firewall is disabled, there is no access control and all WAN resources are accessible to
anyone.

To enable or disable the WAN firewall:

1. From the navigation menu, click Security > WAN Firewall.
2. In the Settings section, click the slider  to enable (green) or disable (gray) the WAN firewall for

the account.
3. Click Save.

Managing the Ordered WAN Firewall Rules
This section explains how to manage the WAN firewall rule base, including:

• Create new rules
• Edit rules
• Enable and disable a rule
• Search for a rule
• Delete rules

Creating New WAN Rules
Create a new WAN firewall rule and configure the settings for the rule to manage access control for the
WAN. Use the Add Rule Below option to easily add a rule to the correct place in the rule base.

To create a new rule for the WAN firewall:

1. Create the rule at the appropriate place in the rule base:
• For the top or bottom of the rule base, click Add > Top or Bottom.
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• Otherwise, find the rule that precedes the new rule and select  > Add Rule Below.
The new rule is added to the rule base.

2. Enter the Name for the rule.
3. In the From column, add the objects that are the source of the WAN traffic for this rule.

Click Add and Close to close the Add From window.
4. By default the rule operates in one direction From the source, To the destination as indicated by

the To icon .
To change the rule to operate in both directions, click the To icon and the Both icon is shown .

5. In the To column, add the objects that are the destination for the WAN traffic for this rule.
6. In the App/Category column, enter a search string or select the applications, web categories,

websites or IP Range for the rule.
When there is more than one App/Category object in a rule, there is an OR relationship between
them.

7. Add the Service/Ports that are applied to this rule.
When there is more than one Service/Ports object in a rule, there is an OR relationship between
them.

8. Select the Action for this rule.
9. Optional: Configure events, notifications and set the time when the rule is active. For more

information, see: Setting Alerts and Limits.
a. You can configure the rule to generate an Event or Alert when the rule is matched with the

applicable WAN traffic.
b. You can configure the Time period when this rule is active.

10. Click Save.

Adding Exceptions to the WAN Firewall
You can use exceptions in the WAN firewall rule base to ignore a specific rule. For example, if rule #3
allows VPN access to the RnD subnet, you can create an exception that does not allow VPN access
for a small subset of VPN users. Functionally, this exception is the same as creating a new rule above
rule #3 that blocks access for these VPN users. However, sometimes working with exceptions provides
better usability to manage the rule base instead of creating new rules.

The exception for a rule is a sub-set of the rule, and some settings apply to both the rule and the
exception:

• When you disable the rule, the exception is also disabled
• When you move the rule and change the priority, the exception is also moved

To add an exception to a firewall rule:

1. From the specific rule, click  and select Add Exception.
A new Exception is added below the rule.

2. Configure the settings for the rule exception.
The Action for the parent rule is not applied to the rule exception.

3. Click Save.

To remove an exception from a firewall rule:

1. From right-hand side of the specific rule, click 
The exception is removed from the rule.

2. Click Save.
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Working with WAN Rules

Editing WAN Rules and the Rule Base
You can edit rules and change the order of the rules in the firewall rule base.

To edit a rule:

1. Add objects to a rule with the Add window for the applicable column.
2. Delete an object from a rule, hover over the object and click the X.
3. Click Save.

To change the order of the rules:

1. Hover at the left end of the rule, and this icon is shown: 
2. Click the arrow to move the rule up or down in the rule base.
3. Click Save.

Enabling and Disabling a WAN Rule
Use the slider  to enable and disable individual rules in the firewall. When a rule is enabled, the
slider is green.

To enable or disable a rule:

1. From the Enabled column, click the slider  for a rule.
The slider is green when the rule is enabled, and gray when the rule is disabled.

2. Click Save.

Searching the WAN Rule Base
The firewall Search lets you search the rules according to the Name. The matching rules are instantly
shown in the window.

To search the firewall rule base:

• In Search Rules, enter the search word or phrase.
The rule base shows the search results.

Deleting WAN Rules
You can delete one or more rules from the firewall rule base. After you delete the rules, you cannot
undo or restore them.

To delete rules from the firewall rule base:

1. From the right-end of the rule, click .
2. Click Delete Rule.

The confirmation window opens and shows how many rules you are about to delete.
3. Click OK.
4. Click Save. The rule is deleted.

Sample Ordered WAN Firewall Rulebase

Sample WAN Firewall Rule Base
This section shows and explains the settings for a sample rule base for the WAN firewall. The Time,
Track, and Enabled settings are not shown. All of these rules allow traffic in both directions.
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Rule
Number

Name From To App/
Category

Service/
Port

Action

1 Allow IT VPN
access

IT group All Sites group Any Any Allow

2 VPN access to
AWS Transit

All VPN
Users group

AWS Transit Gateway
site

Any Any Allow

2 exception Exception:
VPN access to
AWS Transit

Finance
Temps group

AWS Transit Gateway
site

Any Any N/A

3 Corporate
WAN

All Sites
group

HQ site Backup
Services,
Voip Video

Any Allow

4 Finance
access

Finance
group

Finance Server host Any HTTP,
HTTPS,
SMTP

Allow

5 Marketing
access

Marketing
group

HQ\LAN\Marketing
Segment subnet

Any HTTP,
HTTPS,
SMTP,
FTP, TFTP

Allow

• Rule 1 - Allows traffic from the members of the IT group to the default All Sites group (includes all
sites in the account).

• Rule 2 - Allows traffic from the default All VPN Users group (includes all VPN users in the account)
to the AWS Transit Gateway site.

• Rule 2 exception - Ignores the Allow action for the users in the Finance Temps group to the AWS
Transit Gateway site. These users are blocked and cannot access this site.

• Rule 3 - Allows traffic from the default All Sites group to the HQ site. The allowed traffic includes the
Backup Services custom application, and the default Voip Video category.

• Rule 4 - Allows and logs traffic from the custom Finance group to the Finance Server host in the HQ
site. Only HTTP, HTTPS, and SMTP services are allowed for these connections. The Track action is
set to Event, and each connection generates an event.

• Rule 5 - Allows traffic from the custom Marketing group to the Marketing Segment subnet for the
network in the HQ site. Only HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, FTP, and TFTP services are allowed for these
connections.

Configuring the Ordered Internet Firewall

Overview of the Ordered Internet Firewall
The Internet firewall inspects traffic between the WAN and the Internet and lets you create rules to
control this traffic. Similar to the WAN firewall, the Internet firewall uses an ordered rule base, starting
from the first rule connections are inspected according to each rule. The Internet firewall uses a blacklist
approach - there is an implicit ANY - ANY Allow rule to allow any traffic and connections that are not
explicitly blocked in the rule base. The Internet firewall also includes full layer 7 functionality with User
Awareness, and you can create rules for specific applications. For example you can use the Internet
firewall to:

• Block specific website such as Facebook or LinkedIn
• Block categories of inappropriate websites, such as Guns, Alcohol, and Gambling
• Allow only the IT department to use remote administration applications (SaaS and IaaS)

Anti-Spoofing Protections in the Cato Firewall
One of the basic functionalities of an NGFW is to protect against anti-spoofing attacks. The security
engines in the Cato Cloud implicitly drop any connection where the source IP is outside the scope of the
configured entity (such as site, network range, device, or user). This blocks anti-spoofing attacks and
prevents violations of the configured logical topology.
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Working with Ordered Rules
The Internet firewall inspects connections sequentially, and checks to see if the connection matches a
rule. The final rule in the rule base is an implicit ANY - ANY allow rule - so if a connection does not
match a rule, then it is allowed by the final implicit rule.

Rules that are at the top of the rule base have a higher priority because they are applied to connections
before the rules lower down in the rule base. If a connection matches on rule #3, the action is applied to
the connection and the firewall stops inspecting it. The firewall does not continue to apply rules #4 and
below to the connection.

Traffic Blocked Related to the MSA
The Cato Networks Master Service Agreement (MSA) defines traffic which is potentially illegal or
malicious that is automatically blocked. There is a hidden implicit rule at the top of the Internet firewall
rule base that blocks these connections. For example, traffic that uses torrents is blocked as part of the
MSA.

Working with Multiple Objects in a Single Rule
When there is a rule with objects in multiple columns, such as an application and a service, then there
is an AND relationship between them. For example, if there is a rule that blocks the Netflix application
for port 443, then the traffic is blocked when it matches both the application and the port.

For rules that use multiple objects in a single column, such as more than one application, then there
is an OR relationship between them. For example, if there is a rule that blocks access to the Netflix,
iTunes, and YouTube applications, then the traffic is blocked when it any of the applications.

Note: You can't assign more than 64 objects to a rule.

Configuring the Ordered Internet Firewall
The Internet firewall in the Cato Cloud lets you control Internet access for your corporate network.
Easily create an Internet security policy that allows users to access business related web content and
blocks inappropriate websites, applications, and so on.

To enable or disable the Internet firewall:

1. From the navigation pane, click Security > Internet Firewall.
2. In the Settings section, click the slider  to enable (green) or disable (gray) the Internet firewall

for the account.
3. Click Save.
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Controlling Internet Connections
Use rules with the Action in the Internet firewall to control connections to websites, applications, and
web content. The From setting defines the source of the traffic, and the destination is always the
Internet so you cannot change the To setting. Configure the App/Category for a rule to identify the
Internet traffic that the firewall controls.

Use these actions to control connections to the Internet:

• Allow - Matching Internet connections are allowed.
• Block - Matching Internet connections are blocked.
• Prompt - Matching Internet connections are redirected to a web page. The web page prompts the

user is to decide whether or not to continue.

Managing Ordered Internet Firewall Rules

Managing the Internet Firewall Rules
This section explains how to manage the Internet firewall rule base, including: create new rules, edit
rules, enable and disable a rule, search for a rule, and delete rules.

Creating New Internet Rules
Create a new Internet firewall rule and configure the settings for the rule to Internet usage for your
organization. Use the Add Rule Below option to easily add a rule to the correct place in the rule base.

To create a new rule for the Internet firewall:

1. Create the rule at the appropriate place in the rule base:
• For the top or bottom of the rule base, click  (Add) > Top or Bottom.
• Otherwise, find the rule that precedes the new rule and select  > Add Rule Below.
The new rule is added to the rule base.

2. Enter the Name for the rule.
3. In the From column, add the objects that are the source of the Internet traffic for this rule.

Click Add and Close to close the Add From window.
4. In the App/Category column, enter a search string or select the applications, web categories,

websites or IP Range for the rule.
5. Add the Service/Ports that are applied to this rule.
6. Select the Action for this rule.
7. Optional: Configure events, notifications and set the time when the rule is active. For more

information, see Setting Alerts and Limits.
a. You can configure the rule to generate an Event or Alert when the rule is matched with the

applicable WAN traffic.
b. You can configure the Time period when this rule is active.

8. Click Save.

Using Exceptions to Allow Internet Connections
You can use exceptions in the Internet firewall rule base to ignore a specific rule. For example, if rule
#3 blocks access to the Hiring category, you can create an exception that does not block access for
the HR department. Functionally, this exception is the same as creating a new rule above rule #3 that
allows access to the Hiring category for HR. However, sometimes working with exceptions provides
better usability to manage the rule base instead of creating new rules.

The exception for a rule is a sub-set of the rule, and some settings apply to both the rule and the
exception:
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• When you disable the rule, the exception is also disabled
• When you move the rule and change the priority, the exception is also moved

To add an exception to a firewall rule:

1. From the specific rule, click  and select Add Exception.
A new Exception is added below the rule.

2. Configure the settings for the rule exception.
The Action for the parent rule is not applied to the rule exception.

3. Click Save.

To remove an exception from a firewall rule:

1. From right-hand side of the specific rule, click .
The exception is removed from the rule.

2. Click Save.

Working with Internet Rules

Editing Internet Rules and the Rule Base
You can edit rules and change the order of the rules in the firewall rule base.

To edit a rule:

1. Add objects to a rule with the Add window for the applicable column.
2. Delete an object from a rule, hover over the object and click the X.
3. Click Save.

To change the order of the rules:

1. Hover at the left end of the rule, and this icon is shown: .
2. Click the arrow to move the rule up or down in the rule base.
3. Click Save.

Enabling and Disabling a Internet Rule
Use the slider  to enable and disable individual rules in the firewall. When a rule is enabled, the
slider is green.

To enable or disable a rule:

1. From the Enabled column, click the slider  for a rule.
The slider is green when the rule is enabled, and gray when the rule is disabled.

2. Click Save.

Searching the Internet Rule Base
The firewall Search lets you search the rules according to the Name. The matching rules are instantly
shown in the window.

To search the firewall rule base:

To search the firewall rule base:

1. Click  (Search).
The Search WAN Firewall Rules field is shown.
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2. Enter the search word or phrase.
The rule base shows the search results.

Deleting Internet Rules
You can delete one or more rules from the firewall rule base. After you delete the rules, you cannot
undo or restore them.

To delete rules from the firewall rule base:

1. From the right-end of the rule, click .
2. Click Delete Rule.

The confirmation window opens and shows how many rules you are about to delete.
3. Click OK.
4. Click Save. The rule is deleted.

Restricting Content for Internet Traffic
This article explains how to use the Explicit Content Policy section to restrict and block users from
searching for explicit Internet content.

Configuring the Internet Policy for Explicit Content
You can configure how the Cato Cloud applies the policy for explicit Internet content in your account for
supported Internet search engines and YouTube content. The DNS server in the Cato Cloud creates a
CNAME (canonical name) record for these conditions to redirect the appropriate Internet traffic:

• Google search engine routes to forcesafesearch.google.com
• Bing search engine routes to strict.bing.com
• Strict YouTube policy routes to restrict.youtube.com
• Moderate YouTube policy routes to restrictmoderate.youtube.com

When the Explicit Content Policy feature is enabled, the appropriate SafeSearch settings for the
Google, Bing, or YouTube search engine are applied to the Internet or YouTube search. For example, if
a user searched for nudity, the search engine SafeSearch filter removes all the results that are explicit.
The search engine only shows websites with no explicit content. However, if a user browsed directly
to www.explicit_sample.com, the connection to the website doesn't use the search engine and isn't
restricted.

If you believe that content is classified incorrectly, please contact the appropriate Internet search engine
or YouTube.

Note: You can use the Internet firewall to block specific websites or categories.

To configure the Explicit Content policy for your account:

1. From the navigation pane, select Security > Threat Protection > Explicit Content Policy.
2. Select the Search Engines that are included in the Explicit Content policy.
3. Configure the settings for the YouTube content restrictions:

a. To enforce the content policy for YouTube, enable YouTube content restrictions .
b. In Level of restrictions, select to enforce Moderate or Strict content restrictions.
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4. Click Save.

Using the Explicit Content Policy with Secure DNS
Internet browsers include an option to use DNS over HTTPS (DoH) as an additional security measure.
When DoH is enabled for a browser, then it bypasses the SafeSearch settings in the Explicit Content
policy. This means that even if the Explicit Content Policy feature is enabled for your account, it
doesn't apply to browsers that are using DoH for secure DNS.

Each browser has different DoH settings:

• Is DoH enabled by default for the browser?
• Some browsers (such as Chrome and Firefox) automatically disable DoH when they detect that the

computer is managed by an organization

For accounts that enable the Explicit Content Policy feature, we recommend that you review the
browsers that are used in your organization and the specific DoH settings.

Working with Categories
Working with Categories
The Categories window shows you the Cato Cloud system and custom categories. Categories are
global objects that you can use to customize the Networking, WAN and Internet firewall rules to meet
the specific needs of your network.

The system categories are predefined and group web content into common categories, such as News,
Gambling, Weapons, and so on. You can also create custom categories to include a group of system
categories, specific websites, services, and applications.

When you add multiple categories to a single Networking, WAN, or Internet firewall rule, there is an OR
relationship between them.

Showing a Category
The Categories window lets you show the details for each system and custom category.

To show a category:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Categories.
The Categories panel opens and shows the categories.

2. Click the sort button to change how the categories are displayed.
3. Click a category.

• The General section shows the details for that category.
• The Members section shows the applications and services that are included in the category.

Creating a Custom Category
Custom categories give you increased control over the corporate network and security policy. You can
define the applications, Internet content, and services that belong to the new category. It is a global
object that you can use for the Firewall and Networking rules, events, analysis and so on. These are the
types of content that you can use to define a custom category:

• Applications and custom applications
• Other URL Filtering categories
• Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDN) and Top Level Domains (TLD)

◦ FQDN is an exact match of the fully qualified domain (for example, the FQDN example.com only
matches example.com)

◦ TLD matches all subdomains that end in the TLD (for example, the TLD sample.com matches
host.sample.com)
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• Services and custom services (defined by IP address)

When there are multiple content types in a custom category, such as a Domain Name and a Service,
there is an OR relationship between them.

For more about custom applications, see .

To create a custom category:

1. From the navigation panel, click Configuration > Categories.
2. In the Categories panel, click  (Add).

The Add Custom Category window opens.
3. Enter the Name and Description for the category.
4. Click OK.

The new category is created.
5. In the new category, expand the Members section.
6. Select the content type, and click Add. Repeat this step to add more content types.
7. Click Add and close.
8. Click Save. The custom category is created.

Deleting Custom Categories
You can delete one or more custom categories when they are no longer needed. You cannot delete
system categories.

To delete custom categories:

1. In the Categories panel, select one or more custom categories.
2. Click 

Dashboard icons

Confguration icons

Monitoring apps

 (Delete).
A confirmation window opens.

3. Click OK. The categories are deleted.

How the Cato Unified Anti-Malware Policy Works (Ordered
Rulebase)
This article provides a general overview of the Cato Unified Anti-Malware policy for the Anti-Malware
and NG Anti-Malware engines. For more about customizing the policy, see Configuring the Unified
Anti-Malware Policy (Ordered Rulebase).

Overview of the Unified Anti-Malware Policy
The Cato Unified Anti-Malware security policy provides two layers of protection to prevent malicious
files from entering your network: Anti-Malware and Next Generation (NG) Anti-Malware. Both layers
scan files that arrive from WAN and Internet traffic. The Anti-Malware layer protects against malware
threats based on known file signatures and from a heuristic analysis.

NG Anti-Malware is a second layer that is based on machine learning malware detection technology
and uses predictive models to classify files as benign, suspicious, or malicious. This layer scans the
file and looks for characteristics that indicate if the file is malicious. These models are able to detect
unknown and zero-day malware.

Working with an Ordered Unified Anti-Malware Rule Base
The Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware engines inspect connections sequentially, and check to see if
the connection matches a rule. The final rule in the rule base is an implicit ANY - ANY Block rule - so if
a connection does NOT match a rule, then it is automatically scanned.

Rules that are at the top of the rule base have a higher priority because they are applied to connections
before the rules lower down in the rule base. For example, if a connection matches on rule #2, the
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action is applied to the connection and the Anti-Malware or NG Anti-Malware engines ignore rules #3
and below.

Understanding the Anti-Malware Engine
The Anti-Malware engine scans each file for the unique signature and compares that signature to a
database of known malicious files. The database is constantly being updated with new file signatures.
This engine also uses heuristic analysis to examine the source code and compare it to known viruses.
If the code matches code from other viruses, then the file is identified as malicious. This layer is the
primary threat protection against malware.

For more information about the supported Anti-Malware file types and requirements, see below, Anti-
Malware File Requirements.

Understanding the NG Anti-Malware Engine
Cato implements the SentinelOne NG Anti-Malware engine to provide a second layer of threat
protection. This engine uses an AI model that detects threats in portable executable files, PDFs, and
Microsoft Office documents. The AI model is developed by extracting features from millions of malware
samples in the malware repository. Then Supervised Machine Learning is used to identify and correlate
different features of benign and malicious files. The engine then uses this model to identify similar
features in unknown files, which are classified as:

• Malicious file - Most certainly malware.
• Suspicious file - Suspected of being malware, with a low confidence detection
• Benign files - Contain characteristics of safe files and are very likely not malware

Note: The AI model for the NG Anti-Malware engine lets it detect unknown malware.
However, it's possible that in rare cases this model produces a false-positive and
blocks a legitimate file. You can create an exception and allow users to access
and download the file, see Configuring the Unified Anti-Malware Policy (Ordered
Rulebase).

Scanning Files with Unified Anti-Malware Layers
This section explains for the default policy, how files are scanned by both the Anti-Malware and NG
Anti-Malware protection layers. The default policy scans all traffic, and blocks any file which is classified
as malicious or suspicious. If a file download request is blocked, it is discarded and an event is
generated.

The Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware engines scan HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP traffic.

This is a sample workflow of an end-user attempting to download a file:

1. An end-user starts the process to download a file from the WAN or the Internet.
2. The Anti-Malware layer scans the file and uses file signatures and heuristic analysis to determine if

the file is malicious or benign.
• If the file is malicious, it is blocked, deleted, and generates an event. The Block page is shown in

the user's Internet browser.
• If the file is benign, it is sent to the next layer.

3. The NG Anti-Malware layer scans the file and uses an AI model to classify the file as malicious,
suspicious, or benign.
• If the file is malicious or suspicious, it is blocked, deleted, and generates an event. The Block

page is shown in the user's Internet browser.
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• If the file is benign, it is allowed to continue to the user, and generates an event with verdict
clean.

The unified Anti-Malware scan doesn't create a noticeable delay for the user experience. Endusers
download clean files right away.

Information Regarding Supported Files for Unified Anti-Malware
This section lists the supported file types and requirements for the Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware
engines.

Anti-Malware File Requirements
The maximum supported file size for the Anti-Malware layer is 10 MB.

This layer scans these file types:

• APK
• Archives (ZIP, 7ZIP, TGZ, RAR, ARJ, ARC, ZOO)
• BAT
• BIN
• CAB
• Calendar (ICS, IFB, iCalendar)
• CMD
• CRX
• CSV
• DEB
• DLL
• DMG
• EXE
• FLASH (SWF)
• Fonts (EOT, WOFF, WOFF2)
• HTA
• JAVA (JAR, CLASS)
• MACH-O
• Microsoft Office (DOC, DOCx, PPT, PPTx, XLS, XLSx)
• MS-Access (ACCDB)
• MSI
• OFT
• PDF
• PKG
• PS1
• PY
• RTF
• SH
• Torrent
• VB-Scripts

NG Anti-Malware File Requirements
The maximum supported file size for the NG Anti-Malware layer is 10 MB, otherwise larger files are
allowed into the network.

This layer scans these file types:

• EXE, MacOS, BIN, MSI, ZIP, TAR, RAR
• OLE (.doc, .ppt, .xls)
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• OpenXML (.docx, .pptx, .xlsx)
• Win32 portable executable

Configuring the Unified Anti-Malware Policy (Ordered Rulebase)
This article explains how to configure rules for the unified Anti-Malware policy, and how to create
exceptions for specific files. For a general overview of the policy and the Anti-Malware and NG Anti-
Malware engines, see How the Cato Unified Anti-Malware Policy Works (Ordered Rulebase).

Overview of the Unified Anti-Malware Rulebase
The Cato Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware engines scan WAN and Internet traffic for potentially
malicious files. You can choose to use the default Cato policy that inspects all traffic, or create rules that
define a custom policy to meet the requirements of your organization.

For each protection scope, configure the action that is applied to a malicious or suspicious file. You can
also configure tracking options for the rules to generate alerts and email notifications.

The Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware engines scan HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP traffic.

Configuring the Unified Anti-Malware Policy
After you enable the Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware services, you can choose to use the default
policy or add block and allow rules.

The NG Anti-Malware service requires that the Anti-Malware service is also enabled. When you disable
Anti-Malware, NG Anti-Malware is automatically disabled as well.

For more about the settings in the Anti-Malware policy, see below Explaining the Anti-Malware Fields
and Settings.

For more about the Track settings for a rule, see Setting Alerts and Limits.

Using the Default Anti-Malware Policy
The default Cato Anti-Malware policy scans all traffic in your account. You can choose to use the default
policy that inspects all traffic, or add block and allow rules to create a custom policy. There is a final
implicit rule that matches and then scans all traffic. This rule blocks all files with the suspicious and
malicious verdict.

To use the default Unified Anti-Malware policy:

1. In the navigation panel, click Security > Threat Protection.
2. In the Settings section, click the slider  to enable (green) the Anti-Malware and NG Anti-

Malware services for the account.
3. To show the Anti-Malware rulebase, expand the Unifed Anti-Malware Policy section.
4. Click Save.

Adding Block Rules
You can customize the Anti-Malware policy and add rules with the Block action to scan the specified
traffic and then block malicious or suspicious files. Use the From and What fields to define the scope
of the traffic that the Cato Cloud scans for downloaded files. The Track options let you define if a rule
generates events and email alerts for matching traffic.

To add block rules to the Anti-Malware policy:

1. In the navigation panel, click Security > Threat Protection, and expand the Unified Anti-Malware
Policy section.

2. Create a new Anti-Malware rule, click Add Rule and select to add the rule to the Top or the
Bottom of the rulebase (based on the priority for this rule).
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3. Configure the Scope of the traffic for this rule: WAN, Internet, or Any.
4. Configure the source of the Anti-Malware traffic for this block rule:

a. Click the From cell.
The Add From window opens.

b. Select the Cato Management Application items that define the traffic source.
c. Click Add and Close to close the Add From window.

5. Repeat step 4 for the What settings.
Only HTTP(S) and FTP applications and services are shown.

6. Configure the Verdict of the scan that this rule blocks: Malicious, Suspicious, or Any.
7. Click Action and select Block.
8. Set the Track settings for the files that this rule blocks.
9. Click Save. The Anti-Malware block rule is configured for the account.

Adding Allow Rules
Create Anti-Malware rules with the Allow action to let users download files even they are suspicious or
malicious. For example, you can add a rule that allows downloading files for the IT department.

Make sure that the allow rule has a higher priority (closer to the top of the rulebase) then a block rule
that matches the same traffic.

To add allow rules to the Anti-Malware policy:

1. In the navigation panel, click Security > Threat Protection, and expand the Unified Anti-Malware
Policy section.

2. Create a new Anti-Malware rule, click Add Rule and select to add the rule to the Top or the
Bottom of the rulebase (based on the priority for this rule).
Make sure that the allow rule is above a block rule that matches this traffic.

3. Configure the Scope of the traffic for this rule: WAN, Internet, or Any.
4. Configure the source of the traffic for this allow rule:

a. Click the From cell.
The Add From window opens.

b. Select the Cato Management Application items that define the traffic source.
c. Click Add and Close to close the Add From window.

5. Repeat step 4 for the What settings.
Only HTTP(S) and FTP applications and services are shown.

6. Click Action and select Allow.
7. Set the Track settings for the files that this rule blocks.
8. Click Save. The Anti-Malware allow rule is configured for the account.
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Managing the Anti-Malware Policy
This section explains how to manage the rules in the Anti-Malware policy, including: changing the rule
priority, enabling and deleting rules.

Changing the Rule Priority
Change the priority of a rule to determine when the rule action is applied to a matching file. Rules are
applied sequentially to each file, once a file matches a rule, the rules with lower priority aren't applied to
it.

To change the priority of a rule:

1. Hover over the specific rule, and the arrows are shown on the left hand side.
2. Change the priority of the rule:

• Move the rule up in the rule base and increase the rule priority
• Move the rule down in the rule base and decrease the rule priority

3. Click Save.

Enabling and Disabling Anti-Malware Rules
Use the slider to enable and disable individual rules in the Anti-Malware policy.

To enable or disable a rule:

1. From the Enable column, click the slider  for a rule.
The slider is green when the rule is enabled, and gray when the rule is disabled.

2. Click Save.

Deleting Rules
You can delete one or more rules from the Anti-Malware rule base. After you delete the rules, you
cannot undo or restore them.

Make sure that the rule is enabled before you delete it.

To delete rules from the rule base:

1. Click the delete icon .
The rule is removed from the rule base.

2. Click Save,

Explaining the Anti-Malware Fields and Settings
This section explains the different settings in the Anti-Malware rulebase. The Verdict and Tracking
settings are applied to both the Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware protection layers. For the Verdict
that is Suspicious, this settings are only relevant to the NG Anti-Malware protection layer. These are
the available actions for a file:

• Block - Prevents the identified file and it doesn't continue to its destination.
Files that match the Block action are deleted immediately.

• Allow - The identified file is allowed to continue to the destination with no action taken.

Use the Tracking option to generate events and email notification alerts for files that are identified by
the Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware layers. To monitor activity of the Unified Anti-Malware policy,
create an allow rule with Tracking option to generate events.

Item Description

Name Enter a Name for the rule.
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Item Description

Scope Traffic that this rule applies to: WAN, Internet, or Any.

From Source of the traffic for this rule. Objects and settings include: Site, Directory Users, VPN User, Groups, Hosts,
Networks, Floating Ranges, and IP Address.

What Only apply the action to traffic that matches objects for: Applications (HTTP(S) and FTP), Custom Applications,
Categories, Custom Categories, Services (HTTP(S) and FTP), Custom Services, FQDN, and Domain Names.

Verdict Only apply the action files with the specific scan verdict (results): Malicious, Suspicious, or Any.

Action Apply the allow or block action to files that match the rule.

Track When the rule is matched, an event is generated or an email notification alert is sent to the specified list.

Enabled The slider  is green when the rule is enabled, and gray when the rule is disabled.

Creating an Exception for a File
The Event Discovery window lets you use the file hash to create exceptions for the Anti-Malware
and NG Anti-Malware engines. After you open an event for the specific file, use the Exception
Configuration window to add the file as an exception for the account. You can choose the time
duration for the file exception, or configure the exception to last forever.

To create an exception for a file:

1. From the navigation menu, select Analytics > Event Discovery.
2. Filter for the anti-malware event.
3. From the time column, expand the event.
4. In the event, click the file hash link.

The Exception Configuration window opens.

5. From the Extended Duration drop-down menu, select how long the file is excluded from the
Anti-Malware and NG Anti-Malware engines.
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To create a permanent exception, select Forever.
6. Click OK. The exception is created and added to the File Exceptions section in the Threat

Protection.

Removing a File Exception
Remove an exception for the Anti-Malware policy when it is no longer necessary.

To remove file exceptions for the Anti-Malware policy:

1. From the navigation menu, select Configuration > Threat Protection.
2. In the File Exceptions section, select one or more file exceptions.
3. Click the delete icon .
4. In the confirmation window, click OK. The file exceptions are removed.

Understanding the NG Anti-Malware Indicators
This article lists the explanations for the event indicators that are generated by the NG Anti-Malware.

Item Description

Improper_Xref_Table Cross-reference table exists but it is not in the proper format. Indirect references might not be
possible to all objects present in the file.

Inexisting_Xref_Table Indicates that the cross-reference table in the pdf file does not exist.

No_Footer_Magic Missing magic keyword.

Overlay_Present Some portions of the file do not belong to any object.

Inexisting_Object_Ref File contains references to non-existing objects.

Detected_VBA_Structure The document may contain macro code.

Encrypted_file The document file is encrypted.

Encrypted_Word_Document The word document is encrypted.

Has_DDE The document uses Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) commands.

BackdoorFactory Similar to “Backdoor Factory” malware infrastructure.

Meterpreter Similar to Meterpreter malware infrastructure.

WERFault_temp_file A temporary file used by the Windows Error Reporting mechanism.

Zip_Same_File An archive with two files that have the same name.

Zip_Slip An archive with a file that causes directory traversal.

Reflective_DLL_Refresher DLL checks if any function is hooked.

Paint_Malware An instance of the Paint.exe (or ork.exe) malware.

Blue_Jeans_Exec Blue Jeans video conferencing tool that drops a new executable per conference session.

Amber_Reflective_PE_Packer Amber Packer (a POC Reflective PE Packer).

Winexe_Service Winexe executable that can be used to run commands remotely from Linux on Windows
system.

PWDump_* Various indicators to the usage of PWDump to dump password hashes.

Anti_Tampering_Drivers Detected tools that enable deletion of files while ignoring access control lists.

Anti_Tampering_GMER Detected GMER tool.

The following indicators are related to binary files.

SFX_* Various indicators to the usage of self-extracting archives.

Abnormal_sections This binary contains abnormal section names which could be an indication that they were
created with nonstandard development tools.
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Item Description

Anti_vm_cpuid This binary may have anti-sandboxing capabilities to evade detection in sandbox tools.

Backdoored_dos_header There are signs of a backdoor in the PE header.

Clsid_scheduled_task This binary might try scheduling a task or modifying a scheduled task.

Creates_service This binary creates a System Service.

Debugger This binary imports debugger functions.

Dinkumware This binary uses Dinkumware libraries which are commonly used by malware.

Elfanew_is_small The DOS header and PE header of this binary are overlayed.

Entry_point_too_small The entry point of this binary is in its header region.

Fake_microsoft This is a non-Microsoft binary that masquerades as Microsoft executable.

Hides_dotnet This binary tries to hide .NET information.

High_entropy This binary may contain encrypted/compressed info as measured by high entropy of the
sections.

image_base_high This file might be loaded as a kernel driver.

Installer_nullsoft This is a Nullsoft Installer.

Language_not_english This binary has non-English version info.

Large_elfanew The headers of this binary were not generated by compiler.

Mono_mkbundle This binary was compiled using Mono.

Nonstandard_dos_stub This binary uses non-standard DOS stubs.

Packer_mpress This binary was packed with MPRESS.

Packer_upx This binary was packed with UPX.

Packer_vmprotect This binary was packed with VMProtect.

Packer_xpack This binary was packed with xpack.

Possible_keylogger This binary has keylogging capabilities.

Raise_exception This binary imports functions used to raise kernel exceptions.

Script_autoit This is an AutoIT script compiled to an exe file.

Script_pyinstaller This is a compiled Python executable.

Section_count_high This binary has a high section count (>16).

Section_count_low This binary has a low section count (<2).

Section_entropy_high The majority of sections in this PE have high entropy which is a sign of obfuscation/packing.

Section_entry_point_code The entry point of this binary is in a section that is not marked as a code region.

Section_entry_point_name The entry point of this binary has an uncommon section name.

section_entry_point_RWX The entry point of this binary is an RWX section. It might contain self-modifying code.

Section_RWX This binary has an RWX section. It might contain selfmodifying code.

System_service This binary tries to run as a service.

Tool_dnscat This binary uses the DNS protocol (dnscat) to tunnel traffic.

Tool_mimikatz This binary appears to be Mimikatz.

Tool_netcat This binary is capable of reading from or writing to network connections using netcat.

Tool_nirsoft This binary appears to be a NirSoft tool, which can be used for malicious purposes.

Visualbasic6 This is a VisualBasic 6 executable.

Xor_api This binary tries to obfuscate the system calls that it invokes.

Configuring the IPS Policy
Overview of the IPS Policy
You can enable or disable protection against threats from malicious traffic originating Inbound,
Outbound to the organization and across its WAN. You can also configure the service to block (IPS
- Intrusion Prevention System) or monitor (IDS - Intrusion Detection System).

Cato Socket's IPS service is comprised of several layers of security including:
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• Behavioral Signatures: Protecting against deviation from normal, expected behavior of the system
or the user. Normal behavior is identified using Cato Socket's big data analytics and deep visibility
across many networks.

• Reputation Analysis: Protecting against inbound / outbound communication with compromised or
malicious resources.

• Known Vulnerabilities: Protecting against known CVEs, rapidly adapting to incorporate new ones.
• Anti-Bot: Protecting against outbound traffic to C&C servers based on reputation feeds, and network

behavioral analysis.
• Network Behavioral Analysis: Protecting against inbound / outbound network scans.
• Protocol Validation: Protecting against invalid packet (conformance to the protocol wise), reducing

attack surface from exploits using anomalous traffic.
• Geo Location Restriction: Enforce a custom geo-restriction policy to block inbound, outbound, or all

traffic to specific countries.

Managing IPS Settings
This section explains how to configure the IPS Policy to protect the networks in your account.

Enabling/Disabling IPS Protection

To enable or disable IPS, use one of the following methods:

1. In the Navigation panel, click Security > Threat Protection.
2. In the Settings section, click the slider to enable (green) or disable (gray) the IPS service for the

account.
3. Click Save.

Defining IPS Settings
For WAN, Inbound and Outbound traffic, you can define the actions triggered by threat detection and
set their alerts. These are the available actions:
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• Block - Blocks the malicious traffic and it doesn't continue to its destination. When applicable,
redirects the user to a dedicated blocking web page.

• Monitor - Generates events (shown in Event Discovery) for the malicious traffic and then the traffic
continues to the destination.

• Allow - The traffic is allowed to continue to the destination with no actions taken.

To configure actions for the IPS policy:

1. Expand the IPS Policy section.
2. For each Protection Scope click the Malicious File icon and select the action.
3. To create email alerts that are triggered by the traffic type, click  (Tracking) (see Setting Alerts

and Limits).
4. Click Save.

To enable/disable IPS protection for a specific traffic (Protection Scope):

1. For the type of IPS traffic, click the slider to enable (green) or disable (gray) IPS protection for this
traffic type.

2. Click Save.

Configuring IPS Inspection Options
The Inspection Options for the IPS policy lets you add an extra level of threat protection for inbound
and outbound traffic.

All Tracking alerts for the IPS policy also apply to the IPS Inspection Options.

Blocking Newly Registered Domains
For outbound traffic you can configure IPS to automatically block domains that are less than 14 days
old. Malware often uses newly registered domains to evade threat protection. The majority of newly
registered domains are malicious or suspicious.

To block newly registered domains:

1. In the Inspection Options section, select Outbound Traffic - Block Newly Registered Domains.
2. Click Save.

Quarantining Suspicious IP Addresses
The Suspicious IP quarantine feature enables IPS to temporarily block inbound traffic IP addresses
that are aggressively attacking your network. This feature blocks traffic from these malicious IP
addresses for a few minutes.

To quarantine traffic from suspicious IP addresses:

1. In the Inspection Options section, select Inbound Traffic - Suspicious IP quarantine.
2. Click Save.

Defining Geo Restriction Rules
You can define IPS geo restriction rules to block traffic to specific countries. The rules can block
inbound or outbound traffic, or all traffic to the countries defined in the rule. All blocked traffic
automatically generates an event which you can view in Analytics > Event Discovery.

To define a geo restriction rule:

1. In the Geo Restriction section, click  (Add).
2. In Add Description, enter a name for the rule.
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3. Under Countries, click  (Add) and select the countries for this rule.
4. Select the traffic direction that the rule is applied to: Outbound, Inbound or Both Directions.
5. To set an email alert when traffic is blocked, click  (Tracking) (see Setting Alerts and Limits).
6. Click Save.

Deleting Geo Restriction Rules

Note: You cannot undo the action to delete a geo restriction rule!

To delete geo restriction rules:

1. In the Geo Restriction section, select the one or more rules.
2. In the Geo Restriction section, click  (Delete).
3. In the confirmation window click OK.

Whitelisting IPS Signatures

Overview of IPS Whitelisting
The Cato Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) engine inspects WAN and Internet traffic for a variety
of network attacks and uses different prevention techniques to protect the network. Some of the IPS
protections are based on traffic signatures that define the type of potential network attack. Whenever
a traffic pattern matches an IPS signature, the IPS engine applies the IPS policy action to the traffic
(block, monitor, or allow).

For the IPS block action, you can use IPS whitelist rules to configure the IPS engine to ignore the
matching traffic. For example, you can create an IPS whitelist rule directly from an IPS block event in
the Event Discovery window.

Note: For accounts with IPS whitelisted settings that were previously configured by
Support, these settings are migrated to the IPS whitelist rulebase.

Network Traffic and the IPS Protection Scope
You can create rules to whitelist traffic for the IPS engine according to a specific scope of the network
traffic. The traffic from the source (From) and to the destination (To) is only whitelisted according to one
of these types of network traffic:

• WAN - WAN traffic between sites and hosts over the Cato Cloud
• Inbound - Traffic from the Internet to the internal customer network
• Outbound - Traffic from the internal customer network to the Internet
• Any - Any network traffic
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Note: To whitelist IPS protections based on Geo Restriction settings, you must use the
IP address or range. You can't whitelist Geo Restriction based on the domain.

Items in an IPS Whitelist Rule
The following table explains the items that you can use to define the settings for an IPS whitelist rule:

Item Description

Scope Protection scope for the traffic that the IPS whitelist applies to

You can't edit the Scope for a rule

Name Name for the IPS whitelist rule.

From Source of the traffic for this rule.

To Destination of the traffic for this rule.

Signature ID The IPS signature that is whitelisted and any traffic that with this signature that matches this rule is allowed by
the IPS engine.

You can enter Any to configure the IPS engine to allow all traffic that matches this rule.

Protocol/Port Only applies to traffic that matches the specified protocol and ports.

You can define a single port or range of ports for each rule. Use separate rules to define multiple ports, for
example one rule for TCP port 80 and a second rule for TCP port 200.

Track When the rule is matched, an event is generated or an email notification alert is sent to the specified list.

Enable The slider  is green when the rule is enabled, and gray when the rule is disabled.

(Delete) Delete this IPS whitelist rule

Working with the IPS Whitelist Rulebase
The IPS whitlelist rulebase contains all the rules that whitelist traffic for the IPS engine. All the matching
IPS whitelist rules are applied to each connection, this behavior is different from the ordered firewall
rulebase where only the first matching rule is applied. This means that if a connection matches multiple
whitelist rules, then each matching rule generates an event.

For example, a connection with a blocked IPS signature matches IPS whitelist rules 2 and 4. The
connection is whitelisted and allowed by the IPS engine. The connection generates two separate
events, one for rule 2 and one for rule 4.

Creating an IPS Whitelist Rule from a Block Event
You can use Event Discovery to identify the IPS signature that is blocking traffic and then create an IPS
whitelist rule from the block event. You can click the signature ID in an event to open a window that
lets you configure the settings for a new IPS whitelist rule. The rule is then added to the IPS whitelist
rulebase in the IPS policy (Security > Threat Protection > IPS Policy).

To create an IPS whitelist rule from an event:

1. From Analytics > Event Discovery, show the IPS event for the blocked traffic. This is a sample
procedure to show an IPS event:
a. From the Select Preset drop-down menu, select IPS.
b. Locate the event for the IPS signature ID.
c. Expand the event.

2. In signature id, click the link for the signature.
The IPS Whitlelist Configuration window opens.
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3. Configure the settings for the IPS whitelist rule. The Scope matches the traffic direction for the
event and you can't change it.

4. Click OK. The rule is added to the IPS whitelist rulebase.
5. To show the IPS whitelist rulebase, from the navigation pane, select Security > Threat Protection

> IPS Policy.

Managing IPS Whitelist Rules
Use the IPS Whitelist section in the IPS Policy window to manually create, edit, and delete IPS
whitelist rules.

Showing the IPS Whitlelist Rulebase
The IPS whitelist rulebase is in the IPS Policy window.

To show the IPS whitelist rulebase:

• From the navigation pane, select Security > Threat Protection > IPS Policy. The IPS Whitelist
section shows the rulebase.
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Manually Creating an IPS Whitelist Rule
You can add a new rule to the IPS whitelist rulebase and define the settings for the rule. You can't edit
the scope of a rule.

The IPS Signature ID is a custom signature that Cato uses for the IPS engine. You can only see the
Signature IDs in IPS events.

To manually create an IPS whitelist rule:

1. In the IPS Whitelist section, click Add .
2. Select the scope of the rule. The IPS whitelist rule is added to the rulebase.
3. Define the settings for the rule, see above Items in an IPS Whitelist Rule.

If you set Signature ID to Any, then the IPS engine allows all matching traffic.
4. Click Save.

Deleting an IPS Whitelist Rule
When you are no longer using an IPS whitelist rule, we recommend that you delete from the rulebase
instead of disabling it. Deleting a rule prevents another admin enabling it by accident.

To delete an IPS whitelist rule:

1. In the IPS Whitelist section, click Delete .
The rule is removed from the rulebase.

2. Click Save.

Preparing to Migrate the Legacy Firewall to the New Unified
Firewall
Introduction to Migrating to Ordered Firewalls
Cato Networks are migrating the security policy that is configured in the WAN Firewall, Internet
Firewall, and URL Filtering windows to new ordered rulebase for the WAN and Internet traffic. The
new ordered rulebases give you increased control over the firewalls and simplify URL Filtering with
unified categories that now include applications. In addition, the new unified categories are also used in
some Cato Management Application windows that are not part of the security policy.

Cato Networks developed a migration tool to help automate the process of updating the rulebases and
windows with the new settings and objects. Some of the settings and objects are excluded from the
migration to ensure that connections are not accidentally blocked by the automated migration tool. So,
after the migration is complete you need to review the changes and make additional modifications to the
rulebases and windows.
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IMPORTANT:

• It's possible that you made changes to the legacy firewall rules that aren't in the new
unified firewall rules. Carefully compare the legacy and new firewall policies before
you activate the new firewall rulebase.

• The migration process doesn't necessarily migrate all the rules with the block action
from the previous security policy (see Don't Block Connections below). Cato strongly
recommends that you review the migrated rules in your security policy and make
sure that potentially malicious traffic is blocked.

Overview of the Migration Process
This is a high-level overview of the process to migrate your security policy to the new ordered firewall
rulebases.

1. Familiarize yourself with the new ordered firewalls and the migration logic. See What's New in the
Ordered Firewalls and Understanding the Migration Tool Logic below.

2. Review the settings and restore the new unified categories that were excluded from the migration.
For more information, see Migrating the Security Policy.

3. Activate the new security policy and unified categories for your account.

What's New in the Ordered Firewalls
This section describes the new features and changes that are part of the ordered WAN and Internet
firewalls.

General Changes
These are the changes to categories that are relevant to the new WAN and the Internet firewalls.

• Custom Categories - Create new category objects that can contain different categories of websites,
applications, and other settings.

• Custom Categories are global objects - Use your custom categories in a variety of different Cato
Management Application windows, including: WAN Firewall, Internet Firewall, Network Rules, and so
on.

Changes to the WAN Firewall
The new WAN firewall gives you greater granular analytics connected to traffic generated by the rules.
The Track feature now includes Events, so a rule can not only create alerts, but also generate events
for analytics. The events are independent of the rule action, so you can monitor the traffic for any rule in
the WAN firewall.

Changes to the Internet Firewall
These are the changes to the functionality of the new Internet firewall.

• URL Filtering window is obsolete - After you start using the new firewalls, the URL Filtering window
is no longer used in the Cato Management Application. Instead, use custom categories to group URL
categories and applications, and then add them to the Internet firewall.

• Monitor action is obsolete- The monitor action is from URL Filtering is available. Instead, you can
configure a rule with the Allow action and set Track to generate events.

• Unified URL Filtering categories and applications - Categories for URL Filtering functionality are
available in the Configuration menu. These categories can contain URLs, Cato defined web
categories, applications, and so on.

• Different logic for Internet rule settings - The App/Category and Service/Port settings for an Internet
rule now have a different logic. All of these settings were part of a single row in the old Internet
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firewall, and they were applied with an OR relationship. However, in the new Internet firewall, the
App/Category settings are in one column and the Service/Port settings are in a different column.
These settings now have an AND relationship between them.

Example of Changes to the Internet Rule Logic
Here is a sample Internet firewall rule that blocks traffic for social networking traffic:

This rule blocks the items in the To: row with an OR relationship, in other words if the traffic matches
any one of the items it is blocked.

In the new Internet firewall, the items are now divided into two columns:

This new rule blocks traffic that matches any item in the App/Category column AND also matches port
11234. To maintain the same functionality as the previous Internet firewall rule, remove the port from the
current and create a new rule the only blocks the port. See below for an example of the two rules in the
new Internet firewall:

Understanding the Migration Tool Logic
The URL Filtering categories and applications are unified in the new WAN and Internet firewalls and it is
impossible to create a 1-to-1 mapping to migrate the WAN Firewall, Internet Firewall, and URL Filtering
security policy to the new firewalls. This section explains the logic that the firewall migration tool uses to
migrate rules from the previous firewalls to the new ordered rule firewalls.

Don't Block Connections
The fundamental approach of the firewall migration is to not block connections and traffic. Therefore,
the migration logic gives a higher priority to Allow rules than Block rules. After the automated migration,
it's possible that the new security policy is more permissive. The next step is to fine-tune the policy to
provide the same functionality as before the migration.

For rules and settings with the block action, the tool only includes applications and categories with the
same scope after the migration. However for block rules, the migration tool excludes unified categories
that have a different scope after the migration. The logic for this automated tool is to help make sure
that the migration doesn't block connections because of the new unified categories.

Migration Logic for the WAN Firewall
URL Filtering and application categories were not used in the previous WAN firewall, so the rules are
directly migrated to the new firewall. All the Block rules are at the top of the rulebase and then followed
by the Allow rules.
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Note: The final implicit rule of the WAN firewall rule base is block, so any traffic that is
not explicitly allowed by a rule is blocked.

Migration Logic for the Internet Firewall
Most of the rules and categories in the previous URL Filtering window are migrated to the new Internet
firewall. URL Filtering settings that are migrated to other windows are discussed in Migrating the
Security Policy. Because the URL Filtering categories and applications are now unified, the migration
logic excludes settings that can potentially block connections and traffic.

The migration logic for the Internet firewall is explained the following sections:

• Rules that block categories
• Migrating rules for URL Filtering Custom Categories
• Migrating rules for URL Filtering Categories

The new Internet is an ordered rulebase, the rules from the Custom Categories are at the top of the
rulebase and then the rules from the Categories.

Understanding Rules that Block Categories

• For Block rules from the previous Internet firewall, these rules are migrated without the new unified
categories. The tool migrates the rule to the new Internet firewall and excludes the categories.

• If there is a block rule that only contains unified categories, this rule is not migrated at all.

Migrating Rules for URL Filtering Custom Categories

• The rules for Custom Categories in the URL Filtering window are migrated in the following order:
◦ Firstly, each allow rule
◦ Secondly, each monitor rule
◦ Finally, each prompt rule
◦ The monitor rules in the new Internet firewall uses the Allow action and Track is set to Events.

• All the new unified URL Filtering categories and applications are removed from the block rules in the
new Internet firewall.

• The URLs & Categories for each rule are migrated to the new Categories window in Global
Settings. The new custom category has the same name as the previous rule.

• For each URL Filtering custom category rule, the migration tool creates a new rule in the new Internet
firewall with the same settings and it includes the migrated custom category.

Migrating Rules for URL Filtering Categories

• The migration tool creates three new rules in the new Internet firewall: one for allow categories, one
for monitor, and one for prompt. Each new rule contains all the categories from the URL Filtering
window for the specified action.

• The categories with a block action are not migrated.
• The default monitor categories are not migrated to the new Internet firewall, these categories are

included in the default policy for the new unified categories. If you configured categories with monitor,
then these configured categories are migrated to one new rule in the new Internet firewall.

Sample Migration to New Internet Firewall
The following screenshot is a sample Social Networking rule in the previous Internet firewall:
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This rule blocks these items:

• Category for Social Networking
• Application for LinkedIn
• Domain for facebook.com

Here is the screenshot of the rule after it is migrated to the new Internet firewall:

The migration logic that was applied to the previous Internet firewall rule is:

• Category for Social Networking - This is a new unified category for a block action, so it was excluded
from the migration. You can add the new Social category for the same functionality.

• Application for LinkedIn - This application was included in the migration even though it is an
application for a block rule. The scope of the LinkedIn application is the same for the previous and
new application.

• Domain for facebook.com - Domains are always included in the migration.

Migrating the Security Policy
This articles explains how to start the the security policy rules, categories, and settings are migrated
to the new firewall. For accounts that use the previous firewall, the Cato Management Application
shows the new firewall windows with the migrated rules and items. Your account continues to apply the
previous security policy.

Overview of Migration Process
This is an overview of the process that migrated the firewall rules for your existing security policy to the
new ordered firewalls.

1. For accounts use the previous firewalls, the rules are automatically migrated to the new firewalls.
2. Log in to Cato Management Application and review the settings and make changes in these

windows:
• WAN Firewall
• Internet Firewall
• Trusted Destinations, TLS Inspection, Network Rules

3. Enable the new security policy on your account and the legacy windows are automatically removed
from the Cato Management Application.

Enabling the Migration Tool
When you are ready to migrate the security policy to the new firewalls, contact your Cato Networks
representative and ask them to enable the security policy migration tool.

The migration tool automatically migrated the previous WAN Firewall, Internet Firewall, and URL
Filtering rules to the new ordered firewalls. You can continue to edit and use the previous firewall
windows, however if you edit the settings for the previous policy - these changes have no effect on the
new firewall rules.
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Review the settings in the New WAN Firewall and New Internet Firewall windows. Remember that
the unified categories and applications with the block action are excluded from the tool and are not
migrated.

Fine Tuning the Security Policy
After the migration tool and creates the new rules in the New WAN Firewall and New Internet Firewall
windows, you can fine tune the security policy and other windows in the Cato Management Application.

Adding Block Categories to the Internet Firewall
Compare the new Internet firewall with the deprecated Internet firewall and URL Filtering rules. For
each block rule in the new Internet firewall, add the categories that were excluded from the migration.

Verifying Categories in Other Windows
The automated migration tool also impacts the following windows because you can configure categories
and applications as part of the settings:

• Configuration > Global Settings > Trusted Destinations
• Configuration > Global Settings > TLS Inspection
• Networking > Network Rules

These windows do not follow the migration logic of don't block connections. All categories and
applications that are configured in the following windows are fully migrated to the new unified categories
during the migration. After you start using the new security policy, the new unified categories are
applied to each of the windows above.

In each window, review the category settings make sure that same behavior for these windows is
correct after the migration.
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Start Using the New Security Policy
After you complete reviewing and updating the settings for the new security policy, then you are ready
to apply it to your account. The WAN and Internet Firewall windows now have this option: Start Using
Security Policy with New Firewalls (Finalize). Clicking this option permanently enables the new
security policy for your account.

Enabling the New Security Policy
Enable the new security policy to apply it to network traffic in your account. After this action, the
deprecated WAN Firewall, Internet Firewall, and URL Filtering windows are completely disabled and
removed from your account.

To start using the new security policy:

1. From the navigation pane, click Security > New WAN Firewall.
2. Click Start Using Security Policy with New Firewalls (Finalize).

The warning window opens.
3. Click OK.

Note: After you click OK, you can't go back to the previous firewall and URL
Filtering settings.

4. The deprecated firewall windows are automatically removed from your account.

WAN Firewall (Legacy)

Note: This article describes functionality related to the legacy Cato firewall. For more
about the ordered WAN firewall, see Configuring the Ordered WAN Firewall.

WAN Firewall
In the WAN Firewall Security panel, you can allow or block access and communication between your
organizational network entities such as sites, users, hosts and subnets.

Cato Cloud's WAN firewall enforces policy on a "block any" basis. By default, it does not allow
communication between entities in the network. To allow communication, you must define rules that
explicitly allow connection from one or more specific entities to other specific entities. Rules are
processed by their general logic, and not by the order. For example, for site A to communicate with
site B, at least one rule must allow this connection.
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Conversely, exception rules specifically block communication between entities, and they override any
connection rule which allows communication between the same entities. For example, if communication
between site A and site B is forbidden in an exception rule AND also allowed in a connection rule, the
exception rule takes precedence.

Working with Multiple Objects in a Single Rule
When a From or To row for a WAN firewall rule has multiple objects, there is an OR relationship
between them. For example, if there is a rule that allows access to the mail server for service SMTP
and ports 25, 265, 587, and 2525, then the traffic is allowed when it matches the SMTP service, or any
one of the ports.

Showing the WAN Firewall
To access WAN Firewall settings:

In the Navigation panel, click  (Security), and click WAN Firewall.

Entities in allowed rules are colored green .

Entities in blocked rules are colored red .

Managing Allowed Connections / Exceptions (Blocked
Connections) Rules

Note: This article describes functionality related to the legacy Cato firewall. For more
about the ordered WAN firewall, see Configuring the Ordered WAN Firewall.
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Adding Allowed Connections / Exceptions (Blocked Connections) Rules

The following procedures describe how to define Allowed Connections, but they can
also be used to define Exceptions (Blocked Connections).

To define a new Allowed Connection rule:

1. In the Allowed Connections section, click  (Add).

A new connections rule appears.
2. Click Add Description and type a descriptive name for the rule (such as "HQ to Branch traffic").

3. Click the arrow to toggle between a unidirectional rule  and a bidirectional rule , which
indicates the permitted initiator of the communication (not the data flow direction). For example,
a unidirectional allow rule from site A to site B permits communication initiated by site A only. A
bidirectional allow rule from site A to site B allows communication initiated by either site.

4. In the From section, click  (Add) to define the traffic source entities in the rule, and in each tab
(Groups, Sites, Hosts, VPN Users, Networks, Floating Ranges and Discrete IPs) select the
items to include in the rule.
Select the Allow Any check box to include all entities in the rule.
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5. Click OK.
6. In the To section, repeat steps 4 and 5 to define the destination entities in the rule (instead of

Allow Any, the Block Any check box is shown.
7. To define any constraints, click  (Limit To).
8. In each tab (Services, Time, Ports, Custom Applications), selects the items to include in the

constraint.
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If you cannot find the application or service you are looking for, consider the
following:

• If this is a proprietary application or service, you should create a custom
application as described in Section 0.1 - Configuring Custom Applications.

• If this is a commonly used application which you believe should be part of the
pre-defined list: please open a support ticket so that the application will be
added to the predefined list. In the meanwhile you may work around the issue
by defining a custom application.

You can also use the Ports and IPs tabs to define ad-hoc rules. The difference is
that ad-hoc rules are not treated as global objects so you will not be able to view
their analytics (outside of events) or reuse them in additional rules (networking or
security).

9. To define an alert triggered by this rule, click  (Track).
10. Click Save.
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Deleting Allowed Connection/Exception Rules

You cannot undo a rule deletion.

To delete a allowed Connection/Exception Rule:

1. Select the check box next to one or multiple rules.
2. At the top of the rules table, click  (Delete) to delete the selected rules.

Managing Web Browsing with URL Filtering (Legacy)

Note: This article describes functionality related to the legacy Cato firewall. For more
about the ordered Internet firewall, see Configuring the Ordered Internet Firewall.

Overview of URL Filtering
URL filtering allows you to control and filter access to website based on sets of predefined and
customized categories.

Available actions for each category are:

• (Allow) - Let the user access the target URL without interference.
• (Block) - Prevent the user from accessing the target URL, and instead, redirecting the user to a

dedicated blocking page.
• (Monitor) - Let the user access the target URL without interference, but record the event (available

later in the event log).
• (Prompt) - Redirect to a dedicated page warning about the URL the user is trying to access. The

user can decide whether or not to proceed. This event is recorded in the event log.
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Managing URL Filtering Categories

Enabling or Disabling URL Filtering

To enable or disable the URL Filtering service:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Security) > URL Filtering.
2. Near the top of the panel, click the Enable URL Filtering slider  to enable (green) or disable

(gray).
3. Click Save.

Modifying URL Category Actions
The entire content of the Internet is grouped into almost 60 categories. To find a specific category, you
may need to run a search.

To modify a URL Category action:

1. From the URL Filtering window, find a category that you want to modify its filtering action.
2. In the Action column, click the icon and select the new action.

The new setting is shown after saving. In the example below, advertisements are now blocked.
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Working with Custom Categories
Depending on your organizational needs, you may create customized URL filtering categories for
specific network entities. Custom categories always take precedence over predefined categories.

Custom categories include:

• Predefined categories
• Fully qualified domain names (for example, "www.example.com")
• Top level domains (for example, "example.com")

Creating a Custom Category

To create a new custom category:

1. Click  Add.
A Custom Categories rule is added.

2. Click Add Name to give a descriptive name to the rule.
For example, give a name that reflects the required policy/action (such as "Block Facebook").

3. In the From line, click Edit to define the network entities to which to apply the rule.
In the Add Items window, select all groups, sites, hosts, and/or users to include in the rule. When
selected, an item has a checked box .

Note: Select the Include Any option to include all entities in the rule.

4. Click OK to close the Add window.
5. In the URLs & Categories line, set the content of the category.
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6. In the URLs & Categories line, set the content of the category.
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7. Click OK to close the Add window.
8. Select the action for the rule.
9. Click  (Limit To) to open the Edit Constraints window. Define the time period in which the rule is

active (see Setting Alerts and Limits).
10. To set an alert for this rule, click  (Track) and define the alert (see Setting Alerts and Limits).
11. Click Save.

Deleting a Custom Category
You cannot undo a custom category deletion.

Note: Predefined categories cannot be deleted.

To delete a custom category:

1. Select one or more categories.
2. At the top of the Custom Categories table, click  (Delete).
3. Click Save.
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Configuring the Internet Firewall (Legacy)

Note: This article describes functionality related to the legacy Cato firewall. For more
about the ordered Internet firewall, see Configuring the Ordered Internet Firewall.

Overview of the Internet Firewall
In the Internet Firewall Security panel, you can allow and block access by sites and/or individual users
to various applications, services and websites.

Cato Cloud's Internet firewall enforces policy on an "allow any" basis. By default, it does not block
access to applications on the Internet. To block access, you must define rules that explicitly block
connection from one or more network entities to applications. Rules are processed by their general
logic, and not by the order. For example, to prevent network entities in site A from accessing a SaaS
application, at least one rule must block this connection.

Conversely, exception rules specifically allow access to such applications, and they override any
blocking rule between the same entities and applications. For example, if communication between site
A and a social media application is allowed in an exception rule AND also forbidden in a blocking rule,
the exception rule takes precedence.

As shown in the figure below:

• Entities in blocked rules are colored red

• Entities in allowed rules are colored green
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Working with Multiple Objects in a Single Rule
When a From or To row for a WAN firewall rule has multiple objects, there is an OR relationship
between them. For example, if there is a rule that blocks access to the Netflix, iTunes, and YouTube
applications, then the traffic is blocked when it any of the applications.

Enabling or Disabling Internet Firewall
Use the slider at the top of the Internet Firewall window to enable and disable the firewall to block and
manage Internet traffic.

To enable or disable the Internet firewall:

1. In the Navigation panel, click  (Security) > Internet Firewall.
2. At the top of the panel, click the Settings slider  to enable (green) or disable (gray).
3. Click Save.

Add Blocked/Allowed Applications Rules
The procedures in this section describe how to define Blocked Applications, but they can also be
used to define Exceptions (Allowed Applications).

Defining a Block Application Rule
When you define a application rule with the block action, search for items that define which content the
rule blocks. If you cannot find the application or service you are looking for, consider the following:

• If this is a proprietary application or service, you can create a custom application as described in
Working with Custom Applications.

• If this is a commonly used application which you believe should be part of the pre-defined list: please
open a support ticket so that the application will be added to the predefined list. In the meanwhile you
may work around the issue by defining a custom application as described in Working with Custom
Applications.

You can also use the Domains, FQDN, Ports and IPs tabs to define ad-hoc rules. The difference is that
ad-hoc rules are not treated as global objects so you will not be able to view their analytics (outside of
events) or reuse them in additional rules (networking or security).

When you define the TLD or FQDN for a rule, it also includes all the subdomains.

To define a new Block Applications rule:

1. In the Blocked Applications section, click  (Add).
A new rule appears.

2. Click Add Description and type a descriptive name for the rule (such as "Block FTP Access").
3. In the From section, click  (Add) and in each tab (Groups, Sites, Hosts, VPN Users,

Networks, Floating Ranges and Discrete IPs) select the items to include in the rule.
Select the Block Any option to include all entities in the rule.
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4. Click OK to close the Add Items window.
5. In the To section, click  (Add) and in each tab (Categories, Applications, Services, Custom

Applications, Domains, FQDN, Ports and IPs) select the items to include in the rule.

Note: Domains and FQDN only apply to HTTP and HTTPS traffic.

Select the Block Any check box to include all entities in the rule.
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6. Click OK to close the Add window.
7. To define any time constraints, click  (Limit To) and configure the time frame when the rule is

active.
8. To define an alert triggered by this rule, click  (Track) and configure the settings for the alert.
9. Click Save.

Enabling and Disabling Internet Rules
Rules that are disabled are shaded gray.

To enable/disable a specific Internet firewall rule:

1. On the right side of the rule entry, click the slider  to enable (green) or disable (gray).
Select the check box next to one or multiple rules.

2. At the top of the Block Applications rules table, click  (Disable) to disable or  (Enable) to
enable the selected rules.

Deleting Internet Firewall Rules

Note: You cannot undo a rule deletion!
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To delete a rule from the Internet firewall:

1. Select the one or more rules.
2. At the top of the rules table, click  (Delete).
3. Click Save.
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Analytics & Events

Analyzing the Network with Event Discovery

Discovering and Filtering Events
The Event Discovery window shows all the events for your Cato Networks account. The powerful
search tools let you drill-down and identify the few events that contain the relevant data that you need.

Often there are thousands, if not millions, of events for a selected time range. The goal of the Event
Discovery window is to continue adding filters to the query until you can see a few events to analyze.
The window shows you all the fields and you can easily add a field to the filter to refine the events
shown. In addition, you can manually define the values for a filter.

The window shows up to 50 of the most recent events that match the filter. We recommend that you
continue to add filters, until you find the events that give you the relevant information.

Note: After an event is generated, there can be delays of up to 2-3 minutes before that
event is shown in the Event Discovery window.

Showing Event Discovery
The Event Discovery window lets you easily filter events according to many different fields.

To show the Event Discovery window:

1. From the navigation menu, select Analytics > Event Discovery.
2. From the top of the window, select the time range for the events.

Using the Event Discovery Window
The following example and table explain the sections of the Event Discovery window:

Item Name Description

1 Select Preset menu Drop-down menu with preset filter options to show the events for common scenarios.
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Item Name Description

2 Export events menu Exports events in the current filter to a file. You can export all the fields (columns), or only the
ones that you selected.

3 Events filter bar Shows the filters that are applied to the events. Click Add to manually configure the settings
for a filter.

4 Events timeline Timeline that shows the number of filtered events. Each event type is represented by a
different color.

5 Total number of
events

Shows the total number of events for the current time range and filter settings.

6 Event type quick filters Click an event type to only show events for that type. For example, when you click Network,
only the Network events are shown.

7 Event Discovery fields All fields that are in the raw data for the events. You can easily add or exclude a field in the
filter. Cardinality indicates the total number of unique values for the field.

8 Time and Raw Data
for an event

Shows the time stamp when the event was generated and the raw data for each field in the
event. You can also add the fields as new columns to this table.

Note: The maximum date range for Event Discovery is 31 days

Adding Event Values to the Events Filter
The left-hand section of the Event Discovery window shows the fields and values that are included in
the events (item 5 in the previous example). You can easily add a field value to the events filter to
drill-down and identify the relevant events. In addition, you can add a new column that shows the event
data for the specific field.

The following table explains the buttons in the events fields:

Item Name Description

Add Column to Table Adds the field to the table of events as a new column that replaces the Raw Data column.
Click X at the top of the column to remove it.

Add Value to Filter Adds the specific value for the field to the filter. The Event Discovery window
automatically updates and shows events that match the new filter.

Add Value Exclusion
to Filter

Adds an exclusion for this specific value of this field to the filter. The Event Discovery
window automatically updates and shows events that do NOT match this value.

To add an event value to the filter:

1. In the Event Discovery window, click the field to expand the values.
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2. For the specific value, click the button to add the value or the exclusion to the filter.
The Event Discovery window refreshes and shows the events that match the new filter. The field
value shows the number of matching events.

3. To show additional values for a field (in the previous example, there are 12 sub type values and the
window shows the top 5), click Load More.

Working with the N/A Value
The N/A value applies to events that do NOT have this specific field.

• You can add the N/A value to the filter and show only events that do not have the field.
• If you exclude the N/A value, the window shows only events that include this field.
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Using the Select Preset Filters
The Select Preset drop-down menu contains pre-defined event filters for common analytics scenarios.
When you select a preset option, the filters are automatically added to the events filter bar and the
window is updated to show the events that match the filter.

These are the explanations for each preset filter:

Preset Name Description

Default Removes all the filters from the events filter bar.

Internet firewall Shows all events generated by the Internet firewall rules.

Internet firewall (high-risk
domains)

Shows all events generated by the Internet firewall rules where the destination is considered a
high-risk domain. This filter includes traffic that matches these Cato categories: Anonymizers,
Compromised, Phishing, Parked domains, Questionable, Spam, Uncategorized.

WAN firewall Shows all events generated by the WAN firewall rules.

IPS Shows all events generated by IPS protections, for inbound, outbound, and WAN traffic.

Anti-malware Shows all events generated by the Unified Anti-Malware policy, for WAN and Internet traffic.

Sites connectivity status Shows all connectivity events generated by sites and VPN users.

VPN active users Shows all events related to VPN user logins.

Manually Configuring a Filter
The Add Filter window lets you manually configure the event filter for greater granularity for Event
Discovery. After you configure the filter, it is added to the events filter bar and the window is
automatically updated to show the events that match the new filter. You can remove the manual filter
from the events bar in the same way as an automatic filter.

The following table explains the sections in the Add Filter window:

Name Description

Field Select the field for this filter. The available fields are based on the filtered events for the time range.

Operator Select the operator that defines the filter.

Value After you select the field with one of these operators, you can select the value for the filter: is, is not, in, not in

To create a manual filter for the events:

• In the events filter bar, click Add.
The Add Filter window opens.
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• From Field, select the field for this filter. You can enter the name of the field and the options in the
drop-down menu are dynamically updated.

• From Operator, select the operator for the filter.
• If necessary, from Value select the value for the filter. The in and not in operators support selecting

multiple values.
• Click OK. The filter is added to the events filter bar.

Note: When you are creating a manual filter for a Field, the Value drop-down menu
shows a maximum of 99 results. You can enter the entire name of a Value, and it is
added to the filter.

Using the Event Type Quick Filter
These are the types of events in the Event Discovery window:

• Routing - Routing, and BGP events
◦ You can use the routing quick filter to discover events related to the status of BGP sessions and

routes
• Security - Events generated by Threat Protection and Firewall engines

◦ You can use the security quick filter to discover events related to potential security issues, and to
fine-tine rules for the firewall

• Connectivity - Events related to connectivity for LAN monitoring, sites, and VPN Clients in the
account
◦ You can use the connectivity quick filter to discover events related to issues with the site

connection, for example link quality related to packet loss
• System - Events related to LDAP, User Awareness, license, and users accounts

◦ You can use the system quick filter to discover events related to the status of a Directory Services
sync

• Sockets Management - Events related to Sockets, such as firmware updates
◦ You can use the sockets management quick filter to discover events related to a successful Socket

update to the newest version

You can add an event type and filter for only events that match that type.

To filter for an event type:

1. From the Event Discovery window, click the name of the event type under the time line.
The event type is added to the filter. The following example shows the filter for the Health event
type.

2. To clear the event type filter:
• Click the X for the filter icon.
• Click the name of the event type.

(The filter icon in the above example is event type is Connectivity.)
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Exporting Events to a File
You can easily export the event data in the Event Discovery window to a file for additional analysis.
You have the option to export all the fields for each event, or only the fields that you selected. All the
events in the current filter are exported to the file. You can change the time range filter in the Analytics
window to change the number of exported events. You can export up to 250,000 events at one time to a
file.

To export events to a CSV file:

1. From the Event Discovery window, click Export.
2. From the drop down menu, select to export:

• CSV (All fields) - All the fields for each event are exported
• CSV (Selected fields) - Only the Selected Fields for each event are exported

3. From the Enter the file name window, you can enter a custom file name for the CSV file. The time
stamp is automatically added at the end of the file name.

4. Click Export.
5. From the Save As window, select the directory where you are saving the file.
6. Click OK. The events are exported to the CSV file.

Sample Drill-down with Event Discovery
This is a sample procedure of using the Event Discovery window to drill-down and troubleshoot an
issue. In this example, we are investigating connectivity for the Cato Client during the past 7 days.

To drill-down for events related to VPN connectivity:

1. From the Event Discovery window, set the time-range to Last 7 Days. There are 2.7 million
events.

2. From the Available Fields section, expand the src is site or vpn field.
3. Add the VPN User value to the filter. In the VPN User value, click the Add Value to Filter button.

4. Add the Block value to the filter. Expand the action field, and the Block value to the filter.
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5. Now there are 42,800 events shown. Expand the sub type field to investigate the values.

6. Because there are only 3 events for IPS, add this value to the filter.
7. Now there are 3 events shown. We can review some of the fields in the events to look for common

causes, for example: application type, client country, and source name.

Explaining the Event Discovery Fields

Understanding the Types of Fields
These are the types of each field, and how to use them for manual filters.

• Date and Time - Values for dates in this format "<year>-<month>-
<day>T<hour>:<minute>:<second>.<millisecond>Z", for example "2021-01-01T12:10:30.591Z"

• IP - Filter for an IP addresses using the CIDR notation: [ip_address]/[prefix_length]
• Keyword - Enter text strings, you can only search for Keyword fields with the exact value
• Link - Link to an external reference
• Number - Enter numbers as integers
• Text - Event description, can't include in a filter

Explaining the Popular Fields

Name Type Description

Categories keyword The default Cato categories (Configuration > Categories)

Source name keyword For all traffic, the name of the source site or VPN user

Event sub type keyword Event sub-type of Network, Security, Health, or System types

Event type keyword Event type: Network, Security, Health, or System

Type keyword Event type: Network, Security, Health, or System

User email keyword Email address for the user in the Cato Management Application
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Explaining the Available Fields

Name Type Description

Action keyword Action that is relevant to the event type, for example:

Firewall - the rule action taken for this event, only rules with track enabled generate
events. Monitor events are for matching allow rules.

QoS - alert or clear

BGP - BGP route ignore, see Event Message below for more information.

AD name keyword Active Directory name

Anti malware reference link Link to anti-malware database for the suspicious file

Application keyword Applications that are used in the Internet Firewall, for example: Facebook, CNN

Authentication type keyword Authentication method that is connected to this event, for example: MFA or password

BGP Cato ASN keyword The BGP ASN for the Cato BGP peer (local connection)

BGP Cato IP IP The BGP IP address for the Cato BGP peer (local connection)

BGP error code keyword Error message for the BGP disconnect event

BGP peer ASN keyword The BGP ASN for the BGP peer (remote connection)

BGP peer description keyword For BGP events, description of the BGP neighbor from the Cato Management
Application

BGP peer IP IP The BGP IP address for the BGP peer (remote connection)

BGP route CIDR keyword The CIDR for the BGP route

BGP suberror code keyword Error message that is connected to the BGP disconnect event

Client version keyword Version number for the Socket or VPN client

Configured host name keyword Name configured in the Cato Management Application for a host with a Static IP
address

Custom categories keyword The Custom Categories for your account (Configuration > Categories)

Dest country country For Internet traffic, IP address based location of the destination server

Dest IP IP For Internet traffic, IP address of the destination server

Dest is site or VPN keyword For WAN traffic, destination type: site or VPN user

Dest port number For Internet traffic, port number for the destination server

Dest site name keyword For WAN traffic, the name of the destination site or VPN user

Device name keyword Name of the host connected to the event

Directory host name keyword For LDAP events, the host name

Directory IP IP For LDAP events, IP address of the Domain Controller

Directory sync type keyword LDAP event generated because there was a sync with the Domain Controller

Directory sync result keyword For LDAP events, result of sync with the Domain Controller

Domain name keyword SSL SNI, HTTP host name, DNS name

Event count number Count for events that are repeated multiple times during one minute

Event message text Cato's description of the event

BGP route ignore action:

• Too Many Routes - Exceeded the maximum number of allowed BGP routes. Any
routes after route number 1024 are ignored.

• Route Collision - The BGP route is ignored because it collided with a BGP range that
Cato blocks.

• Zero Length Route -The default route (0.0.0.0/0) was ignored.

File hash keyword For anti-malware events, hash of the relevant file

File name keyword For anti-malware events, name of the relevant file

File size number For anti-malware events, size (in bytes) of the relevant file

IP protocol keyword Network protocol for this event

ISP name keyword The ISP used for this event

When the IP address isn't provided by the ISP, then the event message is IP
Addresses are assigned statically
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Name Type Description

Link health is congested keyword Data that measures the congestion for a specific link

Link health jitter keyword Data that measures the jitter for a specific link

Link health latency keyword Data that measures the latency for a specific link

Link health pkt loss keyword Data that measures the packet loss for a specific link

Link type keyword Link type for this connection, for example: Cato, or Alt. WAN

Login type keyword Login action, values are: User portal (myvpn.catonetworks.com) or VPN client (VPN
or site traffic)

Mitre attack fields keyword For relevant IPS events, shows data based on the comprehensive Mitre Att&ck
knowledge base of cyber adversaries

• mitre attack subtechniques
• mitre attack tactics
• mitre attack techniques

OS type keyword Type of host operating system, or tunnel device

OS version keyword Version number of host operating system, or tunnel device

PoP name keyword Name of PoP that is connected to this event

QoS reported time date For QoS, the time that this QoS event started. The event is generated when the QoS
event finishes.

Risk level keyword IPS event and indicates the overall impact of a threat for the host or network:

Risk level low – minimal risk for network, such as adware

Risk level medium – medium risk for the network, such as network scans

Risk level high – significant risk for network, such as spyware or worms

Rule name keyword Name in Cato Management Application for the firewall rule

Socket interface keyword Name in Cato Management Application for the Socket port (interface)

Socket new version keyword For Socket upgrade events, version number for the new version

Socket old version keyword For Socket upgrade events, version number for the previous version

Socket reset keyword For Socket reset events, indicates a hardware or software reset

Socket role keyword For Socket high availability events, indicates if the Socket is primary or secondary

Socket serial keyword Serial number of the physical Socket

Src country country For VPN clients and sites, the physical location for the public IP address that is outside
the tunnel

Src IP IP The IP address that Cato assigns to the host or VPN client

Src ISP IP IP The ISP IP address that is outside the tunnel that connects the Cato Cloud

Src port number The internal port number for the client, site, or host for the network connection

Src is site or VPN keyword For all traffic, the name of the source site or VPN ID

Src site name keyword For all traffic, the name of the source site or VPN user

Subnet name keyword Name of subnet that is defined in the Cato Management Application

Threat name keyword For anti-malware events, malware name

For IPS events, explains the reason why the traffic was blocked

Threat type keyword For anti-malware events, malware type

Threat verdict keyword For anti-malware events, result of the malware scan. For files that are safe, value is
clean.

Throttled event subtype keyword For events that are repeated multiple times, there is a quota limit for this event type.
When this event type passes the quota limit, the event is throttled. The subtype value
shows the type of event that was throttled.

Time date Time stamp for this event

Traffic direction keyword Direction of network traffic for this event, values are inbound or outbound

Tunnel protocol keyword Protocol for the tunnel connection

URL keyword For Internet traffic, URL connected to the event

Windows domain name keyword For LDAP sync events, name of the AD domain
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Explaining Fields for MDR Customers
MDR (Managed Detection and Response) customers of Cato Networks can view the events for security
incidents in the Event Discovery window (Analytics > Event Discovery). The following table explains
the event fields for these incidents in the event subtype MDR.

Name Type Description

Client Class keyword Type of client applications that run on the operating system that created this network flow
(for example, Chrome)

Flows Cardinality number Number of network flows that were included in this security incident

Incident Aggregation number A true/false value that indicates if this event is:

• A summary that aggregates many events (true)
• Raw network flows for a single event (false)

Incident ID keyword ID that identifies this security incident. You can use this ID to follow up for more information
with the MDR team.

Targets Cardinality number Number of servers that were included in this security incident

Working with the Analytics Windows

Overview of Analytics and the Cato Cloud
The Analytics section of the Cato Management Application shows you information and statistics to help
you analyze and understand network traffic for your account. You can easily select the time frame that
is displayed and also drill-down to specific events and network data.

Using the Time Range Filter
Use the time range filter located at the top of the Analytics window to select the specific time duration
for the analytics data.

Note: The current data range filter is also applied when you switch between other
analytics windows and objects (such as Sites, VPN Users, Apps, and so on).

Item Description

1 Previous view - returns to the previous time range settings.

2 Time range drop-down menu. The default setting is Last Day.

3 Bucket duration tooltip - shows the duration between data points in the Analytics windows.
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Item Description

4 Calendar to select the From date.

5 Calendar to select the To date.

6 Default and custom time range settings.

To set the time range for the Analytics window:

1. From the navigation pane select Analytics.
2. From the time range drop-down menu, select a default or custom time range:

• Select one of the default time ranges
• Click Custom Range and select the From and To dates

3. Click Apply.

Working with Timelines and Charts
The timelines and charts in the Analytics windows provide easy-to-read visual representation of the
data.

Viewing Timelines and Network Data
Analytics for network traffic use a timeline to show the data. When you hover the mouse over a data
point, the specific time and network traffic are shown.

Item Description

1 Network traffic drop-down menu - select whether to show bytes or packets. The default setting is Bytes Transferred
(sent and received).

2 Mouse cursor selecting data point. In the above example it shows 1.91 GB of bytes transferred.

3 Time stamp for selected data point. In the above example, it shows that this data point was at 13:05 on August 14, 2019.

Selecting a Time Range from the Timeline
You can use the mouse to set a custom time range for the Analytics window. This lets you easily select
the range of data to drill-down and analyze.

To select a time range from the timeline:

1. In the time line, click and hold the mouse cursor from the beginning of the data.
2. Select the data that is in this custom range.
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3. Release the mouse button. The data in the selected time range is shown in the window.

Viewing Apps and Internet Data with a Chart
Analytics for web pages, apps, and other Internet traffic use a chart to show the data. When you hover
over an item in the chart, the specific data is also shown in a tooltip. You can also click an item to
remove it from the chart and update the percentage for the other items.

To remove an item from the analytics chart:

• Click the colored square at the beginning of the row for that item. The row is greyed out and the item
is removed from the chart.
Click the colored square again to restore the item to the chart.

Changing Analytics to a Different Object
The drop-down menu in the upper left-hand side of the Analytics window lets you select a different
object to analyze. The same settings, such as time range, are applied to the new object.

Working with Site Analytics
This article discusses how to use features that are shared by all the tabs in the Analytics > Sites
windows.

Changing Analytics to a Different Site
The drop-down menu in the upper left-hand side of the Analytics > Site window lets you select a
different site to analyze. The same settings, such as time range, are applied to the new site.
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Using the Pin Feature
For some of the Sites windows, by default the top section is pinned and always shown in this window.
For example, in the Connectivity window, the Overview and Details section are pinned by default.

To pin or un-pin the top section:

• Click the pin icon to toggle between pinned and unpinned.

Analyzing Traffic for all Account Sites
Overview of Analytics > Sites Window
The Analytics > Sites window shows throughput data for each site in your account. The timeline graph
shows the network throughput for the site and performance for the selected time range. You can then
select a site to drill-down and show more specific analytics.

For more about using the Analytics windows, see Working with the Analytics Windows.

Fields in the Timeline Graph for Sites
This table explains the fields in the timeline graph for a site.
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Item Name Description

1 Site information Name and native range for the site

2 Uptime and Hosts Amount of time this site is connected to the Cato Cloud

3 Network throughput Total throughput for the links for this site

4 Connection status Connection status for specific link and indicates if there are performance issues

5 Real-time connection data Real-time upstream and downstream data for this site

6 Site connection details Shows information about the Cato Socket or that the site is an IPsec connection

Note: The site uptime (item 2) is calculated according to these conditions:

• The uptime for a site resets when that site is disconnected from the Cato Cloud for
more than 150 seconds. Otherwise, the site is defined as reconnecting to the Cato
Cloud.

• For sites with active/active links, the site is only defined as down when both links are
disconnected from the Cato Cloud.

Using the Analytics > Sites Window
You can use the mouse to show specific throughput data for a point on the timeline. In addition, you can
show or hide the connection status for the links.

To show the Analytics > Sites window:

• From the navigation pane, select Analytics > Sites.

To show specific throughput data:

• Hover the mouse pointer on the timeline, the specific timestamp and throughput for each link are
shown.

To show or hide the link connection status:

• For a site with multiple links, click the plus or minus icon to show or hide the link connection status.

These are the explanations of the connection status:

•  (green) - link is connected and active, no issues detected
•  (olive) - link is connected and passive, no issues detected
•  (orange) - link experienced a moderate performance issue
•  (red) - link experienced a severe performance issue
•  (gray) - link is not connected
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Link Metrics for the Health Bars
If the link suffers from packet loss or a high distance, the colors of the Analytics link health bars indicate
the metrics about the link health:

Link Health Packet Loss Distance

Green (Healthy) 0 - 2 % Less than 900 ms

Orange (Issues) 2 - 5 % 900 - 950 ms

Red (Critical issues) Greater than 5 % Greater than 950 ms

Analyzing Connectivity for a Site
The Connectivity window helps you analyze the state and quality of the connections of a site to the
Cato Cloud. The data in this window show traffic inside the secure tunnel between the site and the Cato
Cloud.

Note: Cato calculates the link connectivity data every millisecond, however the
minimum bucket size in the Connectivity window is 5 seconds. It is possible that
packets are discarded, even though the analytics in this window doesn't show 100%
usage.

Using the Overview Section

To show the analytics for site connectivity:

1. From the navigation panel, click Analytics > Sites.
2. Select the site.

The Analytics / Site window opens for the site.
3. Click the Connectivity tab.

This example and table explains the fields in the Connectivity > Overview section:

Item Name Description

1 Analytics site Select the site that is showing analytics data

2 Connectivity tab Select to show the connectivity data for this site

3 Overview and Details
section

Select to show the graphic Overview of the links, or the Details of the data
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Item Name Description

4 Link connection status Data of an individual link for the site

• The green bar shows the active link
• The light green bar shows the passive link with connectivity to the Cato Cloud
• A gray bar indicates that the link is down

5 Aggregated
connection status

Aggregated data of the links for the site

The aggregated bar shows the status of the link with the best health for that bucket duration.
For example, if WAN 01 had a green status and WAN 02 had an orange status, the
aggregated bar shows a green status.

6 Pin for Overview and
Details section

The Overview and Details section are pinned by default, and are still shown when you scroll
down in this window

7 Bucket duration Amount of time for a specific data point, in the example above each data point is represents
19 minutes of aggregated traffic

For more about using the Analytics windows, see Working with the Analytics Windows.

Note: The ISP data in this window is provided by ip2location.com

Chinese PoP Locations
For PoP locations in China, some locations have multiple PoPs that a site can connect to. For example,
Shanghai_DC1 and Shanghai_DC3.

Using the Connectivity Graphs
The Connectivity section of the Analytics > Sites window shows graphs that display the following
data:

• Throughput - upstream and downstream throughput for each link
• Packet Loss - packet loss percentage over the last mile
• Jitter - difference in time delay in milliseconds (ms) between data packets
• Distance - round trip time between the site and the Cato Cloud

Using the Packet Distribution Chart
The Packet Distribution pie chart shows you the percentages of traffic that is upstream and
downstream. It also shows the packet loss in both directions.
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Analyzing QoS and BW Management for a Site

Overview of Analyzing Traffic with the Priority Analyzer
The Priority Analyzer window lets you analyze QoS and PBR data, and can present you with a better
understanding of how the network bandwidth for a site is used and routed. Based on your analysis, you
can then make changes to the BW Management policies and PBR configuration.

To show the analytics for site QoS and traffic priority:

1. From the navigation panel, click Analytics > Sites.
2. Select the site.

The Analytics / Site window opens for the site.
3. Click the Priority Analyzer tab.

This example and table explains the fields in the Priority Analyzer for the Bandwidth Management
Profiles:

Name Description

Priority The Bandwidth Management Profile from Networking > BW Management

Class of Traffic Name of network rule where this BW Management Profile is used

Usage and Health • Usage - Shows traffic that is sent over each link
• Health - Colors of the health bars indicate the traffic status based on discarded packets: idle (  gray),

OK (  green), issues (  orange), critical issues (  red)

Throughput The average throughput for the time frame (upstream, and downstream)

Discarded Pkts. The average percentage of packets discarded by the QoS engine

Delay The average traffic delay caused by the QoS engine

Link Metrics for the Health Bars
If the link suffers from packet loss or a high distance, the colors of the Analytics link health bars indicate
the metrics about the link health:

Link Health Packet Loss Distance

Green (Healthy) 0 - 2 % Less than 900 ms

Orange (Issues) 2 - 5 % 900 - 950 ms

Red (Critical issues) Greater than 5 % Greater than 950 ms

Drilling Down to BW Management Profile Data
You can expand a row for a specific Bandwidth Management Profile to drill-down and show the traffic
data for that profile.
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To drill down to a Bandwidth Management Profile:

1. In the Priority Analyzer window, click the Bandwidth Management Profile and the row expands.
2. To show the data for the bucket duration, hover the mouse on one of the graphs.
3. To hide the QoS graphs, click the click the Bandwidth Management Profile and the row closes.

The following example shows the VoIP Bandwidth Management Profile:

• Top Hosts shows the specific hosts with the highest usage for this profile
• Top Applications shows the specific applications with the highest usage for this profile

Note: The graphs in the Priority Analyzer window show discarded packets for each
QoS profile. However, the graph in the Connectivity window shows the aggregated
discarded packets for the entire site. If there are less than 0.1% discarded packets
for the site, then the Connectivity window shows 0.0% discarded packets. So,
it is possible to see discarded packets in the Priority Analyzer window, but the
Connectivity window shows 0.0% discarded packets.

Analyzing Network Usage for a Site

Overview of Usage Analytics for a Site
The Site Analytics Usage window shows data for the network usage. The window contains these
sections:

• Network - A timeline of the total network usage for the site, you can select to show traffic according to
bytes or packets

• Applications - A chart of the network throughput for each application
• Domains - A chart of the network throughput for each target domain

The domain Direct IP means that the traffic connects to one or more specific IP addresses instead of
a domain
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• Hosts - A chart of the network throughput for each application

Note: You can click the Others application or domain to remove it from the chart.

The following example shows the Network and Applications sections:

Analyzing Host Usage for a Site

Overview of Host Analytics for a Site
The Site Analytics Host window shows network data for a specific host behind the site. The window
contains these sections:

• IP/Hostname - IP address or hostname for hosts for this site
• Network - Network traffic usage for the selected host
• Applications - Usage for each application for the selected host
• Domains - Usage for each domain for the selected host

The domain Direct IP means that the traffic connects to one or more specific IP addresses instead of
a domain

Note: You can click the Others application or domain to remove it from the chart.

Showing the Host Analytics for a Site
To show the analytics for the hosts behind a site:
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1. From the navigation panel, click Analytics > Sites.
2. Select the site.

The Analytics / Site window opens for the site.
3. Click the Hosts tab.

The following example shows the IP/Hostname, Network, and Applications sections for the hostname
Amy-D7490:

Analyzing Data for a Site in Real-Time

Overview of Real-Time Analytics for a Site
The Sites > Real-Time window shows the analytics data for a site in real-time. You can show these
kinds of network data:

• Transport - Network data similar to the Connectivity window, for example: throughput, packet loss,
jitter and so on

• QoS - Network data similar to the Priority Analyzer window, for example: throughput for each BW
Management profile
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Showing the Real-Time Analytics for a Site

To show the analytics for a site in real-time:

1. From the navigation panel, click Analytics > Sites.
2. Select the site.

The Analytics / Site window opens for the site.
3. Click the Real-Time tab.

Toggling Real-Time Data
The toggle icon  lets you select which QoS profiles or Transport links to show on the Real-Time
timelines. These are the options for this feature:

•  (top row) - Hide all profiles or links
•  (top row) - Show all profiles or links
•  - Show specific profile or link
•  - Hide specific profile or link
•  - Show only this specific profile or link

Real-Time Transport Analytics
The Transport section focuses on the real-time top hosts and apps for the transport links. The following
example explains the sections in the Site Real-Time Transport window:

Item Name Description

1 QoS and Transport
tabs

Click the relevant tab to show real-time QoS or transport data.

2 General Indicators • Capacity - total capacity for all links at the site (upstream, downstream). Capacity is the
total bandwidth for the site, minus the Cato system traffic (about 9% of the site bandwidth).

• Throughput - current total throughput (upstream, downstream).
• Queued Size - Traffic (upstream, downstream) that is queued by the QoS engine in a buffer

due to bandwidth congestion. The packets are stored until the QoS engine is able to send
them (or discards them).

• Discarded - current number of packets (upstream, downstream) discarded by the QoS
engine due to congestion.
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Item Name Description

3 Timeline graphs of
transport traffic

Select one of the views to choose how the data is displayed on the graph. You can also pause
the data flow.

4 Transport links Overview of real-time traffic data for each Transport link.

5 Top hosts and
applications

List of top hosts and applications with throughput for the link.

Real-Time QoS Analytics
The QoS section focuses on the real-time top hosts and apps for the QoS Bandwidth Management
policies. The following example explains the sections in the Site Real-Time QoS window:

Item Name Description

1 QoS and Transport
tabs

Click the relevant tab to show real-time QoS or transport data.

2 General Indicators • Capacity - total capacity for all links at the site (upstream, downstream).
• Throughput - current total throughput (upstream, downstream).
• Queued Size - Traffic (upstream, downstream) that is queued by the QoS engine in a

buffer due to bandwidth congestion. The packets are stored until the QoS engine is able to
send them (or discards them).

• Discarded - current number of packets (upstream, downstream) discarded by the QoS
engine due to congestion.

3 Timeline graphs of
transport traffic

Select one of the views to choose how the data is displayed on the graph. You can also
pause the data flow.

4 Bandwidth
Management policies

Overview of real-time traffic data for each Bandwidth Management policy.

This section also shows the following metrics:

• Pkt Loss - Packet Loss of the last-mile ISP link
• MOS - Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is an algorithm that measures the traffic quality (5 is the

highest value).

5 Top hosts and
applications

List of top hosts and applications with throughput for the policy.
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Working with VPN User Analytics

Overview of Analytics with VPN Users
The VPN Users window shows you the network data and analytics for VPN users in the account.
You can also drill-down to specific users and show information such as applications, domains, and
generated events.

Showing Analytics for All VPN Users in the Account
To show analytics for all VPN users:

• From the navigation pane, click Analytics > VPN Users.

The right side of each user shows data about devices for each VPN user including: IP address,
Operating System, and Cato Client version.

Showing Analytics for a Specific VPN User
The Analytics VPN user window shows network data for a specific user in the account. The window
contains these sections:

• Network - Network traffic usage for the user
• Applications - Usage for each application for the user
• Domains - Usage for each domain for the user
• IPs - IP addresses assigned to the user
• Events - Events that the user generated

Note: You can click the Others application or domain to remove it from the chart.

To show analytics for a VPN user:

• From the Analytics > VPN Users window, click a VPN user.
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The following example shows the total network usage and details about the applications for the user
Amy Jones.

Analyzing Traffic - Drilling Down to Apps, Domains, and
Categories
Overview of Analytics with Apps, Domains, and Categories
The Apps, Domains, and Categories windows help you drill-down and analyze the network usage for
these items. For example, you can start with the high-level overview of network usage for the past 30
days in the account. Then you notice that Facebook represents 20% of the traffic during the time period.
You can drill-down and identify the hosts and users which are responsible for this traffic.

In each window, select the item in the top section to show the applicable data in the graphs and charts.
Each window contains these sections:

• Apps - Usage statistics for applications and services
• Domains - Statistics and details for the domain usage

The domain Direct IP means that the traffic connects to one or more specific IP addresses instead of
a domain

• Categories - Usage statistics according to the Internet categories (you can show the categories in
Configuration > Categories)

The following example shows the Analytics > Category window for all sites and users in the account.
The Computers and Technology category is selected.
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Item Name Description

1 Sites & Users drop-down menu Select the site or user that is showing analytics data

2 Category section Select the category (or app or domain) that is showing analytics data

3 Network section Network usage for the selected category (or app or domain)

Analyzing Network Usage of Apps, Domains, and Categories
This section explains how you can use the Apps, Domains, and Categories windows to analyze Internet
traffic usage in your account.

Showing the Apps, Domains, and Categories Window
You can show the data for the network usage of a single app, domain, or category.

To show the Apps, Domains, and Categories window:

1. From the navigation panel, select Analytics > Apps, Domains, or Categories.
2. From the Sites & Users drop-down menu, select the site or user.
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3. In the Apps, Domains, or Categories section, select the item to show the analytics data.
4. Scroll down to show the data for the Network usage, Domains, Sites & Users, and Events.
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Sockets & Hardware

Assigning a Static IP to a Socket
This article explains how to use a computer to connect to the local Socket WebUI of an X1500 or
X1700 Socket and configure an Internet facing WAN port with a static IP address using the default
management IP, 169.254.100.1.

Connecting the Socket to the Internet for the First Time
This article is for situations where this is the first time that the Socket is connecting to the public Internet
and to the Cato Cloud. For Sockets that are already online and connected to the Cato Cloud, you can
update the WAN IP address of a Socket without physically connecting to the Socket locally. For more
information about how to update the WAN IP address of a Socket while it’s already connected to the
Cato Cloud, see Using the Socket WebUI.

Prerequisites for Assigning a Static IP to a Socket
Assigning a static IP to a Socket for the initial connection to the Internet requires physically connecting
an Ethernet cable between the Socket and a local computer. Make sure that you can physically connect
to the Socket, before you continue with this configuration.

Assigning a Static IP for the WAN Interface for an X1500 Socket
Log in to the Socket WebUI using the default management IP address 169.254.100.1, and assign a
static IP address to the WAN interface of an X1500 Socket.

To assign a static IP to the WAN interface of an X1500 Socket:

1. Use an Ethernet cable to connect an interface from the computer to port 2 (LAN2) on the Socket.
2. Configure the computer interface with a static IP address that is on the same subnet as the LAN2

interface, for example:
• Computer IP address: 169.254.100.2
• Computer network mask: 255.255.0.0
You can also use the Ethernet adapter in the computer in DHCP client mode. The computer will
automatically receive an IP address within the network range: 169.254.0.0/24.

3. From an Internet browser, go to https://169.254.100.1.
4. Enter the default login credentials:

• Username: admin
• Password: admin

5. Change the password for the Socket WebUI, in the new window, enter the default password
admin, and then enter a new complex password.
You are logged in to the Socket WebUI.

6. Click the Network Settings tab.
7. From the WAN interface that is connecting to the public Internet, select the Static Address option.
8. Enter the IP address settings for the WAN interface.

The following screenshot shows a sample static IP address for the WAN1 interface on an X1500
Socket:
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The example above shows these settings:
• IP address: 88.0.0.2
• Mask: 255.255.255.248
• Gateway: 88.0.0.1
• Primary DNS: 8.8.8.8
• Secondary DNS: 1.1.1.1

9. Click Update. The static IP address is assigned to the WAN interface.

Assigning a Static IP to the WAN Interface of an X1700 Socket
Log in to the Socket WebUI using the default management IP address 169.254.100.1, and assign a
static IP address to the WAN interface of an X1700 Socket.

To assign a static IP for the WAN interface for an X1700 Socket:

1. Use an Ethernet cable to connect an interface from the computer to Management Port on the
Socket.

2. Configure the computer interface with a static IP address that is on the same subnet as the
Management Port, for example:
• Computer IP address: 169.254.100.2
• Computer network mask: 255.255.0.0
You can also use the Ethernet adapter in the computer in DHCP client mode. The computer will
automatically receive an IP address within the network range: 169.254.0.0/24.

3. From an Internet browser, go to https://169.254.100.1.
4. Enter the default login credentials:

• Username: admin
• Password: admin

5. Change the password for the Socket WebUI, in the new window, enter the default password
admin, and then enter a new complex password.
You are logged in to the Socket WebUI.
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6. Click the Network Settings tab.
7. From the WAN interface that is connecting to the public Internet, select the Static Address option.
8. Enter the IP address settings for the WAN interface.

The following screenshot shows a sample static IP address for the WAN1 interface on an X1700
Socket:

The example above shows these settings:
• IP address: 88.0.0.2
• Mask: 255.255.255.248
• Gateway: 88.0.0.1
• Primary DNS: 8.8.8.8
• Secondary DNS: 1.1.1.1

9. Click Update. The static IP address is assigned to the WAN interface.

Using the Socket WebUI

Overview of the Socket WebUI
The Socket WebUI shows options and information directly related to the Cato Socket. It lets you
configure settings and shows data that aren't available in the Cato Management Application.

Important! Making changes in the Socket WebUI can have a significant impact on the
network and is primarily intended for experienced Cato admins.

Some of the options and windows in the Socket WebUI are designed for Support and internal use.
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Logging In to the Socket WebUI
There are two ways to log in to the Socket WebUI, centralized access and local access. With
centralized access you can automatically log in to the Socket WebUI from the Cato Management
Application without entering the Socket WebUI password. Your Cato Management Application
credentials are used to authenticate to the Socket WebUI.

With local access, you can use the local IP address for the Socket LAN interface to connect to the
Socket WebUI. For this option, you must have IP connectivity to the local IP of the Socket, and
authenticate with the Socket WebUI credentials.

Logging in from the Cato Management Application
Admins with editor permissions can automatically log in to the Socket WebUI from one of these
windows in the Cato Management Application:

• My Network > Topology
• Configuration > Sites > Socket Configuration
• Configuration > Sites > High Availability (for Socket or vSocket HA configurations)

To log in to the Socket WebUI from the Topology window:

1. From the navigation pane, select My Network > Topology.
2. Select the site.
3. Select Operations  > Remote Socket WebUI.

For HA configurations select the Primary or Secondary Socket.

The browser opens a new tab and logs in to the Socket WebUI.

The Socket WebUI automatically logs out when the window is idle for more than 10 minutes.
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Logging in to the Socket WebUI Locally
Use the credentials for the Socket WebUI to log in from an Internet browser using the Socket IP
address.

To log in to the Socket WebUI from an Internet browser:

1. (For a single Socket site) Locate the IP address for the Socket LAN interface:
a. From the Cato Management Application, click Configuration > Sites and select the Socket

site.
b. Expand the Networks section, and locate the row for the Native Range.
c. The Local IP setting shows the IP address for the Socket WebUI.

2. (For an HA site) Locate the management IP address for the Socket:
a. From the Cato Management Application, click Configuration > Sites and select the Socket

site.
b. Expand the High Availability section, and locate the Web Management IP settings for the

relevant Socket.
3. From an Internet browser, enter the following URL: https://[your Cato Socket's IP

address].
For example, https://10.0.0.15

4. Enter the login credentials for the Socket WebUI.

Note: The password policy for Cato Sockets is that you must change the password
every 90 days. After 90 days, the password expires and the login window for the
Socket WebUI prompts you to authenticate and enter a new password.

Changing the Initial Password
The initial password for a Socket is admin. After you log in to the Socket for the first time, you must
change the password. For more about:

• The AWS Instance ID, see Configuring an AWS vSocket Site
• The Azure VM ID, see Configuring an Azure vSocket Site

To change the initial password for the Socket:

1. Log in to the Socket WebUI with these credentials:
• Username: admin
• Password for physical Socket: admin
• Password for AWS vSocket: Instance ID for the vSocket VM
• Password for Azure vSocket: VM ID

2. Change the password as prompted.

Showing the Link Status
The Monitor tab in the Socket WebUI shows the status for each Socket link.

To show the status message for a link:

• Click the link icon.
The window opens and shows more information about the link status.
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Understanding the Link Status Icons
The Link Status column has a colored icon that indicates the status of the Socket link. The Media
Status is for USB links, and indicates if the USB device is plugged or unplugged. This section describes
the details of each link status icon.

• Green - The link is up and connected to the Cato Cloud
• Orange - The link is up and has an IP address, but can't connect to the Cato Cloud. See below,

Troubleshooting a Link Connectivity Issue
• Purple - The link is up, but doesn't have an IP address (for example, a DHCP server didn't assign an

IP address to this link)
• Red - The link is down
• Grey - The link is down and the Media Status is unplugged

Troubleshooting a Link Connectivity Issue
When a link status icon is orange, then there is a connectivity issue with that link. The most common
issues are:

• The link has Internet connectivity, but there are problems with the DNS server
• The link has no Internet connectivity

The following procedure are suggested steps to help identify the connectivity problem with the specific
link. From a host, resolve a DNS query to a popular FQDN. Then use the Socket WebUI to ping that
FQDN from the specific Socket link. If the Socket link can't successfully ping the FQDN, then there is
probably an issue with the DNS server.

To troubleshoot a link with an orange status icon:

1. From a host behind the link, from the CLI complete a DNS lookup of a popular hostname. For
example, dnlookup www.yahoo.com
• If there is no response to this command, there is a problem with the Internet connectivity. Please

contact your ISP (Internet Service Provider).
2. Log in to the Socket WebUI.
3. From the menu bar, select Tools.
4. In Hostname/IP, enter an IP address that you received from the DNS lookup command in step 1.
5. From Route via, select the link with the orange status icon for direct traffic. For example, WAN 01

directly.
6. Click Ping.

• If the ping is successful, then there are no Internet connectivity issues for this link.
• Otherwise, there is a problem with the Internet connectivity. Please contact your ISP.

7. Change the Hostname/IP to the FQDN of the hostname from step 1. For example,
www.yahoo.com.

8. Click Ping.
• If the ping is successful, then this link can resolve DNS requests. Please contact Cato Support.
• Otherwise, there is a problem with the DNS server for this link. Continue with the suggestions

below.
9. To investigate possible problems for the DNS server for this link:

a. Make sure the DNS servers in the Network Settings tab in the Socket WebUI are configured
correctly.

b. Does your ISP allow DNS resolution for this link and IP address? Verify the recommendation
for your ISP and try the above steps again.

c. Make sure that port 53 isn't blocked by a firewall or the ISP.
If you want help, or the problem still persists, please contact Cato Support.
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Using the Socket WebUI to Troubleshoot Links
Overview of Troubleshooting Tools
The Tools tab in the Socket WebUI has these network tools that you can use to troubleshoot the
Socket links:

• Ping
• Traceroute
• Speedtest
• iPerf

The network tools are supported on Socket version 9.0 and higher.

Logging In to the Socket WebUI

To log in to the Socket WebUI:

1. Show the IP address for the Native Range Gateway to connect to the Socket WebUI:
a. From the Cato Management Application, click Network > Sites and select the Socket site.
b. Expand the Networks section, and locate the row for the Native Range.
c. In the Characteristics column, the Gateway setting shows the IP address for the Socket

WebUI.
2. From an Internet browser, enter the following URL: https://[your Cato Socket's IP

address].
For example, https://10.0.0.15

3. Enter the login credentials for the Socket WebUI.

Using the Network Tools
After you log in to the Socket WebUI, select one of the network tools from the Tools tab.

Note: The Force Recovery via Internet Bypass feature can impact the service for the
Socket, use it with caution.

To show the network tools:

• From the menu bar, click Tools. The Socket WebUI shows the Network Tools section.
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Using the Ping Tool
Choose the Socket link and enter the hostname or IP address that you are pinging.

These are the types of Socket links that you can use as the egress interface:

• LAN - The packets are sent using the internal LAN network for the site.
• ALT WAN - The packets are sent using the Alt. WAN tunnel over the MPLS network.
• WAN via Cato - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Cato Cloud.
• WAN <ISP> directly - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Internet directly to the ISP. The

Cato Cloud is bypassed.

To ping the destination from a Socket link:

1. From the Network Tools section, click the Ping tab.

2. In Route via, select the link that is sending the packets.
3. Enter the Hostname/IP that is the destination you are pinging.
4. Click Run.

The window shows the results of the ping test.

Using the Traceroute Tool
Choose the Socket link that you are using to run the traceroute and enter the destination hostname or
IP address.

These are the types of Socket links that you can run traceroute:
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• LAN - The packets are sent using the internal LAN network for the site.
• ALT WAN - The packets are sent using the Alt. WAN tunnel over the MPLS network.
• WAN via Cato - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Cato Cloud.
• WAN <ISP> directly - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Internet directly to the ISP. The

Cato Cloud is bypassed.

To run traceroute from a Socket link:

1. From the Network Tools section, click the Traceroute tab.

2. In Route via, select the link that is sending the packet.
3. Enter the Hostname/IP that is the destination for the traceroute.
4. Click Run.

The window shows the results of the traceroute test.

Using the Speedtest Tool
The Socket WebUI lets you use the Speedtest client that is installed on the Socket to troubleshoot
the network performance of the Socket links. The Speedtest tool can be used with a randomly chosen
Speedtest server in the public Internet, or with the server running directly on the connected PoP in the
Cato Cloud.

These are the types of Socket links that you can run the Speedtest:

• WAN via Cato - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Cato Cloud.
• WAN <ISP> directly - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Internet directly to the ISP. The

Cato Cloud is bypassed.

Known Limitations for Speedtest

The same Socket CPU is responsible for generating the traffic for the Speedtest and sending the site
traffic. These are the recommended link network speeds for accurate Speedtest results:

• X1500 Socket results are accurate for link speeds up to 300 Mbps
• X1700 Socket results are accurate for link speeds up to 2000 Mbps
• Virtual Socket (vSocket) - the accuracy depends on the VM and cloud platform specifications

For the most accurate results, run the Speedtest tool when there is minimal traffic over the link. Other
traffic has higher QoS priority than the Speedtest traffic.

To run Speedtest for a Socket link:

1. From the Network Tools section, click the Speedtest tab.
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2. In Server, select the server that is running the Speedtest:
• Cato Connected PoP - the Speedtest client is hosted on a PoP in the Cato Cloud
• Internet - the Speedtest client is hosted on a random server in the public Internet

3. In Route via, select the WAN link that is sending the traffic for the Speedtest.
4. Click Run.

The window shows the results of the Speedtest.

Using the iPerf Tool
The Socket WebUI lets you use the iPerf tool to troubleshoot last mile performance issues between the
Socket and the connected PoP in the Cato Cloud. The Socket that is running the iPerf client performs
the test against the iPerf server that is running on the connected PoP. Use the Direction option to test
the upstream or downstream connectivity performance for a WAN link.

These are the types of Socket links that you can run the iPerf tests:

• WAN via Cato - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Cato Cloud.
• WAN <ISP> directly - The packets are sent using a tunnel over the Internet directly to the ISP. The

Cato Cloud is bypassed.

You can also select TCP or UDP traffic, and the amount of time (seconds) in between each data
stream.

Known Limitations for iPerf

The same Socket CPU is responsible for generating the traffic for the iPerf test and sending the site
traffic. These are the recommended link network speeds for accurate iPerf results:

• X1500 Socket results are accurate for link speeds up to 300 Mbps
• X1700 Socket results are accurate for link speeds up to 2000 Mbps
• Virtual Socket (vSocket) - the accuracy depends on the VM and cloud platform specifications

For the most accurate results, run the iPerf tool when there is minimal traffic over the link. Other traffic
has higher QoS priority than the iPerf traffic.

To run an iPerf test for a Socket link:

1. From the Network Tools section, click the iPerf tab.
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2. The option for Server is Cato Connected PoP, the iPerf tool is hosted on a PoP in the Cato Cloud.
3. In Route via, select the WAN link that you are using to run iPerf.
4. Select the Protocol for the iPerf test, TCP or UDP.
5. Set the Direction of the test traffic, and the Measurement Interval between data streams.
6. For TCP protocol, select if this test uses Parallel flows.
7. For UDP protocol, enter the Target rate (bandwidth) for the UDP traffic.
8. Click Run.

The window shows the results of the iPerf test.

Using Cellular Modems with a Socket
Connecting a Socket to a Cellular Modem
You can connect a socket to a cellular modem for internet connectivity.

Note: Perform the following steps using your cellular modem manual as a guide.

To connect a cellular modem to the Socket:

1. Obtain one of the authorized cellular modems listed below.
2. Unpack the cellular modem.
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3. Install the SIM card.
4. Connect the cellular modem to a power supply and verify that the cellular signal strength LEDs

indicate network connectivity.
5. Using a network cable, connect your PC to the cellular modem LAN port.

6. On your PC, open a command prompt and run the following command:
ping google.com

• If the ping is successful (see the following example), you are connected to the internet.
ping google.com

Pinging google.com [172.217.22.78] with 32 bytes of data: Reply from
172.217.22.78: bytes=32 time=81ms TTL=90 Reply from 172.217.22.78:
bytes=32 time=79ms TTL=90 Reply from 172.217.22.78: bytes=32 time=79ms
TTL=90 Reply from 172.217.22.78: bytes=32 time=87ms TTL=90 Ping
statistics for 172.217.22.78: Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 4, Lost =
0 (0% loss), Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds: Minimum =
79ms, Maximum = 87ms, Average = 81ms

• If the ping fails (see the following example), contact your cellular modem vendor/distributor for
support.
ping google.com Ping request could not find host google.com....

7. If the ping was successful: using a network cable, connect the Cato Socket to the cellular modem
LAN port.
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8. Configure and monitor the connection as required using the Cato Management Application.

Cato-Approved Cellular Modems

Note: Cato Networks does not assume any responsibility for the following devices and
does not provide any support for them.

Manufacturer Model

Netgear LB1110

Netgear LB1120

Netgear LB2120

Managing Sockets

Overview
This article describes these features that help you manage Cato Sockets that are configured for your
account:

• Use the Cato Management Application to unassign a Socket from one site, and then assign it to a
different one

• Changing the Socket password from the Socket WebUI
• Using the Socket reset button to:

◦ Reset the Socket password
◦ Unassign the Socket from the site

Note: These features are only supported for Socket version 5.1 and higher.

Assigning and Unassigning Cato Sockets to a Site
You can use the Cato Management Application to assign and unassign Cato Sockets version 5.1 and
higher for a site. This feature can be helpful to replace a Socket, or move a Socket from one site to a
different one.

After you unassign a Socket, it is automatically reset to factory default settings. When you assign a
Socket to a site, the Cato Management Application pushes the settings to the Socket and overwrites
any manual configurations.
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To unassign a Socket from a site:

1. From the navigation pane, click Configuration > Sites, and select the site with the Socket you are
unassigning.

2. Click the Socket Configuration section.

3. Click Unassign Socket.
A warning window opens.

4. Click OK.
The Socket is unassigned from the site. The account receives a new Notification to activate a new
Socket.

To assign a socket to a site:

1. Click the notification icon .
2. In the Notifications panel, click Activate New Socket.

The message shows the serial number (S/N) for each available Socket.
3. Click Accept.

The Assign Socket to a Site window opens.
4. From the drop-down menu select the site for the Socket.
5. Click Continue.

The Socket is added to the site.

Changing the Socket Password
You can change the password for the Socket from the Socket WebUI.

The password policy for Cato Sockets is that you must change the password every 90 days. After 90
days, the password expires and the login window for the Socket WebUI prompts you to authenticate
and enter a new password. The new password can't be the same as the previous three passwords.

To change the Socket password from the Socket WebUI:

1. Log in to the Socket WebUI, From an Internet browser, enter the following URL: https://
[Socket management IP address].
The management IP address for the Socket, is the gateway for the Native Range (Configuration >
Sites > Networks).

2. Enter the login credentials for the Socket WebUI.
3. From the menu bar, select Administration.
4. In the Administrator Password section, enter the current and new password.
5. Click Confirm. The Socket password is changed.

Resetting the Admin Password and Unassigning a Socket
You can use the Socket reset button to perform these actions on the physical Socket:

• Reset the admin password to the factory default password (admin) and doesn't disrupt the network
traffic
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• Unassign the Socket from the site and reset the Socket settings

You must have physical access to the Socket to perform these reset actions. Make sure to press and
hold the reset button for the reset actions, instead of repeatedly pressing the button.

Note: The reset button is immediately to the right of the power connection. You need to
use a paper clip and push the button inside the hole marked F/D.

These actions are supported for X1500 Sockets and additional support for X1700 Sockets is coming
soon.

To reset the admin password on the Socket:

• Press and hold the reset button for about 10 seconds. The password is reset to the default value:
admin.

To unassign a Socket from the site:

• Press and hold the reset button for about 30 seconds. The Socket is unassigned from the site and all
the settings and configurations erased.
The Socket remains at the same hardware version.

X1700 & X1500 Socket Hardware Guides
These are the available hardware guides for the X1700 and X1500 Socket.

Newest versions:

• Version 2.2 of the X1700 Socket guide includes a description of the front panel LEDs and USB ports,
and updates to setting the site bandwidth

• Version 4.3 of the X1500 Socket guide includes an updated procedure to configure a static IP
address for the WAN link

Previous versions:

• Version 4.2 of the X1500 Socket guide includes a description of the rear panel ports for both Socket
models, and updates to setting the site bandwidth

• Version 2.1 of the X1700 Socket guide and version 4.1 of the X1500 Socket guide includes port
requirements for upgrading to a new Socket version.

• Version 2.0 of the X1700 Socket guide includes the 4x10 Gbps fiber add-on.

How to Take a Packet Capture on a Socket

Overview
When it comes to troubleshooting network traffic, no tool is more powerful than a packet capture
(PCAP). Cato Networks provides a PCAP utility that is built-in into the Socket WebUI, so anyone with
the login credentials can diagnose network issues.

Using the Socket WebUI to Take a PCAP
This section is a step by step explanation of how to use the Socket PCAP utility to analyze issues in
your network.
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Step 1 - Logging In

Log in to the Socket WebUI:

1. In the Cato Management Application, find the gateway IP address for the Socket.
a. From the navigation panel select Configuration > Sites, and select the site.
b. Expand the Networks section.
c. Find the Gateway IP address for LAN1 or LAN2.

2. From a web browser, open an HTTPS connection to the gateway IP address. For example: https://
10.0.0.1

3. If LAN2 is not configured in the Cato Management Application, you can also open the WebUI as
follows:
a. Connect LAN2 on the Socket directly to the computer.
b. From a web browser, open an HTTPS connection to https://169.254.100.1
The window opens and shows the Monitor page.

Step 2 - Starting the PCAP
Configure the PCAP settings for the specific interface to start the PCAP.

Best Practice: For troubleshooting most network issues we recommend that you to take a packet
capture on the LAN interface. WAN packet captures can be useful if the Socket can't connect to a PoP,
but once connected, all traffic over the WAN interface is encrypted and encapsulated in DTLS. It is
difficult to analyze a PCAP with encrypted traffic.

1. In the Monitor page, click the PCAP column.
The column expands to show the PCAP options.

2. Enter the settings for the PCAP. You can select specific settings for Source, Destination and ports.
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These optional settings limit the traffic that is captures, without them the PCAP can have a lot of
data in a short time.

3. To start the capture, select the checkbox in the PCAP column.

Step 3 - Reproducing the Problem
While the PCAP utility is running, reproduce the network problem that you’re troubleshooting.

Step 4 - Downloading the PCAP File
Download the file that contains the data from the PCAP.

Important: Do not clear the checkbox until after you completed downloading the PCAP file. Otherwise,
you will lose the current capture.

1. From the Socket WebUI, click Download.
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2. The PCAP utility saves the file to the download directory configured for your browser with this
format: <site_name>.<account_name>.<interface>.<timestamp>.pcapng

Step 5 - Analyzing the Packets
We recommend that you use Wireshark or a similar program to open the capture file and analyze
the packets. Wireshark is a free program for Windows, Mac, and Linux that can be downloaded from
https://www.wireshark.org/.

How to Replace X1500 Socket with a X1700 Socket
This article describes how to replace existing X1500 Socket with X1700 Socket.

It's fairly easy to move from an existing X1500 to a new X1700, but it requires coordination with the
support team. The process is the following:

1. Open a support ticket in order to schedule the swap.
2. Connect and upgrade the new unassigned X1700 Socket prior to the activity using Internet

connection on WAN1 of the X1700. If the unassigned X1700 Socket is behind an existing Socket,
make sure to configure Source Bypass to allow direct Internet access from the X1700 to the
Internet - it's not supported to activate a new Socket when behind an active Socket.

3. Once it is ready, change the site's Connection Type from X1500 to X1700.

4. Assign the x1700 device to the site and verify that the X1700 details are updated in the Cato
Management Application.

5. On the backend, Cato support will disassociate the X1500 serial from the site and add the X1700
serial to your account. Once completed, you will be prompted to add it to a site just like the initial
setup of an X1500 Socket.

Downtime: you will have to schedule a maintenance window for this activity. When the support
will dissociate the X1500 from the account, Internet will not be available anymore in that site. All
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connectivity will be restored once the X1700 is assigned to the site (this is why it's advised to upgrade
it beforehand). It is advised that you make this session over a non-Cato dependent Internet connection
like personal hotspot.

This is a one-time migration, and it is not possible to convert back from X1700 to X1500, so
make sure you don't do this until you're ready. The X1500 ports will translate to the following ports
on the X1700:

• WAN1 to Port 1
• WAN2 to Port 2
• LAN1 to Port 3
• LAN2 to Port 4

For more about how to migrate from a X1500 to X1700 Socket, see Configuring the Ports for X1500
and X1700 Socket Sites.

If you need to set a static IP on the X1700's WAN interface, you can do that at any time by connecting
to the management port and browsing to https://169.254.100.1 and log in with the default admin/admin
credentials.

X1700 - How to Reset a Socket Using a USB Drive

Install X1700 with Newest Version
In some cases, you may need to re-image you X1700 Socket using a USB flash drive. Common
scenarios that require re-imaging are:

1. SSD corruption (in such cases, the Socket's link LED lights usually fail to illuminate even if the
ports are connected).

2. The Socket may just need to be factory reset.
3. Cato Support tells you the Socket needs to be re-imaged.

By using the USB image to factory reset the X1700 Socket back to the earlier version, the device will
be back to the complete factory-default configuration. The socket version will need to be upgraded and
settings like the password and static WAN links will need to be re-configured on it. Use the USB2 port
on the X1700 Socket to install an image.

Identifying the USB Port on the X1700 Socket
The X1700 Socket has two USB ports on the front panel. The following diagram shows which port you
can use to reimage the X1700 Socket with a USB drive.

1. USB1 port - Don't use to reimage the X1700 Socket
2. USB2 port - You can use USB 3.0 and 2.0 flash drives to reimage the X1700 Socket with the

USB2 port
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Step-by-Step guide

I. Prepare the USB Drive

1. Download the image file X1700-11-0-5311-dd.tgz
2. Untar the image
3. Get a USB drive with at least 8GB of storage space.

II. Burn the Image to the USB Drive
Instructions are provided for the three most common operating systems. You only need to do this once
on the operating system of your choice to create the USB drive.

After you untar the image, compute the file hash of the uncompressed .dd image file and then compare
it to the Cato verified, correct file hash. This confirms the disk image integrity before writing the Socket
firmware to the hard drive.

• As of April 2022, this is the file hash for the X1700 image:
12db06ab0a58cc68ef2ee81acda794dcac57c530b607349f7f36564a81a8dada
IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1700_2107_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_08_ws.dd

• Save the file to the same directory as the uncompressed disk image

IMPORTANT: You must use the USB2 port to install the image on the X1700 Socket.
You can't install the image with the USB1 port.

Windows

1. Connect the USB drive to your windows machine
2. Untar the image, from the command line (CMD) run tar -xf <archive-filename>

Note: Common decompression software (such as Winzip, 7zip or Winrar) will
corrupt the image, resulting in a file that is ~135MB in size. Extracting the file
using the Windows CLI 'tar' command should result in a file size of ~4GB file.

3. Run the following command to compare the file hash of the Socket image:

(Get-FileHash -Algorithm SHA256 .\IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1700_2107_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_08_ws.dd).Hash -eq (gc .\IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1700_2107_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_08_ws.dd.sha256).split()[0]

The command returns True when the hashes are the same.
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4. Download and install disk imager software, such as Win32 Disk Imager.
5. Write the image to the USB drive.

Linux

1. Connect the USB drive to your Linux machine
2. Identify which device is your USB /dev/sdb or /dev/sdc
3. Untar the image.
4. Run the following command to compare the file hash of the Socket image:

sha256sum -c IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1700_2107_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_08_ws.dd.sha256

The command returns True when the hashes are the same.
5. Run this command dd if=./<file name> of=/dev/sdX (WARNING: MAKE SURE YOU

WRITE THE IMAGE ON USB AND NOT ON YOUR HARD DISK)
For example dd if=./X1700-11-0-5311-dd.tgz of=/dev/sdX

macOS

1. Connect USB drive
2. Open a terminal windows
3. Identify the new drive using the command "diskutil list"
4. Unmount the identified drive using "diskutil unmountDisk diskN"
5. Untar the image.
6. Run the following command to compare the file hash of the Socket image:

sha256sum -c IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1700_2107_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_08_ws.dd.sha256

The command returns True when the hashes are the same.
7. Run this command dd if=./<file name> of=/dev/diskN bs=16m (WARNING: MAKE

SURE YOU WRITE THE IMAGE ON THE USB DRIVE AND NOT ON YOUR HARD DISK)
For example dd if=./X1700-11-0-5311-dd.tgz of=/dev/diskN bs=16m

III. Install the Image on the Socket

1. Power off X1700 appliance
2. Insert the USB flash drive that you prepared in section 2 in the USB2 port.
3. Power on X1700 appliance
4. Installation starts upon X1700 boot, it should last around 1.5-2 minutes depending on USB flash

drive speed
5. After installation completion X1700 will be powered off automatically, so this event (power off)

designates end of installation
6. Eject USB flash drive
7. Pull the power cord and plug it to power on the X1700 appliance
8. While connected to the X1700 terminal and upon completion of its boot process X1700 login

prompt shall be displayed as
Cato Networks Socket X1700
X1700 login:

9. Please login to the X1700 using the same user and password as it was used for X1500 (user cato)
10. Upon successful login display should show the following information:

Cato Networks Socket X1700

X1700 login:

Password:
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____ _ _____ ___ _ _ _ _

/ ___| / \|_ _/ _ \ | \ | | ___| |___ _____ _ __| | _____

| | / _ \ | || | | | | \| |/ _ \ __\ \ /\ / / _ \| '__| |/ / __|

| |___ / ___ \| || |_| | | |\ | __/ |_ \ V V / (_) | | | <\__ \

\____/_/ \_\_| \___/ |_| \_|\___|\__| \_/\_/ \___/|_| |_|\_\___/

____ _ _ __ ___ _____ ___ ___

/ ___| ___ ___| | _____| |_ \ \/ / |___ / _ \ / _ \

\___ \ / _ \ / __| |/ / _ \ __| \ /| | / / | | | | | |

___) | (_) | (__| < __/ |_ / \| | / /| |_| | |_| |

|____/ \___/ \___|_|\_\___|\__| /_/\_\_|/_/ \___/ \___/

Socket CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4330 CPU @ 3.50GHz

Socket RAM: 8061892 kB

Socket OS fingerprint: b97abb7fca86a2ecec13dc79dc4c006de6567e16

Socket management interface:

inet 169.254.100.1/16 brd 169.254.255.255 scope global eth8:1

Socket version: 11.0.2107

Socket serial number: XXXXXXXXXXX

Please verify that the Socket serial number field should contain a real serial number of appliance as
printed on appliance sticker. For example:

• Socket OS fingerprint field is b97abb7fca86a2ecec13dc79dc4c006de6567e16
• Socket version is 11.0.2107
• Socket management interface address is 169.254.100.1
• CPU and RAM are the same as above

X1500 - How to Reset a Socket Using a USB Drive
In some cases, you may need to re-image a Socket using a USB drive. Common scenarios that require
re-imaging are:

1. SSD corruption (in such cases, the Socket's link LED lights usually fail to illuminate even if the
ports are connected)

2. A Socket needs to be factory reset
3. Cato support tells you a Socket needs to be re-imaged

The procedure in this article resets the Socket back to version 11.0.2106 and the factory-default
configuration. The Socket version will need to be upgraded and settings like the password and static
WAN links will need to be re-configured on the Socket.
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Reset Socket to Factory Default Configuration and Version

Preparing the USB Drive

1. Download the image file X1500-BR2-11-0-5311-dd.tgz
2. Untar the image.
3. Get a USB drive with at least 8GB of storage space.

Burning the Image to the USB Drive
Instructions are provided for the three most common operating systems. You only need to do this once
on the operating system of your choice to create the USB drive.

After you untar the image, compute the file hash of the uncompressed .dd image file and then compare
it to the Cato verified, correct file hash. This confirms the disk image integrity before writing the Socket
firmware to the hard drive.

• As of April 2022, this is the X1500 file hash:
c7e9b155bcffd317ebc78369a8dfe721dd8a86087868d4b3510066a51f28ab86
IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1500_BR2_2106_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_07_ws.dd

• Save the file to the same directory as the uncompressed disk image

Windows

1. Connect the USB drive to your windows machine
2. Untar the image, from the command line (CMD) run tar -xf <archive-filename>

Note: Common decompression software (such as Winzip, 7zip or Winrar) will
corrupt the image, resulting in a file that is ~135MB in size. Extracting the file
using the Windows CLI tar command should result in a file size of ~4GB file.

3. Run the following command to compare the file hash of the Socket image:

(Get-FileHash -Algorithm SHA256 .\IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1500_BR2_2106_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_07_ws.dd).Hash -eq (gc .\IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1500_BR2_2106_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_07_ws.dd.sha256).split()[0]

The command returns True when the hashes are the same.
4. Download and install disk imager software, such as Win32 Disk Imager.
5. Write the image to the USB drive.

Linux

1. Connect the USB drive to your Linux machine
2. Identify which device is your USB /dev/sdb or /dev/sdc
3. Untar the image.
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4. Run the following command to compare the file hash of the Socket image:

sha256sum -c IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1500_BR2_2106_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_07_ws.dd.sha256

The command returns OK when the hashes are the same.
5. Run this command dd if=./<file name> of=/dev/sdX (WARNING: MAKE SURE YOU

WRITE THE IMAGE ON USB AND NOT ON YOUR HARD-DISK)
For example dd if=./X1500-BR2-11-0-5311.dd of=/dev/sdX

macOS

1. Connect USB drive.
2. Open a terminal window.
3. Identify the new drive using the command diskutil list
4. Unmount the identified drive using diskutil unmountDisk diskN
5. Untar the image.
6. Run the following command to compare the file hash of the Socket image:

sha256sum -c IMAGE_INSTALL_socket_X1500_BR2_2106_USB_11_0_5311_v_2021_02_07_ws.dd.sha256

The command returns OK when the hashes are the same.
7. Run this command dd if=./<file name> of=/dev/diskN bs=16m (WARNING: MAKE

SURE YOU WRITE THE IMAGE ON THE USB DRIVE AND NOT ON YOUR HARD DISK)
For example dd if=./X1500-BR2-11-0-5311.dd of=/dev/diskN bs=16m

Installing the Image on the Socket

1. Connect the USB drive to the Socket's USB port.
2. Reboot the socket (unplug the power and plug it in again).
3. It takes up to 5 minutes to write the image to the Socket. When completed, the Socket will turn

itself off.
4. Disconnect the USB drive (Very important step - otherwise, step 3 will happen again)
5. Power up the Socket (unplug the power and plug it in again).
6. The Socket will start up on the default version and the factory default configuration.
7. Please contact Support to reset the Socket on the backend so you can re-assign it to a site.
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